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Foreword 

The purpose of this report is to document and summarize the technical aspects of the National 
Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) first follow-up survey. 

Some of the material in this report duplicates materials to be found in the NELS:88 first 
follow-up user's manuals. In particular, the following are areas of overlap between this report and 
the user's manuals: the overview and history of NCES's National Education Longitudinal Studies 
program and the various studies that it comprises; the general description of the data collection 
instruments and procedures used in NELS:88; the account of sample design, weighting procedures 
and results, variance estimation, and nonresponse patterns; and the discussion of data control, data 
preparation, and processing. 

Other material is unique to this report. Such material includes the following: the 
psychometric documentation of the NELS :88 first follow-up tests (Chapter 6, Appendix A, Appendix
B), the documentation of the confidentiality/deductivedisclosure analyses conducted with the first 
follow-up data (Chapter 5, section 5.5.6), the detailed report on the base year ineligibles study 
(Chapter 7), the expanded presentation of standard error/design effects tables (Appendix C),
examples of district contacting letters (Appendix D) and permission forms (Appendix E),
documentation of the HS&B address update conducted as part of the NELS:88 base year and first 
follow-up contracts (Appendix F), content abstracts of OERII NELS:88 publications, Spanish-language 
survey instrumentation (Appendix K), and a glossary of terms used in the study (Gl). 
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I. Introduction 

This report provides documentation for the first follow-up survey of the National Education 
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). Information about the purposes of the study, the data collection 
instruments, the sample design, and data collection and data processing procedures is presented in this 
report. Immediately following Chapter VII and prior to the appendices is a glossary of terms used 
throughout this report. Readers of this report may also find Appendix H particularly useful., Appendix 
H provides an annotated bibliography of all up-to-date (as of the printing of this report) OERI NELS: 88 
publications. 

1.1 Organization of this Report 

Chapter I begins with an overview and history of NCES's National Educa tion Longitudinal 
Studies program and the various studies that it comprises. Chapter II contains a general description of 
the data collection instruments used in the NELS:88 first follow-up. 

The sample design and weighting procedures used in the first follow-up survey are documented 
in Chapter mI, as well as non-sampling measurement errors and problematicvariables. 

Data collection procedures, schedules, and results are presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V 
describes data control and preparation activities such as monitoring receipt of questionnaires, manual 
editing, and data retrieval, as well as data capture, machine editing (forced consistency cleaning), 
confidentiality (disclosure avoidance) analysis and editing, and file construction. Chapter VI offers 
additional psychometricdocumentationofthe first follow-up test battery, includingexpanded information 
about the IRT rationale and processes and bias comparisons of sample members who completed the test 
with those who did not. Finally, Chapter V11 provides a detailed account of the Base Year Ineligibles 
(B3YI) study. 

The appendices contain the following material: item statistics and IRT parameters for the 
cognitive test battery; a report on the HS&B sophomore cohort address update carried out under the first 
two NELS:88 contracts; supplemental standard error/design effects tables (including individual item 
standard errors and design effects by subgroups (that is, gender, race/ethinicity, school type, 
socioeconomic status, and urbanicity] that were not included in the first follow-up user's manuals);
examples of districtcontactingletters (unlike the base year, first follow-up schools were contacted by mail 
followed by a personal visit, not by mail only) and of parental permissionforms; the eligibility screener 
for the BYI study; an annotated bibliography ofQIERI NELS:88 publications; a listing of NCES NELS:S88 
publications and reports; corrigenda to the first follow-up user's manuals; and the Spanish version of the 
1990 student questionnaire and of the new student supplement. 

1.2 Overview 

1.2.1 NCES's National Education Longitudinal Studies Program 

The U.S. Department ofEducation's National Center for Education Statistics(NCES) is mandated 
to "collect and disseminate statistics and other data related to education in the United States" and to 
"conduct and publish reports on specific analyses of the meaning and significance of such statistics" 

1 
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(Education Amendments of 1974-Public Law 93-380, Title V, Section 501, amending Part A of the 
General Education Provisions Act). 

Consistent with this mandate and in response to the need for policy-relevant, time-series data on 
nationally representative samples of elementary and secondary students, NCES instituted the National 
Education Longitudinal Studies (NELS) program, a continuing long-term project. The general aim of 
the NELS program is to study the educational, vocational, and personal development of students at 
various grade levels, and the personal, familial, social, institutional, and cultural factors that may affect 
that development. The NELS programcurrently consists of three major studies: the National Longitudinal 
Study of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS-72); High School and Beyond (HS&B); and the National 
Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: 88). Takentogether, these studies representthe educational 
.experience of youth from three decades--the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Figure 1-1 illustrates the 
increasing number of issues that have become part of NCES's National Education Longitudinal Studies 
research agenda. A brief description of these issues is followed by a review of NELS :88. 

2 
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Figure 1-1: Development of key research issues for the NCES National Education 
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1.2.2 The National Longitudinal Study of the 1970s: NLS-72 

The first of the NELS projects, the National Longitudinal.Study of the High School Class of 1972 
(NLS-72), began in the spring of 1972 with a survey of a national probability sample of 19,001 seniors 
from 1,061 public,;secular private, and church-affiliated high schools. The sample was designed to be 
representativeof the approximately threemillionhigh school seniors enrolled in more than 17,000 schools 
in the spring of 1972. Each sample member was asked to complete a student questionnaire and a 
69-minute test battery. School administrators were also asked to supply survey data on each student, as 
well as information about the schools' programs, resources, and grading systems. 

Five follow-ups, conducted in 1973, 1974, 1976, 1979, and 1986, have been completed., At the 
time of the first follow-up, an additional 4,450 students from the class of 1972 were added to the, sample. 
Through intensive locating and tracking efforts, 13,912 of the 1972 base-year respondents and 4,016 
participants in the expanded first follow-up sample responded to the fourth follow-up in 1979. The fifth 
follow-up included. 12,841 participants from a subsample of 14,489 respondents who participated in the 
base year or one of the subsequent follow-ups. 

In additionto backgroundinformation, the NLS-72 base year and follow-up surveys collected data 
on respondents' educational activities, such as schools attended, grades received, and degree of 
satisfaction with their educational institutions. Participants were also asked about work experiences,
periods of unemployment, job satisfaction, military service, marital status, and children. Attitudinal 
information on self-concept, goals, participation in political activities, and ratings of their high schools 
are other topics for which respondents have supplied information. 

1.2.3 High School and Beyond of the 1980s: HS&B 

The -next, major longitudinal study sponsoredby NCES was High School and Beyond. HS&B was 
initiated 'in order to capture changes that had occurred in education-related and more general social 
conditions, in federal and state programs, and in the needs and characteristics of students since the time 
of the earlier survey. Thus, HS&B was designed to maintain the flow of education data to policymnakers 
at all levels who need to base their decisions on data that are reliable, relevant, and current. 

Base year data collection was conducted in the spring of 1980. Students were selected using a 
two-stage probability sample with schools as the first-stage units and students within schools as the 
second-stage units. There were 1,015 public, private, and church-affiliated secondary schools in the 
sample and a total of 58,270 participating students. Unlike NLS-72, HS&B included cohorts ofbotli tenth 
and twelfth graders. Additionally, in the HS&B base year, a subsample of parents of sophomores and 
seniors was surveyed. The HS&B ParentFile contains questionnaireresponses from the parents of about 
3,600 sophomores and 3,600 seniors who are on the Student File. Data on this file include parents' 
aspirations and plans for their children's postsecondary education. (F'he NELS.:88 Second Follow-Up: 
Parent Component Data File User's Manual contains a crosswalk between the items included in the 
HS&B parent surveys and the NELS:88 base year and second follow-up parent surveys.) 

Also during the base year of HS&B (1980), Teacher Comment Forms were sought from all 
faculty members who had taught any HS&B sample students during the 1979-19 80 academic year. The 
typical student in the sample was rated by an average of four different teachers. Teacher Comment 
Forms asked for perceptions about whether each selected student would probably go to college, was 
working up to potential., seemed popular with others, had talked with the teacher about school work or 
plans, seemed to dislike school, had enough self-discipline to hold a job, and had a physical or emotional 

4 
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handicap that affected school work. Tfhe FIS&B Sophomore Teacher File contains responses from 
14,103 teachers on 18,291 students from 616 schools. The HS&B Senior Teacher File contains 
responses from 13,683 teachers on 17,056 students from 611 schools. 

Since the base year data collection in 1980, three follow-ups of the HS&B cohorts have been 
completed: one in the spring of 1982; one in the spring of 1984; and the last in the spring of 1986. The 
fourth follow-up, of the sophomore cohort only, took place in the spring of 1992. 

The four NELS program cohorts (NLS-72 seniors, the HS&B sophomores and seniors, and 
NELS:88 eighth graders) are displayed in Figure 1-2 according to their initial and subsequent survey 
years and their modal age at the time of each survey. As illustrated, NLS-72 seniors were first surveyed 
in 1972 at age eighteenand have been resurveyed five times since, with the last survey occurring in 1986, 
when these respondents were about thirty-two years of age. The HS&B cohorts have been surveyed at 
points in time that would permit as much comparison as possible with the time points selected' for 
NLS-72. NELS:88 is also designed to fit into this larger analytical scheme. The NELS:88 first follow-up 
sophomore class of 1990 parallels the HS&B sophomore class of 1980; similarly, the second follow-up 
senior class of 1992 parallels the 1980 HS&B and 1972 NLS-72 senior classes. 

5 
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1.3 The National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988: Overview 

The base year of the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) represents the 
first stage of a major longitudinal effort designed to provide trend data about critical transitions 
experienced by students as they leave eighth grade and progress through high school and into 
postsecondary institutions or the work force. The 1988 eighth grade cohort is being followed at two-year 
intervals. Policy-relevant data about educational processes and outcomes will be collected over time, 
especially as it pertains to student learning, early and late predictors of dropping out, and school effects 
on students' access to programs and equal opportunityto learn. 

The first follow-up in 1990 provided the first opportunity for longitudinal measurement of the 
1988 baseline sample. It also provided a comparison point to high school sophomores ten years before, 
as studied in HS&B. The study captures the population of early dropouts (those who leave school prior 
to the end of tenth grade), while monitoring the transition of the student population into secondary
schooling. 

The second follow-up took place in 1992, when most sample members were in the second term 
of their senior year. The second follow-up provides a culminating measurement of learning in the course 
of secondary school, and also collects information that will facilitates investigation of the transition into 
the labor force and postsecondary education after high school. Because the NELS:88 sample was 
freshened to represent the twelfth grade class of 1992, trend comparisons can be made to the senior 
cohorts of 1972 and 1980 that were studied in NLS-72 and HS&B. The NELS:88 second follow-up
resurveyed students who were identified as dropouts in 1990, and identifiedand surveyed those additional 
students who had left school since the prior wave. 

Data collection for the third follow-up took place in spring of 1994, after most sample members 
bad left high school. The primary goals of the 1994 round are to provide for trend comparisons with 
NLS-72 and HS&B, and to address issues of employment and postsecondary access and choice. 
Additionally, the third follow-up provides a basis for assessing how many dropouts returned to school 
and by what route, and for measuring the access of dropouts to vocational training programs and to other 
postsecondary institutions. A fourth follow-up is tentatively scheduled for 1997. 

1.3.1 NELS:88 Study Objectives 

NELS:88's objectives are more comprehensive than those of any education longitudinal study
conducted to date. Its major features include the planned integration of student, dropout, parent, teacher, 
and school studies; the initial concentration on an eighth grade student cohort with planned follow-up at 
two year intervals; the inclusion of supplementary components to support analyses of geographically or 
demographically distinct subgroups; and the design linkages to previous longitudinal studies and other 
current studies. 

Multiple research and policy objectives are addressed through the NELS:88 design. The study
is intended to produce a general purpose data set for the development and evaluationof educationalpolicy 
at all governmental levels. Part of its aim is to inform decision makers, education practitioners, and 
parents about the changes in the operation of the educational system over time, and the effects of various 
elements of the system on the lives of the individuals who pass through it. Specifically, NELS :88 focuses 
on a number of interrelated policy issues, including: identification of school attributes associated with 
achievement; the transition of different types of students from eighth grade to secondary school; the 
influence of ability grouping on future educational experiences and achievements; determinants of 
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dropping out ofthe educational system; and changes in educationalpractices over time. One ofthe unique 
features of NELS: 88 is the extensive attention it gives to the role of parents. Tfhe base year parent survey 
(the parent survey is to be repeated in the second follow-up in 1992) gathered data on the effect of 
parents' attitudes and behaviors on educational choices, the correlates of active parental involvement in 
the school, parental guidance, and the parent's role in the educational success of their children. Guides 
to the linkage between NELS:88 base year and first follow-up questionnaire items and some of the key 
policy i~ssues related to education research are provided in Figures 1-3 and 1-4, respectively. 

The NELS:88 design enables researchers to conduct analyses on three principal levels: cross-
wave, cross-sectional, and cross-cohort(by comparingNELS:88 findings to those ofHS&B and NLS-72). 
The first of these levels provides NELS:88 with its primary objective: :to serve the purposes of 
longitudinal measurement. TIhe sampling and data collection designs give priority to maintaining and 
surveying a substantial number of base year sample members. Users of NELS:88 data will be able to 
study the effect of a wide variety of factors on students' educational and professional attainmnent. The 
longitudinal data gathered from students, and augmented through parent, teacher, school administrator, 
and archival (for example, academic transcripts) accounts of students' progressionand development, will 
facilitate scrutiny of various facets of students' lives--their problems and concerns, their relationshipswith 
parents, peers, and teachers, and the characteristics oftheir schools--andpermitexaminationof the impact 
of these factors on social, behavioral, and educational development. 

The second analytic level within NELS:88 is cross-sectional. By beginning with a cross-section 
of 1988 eighth graders, following a substantial subsample of these students at two-year intervals, and 
fresheningthe 1990 and 1992 samples to obtain representativenational cross-sections oftenth and twelfth 
graders, the study also provides data for the analysis of point estimates of student achievement that may 
be related to factors such as school type, programs, family characteristics, and the like. 

Finally, NELS:88 has been designed to provide researchers with data for drawing comparisons 
with previous longitudinal studies. With the release of NELS:88 first follow-up data, it became possible 
to conduct trend analyses with the 1980 sophomore cohort of HS&B. In addition, with the completion 
of the NELS:88 second follow-up in 1992, comparisons may be made among NELS:88, HS&B, and 
NLS-72 senior cohorts. To facilitate cross-cohort comparisons, many of the content areas contained in 
the HS&B base year survey were repeated in the base year and first follow-up of NELS:88, and data 
processing and file conventionshave been kept consistent, to the maximum extent feasible, with HS&B 
and NLS-72. 

The similar research designs ofHS&B and NELS:88 also permit comparisons to be made between 
HS&B and NELS:88 parent and teacher surveys. Basic constrasts may be made between HS&B 
sophomore and senior parent surveys, the NELS:88 base year parent survey, and the NELS:88 second 
follow-up parent survey. Similarly, comparisons may be made between the HS&B sophomore and senior 
teacher surveys, the NELS:88 first follow-up teacher survey and the NELS:88 second follow-up teacher 
survey. However, researchers interested in conducting comparisons between HS&B and NELS:88 
contextual surveys need to be aware of the ways in which the surveys differ from one another (across
longitudinal studies). With both contexuital surveys the differences involve: (1) the sampling strategies 
employed for selecting the contextual samples; (2) the time framne for collecting the data; and (3) the 
content of the questionnaires. Detailed informationonthedifferences between the HS&B and NELS:88 
parent and teacher surveys may be found in the NELS:88 Second Follow-Up Data File User's Manual 
that corresponds to the contextual survey of interest (i.e., either the AELS. 88 Second Follow-Up: Parent 
Component DataFile User's Manual or the NELS:88 Second Follow-Up: Teacher Component DataFile 
User's Manual). 
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1.3.2 Base Year Study and Sample Design 

Four study components constituted the base year design: surveys and tests of students, and 
surveys of parents, school administrators, and teachers. A student questionnaire gathered information 
about basic background variables and a range of other topics including school work, aspirations, and 
social relationships. Students also completed a series of curriculum-based cognitive tests that used item 
overlappingmethods to measure educationalachievement and cognitive growthbetween eighth and twelfth 
grades in four subject areas--reading, mathematics, science, and social studies (history/government). One 
parent of each student was asked to respond to a parent survey intended to measure parental aspirations
for children, family willingness to commit resources to children's education, the home educationalsupport 
system, and other family characteristics relevant to achievement. Selected teachers (in two of the four 
subject areas) completed a teacher questionnaire designed to collect data about school and teacher 
characteristics, evaluations of the selected students, course content, and classroom teaching practices.
Finally, a school administratorquestionnaire was completedby school principals. It gathered descriptive 
information about the school's teaching staff, the school climate, characteristics of the student body, and 
school policies and offerings. 

In the NELS::88 base year, a two-stage stratifiedprobabilitydesign was used to select a nationally
representativesample of eighth grade schools and students. Schools constitutedthe primary sampling unit; 
the target sample size for schools was 1,032. A pool of 1,032 schools was selected through stratified 
sampling with probabilityof selection proportionalto eighth grade size and with oversampling of private 
schools. A pool of 1,032 replacement schools was selected by the same method. Of the 1,032 initial 
selections, 30 proved to be ineligible. Of the 1,002 eligible selections, 698 participated. An additional 
359 schools (supplied by alternative selections available from the replacement pool) also participated, for 
a total school sample of 1,057 cooperating schools, of which 1,052 schools (815 public schools and 237 
private schools) contributed usable student data. For 1,035 of these 1,052 schools, both student and 
school administrator data were received. In the NELS:88 base year design, students were the secondary 
sampling unit. The second stage--student sampling--produced a random selection of 26,432' students 
among participating sampled schools, resulting in participation by 24,599 eighth grade students. On 
average, each of the participating schools was represented by 23 student participants. Additional 
information about the base year sample design is provided in Chapter III of this report and in the 
NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report. 

NORC was responsiblefor designing--andworking withNORC subcontractorsto design-.-the five 
base year survey instruments. The student questionnaire was designed by NORC, while the Educational 
Testing Service (ETS), an NORC subcontractor, developed the eighth grade tests. The parent 
questionnairewas developedjointly by NORC and ETS. Both the teacher and school questionnaires were 
designed in collaboration with Westat, another NORC subcontractor. NORC conducted the student and 
parent data collection, and also collected teacher and school administrator questionnaires on the date of 
the in-school student survey. Westat was responsible for nonresponse follow-up and the retrieval of 
missing items for both the teacher and school questionnaires. 

¶ The sample size of 26,435, which is cited in the NEtS588 Base Year Student Component Data File User's 
Manual, is a typographical error. 
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Figure 1-3: NELS:88 Base Y'ear Key Questionnaire itemis related to educational policy in education research 

I.-

I. Social capital/Parent involvement/Comi irnunity
involvement 

II. Equity/Access/Choice Ill. School effectiveness 

ISSUES 
Active parental involvement, school policies and ei:nvironment 
related to parental involvement, parental choice inIschool, 
parental networks and interactions 

ISSUES 
Academic programs, school climate, 
admissions practices, relationship 
between elementary school experiences
and secondary education access, SES 
and ethnicity, teaching quality and 
pratices. A.P., honors and remedial 
classes, student choices 

ISSUES 
Influence on outcomes of size of school; 
student body ethnicity and SES level; 
school type and affiliation;, school climate, 
and staff and curricular 

STUDENT 
34 Education level of parents
37 Parent participation at school 

STUDENT 
20 Language Use 
31 A-D Race, ethnicity
57-59 School climate 
66 Advanced courses 
68 Gifted/talented programs 

STUDENT 
Cognitive test scores 

81 Self-reported grades 

SCHOOL 
37 Test results provided to parents
48 Available extracurricular activities 
47 School climate and policy enforcement 

SCHOOL 
4 Type
5 Major program orientation 
13 Ethnicity
14 Percentage in single-parent

home 
15 Percentage LEP (limited English)
16 Remedial and special programs
24 Assignment of students to the 

school 
25-28 Admission procedures
33 Percentage receiving financial aid 
34 Family ability to pay for tuition 
35 Eigh-grade scores used for high

school admission 
39 Minimum academic instruction 

required
40 Gifted/talented program 

.SCHOOL 
2 School enrollment 
6 Length of school year
10 Nominated tenth grade
11 Average daily attendance 
12 Drop-out, migration rate 
17 Number of full-time teachers 
18 School structure for Instruction 
19 Teacher base salary
21 Teacher degree level 
38 Retention reasons 
45 Billingual classes 
47 School climate 
48 School policies
49 Discipline and other problems 



Figure 1-3: (coot.): NELS:88 Base Year Key Questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 

I. Social capital/Parent involvement/Community
involvement 

IL. Equity/Access/Choice Ill. School effectiveness 

TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER 
111-26 

111-30 
Ill-3l 

Problems with school policies as related to student, 
community, and parent: drugs, weapons, assault, 
robbery, vandalism, etc. 
Teacher time spent communicating with parents
How many students' parents does teacher talk to 

I-11 Teacher perception of student as 
a language minority student 

1-12 Teacher perception of student as 
LEP 

11-16 Teaching practices in the 
classroom 

11-17,29 Teaching methods in the 
classroom for specific subjects

111-4 Years of teaching experience 
111-6 Type of teaching certificate 
111-19 Amount of in-service education 
111-21 Instruct in gifted/talented 

program
111-27 Holding a second job
111-30 Time spent outside school hours 

on activities such as planning
classes, correcting papers, 
corrdinating curriculum, etc. 

111-32 Percentage of students using 
computer for. instructional 
material 

1,2-9 

11-3 
11-14 
111-8 
111-10 

111-18 

111-28 

111-29 
111-33 

Teacher rating of student's 
academic performance and 
participation in class 
Class size 
Teacher adequacy
Highest academic degree held 
Major and minor fields of highest
degree 
Employment status in the school 
system
Number of days absent from 
teaching
Number of supervisory visitations 
Use of computers for student 
instruction 



Figure 1-3: (cont.): NELS:88 Base Year Key Questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 

1. Social capital/Parent involvement/Community
involvement 

II. Equity/Access/Choice Ill. School effectiveness 

PAREN~SIT PARENT PARENT 
30 
45 
54,56
57 
58 
59 
61 
62 
63 
67 
68 
69 
85 

Parent education level 
Parent request to retain child in school 
Parent Involvement in course selection 
School contact with parent about child 
Parent contact with school about child 
Parent participation In school organizations
Outside community activities with child 
Parent knowledge of child's friends and their parents
Parent time talking with child about school 
Talk with child about high school plans
Talk with child about PSE plans
Parent time helping child with homework 
Parent involvement with financial aid and 

10 
34,80
38 
48 

52 
70 
82 
84 

22 

Race/ethnicity
SES level 
Child's attendance at pre-school
Child's participation in special 
programs
Child in gifted/talented program
Computer In home 
Money for educational expenses
Money earmarked for student's 
PSE 
Language spoken at home 

34,80
57 
74 

75 

76 

SES level 
School contact with parent
Parent opinion of school's 
effectiveness 
Parent satisfaction with school 
curriculum 
Parent opinion of. child's 
schooling future 

scholarships 



Figure 1-4: NELS:88 First Follow-Up Key Questionnaire items related t~o educational policy in education research 

I. Equity/Access/Choice 

ISSUES 
Academic programs, school 
climate, admission practices,
SES and ethnicity, equal teaching
quality and practices, A.P and 
honors courses, remedial 
classes, student choices 

STUDENT 
19 Attend start/pass each 

term 
20 HS program 

II. Cognitive growth 

ISSUES 
Tracking, coursetaking,
involvement, language
proficiency, teacher quality, 
school climate, textbooks,
parental involvement, family 
structure 
STUDENT 
13 
18A 
19 

Days absent 
Certainty will graduate
Attend start/pass each 
term 

20 
46 
49 
53 

92-93 

HS program
Important things In life 
Educational expectations
Occupational
expectations
Who else lives in house 

97 Absences because 

99 
,babysit
Major family events 

Ill. Tracking dynamics and 
correlates 

ISSUES 
Coursetaking, grouping, decision 
making, cognitive growth,
differential assignment, dropping 
out, achievement, attitudes, 
social relations, college and 
employment opportunities 
STUDENT 
20 HS program
49 Educational expectations
53 Occupational

expectations 

IV. Process of dropping out 

ISSUES 
School achievement, attendance, 
behavior, attitudes toward 
school, social relations, family 
structure and characteristics 

STUDENT 
13 
185A 
19 

Days absent 
Certainty will graduate
Attend start/pass each 
term 

20 
46 
49 
53 

76 
92-93 

HS program
Important things in life 
Educational expectations
Occupational
expectations
Have any children of own 
Who else lives In house 

97 Absences because 

99 
babysit
Major family events 



Figure 1-4: (con(.): NELS:88 First Follow-Up Key Questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research!-A 

I. Equity/Access/Choice 

SCHOOL 
11 HS program enrollment 
24-25 Days to be truant, D-out 
29 % Students LM or LEP 
35 Number of teachers 
43 Ethnicity of teachers 
45-46 Teachers assigned ESL; 

certified 
54 Admission practices
61 Use homogenous

grouping
62 Who affects stud. 

placement
75 Math/sci. courses offered 
76 # AP courses offered 
82 Have 0-out prevent. 

program
84 Why studs. in D-out 

program 

II. Cognitive growth 

SCHOOL 
1-4 School size, type
1 1 HS program enrollment 
30 %Received special 

services 
35 # Teachers 
43 Ethnicity of teachers 
45-46 Teachers assigned ESL; 

certified 
54 Admission practices
61 Use homogenous

grouping
62 Who affects stud. 

placement
70 Coursework requirements
75 Math/sci. courses offered 
76 # AP courses offered 
82 Have D-out prevent. 

program
84 Why studs. in D-out 

program 

Ill. Tracking dynamics and 
correlates 

SCHOOL 
1 1 HS program enrollment 
29 % Students LM or LEP 
30 % Receive special 

services 
54 Admission practices
61 Use homogenous

grouping
62 Who affects stud. 

placement
75 Math/sci. courses offered 

IV. Process of dropping out 

SCHOOL 
24-25 Days to be truant, 0-out 
29 % Students LM or LEP 
30 % Receive special 

services 
35 # Teachers 
45 Teachers assigned ESL 
61 Use homogenous 

grouping
75 Math/sci. courses offered 
82 Have 0-out prevent. 

program
84 Why studs. in 0-out 

program 



Figure 1-4: (cont.): NELS:88 First Follow-Up Key Questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 

I. Equity/Access/Choice 11. Cognitive growth 

TEACHER TEACHER 
11-16 Division of class time I-li Language minority (LM) 
111.2 Teacher ethnicity 1-12 Limited-English prof.

(LEP)
11-3 Track of class 
11-4 Level of students in class 
11-5.- Class enrollment 
11-16 Division of class time 
11-20 M If Algebra I, topics 
11-22 M If Algebra II, topics 
11-24 M If Geometry, topics 
11-21 S If Biology, topics 
11-23 S If Chemistry, topics
11-20 H If U.S. History topics 
11-21 H If World History topics 
11-20 E If English topics 
Ill-i Teacher gender
111-2 Teacher ethnicity
111-4 Year teaching
111-6 Employment status 
111-7,8 Type certification 
111-9 Highest degree held 
IV-8 Who helps teacher 

Ill. Tracking dynamics and 
correlates 

TEACHER 
1-3 Track of class 
1-4 Level of students in class 
I-5 Class enrollment 
11-20 M If Algebra I, topics
11-22 M If Algebra II. topics
11-24 M If Geometry, topics 
11-21 S If Biology, topics 
11-23 S If Chemistry, topics 
11-20 H If U.S. Hist., topics 
11-21 H If World Hist., topics 
11-20 E If English, topics 
111-4 Years teaching 

IV. Process of dropping out 

TEA1LCHER 
1-22 Student at risk of D-out 
IV-8 Who helps teacher 



Figure 1-4: (cont.): NELS:88 First Follow-Up Key Questioninaire items reluted to educational policy in eduction research 
0% 

I. Equity/Access/Choice IL. Cognitive growth - Ill. Tracking dynamics and 
Icorrelates 

IV. Process of dropping out 

DROPOUT 
28 Who tried to prevent D-

out 
36 Important things in life 
38-39 Educ. /occ. expectations
41 Home language not 

English
44 English ability 

DROPOUT[
6 HS program
19 Why chose classes 
20 Grades received 
22 Days absent 
36 Important things in life 
38 Educational expectations
41 Home language not 

English
44 English ability
74 Hours work 
77 Wage
86 Who else lives In house 
92 Absences because 

DROPCDUT 
16 HS program

Why chose ciaoI!19 isses 
Grades receive ad210O 
Home languagilenot4,1I 
English

414 English ability. 

DROPOUT 
6 Why left school 
7 When last attended 

~~~~school 
8-9 What grade in then; pass 
10 Name and address last 

school 
I1I Plans to get H-S diploma
16 HS1 program
19 Why chose classes 
20 Grades received 
22 Days absent 
27 Major student events 
28 Who tried to prevent D-

babysit 
29 

out 
School response to D-
out 

I 30 
36 
38-39 
4 1 

44 
52 
63 

Parent response to D-out 
Important things in life 
Educ. /occ. expectations
Home language not 
English
English ability
#Friends drop out 

Have children of own 
74 Hours worked 
76-77: Job type; wage
86 Who else lives in house 
92 Absences because 

babysit 



Figure 1-4: (cont.): NELS:88 First Follow-Up Key Questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 

V. Transition patterns from 8th to loth 
grade 

ISSUES 
Movement across private/public school 
sectors family migration, track placement,
differences in experience of school 
environment, school size, moral climate and 
organizational ethos of school 
STUDENT 
19 Attend start/pass each term 
20 HS program 

SCHOOL 
54 -Admission practices 

VI. School effectiveness 

ISSUES 
School size, SES level, school sector, school 
climate, principal and teacher autonomy, staff 
job satisfaction, textbooks, curricular offerings,
teacher quality, student performance and 
growth, student persistence and school-leaving 
STUDENT 
18A Certainty will graduate
19 Attend start/pass each term 
39 Self-reported grades
49 Educational expectations 

SCHOOL 
1-4 School size, type
1 1 HS program enrollment 
24-25 Days to be truant, 0-out 
29 %Students LM or LEP 
30 %Received special services 
35 #Teachers 
43 Ethnicity of teachers 
45-46 Teachers assigned ESL; certified 
54 Admission practices
61 Use homogenous grouping
62 Who affects stud. placement
70 Coursework requirement
75 Math/sci. courses offered 
76 # AP courses offered 
82 Have D-out prevent, program
84 Why stud. in 0-out program 

VII. Parental and community involvement 

ISSUES 
Active parental involvement, school policies
and attitudes related to parental
involvement, parental choice in school, 
parental networks and interactions, student 
performance, remain in school 
STUDENT 
13 Days absent 
99 Major family events 

SCHOOL 
84 Why studs. in 0-out program 
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V. Transition patt erns from 
grade 

8th to I10th VI. School effectiveness VII. Parental and community involvement 

TEACHER 

DROPOUT 
10 Last school 
Ii1 Plans for HS diploma 

TEACHER 
11-20 M If Algebra I, topics
11-22 M It Algebra 1I, topics
11-24 M If Geometry, topics
11-21 S If Biology, topics
11-23 S It Chemistry, topics
11-20 H If U.S. Hist., topics
11-21 H If World Hist., topics
11-20 E If English, topics
111-6 Employment status 
111-7,8 Type certification 
111-9 Highest degree held 
IV-8 Who helps teacher 
DROPOUT 
19 Why chose classes 
29 School response to D-out 
38 Educational expectations
44 English language proficiency 

TEACHER 

DROPOUT 
30 Parent response to D-out 
41 Home language not English
86 Who else lives in house 
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1.3.3 First Follow-Up Core Study and Sample Design 

The first follow-up ofNELS:88 comprised the same components as the base year study, with the 
exception of the parent survey. (The parent component has been repeated in the second follow-up, along 
with the collection of high school transcripts.) In addition, three new components--the dropout, Base 
Year Ineligible Study, and School Effectiveness Study--were initiated in the first follow-up, and a 
freshened sample was added to the student component. 

As in the base year, students were asked to complete a questionnaire and cognitive test. The 
cognitive test was designed to measure tenth grade achievement and cognitive growth between 1988 and 
1990 in the subject areas of mathematics, science, reading, and social studies (history/government). The 
student questionnaire collected basic background information, and asked students about such topics as 
their school and home environments, participation in classes and extra-curricular activities, currentjobs, 
their goals and aspirations, and opinions about themselves. Following the base year design, two teachers 
of each student were asked to complete a teacher questionnaire, and a school administratorquestionnaire 
was completed by school principals. If a student was a first-time participant of NELS :88, he or she also 
completed a new student supplement, containing questions on basic demographic information which were 
asked in the base year but not repeated in the first follow-up. 

In addition to surveying students who were enrolled in school, the first follow-up also surveyed 
and tested youths who had dropped out of school at some point between the spring term of the 1987-88 
school year and that of the 1989-90 school year. The dropout questionnaire collected informationon a 
wide range of subjects, including reasons for leaving school, school experiences, absenteeism, plans for 
the future, employment, attitudes and self-concept, and home environment. 

The selection of students was implemented in two stages. The first stage of sampling involved 
the selection of 21,474 students who were in the eighth grade NELS:88 sample in 1988.2 These students 
were termed "core" students. The core student sample was then augmented through a process called 
"freshening", the aim of which was to provide a representative sample of students enrolled in the tenth 
grade in the 1989-90 school year. Freshening added an additional 1,229 tenth graders (of whom 1,043 
were found to be eligible and still retained after final subsampling) who were not contained in the base 
year sampling frame, either because they were not in the country, or were not in the eighth grade in the 
spring term of 1988. Additional information about the first follow-up sample design is provided in 
Chapter mI of this report. 

The initial data collection period for the first follow-up was from late January to July, 1990. At 
the end of this period, the population of nonrespondents (for example, students who had not attended the 
survey session or had not been located), which was believed to possibly contain "hidden" dropouts, was 
subsampled and further pursued in a second data collection effort conducted between January and June 
of 1991. The populations of sample members previously identified as dropouts and base year ineligible 
students (see Section 1.3.4), who had not been surveyed when data collection was suspended in July of 
1990, were also pursued during the second effort. Subsaniplingprocedures for the second data collection 
period are described in detail in Chapter mI. Figure 1-5 ouflines the sample and subsamples of the first 
follow-up. 

2 This includes students who were base year nonrespondents, as well as approximately 2,400 OBEMLA-
sponsored sample members. 
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NORC, the prime contractorfor NELS:88, and its subcontractor,the Educational Testing Service 
(ETS), were responsible for designing the six survey instruments. Specifically, NORC designed the 
student, dropout, new student supplement, school administrator, and teacher questionnaires, while ETS 
developed the cognitive tests. NORC conducted all data collection activities for the first follow-up. 

1.3.4 First Follow-Up Design Enhancements 

Several components were added to the first follow-up to increase its analyticpower. One of these 
enhancements, the Base Year Ineligible (BYI) Study, was added to the first follow-up in order to ascertain 
the status of students who were excluded from the base year survey due to a language barrier or physical 
or mental disability which precluded them from completing a questionnaireand cognitive test. The BYL 
study served threeprimary purposes: it incorporatedinto the samplethose students whose eligibilitystatus 
had changed since the base year study, that is, who had become capable of completing a questionnaire 
and cognitive test in the spring of l99O,1 thus contributing to the representativeness of the tenth grade 
cohort; it allowed for the correction of any classification errors of eligibility status which may have 
occurred in the base year; and finally, it permitted generation of national estimates of dropping out that 
reflected the school enrollment status of both the eligible and ineligible 1987-88 eighth grade cohort 
members. 

In addition to the BYI study, a supplemental study, designed to sustain analyses of school 
effectiveness issues, was conducted in conjunction with the first follow-up. ,As a longitudinal study, the 
samplingplan employed in the first follow-up--following eighth grade students to high schools as opposed 
to drawing a random sample of high schools and then tenth grade students within the schools--fails to 
provide: (a) a probability sample of high schools; (b) a within-school representativetenth grade student 
sample; and (c) a sufficiently large number of students and teachers per school to permit use ofmultilevel 
analytic techniques ~(such as hierarchical linear modeling), and to facilitate investigation of the internal 
culture and organization of schools. To address these limitations, the within-school student sample of 
247 participating first follow-up high schools in the thirty largest metropolitan statistical areas was 
augmented. In addition, school enrollment and eighth grade feeder pattern informationwas collected to 
provide a basis for estimating the probability of a particular high school being selected into NELS :88. 
In short, the School Effectiveness Study may be viewed as a study of a probabilitysample of both schools 
and students within the framework of the primary longitudinal study. 

1.3.5 HS&B Address Update 

Preparatory to the IHS&B fourth follow-up (1992), an address update for the HS&B sample took 
place as part of the NELS :88 base year and first follow-up contracts. The address update is described 
in appendix F of this report. 

In addition to changes in student characteristics relevant to the determination of eligibility (for example, 
a student gaining proficiency in English), the eligibility criteria themselves changed in the first follow-up.
Unlike the base year study, students who were unable to complete an English-language questionnaire,
but could complete a Spanish-language version, were eligible to participate in the first follow-up. A 
detailed writeup of the BYI study appears as Chapter 7 of this report. 
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Figure 1-5 
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1.4 NELS:88 Sponsors 

The NELS:88 sponsor, the U.S. Department of Education's National Center for Education 
Statistics (NCES), provided federal agencies, states, and educational institutions with an opportunity to 
expand the scope of the base year and first follow-up studies and enrich them through avariety of means. 
Enhancements sponsored by various groups included: sample supplements for states that provided 
representative state samples, oversamples of specific student groups, supplemental questions for various 
data collection instruments, and supplemental questionnaires. 

1.4.1 Sample Supplements and Augmentations 

Sample supplementsand augmentationswere sponsoredby various sources. Begirming in the base 
year, the U.S. Department of Education provided major funding for the parent component of NELS:88 
and, with the National Science Foundation (NSF), co-sponsored the teacher component. Both agencies 
continuedtheir sponsorshipofthe teacher component in the first follow-up as well. The U.S. Department 
ofEducation's Office of Bilingual Educationand Minority Languages Affairs (OBEMLA) providedfunds 
in the base year for oversampling Hispanic, Asian-Pacific Islander, and American Indian students, and 
in the first follow-up for following the approximately 2,400 students who were added to the sample in 
the base year, as well as the 176 LEP/NEP4 students identifiedduringthe freshening process. The School 
Effectiveness Study of the first follow-up added some 6,400 students to the initial base year retained 
sample, and was supported in part by funds from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, 
and by NCES. NCES also sponsored the Base; Year Ineligible Study, which included 626 base year 
sample members who were ineligible to participate in the base year survey, and 27 base year dropouts. 

In both the base year and first follow-up, all survey instruments and cognitive tests were 
administered to the core (which included the OBEMLA oversample) and augmentation samples in an 
identical fashion. 

1.4.2 Instrument Supplements 

The NELS:88 base year and first follow-up instruments were supplemented in various ways by 
federal agencies and educational institutions. 

In the base year study, the National Science Foundation (NSF) co-sponsored the teacher 
questionnaire supplement, while the U.S. Department of Education sponsored the parent questionnaire 
supplement. NSF also sponsored supplemental mathematics and science items on the student, parent, and 
school questionnaires. Other federal agencies, which sponsored questions in the student, parent, teacher, 
and school questionnaires, included: the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEHl), which 
sponsored questions about the humanities and history; the U.S. Department of Education's Office of 
Bilingual Education and Minority Languages Affairs (OBEMLA), which added questions about minority 
language use patterns and bilingual programs; and the U.S. Department of Education's Office of 
Planning, Budget, and Evaluation(OPBE), which sponsored questionsaboutgifted and talentedprograms. 

4' In contrast to a Fully-English-Proficient (FEP) student, a LEP (Limited-English-Proficient) or NEP (Non-
English-Proficient) student is one whose native language is not English and whose skills in listening to, 
speaking, reading, or writing English are such that he or she derives little benefit from school instruction 
delivered in English. 
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In the first follow-up, NSF again sponsored the teacher questionnaire supplement, as well as the 
mathematics and science items in the student and school questionnaires. OBEMLA also continued its 
support of questionnaire items about minority language use patterns and bilingual programs in the first 
follow-up student, dropout, new student supplement, teacher, and school questionnaires. 

1.5 NELS:88 Data and Documentation 

NELS:88 base year and first follow-up data are available in both public use and restricted use 
versions on magnetic tape; the public files are also available on compact disc (CD-ROM). Machine-
readable documentation, and an electronic codebook that is user-manipulable through menu-driven 
software are included on the compact disc version of the data. 

Because multilevel microdata carries with it some risk of the possibility of statistical disclosure 
of institutional or individual identities, the NELS:88 data have been extensively analyzed to determine 
which items of information, used alone, in conjunction with other key variables, or in conjunctionwith 
public external sources such as school universe files, have significant disclosurepotential. (For an account 
of the disclosure analysis and confidentiality editing undertaken in the first follow-up, see 5.5.6 of this 
report.) Variables that were found to pose significant disclosure risks were suppressed or altered to 
remove or substantially reduce such risks. For example, in some cases, continuous variables have been 
recast as categorical variables, or fine-grained categorical variables have been more grosslyrecategorized. 

In a few? instances, data elements have been suppressed or changed. Because of this, a particular 
school might be characterized in terms of a certain variable on the restricted use version of the NELS: 88 
data, but be coded to missing on the public files. Or, very rarely, a given school might fail within one 
response category within a variableon the privileged use files but fall within an adjacent category in the 
public release files. 

While the value that is placed on confidentiality justifies these alterations of the data, it is 
recognized that some of these protections against disclosure may at times reduce the analysis potential 
of certain variables in the data set. For example, when only ranges of percentages are given for a 
variable, threshold points that may be important for some analyses may be obscured, or nonlinearities, 
in relationships hidden. No matter how thoughtfully continuous variables are transformed into 
categorical form, different cut points for the categories may be desirable, depending on one's particular 
analytic purposes. While most suppressed data will have only a negligible effect on most analyses, there 
are times when the suppressed informationis critical. For this reason, NCES also makes restricteduse 
data files available to qualified researchers with a proven need for the data in its restricted use form. To 
obtain the re'stricted use data, it is necessary for an organization to obtain a licensure agreement from 
NCES. The agreement must be signed by the principal investigator and by someone authorized to 
commit the organization to the legal requirements. In addition, each professional or technical staff 
member with access to the data must sign and have notarized an affidavit of nondisclosure. 
Institutionally-basedresearchers may apply to the Associate Commissioner for Education Statistics at the 
Statistical Standards and Methodology Division, National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), if they 
wish to pursue the possibility of obtaining access to the NELS:88 restricted use data files. 
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1.5.1 Base Year Data Files and Documentation 

Four public release files were produced for the NIELS:88 base year study, one for each study 
component--the student, parent, teacher, and school. Each file included a data file based on the core 
sample, which consisted of 1,052 participating schools, 24,599 participating students, and 22,651 
participating parents. In addition, 1,035 school administratorquestionnaires were collected, along with 
5,193 teacher questionnaires with teacher ratings for 23,188 participating students. 

As illustratedby Figure 1-6, a data file user's manual was produced for each of the public release 
data files, along with other forms of documentation. The NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report 
documents the sampling procedures for the base year survey. The Psychometric Reportfor the NELS:-88 
Base Year Test Battery' gives an in-depth description of the rationale, development, and statistical 
properties of the eighth grade cognitive test battery. Tfhe NELS.88 Base Year Final Technical Report7 

provides detailed documentationof the methodology of the survey. Finally, Quality of the Responses of 
Eighth-Grade Students in NELS.88' documents the reliability and validity of student responses. 

In addition to these reports, which are valuable for researchers interested in conducting analyses 
with the base year data files, a number of analysis reports and special tabulations are also available from 
NCES. These publications are described in appendix A of this report. 

1.5.2 First Follow-Up Data Files and Documentation 

Four public release data files have been produced for the NELS: 88 first follow-up study, one for 
each study component--the student, dropout, teacher, and school surveys.' The student file includes data 
based on the entire first follow-up sample, which consists of 18,221 participating students (including 
17,424 panel participants for whom both base year and first follow-up data are available), .1,043 
participating dropouts, and 1,442 nonrespondents. The dropout file includes data strictly on the 1,043 
participating first follow-up dropouts. The school file maintains a record for each participating first 
follow-up student whose school administrator completed a school administrator questionnaire. In total, 
1,296 school administratorquestionnaires, covering 17,663 students (or 92 percent ofthe student sample), 
were completed. The teacher file contains data that was collected from 9,987 participating teachers. The 
student public release data file also contains data for all 24,599 base-year respondents, regardless of 
whether or not they were retained in the first follow-up. 

6 Spencer, B.D.; Frankel, M.R.; Ingels, S.J.; Rasinski, K.A.;- Tourangeau, R. August 1990; NCES 90-463. 

Rock, D.A., and Pollack, J.M. April 1991; NCES 91-468. 

7 Ingels, S.J.; Rasinski, K.A.; Frankel, M.R.; Spencer, B.D.; Buckley, P.B.; 1990; Chicago: NORC. 

Kaufman, P.; Rasinski, K.A.; Lee, R.; West, J. September 1991; NCES 91-487. 

9 The School Effectiveness Study data will be released as a combined base line (NELS:88 first follow-up)
and follow-up (NELS:88 second follow-up) data set file in the fall of 1994. 
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H. Data Collection Instruments 

This chapterprovides a brief descriptionofthe student, dropout, teacher, and school administrator 
survey instruments and cognitivetests used in the base year and first follow-up. (NELS:88 first follow-
up questionnaires are reproduced in the appendices of the NELS:88 first follow-up data file user's 
manuals.) Figure 2-1 gives a comparative overview of the content areas in the base year questionnaires. 
Any differencies in, or additions to thematic areas in the first follow-up survey instruments are illustrated 
in Figure 2-2. 

.2.1 Instrument Development 

The data collection instruments for the NELS:88 base year and first follow-up were similar in 
content and form. The base year instrumentsconsisted of a student questionnaireand cognitivetests, and 
parent, teacher, and school administrator questionnaires. All of these instruments, with the exception of 
the parent questionnaire, were enhanced and used in the first follow-up. Two new instruments, the 
dropout questionnaire and the new student supplement, were developed for use in the first follow-up. 

Instrument development was guided by the research objectives of NELS :88. Questionnaireswere 
designed to meetthe longitudinal goals of the study; items were chosen based on their utility in predicting 
or explaining future outcomes as measured in later survey waves. All of the questionnaires employed 
in the base year and first follow-up surveys were framed to provide continuity and consistency with 
earlier education longitudinal studies, as well as to address new areas of policy concern and to reflect 
recent advances in theory. Where appropriate, NELS:88 drew test and questionnaire content from prior 
longitudinal studies (NLS-72, HS&B), and from repeated cross-sectional NCES study series, such as the 
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and the Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS), to 
ensure a common standard of measurement that would permit comparisons with other important data 
sources, and maximize the utility ofNELS:88 data. In the first follow-up, the instruments that were used 
in the base year were augmented to capture the education and social experiences of tenth graders, and 
new instruments were developed for the populations new to the first follow-up--dropouts and freshened 
students. Items used in the new questionnaires were drawn from the studies mentioned above, as well 
as from the base year instruments. Appendix F of the student component data file user's manual contains 
a crosswalk for the items which overlap between the NELS:88 base year student questionnaire, the first 
follow-up student and dropout questionnaires, and the HS&B student questionnaire. 
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Figure 2-1: Content Areas in NELS:88 Base Year Questionnaires 
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Table 2.-i (Cont.): Content Areas in NEIS:88, Base Year Questionnaires 

Content category Student Parent Teacher School 

School performance Self-reported grades, Parental expectations for child's Teacher impression 
performance on NELS:88 
cogntive test battery 

grades of student 
achievement 

Guidance Student-reported availability of 
counseling (for eduction plans, 

Parent talks at home with child 
about school, high school plans, 

Availability of guidance 
counseling for students in 

jobs, careers, drug abuse, etc.) 
given by school employee, adult 
relative, or friend 

or homework school 

Special programs Participation in special programs 
(e.g., gifted and talented, special 

Physical and mental limitations of 
students, special services rendered 

Teacher involvement 
and satisfaction with 

Special services (e.g., gifted 
and talented programs) 

education, bilingual, or ESL) (e.g., for gifted and talented gifted and talented 
students) programs 

After-school supervision Parental supervision Parental supervision, after-school 
childcare arrangements 

Involvement with Family life, cultural experience, Family life, activities in 
community participation in neighborhood community (e.g., borrows books 

programs from library, attends concerts, 
museums, participates 'in 
community-based groups 

After-school activities Extra-curricular activities, Student enrollment in outside 
outside school classes and clubs school clubs 

Life goals, educational Student and parent expectations Parental expectations of 
and occupational of how far in school student will educational attainment of child 

advance, student's desired 
occupation 

Financial assistance 
education 

Percent of students receiving 
aid in school 



Figure 2-2:, Content areas In NEIS:$8 First Follow-Up Questionnaires 
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2.2 Survey Instruments and Content Coverage 

2.2.1 Student Questionnaire and Cognitive Tests 

Sample members who were attending school during the spring term of the 1989-90 school year
(including those who were identified as dropouts at some earlier time, but returned to and remained in 
school during the spring term of 1990) were administered a student questionnaire, either at an in-school 
or off-campus survey session. The self-administered questionnaire, which took approximately one hour 
to complete, collected information on a wide range of topics, including students' background, language 
use, home environment, perceptions of self, plans for the future, jobs and household chores, school 
experiences and activities, work, and social activities. The first follow-up student questionnaire was 
available in both English and Spanish.'2 

hn addition to the student questionnaire, students completed a series of cognitive tests, also 
administered at in-school or off-campus survey sessions. The combined tests, coveringfour subject areas, 
included 116 iesto be competdIn 5miue.Tecogntietests are dsrbdbifyblw 

* Reading Comprehension(21 items, 21 minutes) consisted of five short passages followed 
by comprehension and interpretation questions, such as interpreting the author's 
perspective, understanding the meaning of words in context, and identifying figures of 
speech. Unlike the base year, two versions of the reading test were developed, differing 
in degree of difficulty. 

* Mathematics (40 items, 30 minutes) assessed both simple mathematical application skills, 
as well as more advanced skills of comprehension and problem solving. Test items 
included word problems, graphs, quantitativecomparisons, and geometric figures. Three 
versions of the mathematics test were developed for the first follow-up, varying in the 
level of difficulty. 

* Science (25 items, 20 minutes) contained questions drawn from the fields of life, earth 
and physical sciences. Emphasis was placed on the comprehension of underlying 
concepts and scientific reasoning ability. 

* History/Citizenship/Geography (30 items, 14 minutes) assessed knowledge of important 
issues and events in American history. Citizenship items included questions on the 
operation and structure of the federal government and the rights and obligations of 
citizens. Geography questions touched on patterns of settlement and food production 
shared by various societies. 

NORC's subcontractor, the Educational Testing Service (ETS), developed the cognitive test 
battery, both in the base year and first follow-up. While there was but one version of the base year test 

12 Excluding the base year ineligible students who were reclassified as eligible in 1990 (and who will be 
added to the first follow-up data with the second follow-up data release), nineteen (I 5 of them from the 
freshening sample) students completed the Spanish-language questionnaire in the NELS:88 firstfollow-up.
Because of the small number of questionnaires completed in Spanish, aseparate flag was not created for 
these cases. The percentage of questionnaires completed in Spanish -- around one-tenth of one percent
of the total first follow-up student participants, is similar to the percentage of HS&B sophomores who 
opted to complete Spanish-language questionnaires in 1980 (36 out of 27,118 participants, or 0.13 
percent). 
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battery, six forms of the cognitive test battery were produced in the first follow-up, each comprising a 
different combination of mathematics and readin difficulty levels.' Each student's test form was 
determined by his or her scores on the base year mathematics and reading tests; freshened students and 
base year non-respondents received the intermediateversion of the first follow-up cognitive test battery 
(Version MI). The purpose of the multi-level design of the first follow-up cognitive, test battery was to, 
guard against ceiling and floor effects which may occur when testing must span four years of schooling. 
This adaptive approach tailors the difficulty of the reading and mathematics tests to the ability of the 
respondent, thereby leading to a more accurate measurement than a single level design. Figure 2-3 
illustrates the distribution of test versions to base year retained sample members and defines the test 
combinations used in the first follow-up. 

In order to facilitate comparisons with test data from other national studies, NELS:88 borrowed 
or adapted a number of test items from NAEP and HS&B. Properties of the cognitivetests are discussed 
in the Psychometric Reportfor the NELS:-88 Base Year Test Baettey, and in Chapter 6 of this report. 

2.2.2 Dropout Questionnaire 

During the data collection period (the spring term of the 1989-90 school year), sample members 
who had been out of school for four, or more consecutive weeks at the time an NORC interviewer 
contacted them to be surveyed were administered the dropout questionnaire, as well as (when possible) 
the cognitive test battery. The hour-long, self-administered questionnaire and 85-minute cognitive test 
battery were completed with an NORC interviewer present, at either a group or single survey session. 
The dropout questionnaire collected data about the last school attended by the sample member and the 
school's climate, reasons for leaving school, and actions schoolpersonnel, parents, and friends took when 
the respondentstopped going to school. Respondents also reported on their likelihood ofreturning to and 
graduating from high school, and described their current activities and ffiture plans. 

Produced for the first follow-up study, the dropout questionnaire was designed to facilitate 
comparisons with the NELS:88 first follow-up student questionnaire. This item overlap with the student 
questionnairepermits users to contrast factors such as school environment, family life, aspirations, and 
self-perceptions of students with the responses of dropouts. 

2.2.3 New Student Supplement 

First-time NELS:88 participants who were brought into the study through sample freshening or 
who were base year non-respondents completed the new student supplement questionnaire which was 
available in English and Spanish. The self-administered supplement took approximately 15 minutes to 
complete, and contained questions that gathered basic demographic information (such as birthdate, sex, 
and ethnicity) about students and their families which were included in the base year questionnaire, but 
not repeated in the first follow-up. Among other items, students reported on their language.use, and the 
employment status, occupation, and educational attainment of their parents or guardians. 
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,Fgure 2-3: Distribution of first follow-up test forms to base year retained sample members 
(N= 21474) 

Version 11 - 2% 
Version II - 32% Version I- 19% 

Version VI - 23%Version IV - 22% 
Version V- 2% 

The first follow-up test forms differed from each other only in combinationof reading and mathematics 
difficulty levels. Only one form existed for the subject areas of science and. social studies 
(history/government). The six test combinations are listed below, by 'increasing level of difficulty. 

Version I: Easy mathematics and reading test 
Version LI: Easy mathematics test and difficulty reading test 
Version 11I: Middle mathematics test and easy reading test 
Version IV: Middle mathematics test and difficult reading test 
Version V: Difficult mathematics test and easy reading test 
Version VI: Difficult mathematics test and reading test 
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2.2.4 Abbreviated Questionnaires 

Abbreviated versions of the first follow-up dropout, student, and new student supplement 
questionnaires were administered to pending populations" during the second data collection period of 
the first follow-up. These shortened versions of the original instruments consisted mainly of locator 
information and key policy-relevant items. 

The mode of administrationof the abbreviated instruments was primarily telephone interviews; 
a small percentage of abbreviated questionnaires were completed through personal interviews. 

2.2.5 Teacher Questionnaire 

In the first follow-up, a self-administered questionnaire was completed by selected teachers1 4 

responsible for instructing sampled students in two of the four cognitive test subjects (mathematics, 
science, reading, and social studies). Teachers were asked to respond to the questionnaire items in 
relation to a specific list of sampled students enrolled in their classes. The teachers of each sample 
member were chosen, when possible, from the same two cognitive test areas that were chosen for that 
student in the base year. (In some cases, however, students who were not enrolled in classes in the same 
subject areas as the base year were evaluated by teachers in "substitute" subjects.) 

The NELS:88 teacher component was designed to provide teacher information that can be used 
to analyze the behaviors and outcomes of the student sample, including the effects of teaching on 
longitudinal student outcomes. The teacher-student-class linked design of this component does not 
provide a stand-alone analysis sample of teachers, but instead permits specific teacher characteristics and 
practices to be directly related to the learning context and educational outcomes of sampled students. The 
teacher questionnaire is the critical instrument for investigatin the student's specific learning 
environment. 

The teacher questionnaire attempts to illuminate questions of the quality, equality, and diversity 
of educational opportunityby obtaining information in the following four content areas: 

* Teacher's assessment of the student's school-relatedbehavior and academic performance, 
educational and career goals (e.g., likelihood student will go to college, student 
motivation, effort, absenteeism, and class participation). Respondents completed, this 
section with respect to the sample members they instructed for a particularsubject matter. 

* Information about the class the teacher taught to the sample member (e.g., track 
assignments, instructionalmethods, homework assignments, and curricular contents). In 
this section of the instrument, classroom topic coverage ("Opportunity to Learn") items 
have been articulated with the cognitive tests. 

* Information about the teacher's background and activities (e.g., academic training, years 
of teaching experience, employment status). 

13Sample members who had not been surveyed when data collection was halted in July of 1990. 

14 New schools brought into NELS:88 by virtue of student mobility (i.e.. sample members who transferred 
to a non-NELS:88 school) were not eligible for the school administrator or teacher surveys. 
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Information about the school social climate and organizational culture and ethos (e.g., 
teacher autonomy, participation in determining school policy, and relationships with the 
principal). 

2.2.6 School Administrator Questionnaire 

The primary purpose of the school administrator questionnaire was to gather general descriptive 
information about the educational setting and environment associated with the individual students who 
were selected for participation in NELS:88. This school information describes the overall academic 
climate in terms of enrollmentsand educational offerings, as well as specific school practices and policies. 
The informationobtained through the school adnilnistrator questionnaire provides supplemental data to 
that provided by the student questionnaire so that student outcomes can be considered in terms of the 
educational setting. 

A self-administered 60-minute school administrator questionnaire was completed by the school 
principal, headmaster, or other knowledgeableschool administratordesignated by the principalof eligible 
schools. The questionnaire was designed to collect information about school, student, and teacher 
characteristics; school policies and practices; the school's grading and testing structure; school programs 
and facilities; parent involvement in the school; and school climate. 
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MI. Sample Design and Implementation; Weighting and Variance Estimation 

Thbis chapter describes the design and procedures used for selecting schools and students into the 
NELS:88 base year and first follow-up samples. It provides information on the calculation of sample 
weights and the relative efficiency of the sample design. The chapter also provides information about 
procedures used to adjust sample weights for nonresponse and about the effect of unit and item 
nonresponse and other non-sampling errors on estimates. 

3.1 Base Year Sample Design 1 4 

The NELS :88 base-year survey employed a two-stage, stratified sample design, with schools as 
the first-stage unit and students within schools as the second-stageunit. Within each stratum, schools were 
selected with probabilities proportional to their estimated eighth grade enrollment. In addition, schools 
were oversampled in certain special strata. Within each school approximately 26 students were to be 
randomly selected (typically, 24 regularly sampled students and two, on average, OBEMLA-supplement 
Hispanic and Asian/Pacific Islander oversampled students). In schools with fewer than 24 eighth graders, 
all eligible students were selected. Because of the incidence of small schools in the NELS:898 sample, the 
average within-school sample size for the base year was 25 students (or 23 participating students). Fromn 
a national frame of about 39,000 schools with eighth grades, 1,052 schools participated and provided 
usable stuident data. 

NORC's sampling frame was the school database compiled by Quality Education Data, Inc. 
(QED) of Denver, Colorado. The QED list contained information about whether a school was urban, 
suburban, or rural. NORC used this information for stratification purposes. The QED list did not at that 
time contain information about the racial/ethnic composition of individual public schools usable for the 
NELS :88 sampling frame. Racial/ethnic compositiondata were obtained from Westat, Inc. in its capacity 
as an NORC subcontractor for the NELS:88 base year study. As part of their work on the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), Westat had obtained data from the Office of Civil Rights 
(OCR) and from other sources (e.g., district personnel) that identified those schools with a minority
enrollment of greater than 19 percent. Use of this data set facilitated the explicit stratification and 
allocation of schools with very large percentages of black or Hispanic students. Stratification information 
on whether a school was public, Catholic, (private), or other private was obtained from the QED list and 
lists of private schools. 

3.2 Calculation of Base Year Sample Weights 

The base year weights were based on the inverse of the probabilities of selection into the sample 
and on nonresponse adjustment factors computed within weighting cells. Two different weights were 
calculated to adjust for the fact that not all sample members have data for all instruments. The weight 
BYQWT applies to 24,599 student questionnaires (and is also used in conjunctionwith parent data), while 
BYADMWT applies to the 1,035 school administrator questionnaires (17 base year school principals 
failed to complete a school questionnaire). These weights project to the population of approximately 
3,008,080 eligible eighth graders in public, Catholic, and other private schools in 1988. 

14 Further detail may be found in the NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report, Spencer, Frankel, Ingels, 
Rasinski, and Tourangeau; NCES, 1990. 
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Figure 3-1: Longitudinal Sample Design of NELS:88 
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The weighting procedures consisted of two basic stages: 

Stage I. Calculation of a preliminarybase year weight based on the inverse of the product of the 
probabilities of selection for the base year sample. 

Stage 2. Adjustment of this preliminary weight to compensate for "unit" nonresponse, that is, 
for noncompletion of an entire school questionnaireor student questionnaire. The unit varied depending 
upon the weight being adjusted. 

The nonresponse-adjusted school weight was derived as the product of the school's preliminary 
weight times a nonresponse adjustment factor intended to adjust for the fact that some of the sampled 
schools did not return a completed questionnaire. The preliminary weight for students was based upon 
the inverse of the probability that the student's school was selected into the sample multiplied by the 
inverse of the probability that the student was sampled within the school. The nonresponse-adjusted 
student weight was derived as the product of the student's preliminary weight times a nonresponse 
adjustment factor intended to adjust for the fact that some of the sampled students did notparticipate, that 
is, did not return a completed questionnaire. Statistical properties of the base year weights are presented 
in Table 3.2-1. 

Table 3.2-1 
NELS:88 base year statistical properties of sample case weights 

Weight 

Mean 
Variance 
Standard deviation 
Coefficient of variation (X 100) 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Skewness 
Kurtosis 
sum 
Number of cases 

School 
BYADMIWT 

37.46 
2,109.17. 

45.92 
122.59 

1.54 
387.30 

2.69 
9.47 

38,774.12 
1,035 

Student 
~ BYQWT 

122. 28 
4,359.25 

66.02 
53,99 
2.44 

836.91 
2.17 

16.32 
3,008,079.63 

24,599 

Each school appearing on the NELS:88 base year school file, and each student appearing on the 
NELS:88 student file, has a value for the final weight variable. The weight represents the probabilityof 
selection into the sample plus a factor that adjusts for nonresponse. Thus, the weight serves the purpose 
of allowing a particular case to represent other nonsampled cases within its sampling stratum, and to 
represent nonresponding cases similar to it in various respects. Because separate final student and school 
weights have been provided, the construction of each will be considered separately in the following 
discussion. 
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Base year school weights. The final school weight, BYADMWT, was derived using a multistage 
process. First, an initial weight--which representedthe inverse of the school's selection probability--was 
attached to each school record in a file containing records for all eligibleschools in the NELS:88 sample. 
A logistic regression procedure was used to estimate (in terms of a probability of nonresponding) the 
degree to which each of the responding schools resembled a nonresponding school. This estimated 
probability of nonresponsewas the first adjustment factor applied to a school's weight. 

Next, a polishingprocedure further adjusted the weights to sum to known population totals within 
strata. Estimating the nonresponse probability for each of the responding schools was possible because 
key background information on almost all of the nonresponding schools was available. 

The final result of these procedures was a weight for each of the responding schools adjusted to 
compensate for nonresponse. For the purpose of adjusting the school weight, a nonrespondingschool was 
defined as a school for which both school administrator questionnaire data and student questionnaire data 
were unavailable. 

Base year student weights. The final student weight, BYQWT,. was also derived using a 
multistage process. A design weight for each eligible student on a participating school's sample roster 
represented the student's probability of selection within the school. A student-level nonresponse 
adjustment factor was calculated by forming weighting cells based upon the combination of certain levels 
of variables representing school type, region, ethnicity, and gender. For each student, the product of a 
nonresponse-adjusted preliminary school weight and the student's design weight was formed. (The 
preliminary school weight was slightly different from BYADMWT. BYADMWT was adjusted to 
accommodate the 17 schools for which school administrator questionnaire data were unavailable though 
student questionnaire data had been obtained. The preliminary school weight eliminated this step in the 
adjustmentprocess. Thus, it is appropriate for applicationto the 1,052 schools with student questionnaire 
data available). This product was summed for participating students and all students within weighting 
cells. The ratio of the sums for all students to participating students was used as the nonresponse 
adjustment factor for each student's design weight. 

3.3 Base Year Standard Errors and Design Effects 

Statistical estimates calculated using NELS:88 survey data are subject to sampling variability. 
Because the sample design involved stratification, dispropbrtionate sampling of certain strata, and 
clustered (i.e. multi-stage) probability sampling, the calculation of exact standard errors for survey 
estimates can be difficult and expensive. Popular statistical analysis packages such as SPSS (Statistical 
Program for the Social Sciences) or SAS (Statistical Analysis System) do not calculate standard errors 
by taking into account complex sample designs. Several procedures are available for calculating precise 
estimates of sampling errors for complex samples. Procedures such as Taylor series approximations, 
Balanced Repeated Replication (BRR), and Jackknife Repeated Replication (JRR) produce similar 
results." Consequently, it is largely a matter of convenience which approach is taken. For the NELS:88, 
NORC used Taylor Series linearization to calculate the standard errors. 

Tfhe impact of departures from simple random sampling on the precision of sample estimates is 
often measured by the design effect. For any statistical estimator (for example, a mean or a proportion), 

'5 Frankel, M. R., Inference from Survey Samples:- An Empirical Investigation (Ann Arbor: Institute for Social 
Research, 1971). 
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the design effect is the ratio of the estimate of the variance of a statistic derived from consideration of 
the sample design to that obtained from the formula for simple random samples. 

Standard errors and design effects were selected for 30 means and proportions based on the 
NELS:88 student, parent, and school data."6 The 30 variables from the student questionnaire were 
selected to overlap as much as possible with those variables examined in High School and Beyond. The 
remaining variables from the student questionnaire and from the parent and school questionnaires were 
selected randomly. NORC calculated the standard errors and design effects for each statistic both for the 
sample as a whole and for selected subgroups. For both the student and parent analyses, the subgroups 
were based on the student's sex, race and ethnicity, school type (public, Catholic, and other private), and 
socioeconomic status (lowest quartile, middle two quartiles, and highestquartile). For the school analysis,
the subgroups were based on two levels of school type (public and combined private) and eighth-grade 
enrollment (at or below the median and. above the median). 

Design effects for questions selected from the student questionnaire are presented in Table 3.3-1. 
On the whole, the design effects indicate that the NELS:88 sample was slightly more efficient than the 
High School and Beyond sample. For means and proportions based on student questionnaire data for all 
students (see Table 3.3-1), the average design effect in the NELS:889 base year was 2.54; the comparable 
base year figure was 2.88 for the High School and Beyond sophomore cohort and 2.69 for the senior 
cohort. Table 3.3-2 gives the mean design effects (DEFFs) and mean root design effects (DEFTs) for 
each subgroup. This table shows that the difference is also apparent for subgroup estimates. The High 
School and Beyond Sample Design Report"7 presents design effects for ten subgroups defined similarly 
to those in Table 3.3-2. For eight of the ten subgroups, the NELS:88 design effects are smaller on the 
average than those for both the High School and Beyond sophomore and senior cohorts. The increased 
efficiency is especially marked for students attending Catholic schools. In NELS:88, the average design 
effect is 2.70; in High School and Beyond, it was 3.60 for the sophomores and 3.58 for the seniors. 

The smaller design effects in the NELS:99 base year may reflect the somewhat smaller cluster 
size used in the later survey. The High School and Beyond base year sample design called for 36 
sophomore and 36 senior selections from each school; the NELS:88 sample called for the selection of 
only 24 students (plus, on average, two oversampled Hispanics and Asians) from each school. Clustering 
tends to increase the variability of survey estimates, because the observations within a cluster are similar 
and therefore add less informationthan independently selected observations. 

16For a mare detailed presentation of design effects for individual items for the total sample and for various 
subsam pies, please see the NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report. For tables of base year parent and 
school administrator questionnaire data standard errors and design effects, see the respective base year
data file user's manuals, or the sample design report. 

17 Frankel, M; Kohnke, L.; Buonanno, D.; and Tourangeau, R. 1981; Chicago:NORC. 
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Table 3.3-1 
NELS:88 base year student questionnaire data: standard errors and design effects (N = 24,599) 

All Students 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti- Design SRS 
mated S.E. 2 DEFF DEFT N S.E2' 

Mother/female guardian living BYS2A 99.35 0.06 1.35 1.16 24126 0.05 
Father/male guardian living BYS7A 91.48 0.26 1.94 1.39 22775 0.19 
Expect to attend public high school BYS14 88.13 0.43 4.21 2.05 24156 0.21 
Father finished college BYS34A 29.36 0.65 4. 18 2.04 20450 0.32 
Mother finished college BYS34B 22.94 0.50 3.03 1.74 21504 0.29 
Parents require chores to be done BYS38IB 90.11 0.23 1.39 1.18 24392 0.19 
Watch more than 2 brs of TV per weekday BYS42A 66.35 0.47 2.18 1.48 22042 0.32 
I feel good about myself BYS44A 92.26 0.23 1.73 1.31 24355 0.17 
Good luck more important than hard work BYS44C 11.87 0.25 1.48 1.22 24245 0.21 
Every time I get ahead something stops me BYS44F 28.50 0.40 1.87 1.37 24266 0.29 
Plans hardly work out, makes me unhappy BYS44G 20.16 0.34 1.78 1.34 24258 0.26 
I feel I do not have much to be proud of BYS44L 14.26 0.29 1.64 1.28 24200 0.22 
Expects to finish college BYS45 65.44 0.49 2.62 1.62 24384 0.30 
Expects to graduate from high school BYS46 98.20 0.10 1.46 1.21 24332 0.09 
Talk to father about planning H.S. prgrms BYS50A 73.98 0.41 2.05 1.43 23795 0.28 
Student cutting class a problem at school BYS58C 14.96 0.37 2.51 1.58 23849 0.23 
Student use of alcohol a problem at school EBYS58G 15.32 0.35 2.23 1.49 23838 0.23 
Parents wanted R to take algebra BYS62 57.42 0.60 2.25 1.50 15084 0.40 
Enrolled in advanced mathematics BYS66D 41.09 0.51 2.46 1.57 23159 0.32 
English will be useful in my future BYS70C 84.14 0.30 1.60 1.26 23379 0.24 
Afraid to ask questions in social studies BYS71B 15.09 0.32 1.82 1.35 23225 0.23 
Ever held back a grade in school EYS74 17.66 0.37 2.12 1.46 22771 0.25 
Often come to class without homework IBYS78C 21.86 0.34 1.60 1.26 23062 0.27 
Participated in school varsity sports BYS827B 47.85 0.57 2.96 1.72 22578 0.33 
Participated in dance BYS82G 26.67 0.50 2.86 1.69 22383 0.30 
Participated in religious organization IBYS82T 14.89 0.34 2.07 1.44 22120 0.24 

Reading test formula score BYTXRFS 10.23 0.08 4.12 2.03 23791 0.04 
Mathematics test formula score BYTXMIFS 15.98 0.16 4.99 2.23 23778 0.07 
Science test formula score BYTXSFS 09.86 0.08 4.82 2.20 23765 0.04 
History/government test formula score EYTXHFS 15.12 0.11 5.01 2.24 23673 0.05 

Mean 2.54 1.56 
Minimum 1.35 1.16 
Maximum 5.01 2.24 
Standard deviation 1.11 0.33 
Median 2.15 1.47 

"tnaderror calculated taking into account the sample design. 
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of random sampling. 
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Table 3.3-2 
Mean design effects (DEFFs) and root design effects (DEFTs) 

for base year student questionnaire data 

Group Mean DEFF Mean DEWT 

All students 2.54 1.56 
Malea 1.98 1.39 
Female 1.93 1.38 
White and other' 2.25 1.48 
Black 1.65 1.27 
Hispanic 2.06 1.41 
Asian/Pacific Islander 2.00 1.40 
Public schools 2.27 1.48 
Catholic schools 2.70 1.59 
Other private schools 8.80 1.83 
Low SES 1.58 1.25 
Middle SES 1.66 1.28 
High SES 1.84 1.34 

Note: Each mean is based on 30 questionnaire items. 

"Sex categories are based on the composite sex variable. 
'Race categories are based on the composite race variable. 

3.4 First Follow-Up Sample Design 

There were three basic objectives for the NELS:88 first follow-up sample design. First, the 
sample was to include approximately 21,500 students who were in the eighth-grade sample in 1988 
(includingbase year nonrespondents). This longitudinalcohort was to be distributedacross 1,500 schools. 
Second, the sample was to constitute a valid probability sample of all students currently enrolled in the 
tenth grade in the 1989-1990 school year. This entailed freshening the sample with students who were 
tenth graders in 1990 but not in the eighth grade during the 1987-1988 school year. Third, the first 
follow-up was to include a sample of students who had been deemed ineligible for base year data 
collection(because physical, mental, or linguisticbarriers preventedthem from participating) so that those 
able to take part could be added to the first follow-up student sample, and demographic and school 
enrollment informationcouldbe obtainedfor them. Figure 3-1 provides an illustrationof the longitudinal 
sample design of the base year and first follow-up, as well as that of the second follow-up. 

Although the populations associated with the first and second objectives overlap, they are not 
identical. Some students who were in eighth grade in 1988 were not in tenth grade or not in school at 
all in 1990; similarly, some students enrolled in the tenth grade in 1990 were not in eighth grade in 1988 
or were in school outside of the United States at that time. 
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3.4.1 Longitudinal Cohort (1988 eighth graders) 

The general sample design strategy for this component of the sample involved subsampling 
students selected for the base year with non-zero probabilities related to characteristics of their 1990 
schools. Base year students who had dropped out of school between 1988 and 1990 were subsampled with 
certainty (their probabilities were set equal to one). Base year students attending school in 1990 were 
subs ampled with probabilities related to the number of other base year students attending the same school. 
Base year students who were reported to be attending a school with at least 10 other base year students 
were sampled with certainty. All other students were sampled with probabilities greater than zero, but 
less than one. 

Including nonrespondents, the NELS:88 base year sample comprised 26,432 students. Of these, 
96 were deemed out of scope for the 1990 first follow-up; included in this category were students who 
had died or moved out of the United States. Among the remaining 26,336 students, 348 were found to 
have dropped out of school."1 All of these students were selected into the first follow-up with certainty 
(probability equal to one). 

On the basis of information obtained during the spring and summer of 1989, it was determined 
that the remaining pool of 25,988 students were distributed among 3,967 schools.1 9 As had been 
anticipated, the distribution of these students among schools was highly skewed. It was found that 
approximately 75 percent of the students (19,568 of 25,988) were attending approximately 23 percent 
(908 of 3,967) of the schools; each of these schools included at least 11 base year students. All of these 
19,568 students were included in the first follow-up with certainty. 

The remaining 6,420 students were distributed among 3,059 schools with 10 or fewer members 
of the base year sample. Their sampling probabilities for the first follow-up depended on the number of 
base year students the school contained, as shown in Table 3.4-1. 

The probabilitieswere determined on the basis of an optimal allocation algorithm that assumed 
a per school to student cost ratio of 7: 1. 

Table 3.4-2 shows the number of Asians, Hispanics, Native Americans, and Blacks among the 
26,336 base year students eligible for the first follow-up sample and the number retained in the first 
follow-up sample. 

is Included in this group are 250 dropouts whose status was confirmed by the student's home, 58 sample 
members whom the school reported to have dropped out but field interviewers could not locate, and 40 
students who were institutionalized. The latter group are not necessarily dropouts in the usual sense, 
because in some cases they were receiving academic instruction. However, they were grouped with the 
dropouts to ensure that they would remain in the first follow-up sample with certainty. 

1 When the school a student was attending could not be identified, a separate "school' of size one was 
created. This was the case for 221 students who could not be located and ten students who were in 
home study. Hence, the number of actual schools was 3,736.. 

20 The optimization, which involved Neyman allocation, took into account the cluster sizes associated with 
schools in the different size strata. It is this feature of the procedure that produces the slightly higher rate 
of sampling for schools of size 8 than for schools of size 9. 
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Table 3.4-1 
Distribution of students and selection probabilities by school size 

School Size #Schools #Students Selection Probability, 
(Number of NELS:88 Students) 

1 1968 1968 0.16209 
2 413 826 0.21306 
3 '189 567 0.24339 
4 .119 476 0.26891 
5 97 485 0.28866 
6 71 426 0.29577 
7 62 434 0.30645 
8 56 448 0.32143 
9 50 450 0.32000 
10 34 340 0.32353 

> 10 908 19,568 1.00000 

Table 3.4-2 
Ffrst follow-up base year retained sample members by race 

Group Eligible for Selected for 
First Follow-Up First Follow-Up 

All Students 26,336 21,474 
Asian/Pacific Islanders 1,530 1,246 
Hispanics 3,153 2,565 
American Indians 314 243 
Blacks 3,008 214 
White 16,289 13,657 
Missing/Refused 2,042 1,P629 
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The efficiency of this design relative to one with no subsampling at all was 66.5 percent?'1 One 
alternative design was considered that retained the same overall sample size but increased the number of 
American Indians by 71 and the number of Asians by approximately 275. However, this design lowered 
the efficiency from 66.5 percent to 44.0 percent. This represented a reduction in the overall effective 
sample size of approximately4,800 cases. Given the constraint of 1,500 schools (imposed for budgetary
reasons), the use of this alternative strategy would have resulted in excessive losses in precision for 
estimates based on the entire follow-up sample. 

3.4.2 Freshened Student Sample (1990 tenth graders) 

The second sampling objective was to create a valid probability sample of students enrolled in 
tenth grade in the 1989-1990 school year. In order to achieve this goal, a procedure call "freshening" 
was performed. "Freshening" brings in to the study students who are part of the sample of interest, for 
example, students enrolled in tenth grade during the academic year 19 89-1990, but who were not 
available for selection at the time of initial sample selection. Thus, in terms of the first follow-up study,
freshening brings into the study students who were sophomores in 1990, but who were not enrolled in 
eighth grade in 1988. In general, such students tended to be language minority students who were not 
in this country in 1988, but were in 1990; grade repeaters (enrolled in ninth grade in 1988, advanced to 
tenth grade in 1989, and repeated tenth grade in 1990); and students who had advanced a grade in school 
(enrolled in seventh grade in 1988, advanced to ninth grade in 1989, and enrolled in tenth grade in 1990).
The freshening procedure was carried out in four steps: 

1. For each school that contained at least one base year 10th grade student selected for interview 
in 1990, a complete alphabetical roster of all 10th grade students was obtained. 

2. For each base year sample member, we examined the next student on the list; if the base year
student was the last one listed on the roster, we examined the first student on the roster (that
is, the roster was "circularized"). 

3. If the student who was examined was enrolled in the 8th grade in the U.S. in 1988, then the 
freshening process terminated. If the designated student was not enrolled in the 8th grade in 
the U.S. in 1988, then that student was selected into the freshened sample. 

4. Whenever a student was added to the freshened sample in step 3, the next student on the roster 
was examined and step 3 was repeated. The sequence of steps 3 and 4 was repeated (adding 
more students to the freshened sample) until a student who was in the 8th grade in the U.S. 
in 1988 was reached on the roster. 

At a given first follow-up school, the fresheningprocess couldyield zero, one, or more than one 
new sample member. Altogether, 1,229 new students were added to the tenth grade sample-on average,
just less than one student per school. Some of these freshened students were dropped in the subsampling 
process (described below) either because they themselves were not included in the subsample or because 
the base year student to whom they were linked was not included. Some 1,043 students selected through
the freshening procedure remained in the final first follow-up sample. 

21 The measure of efficiency was computed as 11/(1 +RV) I100%, where RV is the relative variance of the 
weights required to compensate for the different rates of subsampling. 
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This freshening procedure is an essentially unbiased method for producing a probability sample 
of students who were enrolled in the tenth grade in 1990 but were not enrolled in the eighth grade in the 
U.S. in 1988. There is a very small bias introduced by the omission of eligible tenth graders attending 
schools that included no students who were eighth graders in 1988. There is an additional small bias 
introduced by not freshening on the members of the sample of base year ineligibles. All other 1990 tenth 
graders who qualify for the freshening sample have some chance of selection. This is because every 
student who was in the tenth grade in 1990 but not in the eighth grade in 1988 is linked to exactly one 
student who was a 1988 eighth grader--this is the 1988 eighth grader who would immediately precede 
the candidate for the freshening sample on a circularized, alphabetical roster of tenth graders at the 
school. Because each 1988 eighth grader had a calculable, non-zero probabilityof selection into the base 
year and first follow-up samnples, one can calculate the selection probabilitiesfor all students eligibe for 
the freshening sample. Thus, the freshening procedure produces a sample that meets the criterion for a 
probability sample. 

Implementation of student sample freshening in the first follow-up was subject to a set of 
eligibility rules that were patterned after but not identical to those of the base year. While again students 
with overwhelming physical, mental, or linguistic barriers to participation were excluded, students not 
sufficientlyproficient in English to complete the tests or regular questionnaire but able to complete the 
student questionnaire in Spanish were classified as eligible and asked to complete the translated 
instrument. (Through the first follow-up's base year ineligibles study, this liberalized eligibility criterion 
was also applied to excluded 1987-88 eighth graders.) Of the 1,060 students in the freshened sample 
(retained after subsampling), 1,043 were found to be eligible to participate. Some 17 (1.6%) were found 
to be ineligible (as compared to 5.3% ineligibility in th ase yea) Sixteen were excluded owing to 
physical or mental disabilities, and one for language reasons. 

It also should be noted that the school sample from which school contextual data (teacher 
questionnairesand school administratorquestionnaires)were collected is not identical to the schoolsample 
used for freshening. Freshening took place at all schools at which there were NELS :88 sample members 
as of the first day of the 1989-90 school year,' regardless of whether that site was the Phase I origin 
school (that is, one of the 1,468 clusters containing, in total, 21,126 in-school sample members selected 
after Phase 1 tracing) or the destination school of a transfer from a selected Phase 1 school. The school 
sample for purposes of collecting contextual data from principals and teachers, on the other hand, 
comprised the 1,330 schools that represent sampled clusters (as traced in Phase 1) at which (1) NELS:88 

22 The reference point for tenth grade representativeness in NELS:88--membership in the tenth grade as of 
the first day of class in the aultumn term--is different from the tenth grade membership definition used 
in High School and Beyond. HS&B's reference point was essentially tenth grade status as of the spring 
term; a sophomore was defined as a student who expected to complete his/her tenth grade course work 
between April 1, 1980 and August 31, 1980. This was to include those students who might be held 
back or who might repeat tenth grade (thus HS&B obtained a sample of 1979-80 sophomores who were 
retained and were to be sophomores again in the 1980-81 school year), but to exclude students dropping 
out before administration of the HS&B questionnaire in the spring of 1980. This difference between the 
autumn term reference of NELS:88 tenth grade sample freshening, and the HS&B spring term definition 
of tenth grade status, must be taken into account when cross-cohort contrasts are drawn using NELS:8 
data (for example, trend comparisons to HS&B 1980 and 1982 results). For purposes of HS&B 
comparisons, the NELS:88 sophomore cohort consists of only those first follow-up sample members who 
were enrolled in tenth grade in the spring term of 1990--first follow-up dropouts (including dropouts from 
the freshening sample) and students not in tenth grade are not part of the HS&B-comparable NELS:88 
sophomore cohort. For simplicity's sake, in the NELS:88 second follow-up re-release of the dt, the 
spring cohort only will appear on the public release files. 'Autumn-only" sophomores and seniors will 
appear only on the privileged use file. 
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sample members were still present in the 1989-90 school year, and (2) provided at least one completed 
student questionnaire. 

3.4.3 Subsampling the Eighth-Grade Cohort and Freshened Sophomore Samples 

After the initial selection of the longitudinal cohort, the combined longitudinal-freshenedsample 
was further subsampled. The students dropped from the first follow-up as a result of subsampling will 
also be excluded from future rounds of NELS:88. Two categories of sample members were subsampled: 
(1) students who had transferred out of the school from which they had initially been selected for the first 
follow-up sample; and (2) first follow-up nonrespondents who were classified as potential dropouts. 

Transfer students were subsampled as a cost-saving measure. Because of the large number of 
transfer students and the high costs of obtaining questionnaires from thenm, NORC selected a 20 percent 
subsample of transfer students in the spring of 1990. Of the 1,991 transfers, 386 were retained and 1,605 
were dropped from the sample. 

A fifty percent subsample of "potential dropouts" was drawn after the end of the regular data 
collection period in the spring of 1990. The subsampling encompassed those students who had not been 
located in the data collection phase and those who had been absent on both survey and makeup days. 
Those selected into the subsample were the object of renewed follow-up efforts to identify any "hidden 
dropouts" in these categories of cases. This further investment of time and effort was needed to clarify 
the status of students who were no longer at the school at the time of the survey session and whose 
whereabouts were unknown. Among students who were absent on both survey and makeup days there 
was reason for doubt about their enrollment status even though the schools had indicated at the time that 
these students were still enrolled. The process by which students drop out of school often involves an 
indeterminate period during which the student is neither clearly in school or out of school; as a result, 
there is room for error in school records. Depending upon when the student's status is checked, the 
studentmay be in such an indeterminate state; with a little more elapsed time--duringwhich period school 
records will be updated or coffected--a clearer picture of enrollment status often emerges. There were 
742 "potential dropout" cases, of whom 357 were retained in the sample and pursued in the final data 
collection period of the study. In the course of final data collection, we did indeed find that substantial 
numbers of these "potential dropouts" (75 of the 357 subsamplemembers) were confirmed as havingbeen 
dropouts at the time of their school's survey session. 

As a result of this subsampling, the longitudinal cohort and the tenth grade freshened student 
samples were reduced by 1,990 cases, yielding a final first follow-up sample size of 2O,'7061~(see Table 
3.4-3). While this number represents the number of sample members included on the public release data 
file (or more precisely, represented by the 19,264 of this number who were first follow-up respondents), 
additional students--the 343 members of the sample of base year ineligibles found to be able to take part 
in the first follow-up and who completed the student or dropout questionnaire--willbe added to the first 
follow-up sample files at a later time. Of the 20,706 sample members, 1,060 represent the freshened 
sample and 19,646 the longitudinal cohortthatbegan with eighth graders in 1988. Of these 20,706 sample 
members, 1,182 are classified as dropouts, and 19,524 as students (including 139 stopouts). Again, only 
the 19,264 participating members of the first follow-up sample have been assigned a weight (FLQW'fl, 

23 In the second follow-up, questionnaire data is being added for the base year ineligible students who were 
reclassified as eligible in the first follow-up. The final first follow-up sample size will become 20,991, 
with the second follow-up release, based on addition of 1990-eligible base year ineligibles, and correction 
of past sampling errors. 
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and only those (N= 117,424) who participatedin both the base year and first follow-up have been assigned
apanel weight (FIPNLWT). Participation was defined as questionnaire completion; therefore, for 

example, there will be some panel participants, who are missing 1988 or 1990 cognitive test results. 

Table 3.4-3 
First follow-up race breakdowna 

First Follow-Up Freshened Dropped in final Final 
Initial Selections Sample Subsamuplingb Sample 

All 21,474 1,229 1,997 20,706 
Asian/Pacific Islanders 1,367 89 141 1,315 
Hispanics 2,828 246 323 2,751 
American Indians 278 28 32 274 
Blacks 2,265 235 280 2,220 
Whites 14,3449 554 1,061 13,842 
Missing/Refused 387 77 160 304 

a Figures in this table represent the first follow-up constructed race variable frequencies.24 
b1,821 members of the eighth-grade longitudinal cohort and 169 freshened tenth graders were dropped 
in Phase 3 subsampling. In addition, 7 members of the eighth-grade longitudinal cohort were discarded 
because they were selected 'in error during the base year. 

3.4.4 Sample of Base Year Ineligibles 

The NELS:88 base year sample excluded students for whom the NELS:88 tests would be 
unsuitable(i.e., mentally handicapped students and students not proficient in English) and students whose 
physical or emotional problems would have made participation in the survey unduly difficult. Data were 
obtained on the numbers of such ineligibles to facilitate inferences to the larger population that includes 
such persons. About 5.3 percent of the students at base year sample schools were excluded from 
participation. Ofthese, 57 percent were excluded because of mental disability, another 35 percent because 
of language barriers, and 8 percent because of physical disability. (Further detail on sample eligibility
in the base year is provided in the NELS. 88 Base Year Sample Design Report, pp. 6-11.) 

There were several reasons for adding a sample of ineligibles at this time. One such consideration 
was a change in.eligibility rules between base year and first follow-up. Because a Spanish translationof 
the first follow-up questionnaire was developed and because the requirement that standardized tests be 
administered was waived for those who could not complete them in English, it was feasible for some of 
the base year ineligibles to take part in the first follow-up who could not have taken part in the base year. 

24 This variable--constructed race--is not the same variable used in Table 3.4-2 or included on the data 
files and reported in the codebooks. This variable was used because it was the only race variable that 
was constructed for initial sample members dropped in final subsampling. 
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Another consideration was the need to accommodate eligibility change?5' Students whose ineligibility 
status had changed between 1988 and 1990 also could be surveyed in the first follow-up. However, even 
for those excluded base year students who still could not complete the NELS:88 instruments, collecting 
additional demographic information would help to better describe any undercoverage biases, while 
collecting school enrollment status information would facilitate more accurate estimation of a national 
dropout rate between grades eight and ten. 

Because the ineligibles had been excluded prior to the base year sample selection, NORC 
simulated the selection of a base year sample that includedthese ineligibles. Within each base year sample 
school, NORC applied the same within-school sampling rates thathad been used in selecting the base year 
sample students. A total of 674$ ineligibles were selected for this simulated base year sample by the 
following procedure, with a final sample size of 653. 

Of 10,853 students declared ineligible on the base year rosters, an initial sample -- representing 
the number who would have been included in the sample had there been no exclusions -- was drawn, 
numbering 1,598 students. The file of 1,598 ineligiblestudents was then sortedby ethinicity and eligibility 
reason. A sort was then employed. The file was subsampled, using an interval of 2.3709 1 and a random 
start of 1.685831. The result of this process was selection of the 674 1987-88 eighth graders who were 
to be part of the followback study of ineligibles. (in addition, 27 base year dropouts were added to the 
sample of 674 as part of the base year ineligible study.) The eligibility status of these students was 
reassessed, their school enrollment status and basic demographic characteristics were determined, and 
student questionnaire data were obtained from those deemed able to complete a questionnaire. These 
questionnaireswill be added to the data from the rest ofthe first follow-up sample at a later point in time. 
Student questionnaire data from those who were successfully surveyed will be included in the combined 
base year and first follow-up and second follow-up data release and may be made available as a separate 
restricted use file prior to that time. 

25 While the tendency is for certain classes of ineligible students to become eligible (for example, speakers 
of other languages come to be proficient in English), in rare instances eligible 1987-88 eighth graders had 
become ineligible in the first follow-up (for example, because of mental or physical problems engendered
by an accident). We have treated students who were outside the United States in the 1989-90 school 
year as out-of-scope for the first follow-up, but as retaining their overall sample eligibility. Hence in the 
second follow-up we attempted to ascertain whether these students had returned to the United States,
and to resurvey during spring term 1992 those who had done so. 

25 The target sample size of the followback study of ineligibles was in fact set at 600. There were 172 
students in the initial (N = 1,598) ineligibles file who were crossed off rosters but not assigned ineligibility
codes. Since these were expected in most cases to be. transfers, 674 cases were selected in order to 
ensure that afinal ineligibles sample of at least 600 was obtained. Indeed, 48 of the 74 "no ineligibility 
reason given" cases were found to be transfer students, and hence, ineligible for the followback study.
This meant that the sample size for the ineligibles study was 626. To this final sample of 626 was added 
the special sample of 27 base year dropouts (however, since this is a fall-defined cohort, the base year
dropouts will not be included in this category in the second follow-up). The final sample size of 626 (plus
27) must further be adjusted to accommodate 29 out of scope students. (In the course of follow-up, it 
was determined that some sample members had died or were outside of the country.) For a fuller 
description of the BYI study, see Chapter 7 of this document. 
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3.5 Calculation of First Follow-Up Sample Weights 

The general purpose of weighting survey data is to compensate for unequal probabilities of 
selection and to adjust for the effects of nonresponse. Weights are often calculated in two main steps. 
In the first step, unadjusted weights are calculated as the inverse of the probabilities of selection, taking 
into account all stages of the sample selection process. In the second step, these initial weights are 
adjusted to compensate for nonresponse; such nonresponseadjustments are typically carried out separately 
within multiple weighting cells. 

Two weights were developed for the overallNELS:88 first follow-up sample. The first, or basic, 
weight applies to all members ofthe first follow-up sample who completed a first follow-up questionnaire, 
regardless of their status during the base year. The basic weight (FIQWT) allows projections to the 
p~opulation consisting of all persons who were either in the eighth grade during the 1987-88 school year 
or in the tenth grade duringthe 19 89-90 school year. Thus, this populationencompasses both populations 
of prime analytic interest--the population of 1990 tenth graders (including those who were not eighth
graders in 1988) and the 1988 eighth-grade population (excluding any additional 1990 tenth graders). By 
selecting the appropriate sample members, analysts can use this basic weightto make unbiasedprojections 
to the first of these populations (i.e., 1990 tenth graders). The second, or panel, weight applies to all 
members of the first follow-up sample with complete data from both rounds of the study. The panel 
weight (FlPNLWT) can be used to make projections to the other key analytic population--1988 eighth 
graders (excluding those ineligible for base year data collection). 

3.5.1 Basic First Follow-Up Weight (FIQWT) and Panel Weight (F1PNLWI) 

FIQWT. Calculation ofthe basic weight required somewhat differentprocedures for two groups 
of the full first follow-up sample--1988 eighth graders deemed eligible for the base year survey, and 1990 
tenth graders who were not in the eighth grade in 1988. 

F1QWT: Eligible 1988 eighth graders. With a few exceptions, those individuals who were 
eligible for the base year survey and selected into the base year sample in 1988 remained eligiblefor the 
first follow-up sample. (The exceptions involved cases who died, left the country, or suffered grave
impairments between 1988 and 1990.) 

The first step in constructinga basic weight for these sample cases involved developing a design
weight that reflected the selection probabilities for each case. Each case selected for the base year sample 
(including base year nonparticipants) was assigned a base year design weight (BYDW) based on his or 
her probability of selection into the base year sample. The base year design weight reflected both the 
probability of selecting the base year school (inflated to adjust for school-level nonresponse) and the 
probability of selecting the student given that the school had been selected and agreed to participate. The 
base year design weight does not adjust for student-level nonresponse. The base year design weight was 
then multiplied by the inverse of the case's probability of selection for the first follow-up sample; the 
latter probability took into account the subsamplin done during the first follow-up. More formally, the 
first follow-up design weight (FFUDW) for student i was defined as: 

FFUDW1 BYDWi x (/l. 

11 in which P represents the probability of selection for the first follow-up sample. 
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The next step was to adjust the design weight for first follow-up nonresponse. Weighted resp'onse 
rates were computed for subgroups of this portion of the first follow-up sample. (The weight used, was 
the first follow-up design weight.) The subgroups were selected based on characteristics indicative of 
a propensity to respond or not respond. The subgroups were: 

a. Out of sequence students (i.e., those who were not in tenth grade in 1990);
b. Dropouts identified at the time of initial first follow-up sampling; 
c. Students who had transferred out of the first follow-up school from which they were selected; 
d. Potential drop-outs; 
e. Other students initially classified as attending schools with 3 or fewer base year students; 
f. Other students initially classified as attending schools with 4 or more base year students. 

The product of the inverse of the relevant response rate and the first follow-up design weight 
served as a preliminary adjusted weight. These preliminary weights were then further adjusted to meet 
overall and marginal targets for the sums of the weights. The target for a given marginal category was 
the sum ofthe final base year weights for all base year sample cases in that category. The categories were 
based on base year school type (public, Catholic, NAIS private, and other private), student sex (male and 
female), race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic White, American Indian, Hispanic, Asian, non-HispanicBlack, and 
unknown), and base year region (Northeast, Midwest, South, and West). The preliminary adjusted first 
follow-up weights were further adjusted until the sum of the weights for each marginal category (e.g., 
males) was equal to the corresponding sum of the final base year weights for that group. This final 
adjustmentprocedure is referred to as multidimensional raking.' 

F1QWT: 1990 tenth graders who were not 1988 eighth graders. All members of this 
population who are included in the first follow-up sample were selected through the freshening process. 
This process linked each 1990 tenth grader who was not a 1988 eighth grader to a student who was an 
eighth grader in 1988. The first follow-up design weight (FFUDW) for each student in the freshening 
sample is therefore equal to the first follow-up design weight of the base year student to whom he or she 
was linked. For purposes of variance estimation, both students are considered members of the same 
stratum and school and the subsampling of transfer students. 

The nonresponse adjustment for this portion of the sample involved two steps. First, the first 
follow-up design weight (FFUDW) for responding students in the freshening sample was inflated by a 
factor equal to the inverse of the weighted response rate for this portion of the sample. (The first follow-
up design weight was the weight used in computing this response rate.) Second, the marginal 
distributions of the weights of the respondents were adjusted, by raking, to match the corresponding 
distributions for all cases selected through freshening (including nonrespondents). The two dimensions 
used in the raking procedure were sex and race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic White, American Indian, 
Hispanic, Asian, non-Hispanic Black, and unknown as the categories). 

Multidimensional raking was also used in the base year weighting process. Although it is generally true 
that the base year weight for a student should be less than 'the first follow-up weight, this relationship
may sometimes be reversed. This is aconsequence of the raking procedure. The use of raking may also 
sometimes produce a reversal of the ordering for panel weights (described in the next section) relative 
to the basic first follow-up weight; that is, the first follow-up panel weight for an individual may be less 
than the individual's basic first follow-up weight. 
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F1PNLWT. The panel weight was developed only for those cases who were selected for both 
the base year and first follow-up samples and who provided complete data in both rounds. The same 
procedures used in developing the basic first follow-up weight for 1988 eighth graders selected for the 
base year sample were applied to the subset of them for whom complete data were obtained in both 
rounds. As with the basic first follow-up, the target sum of weights for the panel weight was the sum of 
the final base year weights for all base year sample cases who remained eligible for the first follow-up 
sample. The same six nonresponse adjustment groups and multidimensionalraking procedures used in 
calculating the basic first follow-up weight were also used in calculating the panel weight. 

3.5.2 First Follow-Up Dropout Nonresponse-Adjusted Weights (FIDQAJWT and FIDPAJWT) 

In order to maximize the number of respondents who received key items on the dropout 
questionnaire, an abbreviated questionnaire was administered to roughly twenty-five percent of the 
participating dropout sample. As a result, a substantial number of items are missing for twenty-five 
percent of the dropout respondents. Dropouts who received the abbreviated questionnaire were not 
selected at random from among nonrespondents. The purposivetargeting of these respondents may have 
increased nonsampling error due to nonresponse, and may contribute to bias in estimates derived from 
the items with the high level of nonresponse. 

As a partial corrective, a special abbreviated questionnairenonresponse weight, to be applied to 
items that did no appear on the abbreviated questionnaire, was created to compensate for some known 
differences (specifically, race, gender, and last grade attended) between respondents who received the 
abbreviated questionnaire and those who received the full version. 

The first step in creating this weight involved examining differences between dropouts who 
received the full questionnaire and those who received the abbreviated version. The variables used in the 
comparison are listed below. 

1. Reasons for dropping out (FlD6A-U)
2. When did you last attend school? (F17MONTH/F17YEAR) 
3. What grade were you in when you last attended school? (FlD8)
4. Did you pass that grade? (FlD9) 
5. Do you plan to get a high school diploma or GED? (~FlDl11) 
6. Grades before dropping out? (FlD20) 
7. Days absent during last full semester. (FlD22) 
8. Other language besides English spoken in your home? (FID41) 
9. Do you have any children of your own? (F1D63) 
10. Are you currently working or have you ever had a job? (F1ID73) 
11. Age 
12. Sex 
13. Race/ethnicity 
14. SES quartile 

Separate analyses of the differences between the two questionnaire groups were performed on the 
cross-sectional and panel dropout samples. The groups differed on a number ofvariables, depending upon 
whether the cross-sectional or panel sample was used. The three variables with the largest consistent 
differences across the two samples were race/ethnicity, sex, and F1D8 (grade when last attended school, 
dichotomized to 8/9th vs 10th). These variables were not significantlyrelated in the full dropout sample, 
thus minimum redundancy results from adjustments made using each. 
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The adjustment was carried out by using multidimensional raking to adjust the weights of 
dropouts not receiving the abbreviated version of the questionnaire to sum to the dropout weight totals 
for the followinggroups: Minority status (white, minority, missing), Sex (male, female, missing), F1D8 
(8/9th, 10th, missing) for the full dropout sample and for the panel sample. 

Again, analysts should use F1DQAJWT and F1DPAJWT when analyzing dropout data (for the 
cross-sectional or panel samples, respectively) for variables not in the abbreviated dropout questionnaire. 
If the analyst wishes, he or she may utilize F1DQAJWT and F1DPAJWT for these variables with the 
combined dropout/student samples by creating a composite weight which is F1QWT or F1PNLWTfo 
students and FIDQAJWT or FlDPAJWT for dropouts. 

3.5.3 Results of Weighting 

To check the sample case weights, NORC analyzedthe statisticalproperties ofthe weights; Table 
3.5-1 displays the mean, variance, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, minimum, maxmm 
skewness, and kurtosis for both of the weights included on first follow-up data files. 

Table 3.5-la 
NELS:88 first follow-up statistical properties of sample weights

(Full Sample) 

WEIGHT F1QWT FIPNLWT 

Mean 164.83 172.62 
Variance 46,781.00 52,603.86 
Standard Deviation 216.29 229.36 
Coefficient of Variation (X 100) 
Minimum2.14 

131.22 132.86 
2.26 

Maximum 6,996.80 7,479.71 
Skewness 10.97 11.22 
Kurtosis 205.04 214.14 
Sum 3,175,250.00 3,007,812.00 
Number of Cases 19,264.00 17,424.00 

Compared to the base year questionnaire weight (BYQWT), the first follow-up questionnaire
(F1QWT) and panel (FIPNLWT) weights are larger, on average, and more variable. This mostly 
reflects the effect of subsampling students at different rates depending upon the number of other 
NELS:88 students they clustered with in their first follow-up schools. 
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Table 3.5-lb 

NELS:88 first follow-up statistical properties of sample weights 

Dropouts only 

WEIGHT FIQNWI F1PNLWT F1DQAJWIT F1DPAJWT 

Mean 207.77 236.55 275.36 307.23 

Variance 146,708.24 201,092.89 318,509.93 436,903.37 

Standard Deviation 383.03 448.43 564.37 - 660.99 

Coefficient of Variation (X' 100) 184.35 189.57 204.96 215.14 

Minimum 13.01 15.95 17.31 20.14 

Maximum 6,996.81 7,479.71 10,044.68 10,529.21 

Skewness 10.92 10.33 11.89 11.18 

Kurtosis 151.94 133.88 170.06 145.47 

Sum 216,705.68 180,959.08 216,705.68 180,959.08 

Number of Cases 1,043.00 765.00 787.00 589.00 

3.6 First Follow-Up Variance Estimation 

As in the base year, NORC calculated standard errors as a measure of sampling variability in 

survey results; the standard error is an estimate of the expected difference between a statistic from a 

particular sample and the corresponding population value. Because NELS:- 8 8 uses a multistage, clustered 

probability sample design, rather than a simple random sample, the resulting statistics are more variable 

than they would have been had they been based on data from a simple random sample of the same size. 

This increase in sampling variability is measured by the design effect. Section 3.6.1 presents design 

effects and standard errors for selected statistics derived from first follow-up data. Section 3.6.2 explains 

the use of mean design effects to approximate the standard errors of statistics based on data from the first 

follow-up of NELS:88. 

3.6.1 Standard Errors and Design Effects 

Standard errors and design effects were calculated for 30 means and proportions based on the 

NELS:88 student and dropout data. The goal was to estimate standard errors/design effects for all 

respondents including dropouts, on the one hand, and separately for dropouts, on the other. Because of 

the lack of perfect overlap between questions on the student and dropout questionnaires, and because 25 

percent of the dropout sample was administered an abbreviated questionnaire, it was necessary to select 

two sets of 30 items, one set to represent questions asked of all respondents and one to represent 

questions asked of all dropouts. 

To select questions for the standard errors/design effects analysis of all respondents a number of 

criteria were used. The first criterion was whether a question appeared in the NELS :88 base year or High 

School and Beyond analyses of standard errors/design effects. Tfhis criterion resulted in the selection of 

ten questions, seven which were used in both the NELS:88 base year and High School and Beyond 

standard error/design effects analysis and three which were used only in the NELS: 88 base year analysis. 

Policy relevance was the second criterion used for selecting questions. Tfhis criterion was used 

in order to ensure that variables that were important to analysts, thus likely to receive considerable use, 

were represented. Using this criterion, four cognitive test scores, specifically the IRT-estimated number 
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right scores for math, English, science and social studies, were selected. Although several test score 
composites are available in the data file, the IRT-estimated number right scores were chosen because they 
compensate for guessing and for omitted items. The IRT scores also have the virtue of being equated 
across the multi-level math and reading test forms. 

The remaining 16 variables were selected randomly from the pooi of remaining critical items. 
The selectionprocess occurred as follows: means or proportions were calculated for all critical items not 
selected by the first two criteria. In order to equate ranges, items were first transformed to a 100 point 
scale. This also gave the advantage of making scaled items comparable with proportions. Each category 
of multiple category items was treated as a separate item. The items were then sorted according to the 
size of their means and a systematic sample of 16 items was obtained. 

For dropouts, the starting point for selecting the variables for standard error/design effect 
calculationswas to use items that overlapped the student and dropout questionnaires and that were already 
selected for the analysis of all respondents. There were 18 such items. The remaining items were selected 
randomly from the pool of critical items not already selected that were in both the full and abbreviated 
versions of the dropout questionnaire. A systematic sample of 12 items from this pool was obtained by 
the same transformation, ordering, and systematic sampling procedure used to select htems for all 
students. 

Standard errors and design effects were calculated for each of the 30 items for the sample as a 
whole and for selected subgroups. The subgroups were based on the respondent's school status 
(student/dropout), sex, race and ethnicity, school type (public, Catholic, and other private), 
socioeconomic status (lowest quartile, middle two quartiles, and highest quartile) and urbanicity (urban, 
suburban, and rural). Two sets of standard errors and design effects were calculated, one using all of the 
first follow-up respondents weighted by the full sample questionnaire weight, FIQWT, and the second 
using just the panel respondents weighted by F1PNLWT. 

The individual item standard errors, design effects (DEFF) and root design effects (DEFT) for 
all respondents are presented along with summary statistics in Tables 3.6-1 (full sample) and 3.6-2 (panel 
sample). Tables 3.6-3 and 3.6-4 present correspondingsummary design effects for the subgroups. DEFF 
and DEFT were calculated as follows: 

DEFF = (DESIGN SEV2 
(SRS-SE)2 

(1) 

DEFT = DESIGN SE (2) 
SRS-SE 

Individual item standard errors, design effects and design effect summary statistics for dropouts 
are presented in Tables 3.6-5 (full sample) and 3.6-6 (panel sample). No subgroup analyses were 
conducted -for -the -dropouts because the resulting sample sizes would have been quite small. Individual 
item standard errors and design effects by subgroups are presented in the appendix to this report. 

As expected, the design effects in the first follow-up are somewhat higher than those of the base 
year. This is a result of the subsamplingprocedures used for the first follow-up. As described in Section 
3.4.1, students who were found to be attending schools with a small number of base year sample students 
were undersampled in the first follow-up. For the base year survey the average design effect for students 
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was 2.54 (see Table 3.3-1); the average design effects for the first follow-up are 3.86 for all respondents 
and 3.80 for respondents in both the base year and first follow-up samiples (i.e., panel respondents).-

Tables 3.6-3 and 3.6-4 show that the larger design effects relative to the base year also obtain 
for subgroups. Table 3.3-2 presents design effects for 12 subgroups defined similarly to those in Tables 
3.6-3 and 3.6-4. For 1 1 of the twelve subgroups, the first follow-up survey average design effects are 
larger than those for the base year survey, regardless of whether the full or panel samples are considered. 
The one exception is students from private schools. While having the highest average design effect (as 
they did in the base year analysis), these students show a lower average design effect in the first follow-
up survey (full sample, 6.65;- panel sample, 6.53) than in the base year survey (8.80). 
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Table 3.6-1.-NELS:88 first follow-up: 
Standard errors and design effects, all respondents; full sample (N= 19,264) 

All Students and Dropouts 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti- Design SRIS 
mate S.E.' DEFF DEFT 'N S.Yl 

Sure to graduate from H.S FISiSA 95.51 0.403 7.182 2.680 18945 0.150 
Sts in colig Prep/acadmc pgm F1S2OC 31.56 0.784 5.362 2.3 15 18843 0.339 
Sts in vocational/tec pgms FIS2OD) 11.50 0.435 3.504 1.872 18843 0.232 
Watch more than 2hrs/per weekdy F1S45A 54.52 0.693 3.491 1.868 18026 0.371 
Expect to finish college F1S49 54.95 0.776 4.627 2.151 19023 0.361 
At age 30 exp to be amanager FlS53F 5.23 0.252 2.300 1.517 17959 0.166 
At age 30 exp to be in the military F1S53G 2.97 0.188 2.204 1.485 17959 0.127 
At age 30 exp to bean operative FIS53H 1.43 0.223 6.318 2.513 17959 0.089 
At age 30 exp to be aclergyman FLS53J 18.11 0.535 3.465 1.861 17959 0.287 
At age 30 exp to be atechnician F1S53P 4.67 0.223 2.007 1.417 17959 0.157 
At age 30 doesn'tknow whatto be F1S53S 10.47 0.365 5.376 2.319 17959 0.157 
Others in home speak Spanish FlS55 57.69 2.296 8.462 2.909 3919 01789 
Ifeel good about myself F1S62A 91.99 0.292 2.083 1.443 18007 0.202 
Luck is more imprtnt than hrd wk F1562C. 12.64 0.460 3.427 1.851 17887 0.248 
Something always prevnts success F1S62F 27.90 0.607 3.277 1.810 17889 0.335 
My plans do not work out F1S62G 22.55 0.545 3.034 1.742 17837 0.313 
I do nothavemuchitobe proud of F1S62L 17.41 0.471 2.746 1.657 17800 0.284 
Live with other adult male in hh FlS92C 7.04 0.376 4.129 2.032 19109 0.185 
Live with mother in same it FlS92D 88.39 0.463 3.991 1.998 19109 0.232 
Live with stepmother in same It FlS92E 3.04 0.192 2.391 1.546 19109 0.124 
Live with boy/girl friend FlS9211 1.34 0.129 2.396 1.548 19109 0.083 
Live with own children F1S92I 3.69 0.235 2.970 1.723 19109 0.136 
Parents require chores to be done F1S100E 94.29 0.269 2.327 1.525 17324 0.176 
#-Grandparents in same household F1S93C 0.10 0.005 2.462 1.569 16672 0.003 
#-Relatives under 18 in same it FlS93D 0.09 0.006 2.423 1.557 16625 0.004 
#-Nonrelatives under 18 in it FlS93F 0.04 0.004 2.202 1.484 16578 0.003 

Reading test formula score F1TXRIR 21.08 0.133 5.215 2.284 17832 0.058 
Mathmtcs test formula score F1TXMvIR 35.53 0.220 5.661 2.379 17793 0.092 
Science test formula score F1TXSIR 13.68 0.090 5.581 2.362 17684 0.038 
ilist/Cit/Geog test formula score F1TXHIR 18.94 0.098 5.121 2.263 17591 0.043 

Mean 3.858 1.923 
minimum 2.007 1.417 
Maximum 8.462 2.909 
Standard deviation 1.68 1 0.408 
Median 3.446 1.856 

'Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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Table 3.6-2.-NELS:88 first follow-up: 
Standard errors and design effects, all respondents, panel sample (N= 17,424) 

All Students and Dropouts 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.a DEFF~ DEFT N 

SRS 
S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S. FlS18A 95.82 0.420 7.580 2.753 17208 0.153 
STS in college prep/academic pgms FlS20C 32.61 0.837 5.439 2.332 17065 0.359 
STS in vocational/technical pgnms 
Watch TV more than 2 lirs/per wkday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 exp to be in the military 
At age 30 exp, to be an operative 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman
At age 30 expect to be technician 
At age 30 doesn't know what to be 
Others in home speak Spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more imp than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in bli 

FlS20D 
FlS45A 
FlS49 
FLS53F 
FlS53G 
F1553H 
FlS53J 
FlS53P 
FlS53S 
FlS55 
F1S62A 
FlS62C 
F1S62F 
FlS62G 
FIS62L 
FlS92C 

11.08 
54.44 
56.47 

5.22 
2.94 
1.47 

18.58 
4.63 

10.11 
57.59 
92.09 
12.12 
27.24 
21.92 
16.79 
6.85 

0.439 
0.719 
0.799 
0.272 
0.196 
0.244 
0.561 
0.215 
0.370 
2.232 
0.311 
0.458 
0.639 
0.557 
0.471 
0.410 

3.337 
3.428 
4.473 
2.440 
2.197 
6.723 
3.398 
1.708 
5.059 
6.921 
2.185 
3.218 
3.369 
2.955 
2.583 
4.558 

1.827 
1.851 
2.1,15 
1.562 
1.482 
2.593 
1.843 
1.307 
2.249 
2.631 
1.478 
1.794 
1.835 
1.719 
1.607 
2.135 

17065 
16448 
17223 
16333 
16333 
16333 
16333 
16333 
16333 
3394 

16450 
16345 
16351 
16301 
16269 
17302 

0.240 
0.388 
0.378 
0.174 
0.132 
0.094 
0.304 
0.165 
0.165 
0.848 
0.210 
0.255 
0.348 
0.324 
0.293 
0.192 

Live with mother in same hh F1S92D 88.59 0.501 4.297 2.073 17302 0.242 
Live with stepmother in same hh 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FlS92E 
F1S92H 
F1S921 

3.11 
1.28 
3.61 

0.213 
0.136 
0.248 

2.607 
2.527 
3.059 

1.615 
1.599 
1.749 

17302 
17302 
17302 

0.132 
0.085 
0.142 

Parents require chores to be done FIS100E 94.52 0.277 2.350 1.533 15857 0.181 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

F1S93C 
F1S93D 

0.10 
0.08 

0.005 
0.006 

2.390 
2.565 

1.546 
1.601 

15305 
15264 

0.003 
0.004 

#-Nonreltves under 18 in same hh FlS93F 0.04 0.004 2.170 1.473 15227 0.003 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

FlTXRIR 
FlTXMIR 

21.31 
35.93 

0.136 
0.222 

5.014 
5.342 

2.239 
2.311 

16304 
16270 

0.06 1 
0.096 

Science test formula score FlTXSIR 13.80 0.092 5.341 2.311 16181 0.040 
History/cit/geog test formla score FITXHIR 19.11 0.099 4.816 2.194 16096 0.045 

Mean 3.802 1.912 
Minimum 1.708 1.307 
Maximum 7.580 2.753 
Standard deviation 1.574 0.390 
Median 3.353 1.831 

'Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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Table 3.6-3 
Mean design effects (DEFFs) and root design effects (DEfl's)

for student and dropout questionnaire data - full sample 

Subgroup, 

Students 
Dropouts 

MaleP 
Female 

White 
Black 
Hispanic 
Asian/Pacific Islander 
American Indian! 
Alaskan Native 

Public schools 
Catholic schools 
Other private schools 

Low SES 
Middle SES 
High SES 

Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 

Mean DEFF 

3.858 
4.713 

3.370 
3.454 

3.051 
3.615 
3.555 
2.765 

2.415 

3.226 
2.668 
6.650 

2.838 
3.088 
3.477 

3.478 
3.475 
2.668 

Mean DEFT 

1.923 
1.999 

1.797 
1.813 

1.712 
1.827 
1.755 
1.627 

1.442 

1.755 
1.535 
2.42 1 

1.649 
1.719 
1.797 

1.847 
1.799 
1.578 

Nate: Each mean is based on 30 questionnaire items. For item-level tables for these subgroups, see Appendix C. 

Sex categories are based on the composite sex variable. 28 
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Table 3.6-4 
Mean design effects (DEFFs) and root design effects (DEFTs) 

for student and dropout questionnaire data - panel sample 

Subgroup 

Students 
Dropouts 

Male 29 

Female 

White 
Black 
Hispanic
Asian/Pacific Islander
American Indian/
Alaskan Native 

Public schools 
Catholic schools 
Other private schools 

Low SES 
Middle SES' 
High SES 

Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 

Mean DEFF 

4.705 

3.456 
3.324 

3.101 
3.804 
.2.643 

2.066 

3.147 
2.619 
6.529 

2.797 
3.138 
3.576 

3.463 
3.412 
2.634 

Mean DEFT 

1.912 
1.997 

1.817 
1.783 

1.729 
1.867 
1.591 
1.609 

1.362 

1.736 
1.513 
2.391 

I1.644 
1.732 
1.817 

1.842 
1.788 
1.57 1 

Note: Each mean is based on 30 questionnaire items. .For item-level tables for these subgroups, see Appendix C. 

Sex categories are based on the composite sex Variable. 29 
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Table 3.6-5-NELS:8S frust foliow-up: 
Standard errors and design effects, dropouts, full sample 

Dropouts 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti- Design S11S 
mate S.E.* DEFF DEFT N S.E.b 

R could not get along w/others FLD6E 19.05 2.604 4.392 2.096 1000 1.243 
R had no feeling of safety in school FJD6K 11.41 2.142 4.535 2.129 1000 1.006 
R had no feeling of belonging F1D6P 24.97 3.230 5.563 2.359 1000 1.369 
R dropped out because failing grades F1D6R 42.10 3.506 5.038 2.245 1000 1.562 
R hadpassing grade whenlast in school F1D9 18.10 2.185 3.265 1.807 1015 1.209 
Sts were in college prep/acad program F1D16C 7.70 3.208 14.686 3.832 1015 0.837 
Sts were in vocatni/tech training F1D16D 12.16 1.952 3.617 1.902 1015 1.026 
Sts expect to finish college F1D38 12.36 2.611 6.457 2.541 1027 1.027 
At age 30 exp to be an employee FLD39A 9.27 1.855 3.925 1.981 960 0.936 
At age 30 exp to be afarmer FlD39C 4.12 3.291 26.265 5.125 960 0.642 
At age 30 exp to be ahomemaker FID39D 3.01 0.828 2.255 1.502 960 0.551 
At age 30 exp to be a manager FLD39F -4.69 1.130 2.742 1.656 960 0.682 
At age 30 exp to be inthe military F1D39G 3.61 0.652 1.172 1.083 960 0.602 
At age 30 exp to be an operative F1D39H 4.30 0.934 2.033 1.426 960 0.655 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman F1D39J 7.45 2.708 10.201 3.194 960 0.848 
At age 30 exp to be aschoolteacher F1D39N 0.40 0.191 0.889 0.943 960 0.203 
At age 30 exp to be a technician FID39P 2.90 0.600 1.227 1.108 960 0.542 
At age 30 do notknow what to be F1D39S 15.16 1.735 2.244 1.498 960 1.158 
Others in home speak spanish F1D42 78.99 4.734 3.686 1.920 274 2.466 
Live w/father in same house F1D86A 31.16 2.558 3.084 1.756 1012 1.457 
Live w/other adult male in hh F1D86C 14.13 2.109 3.706 1.925 1012 1.095 
Live with mother in same hh F1D86D 69.97 2.814 3.810 1.952 1012 1.442 
Live w/stepmother in same It F1D86E 2.66 0.635 1.576 1.255 1012 0.506 
Live w/other adult female in It F1D86F 15.39 2.657 5.482 2.341 1012 1.135 
Live with boy/girl friend F1D86H 7.31 1.173 2.052 1.433 1012 0.809 
Live with own children F1D3861 18.42 2.448 4.031 2.008 1012 1.219 
#-Sisters, living in same bh FlD87B 0.63 0.063 4.43 1 2.105 958 0.030 
#-Grandparents in same It F1D87C 0.16 0.038 6.109 2.472 932 0.015 
#-Relatives under 18 in same it F1D87D 0.19 0.030 1.056 1.028 934 0.029 
#-Non relatives under 18 same it F1D87F 0.11 0.028 1.858 1.363 927 0.021 

Mean 4.713 1.999 
Minimum 0.889 0.943 

Maximum ~~~~~~~~~~~~~26.2655.125 
Standard deviation 4.953 0.860 
Median 3.696 1.923 

'Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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Table 3.6-6-NELS:88 first follow-up: 
Standard errors and design effects, dropouts, panel sample 

Dropouts 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti- Design SRS 
mate S.E." DEFF DEFT N S.E.h 

R could not get alng w/others 
,R had no feeling of safety in school 
• had no feeling of belonging 
R dropped out because of failing grades 
• had passng grades when last in school 
Sts were in college prep/acad program
Sts were in vocational/techtraining 
Sts expect to fmish college 
At age 30 exp to be an employee 

F1D6E 
FlD6K 
F1D6P 
FlD6R 
FlD9 
FlD16C 
F1D16D 
FlD38 
FlD39A 

20.05 
12.12 
23.22 
39.87 
16.95 
8.43 

13.21 
11.84 
9.52 

3.228 
2.648 
3.932 
4.083 
1.956 
4.084 
2.365 
3.177 
2.182 

4.784 
4.845 
6.382 
5.118 
2.022 
16.035 
3.619 
7.300 
3.884 

2.187 
2.201 
2.526 
2.262 
1.422 
4.004 
1.902 
2.702 
1.971 

737 
737 
737 
737 
745 
743 
743 
756 
704 

1.476 
1.203 
1.556 
1.805 
1.376 
1.020 
1.243 
1.176 
1.107 

At age 30 exp to be afarmer F1D39C 5.29 4.147 24.127 4.912 704 0.844 
At age 30 exp to be ahomemaker F1D39D 2.20 0.786 2.016 1.420 704 0.554 
At age 30 exp to beamanager FlD39F 4.95 1.430 3.058 1.749 704 0.818 
At age 30 exp to be in the military F1D39G 3.54 0.788 1.277 1.130 704 0.697 
At age 30 exp to be an operative FlD39H 4.45 1.141 2.153 1.467 704 0.778 
At age 30 exp to be aclergyman FlD39J 6.73 2.772 8.611 2.934 704 0.945 
At age 30 exp to be a school teacher F1D39N 0.49 0.247 0.883 0.939 704 0.263 
At age 30 exp to be atechnician FlD39P 2.92 0.678 1.142 1.068 704 0.635 
At age 30 do notknow whatto be FlD39S 15.03 2.012 2.228 1.493 704 1.348 
Others in home speak spanish F1D42 79.63 5.197 3.347 1.829 202 2.841 
Live with father in same house FlD86A 30.89 3.018 3.144 1.773 738 1.702 
Live with other adult male in hh F1D86C 14.28 2.502 3.769 1.941 738 1.289 
Live with mother in samelhh FlD86D 68.29 3.366 3.856 1.964 738 1.714 
Live with stepmotherin same bli FID86E 2.83 0.780 1.631 1.277 738 0.611 
Live with other adult female in hh FlD86F 16.27 3.274 5.800 2.408 738 1.359 
Live withboy/girl friend F1D86H 7.62 1.394 2.033 1.426 738 0.978 
Live with own children F1D86I 18.90 2.932 4.133 2.033 738 1.442 
#-sisters living in same household 
#-grandparents in same household 
#-relatives under 18 in same house 

F1D87B 
F1D87C 
F1D87D 

0.62 
0.17 
0.21 

0.077 
0.047 
0.039 

5.433 
6.252 
1.061 

2.331 
2.500 
1.030 

696 
674 
679 

0.033 
0.019 
0.038 

#-non relatvesundr18 insamehh FlD87F 0.12 0.028 1.211 1.101 672 0.025 

Mean 4.705 1.997 
Minimum 0.883 0.939 
Maximum 24. 127 4.912 
Standard deviation 4.748 0.862 
Median 3.694 1.922 

eStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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Both average design effects for the first follow-up survey were larger than the average design 
effect of 2.88 obtainedfor the base year HS&B Sophomore Cohort. The direction of this difference held 
for 10 of the 1 1 subgroups comparable across the first follow-up and HS&B. Catholic school students 
are the exception. The average first follow-up design effect for Catholic school students is lower than the 
average HS&B Catholic school student design effect (first follow-up: full sample, 2.67, panel sample, 
2.62; HS&B, 3.60). While the first follow-up design effect for private school students was higher than 
in HS&B, the difference is small (first~follow-up: full sample, 6.65, panel sample, 6.53; HS&B, 6.22); 
in fact it is the smallest of the differences in average design effects between the two surveys. 

The general tendency in longitudinalstudies is for designeffects to lessen over time, as dispersion 
reduces the original clustering. However, subsampling has the opposite effect, that is, it increases design 
effects. This is so becausesubsampling introduces additionalvariability into the weights with an attendant 
loss in sample efficiency, as may be illustrated by the case of the sophomore cohort of HS&B. 

The mean design effect for the base year HS&B sophomores (1980)'was 2.88. Considerable 
subsampling of nonrespondentswas done in the HS58C first follow-up, which had a rather higher design 
effect, 3.59, than HS&B base year. Comparatively more subsampling was done in the NELS:88 first 
follow-up, which has an overall design effect similar to though somewhat higher than the HS58C first 
follow-up (3.8 or 3.9 for NELS:88, 3.6 for H158B). 

The larger design effects (compared to NELS:88 and HS58C base years) in the NELS:88 first 
follow-up survey are probablydue to disproportionalityin strata representationintroducedby subsampling 
(see section 3.4-1). This is illustrated in the higher design effects for dropouts than for students (full 
sample: students, 3.86, dropouts, 4.71; panel sample: students, 4.71, dropouts, 4.70); dropouts were 
retained at a muchhigher rate (i.e., certainty) than students, who were subsampled at rates corresponding 
to their clustering in first follow-up schools (see Table 3.4-1). 

To make a more exact assessmentof the expected increasein designeffects for the first follow-up 
sample an additional analysis of the student data was conducted using NELS:88 base year data. Standard 
errors and design effects were calculated on the base year student respondents, using the same variables 
that were used in the base year analysis, but using the first follow-up panel weight. Any magnitude of 
the increase in design effects in the firstfollow-up can be assessed by comparing the average design effect 
obtained from this analysis with the design effect obtained using the entire base year sample and the base 
year questionnaire weight, BYQWT. This analysis yielded a design effect of 3.90 (root design 
effect= 1.96), and supports the contention that the increase in first follow-up design effects is due to 
weighting necessary to accommodate the subsampling. 

3.6.2 Design Effects and Approximate Standard Errors 

Researchers who do not have access to software for computing accurate estimates of standard 
errors can use the mean design effects presented in Tables 3.6-3 and 3.6-4 to approximate the standard 
errors of statistics based on the NELS:88 data. Design-corrected standard errors for a proportion can 
be estimated from the standard error computed using the formula for the standard error of a proportion 
based on a simple random sample and the appropriate mean root design effect (DEFT): 

SE = DEFT x (p (1-p)In)'" (1) 

where p is the weighted proportion of respondents giving a particular response, a is the size of the 
sample, and DEFT is the mean root design effect. 
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Similarly, the standard error of a mean can be estimated from the weighted variance of the 
individual scores and the appropriate mean DEFT: 

SE = DEFT x (Var/n)1 /2 (2) 

where Var is the sample variance, n is the size of the sample, and DEFT is the mean root design effect. 

Tables 3.6-3 and 3.6-4 make it clear that the design effects and root design, effects vary 
considerably by subgroup. It is therefore important to use the mean DEFT for the relevant subgroup in' 
calculating approximate standard errors for subgroup statistics. 

Standard error estimates may be needed for subgroups that are not tabulated here. One rule of 
thumb may be useful in such situations: design effects will generally be smaller for groups that are 
formed by subdividing the subgroups listed in the tables. (This is because smaller subgroups will 
generally be less affected by clustering than larger subgroups.) Estimates for Hispanic males, for 
example, will generally have smaller design effects than the corresponding estimates for all Hispanics or 
allI males. For this reason, it will usually be conservative to use the subgroup mean DEFT to 
approximate standard errors for estimates concerning a portion of the subgroup. This rule applies only 
when the variable used to subdivide a subgroup crosscuts schools. Sex is one such variable, since most 
schools include students ofboth sexes. It will not reduce the average cluster size to form groups that are 
based on subsets of schools. 

Standard errors may also be needed for other types of estimates than the simple means and 
proportions that are the basis for the results presented here. A second rule of thumb can be used to 
estimate approximate standard errors for comparisons between subgroups. If the subgroups crosscut 
schools, then the design effect for the difference between the subgroup means will be somewhat smaller 
than the design effect for the individual means; consequently, the variance of the difference estimate will 
be less than the sum of the variances of the two subgroup means from which it is derived: 

Var(b-a) < Var(b) + Var(a) (3) 

in which Var(b-a) refers to the variance of the estimated difference between the subgroup means, and 
Var(a) and Var(b) refer to the variances of the two subgroup means. It follows from equation (3) that 
Var(a) + Var(b) can be used in place of Var(b-a) with conservative results. 

A final rule of thumb is that more complex estimators show smaller design effects than simple 
estimators.20Thus, correlation and regression coefficients tend to Ihave smaller design effects than 
subgroup comparisons, and subgroup comparisons have smaller design effects than means. Thbis implies 
that it will be conservative to use the mean root design effects presented here in calculating approximate 
standard errors for complex statistics, such as multiple regression coefficients. The procedure for 
calculating such approximate standard errors is the same as with simpler estimates: first, a standard error 
is calculated using the formula for data from a simple random sample; then, the simple random sample 
standard error is multiplied by the appropriate mean root design effect. 

One analytic strategy for accommodating complex survey designs is to use -the mean deigneffect 
to adjust for the effective sample size resulting from the design. For example, one could create a new 

so Kish, L., and Frankel, M. (1974). Inference from complex samples. Journal of the Royal Statistical 
Society: Series B (Methodological), 36, 2-37. 
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rescaled, design effect-adjusted weight, which is the product of the inverse of the design effect, and the 
rescaled case weight (NEWWGT= (lfDE)*FlQWTi/QJFlQWTi/N)), and use this new weight to deflate 
the obtained sample size to take into account the inefficiencies due to a sample design that is a departure 
from a simple random sample. Using this procedure, statistics calculated by a statistical program such 
as SPSS will reflect the reduction in sample size in the calculation of standard errors and degrees of 
freedom. Such techniques capture the effect of the sample designon sample statistics only approximately. 
However, while not providing a complete accountimg of the sample design, this procedure is a decidedly 
better approach than conducting analysis that assumes the data were collected from a simple random 
sample. The analyst applying this correction procedure should carefully examine the statistical software 
he or she is using, and assess whether the program treats weights in such a way as to produce the effect 
described above. 

3.6.3 Additional Standard Error Tables 

Additional standard error and design effects tables appear in Appendix C. These tables provide 

subgroup data for items in the student and dropout questionnaires. 

3.7 Potential Sources of Nonsampling Measurement Error 

Analysis of survey error is important for understanding the potential bias in making inferences 
from. an obtained sample to a population. Both sampling and nonsampling measurement errors contribute 
to total survey error. Sampling errors occur because the data are collected from a sample rather than a 
census of the population. Sampling error analyses for NELS:88 (documenting standard errors of 
measurement and design effects for key variables) were presented earlier in this chapter. In this section, 
sources of nonsampling error are discussed. 

Nonsampling error is the term used to describe variations in the estimates which may be caused 
by coverage, data collection, processing, and reportingprocedures. Several factors comprisenonsampling 
measurement errors, including nonresponse biases caused by unit and item nonresponse; and imperfect 
reliability, and invalidity, of obtained data. Nonresponse is readily quantified. While many data quality 
factors are difficult to measure in the non-experimental context of large-scale survey administration, 
NELS:88 offers thepossibility ofcomparing reports from multiple sources, thereby permitting some very 
approximate but useful validity parameters to be inferred. 

Below, we discuss two kinds of nonsampling error in the NELS:88 base year and first follow-up: 
undercoverage and item nonresponse. 

3.7.1 Biases Caused by Undercoverage of Special Populations 

3.7.1.1 Undercoverage of Non-English Speakers 

There is significant undercoverage in the NELS:88 data of that portion of the language minority 
populationthat is more severely limited in English proficiency (LEP) or non-proficient (NEP) in English. 
This undercoverage is most severe for the base year questionnaire data, and for both base year and first 
follow-up test results. Undercoverage bias will affect estimates for LEPs and NEPs, but will also affect 
certain estimates for racial-ethinic subgroupsthat have large numbers of LEPs and NEPs when individuals 
in these groups generally differ in a relevant characteristic from other non-LEP/NEP Asians, Hispanics 
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or others."' Although, for example, Hispanics and Asians were selected at a higher than normal rate 
in the base year and have been disproportionately retained in the first follow-up, significant numbers of 
Asian, Hispanic and other LEPs were excluded from the base year sample. 

Specifically, among the total number of eighth-grade students enrolled in the 1,052 fully
participating base year schools, 1.9 percent of the potential sample (3,831 of202,966) were excluded by 
their schools for reasons of a language barrier to participation. Had no students been excluded for 
language reasons, the NELS:88 baseline would have included an additional 532, students. All of these 
students would be classifiable as LEPs or NEPs; 270 of these students would have been Hispanics, 175 
would have been Asians, and a further 87 language-excluded eighth-grade students would have been 
neither Hispanic nor Asian. Some 24,599 students (out of 26,432 sample members) participated in the 
base year, and of these participants, 642 were classified either by self-report or teacher report as of 
limited English proficiency. If one counts as LEP all students reported as LEP by either source, then 
just over half of the LEPs in the potential sample were captured by the base year sample design and 
contributed data to the base year. (If one uses the more stringent criterion of counting only those so 
identified by both sources -- self-report and teacher -- or counts only those identified by teachers, then 
less than half of the potential LEPs are represented in the base year data). 

In the first follow-up, two measures were adopted to increase coverage of students with limited 
English language proficiency. (1) Eligibility rules were modified so that the number of LEPs obtained 
through sample freshening would be maximized. The modified eligibility rules were applied also to a 
sample of base year ineligibles. (2) In addition, base year ineligibles who had gained sufficient 
proficiency to complete survey forms in the first follow-up were added to the study. 

3.7.1.2 Increasing Language Minority Coverage 

LEPs who entered the sample through freshening. Substantial numbers of limited English 
proficient students entered the NELS:88 first follow-up in the freshening process. While, by the most 
generous count (that is, self-report or teacher report), only 2.6 percent (o, weighted, 2.3 %) of the base 
year respondents were LEPs, around 17 percent of the fresheningsample in firstfollow-up were classified 
by their schools as LEPs (176 out of I1,060)--LEPs are of course disproportionately present in the 

~'Of course, elements excluded from the sampling frame are not accounted for by sample weighting, so 
that population estimates from the data file fall appropriately short of full 1987-88 eighth grade enrollment 
figures. Nevertheless, such exclusions limit one's ability to describe in an unbiased way special
populations of interest, such as all dropouts, all language minority students, and so on. Some examples
of this potential for bias may serve to underline the need for caution in the use of the language minority
student data. Let us suppose, for example, that one wishes to look at the cognitive test scores of various 
Asian subgroups. A group with a high immigration rate, such as Korean Americans, is likely to have a 
high rate of language exclusions; an Asian subgroup with a low immigration rate, such as Japanese
Americans, is likelyto have few language exclusions. Clearly test score comparisons between the groups 
can be biased by this factor; scores for Korean Americans may be inflated if there are large numbers of 
limited English proficiency students in this group who are excluded from the sample. Or let us suppose
that one wants to derive a dropout rate for students with limited English proficiency. If those least 
proficient in English are most likely to drop out of school, then projections based on data that exclude this 
group will prove seriously misleading. If some racial or ethnic subgroups are disproportionately present
in the group of students least proficient in English, then dropout estimates for these groups will be 
affected also. 
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populationof students who fall behind the modal progression through school. Virtually all32 of the LEP 
students selected in the freshening process were retained for the first follow-up. 

As more fully accounted in Section 3.4 of this report, eligibility rules were modified in the first 
follow-up to reduce the likelihood that LEP students would be excluded inthe sample freshening process. 
With support from the Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs (OBEMLA), the 
student questionnaire was translated into Spanish; because a translation of the cognitive tests was not 
feasible, students completing the Spanish questionnaire were not pressed to attempt to complete the test 
component. 

LEPs who entered the sample through the Base Year Iueligibles Study. At the same time, 
the same modified eligibilityrules were applied retroactively to a sample of base year language-excluded 
students. Base year language-excluded students whose English proficiency status had changed such that 
they now were able to complete the survey forms were administered the English-languageversion of the 
first follow-up student questionnaire. Cognitive test data were not collected for this group (although were 
tested in the second follow-up in 1992). The 532 students who would have been chosen for the base year 
except for language barriers to their participation are represented (with appropriate adjustment to their 
weights) in the base year ineligibles study by 204 individuals. 

Of those 204 individuals, 132 were reclassified as eligible for participation in NELS :88, 21 were 
out of the country at the time of the first follow-up (an attempt will be made to relocate all 1990 out-of-
countr students in the second follow-up, since some may have returned), 40 were classified as still 
ineligible (these cases will be reassessed in the second follow-up) and eleven of the 204 cases were not 
successfully screened. Students with a base year language barrier who were reclassified were 
administered the first follow-up student questionnaire in Spanish or English, or the dropout questionnaire 
if they were school-leavers. Enrollment status data was gathered for base year excluded students who 
were classified as being still unable to complete the NELS:88 survey forms. 

LEP students brought in through the fresheningprocess appear on all releases of the first follow-
up files. First follow-up data for base year language ineligibles who have become eligible do not appear 
on the initial public release file but do appear on the first follow-up file included in the final combined 
base year and first follow-up and second follow-up data set (released fall of 1994). Since it was not 
necessary to exclude any freshened students for language reasons and cases representingabout 65 percent 
of the base year language exclusions became eligible for the first follow-up, the net effect of these 
additionsto the data will be to substantially reduce undercoverageof current and former limited English-
proficient students. However, bias is at best but modestly reduced for the cognitive test data. This is 
the case because some of the freshened LEP students did not complete the cognitive tests, nor did any 
of the reclassified base year excluded students (whose questionnaireresults will later be added to the first 
follow-up data files) complete the test battery. Data users should take these potential biases into account 
in their analyses. 

32 Three had to be excluded because they had physical or mental disabilities that precluded their 
participation, and eleven were temporarily ineligible (out of scope for the first follow-up because though
in the country at the time of freshening, they were outside the country at the time of data collection).
The other 158 entered the first follow-up sample. 
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3.7.1.3 Undercoverage of Students with Disabilities, 

There is significant undercoverage in the NELS :88 data of that portion of the special education 
population that is most severely mentally or physically disabled.'3 Undercoverage bias may also affect 
certain estimates for racial or gender subgroups that have large numbers of students in the excluded 
category., (Our data show, for example, that blacks and males are disproportionately represented in the 
class of students excluded owing to mental handicaps). Coverage ofthis population will be improved for 
the. first follow-up by the fact that in the base year ineligibles study,,ten of the 23, students. excluded 
because of physical barriers to participation, and 140 of the 322 students who had been excluded because 
of mental barriers to participation, were reclassified as eligible. However, it is our sense that very few 
of these students actually "changed" substantially between rounds; rather, most reclassifications reflected 
the process of takcing a second look at students at the margin between eligible and ineligible, and 
aggressively pursuing status information from their special education teachers that would permit a more 
accurate assessment to be made of their ability to: complete at least the student questionnaire. 
Overwhelmingly, the reclassified students would appear to be those with learning disabilitiesor emotional 
disturbances, rather than the mentally retarded. Hence students with severe or profound impairments are 
not represented in the NELS:88 data. 

Estimates based on the members of the ineligibles sample are also subject to limitati~ons. By and 
large, the NELS:88 samples of eligible and ineligible language-excluded students, when combined, 
provide excellent population coverage. However, for, the severely physically, and mentally disabled 
populations, there are two potential sources of exclusion in addition to school-level classification as 
ineligible. These further sources of undercoverageare (1)exclusionof schools -- special purpose schools 
for the handicappedwere excluded from the base year samplingframe and (2) the exclusion of ungraded 
classrooms in what was by definition a sample of eighth graders. 

3.7.1.4, Test Score Undercoverage of Dropouts.I 

Data users are reminded that no special nonresponse adjusted weight was created for cases with 
a completed questionnaire but without a. cognitive test. As in the base year, cognitive test completion 
rates were sufficiently high~(of 18,221 participating students, 17,352 completed both the questionnaire 
and the cognitive testbattery) that such a weight was not needed. However, thehigh overall rate of test 
completion does not apply to. dropouts. While 91 percent of identified dropouts provided questionnaire 
data, cognitive tests were completed by only half of the sample members who completed a full or 
abbreviated dropout questionnaire.' Of course, base year test score data are available for most of the 
individuals for whom first follow-up test results were not obtained. It would, however, be inadvisable 
to, for example, draw conclusions about test score gains between 1988 and 1990 for dropouts as a 

33 K.S.McGrew, M.Thurlow, and A.Spiegel (1 993) estimate that eighth graders excluded in the NELS:.88 
base year represent 36 percent of handicapped eighth graders in regular schools, and that about 40 
percent of students with disabilities were excluded from the 1988 NAEP sample ('An Investigation of 
the Exclusion of Students With Disabilities in National Data Collection Programs' in Educational 
Evaluation and PolicyAnalysis, Fall 1993, 15(3.) 

34 By design, dropouts administered the abbreviated or modified dropout questionnaires [28% of the dropout
sample] were not asked to complete the cognitive test battery; for these sample members only the 
standard classification variables and a number of key items that differentiate the in-school and out-of-
school populations are available for analysis. However, more comprehensive information wag gathered
for these individuals in 1992, when they completed the second follow-up student or dropout questionnaire 
and cognitive test battery. 
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separate group, giventhe amount of 1990 test data that are missing (see Chapter 6 for a discussion of bias 
in the dropout test-taking sample). 

3.7.2 Item Nonresponse 

kern nonresponse occurs when a respondent fails to complete certain items on the survey 
instrument. While bias associated with unit nonresponse has been controlled by making adjustments to 
case weights, item nonresponse has generally not been compensated for in the NELS:88 student 
component data set. There are three exceptions to this generalization. 

The firstexception is machine editing, throughwhich, occasionally, certain nonresponse problems 
are rectified by imposing interitem consistency, particularly by forcing logical agreement between filter 
and dependent questions. Thus, for example, the missing response to a filter question can often be 
inferred if the dependent question has been answered. Because the edited files were used in the 
nonresponse analysis reported below, this adjustmentto item nonresponseis reflected in the results of the 
analysis. 

The second exception is that some key student classification variables have been constructed in 
part from additional sources of information when student data are missing. Thus, data from school 
records (for example, student sex or race/ethnicity as given on the sampling roster) or other respondent 
sources (for example, the parent questionnaire) have been used to replace missing student data. Because 
compositevariables were not included in the nonresponse analysis, this adjustmentof missing data is not 
reflected in the statistics reported below. 

The third exception is the language series filter question F1S54. Base year data (from BYS21) 
were imported into the first follow-up files in order to resolve, when possible, missing cases -- in 
particular, to identify respondents who should have legitimately skipped the dependent items in the 
language series. This adjustment to nonresponse is reflected in the item statistics reported below. 

A further point to note is that there may be some hidden nonresponse in the NELS:88 
questionnaires that is impossibleto quantify. This is the case because for many questions, a "mark all 
that apply" format was used. While such a format results in slightly less burden to the respondent, it also 
makes it impossible to distinguish between a negative response and nonresponse. This conflation. of 
negative response and nonresponse creates the potential for nonresponsebiases that cannot be measured 
and thus cannot become the basis for precise warnings to users about the limitations of data. 

A final point to note is that, implicitly,unit nonresponse is a further source ofmissing itemdata-
that is, nonparticipating students complete no questionnaire items. Weights accommodate student 
nonresponse by projecting questionnaire data to the full population, with appropriate adjustments for 
defined subgroups. However, they cannot compensate for the bias that arises if nonrespondents would 
have answered the questionnaire differently than respondents. For this reason, "total response" should 
be thought of as the survey (unit) response rate times the ktern response rate. (For example, given a cross-
sectional weighted 1990 studentresponse rate of91 percent, and an ktern responserate of93 percent, total 
response would be 85 percent.) 

Student questionnaire item nonresponse is discussed below. For further details of item 
nonresponse on on the first follow-up student instrument and other first follow-up instruments, see the 
respective user's manuals. 
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3.7.2.1 Student Questionnaire Item Nonresponse 

Table 3.7a shows descriptive statistics for item nonresponse for the student questionnaire overall 
and for items grouped into categories depending upon their position in the questionnaire, the topic they 
addressed, and whether they were part of a skip or filter pattern. 

The mean item nonresponse rate for the NELS:88 first follow-up student questionnaire is 6.97 
percent, compared to 4.7 percent on the base year instrument. 

A factor influencing item nonresponse rates in the first follow-up documents--a factor that 
impacted dramatically on the dropout instrument but that had only a marginal influence (just under one 
percent) on overall item responsein the student questionnaire--wasthe administrationof several different 
versions of the student and dropout questionnaires. The various versions of the questionnaires differed 
in the number of questionsbeing asked ofrespondents. For purposes of item responseanalyses, questions 
not appearing on the abbreviated or modified student or dropout questionnaires were treated as if they 
were intendedto be asked of the participating sample member. This was done so that the total impact on 
estimation of missing information--whether the information was missing by design, or by respondent 
omissionor error--couldbe assessed. Hence, completed abbreviated or modifiedinterviews were included 
in the denominator of the item response formula used in this analysis. Out of the 18,221 student 
respondents, only 218 or 1.2 percent completed either a modified or abbreviated student questionnaire. 
While over a quarter of dropouts received an abbreviated instrument, only items that were completed by 
all dropoutsample members (that is, items that were on both the abbreviated and regular instrument) were 
included on the student component data file. (All other items on the dropout questionnaire are represented 
in the separate dropout component data file.) 
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Table 3.7a: Percent Nonresponse on the Student Data File by Various Item Characteristics 

Standard Number 
Domain Average Deviation Mfinimum Maximum of Items 

Overall 6.97 8.64 .00 63.50 475 

Position 

First Third 4.31 3.51 .00 11.77 164 
Second Third 8.54 13.12 .60 63.50 178 
Last Third 8.15 3.39 .91 22.73 133 

Topic (in order of appearance in the questionnaire) 

Schl Experiences 
Future Plans 

4.47 
3.89 

3.18 
2.43 

.00 

.60 
11.77 
8.52 

235 
44 

Language Use 
Opinions, Attitudes
Background 
Money and Work 
Family 

34.18 
6.69 
6.68 

10.93 
8.86 

25.07 
1.76 

.57 
2.69 
3.35 

.65 
1.33 
6.33 
6.57 

.91 

63.50 
13.39 
7.34 

13.93 
22.73 

22 
96 
3 
5 
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Filtered 

No 5.62 3.35 .00 14.69 385 
Yes 12.73 17.66 1.67 63.50 90 

Table 3.7b 
Percent item nonresponse by topical area 

Ft Non- BY Non- BY 
Topic Response Response Position 

(1) School Experiences 
(2) Future Plans 
(3) Language Use 
(4) Opinions, Attitudes 
(5) Background 
(6) Money and Work 
(7) Family 

4.5 
3.9 

34.2 
6.7 
6.7 

10.9 
8.9 

6.9 
2.5 
5.0 
1.6 
3.0 
0.9 
3.4 

(7) 
(5)
(2) 
(4) 
(1)
(6) 
(3) 
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IV. Data Collection 

This chapter describes the data collectionprocedures for student, dropout, school administrator, 
and teacher survey instruments. 

4.1 Base Year Data Collection 

The base year survey collected data from students, parents, teachers,' and school administrators. 
Self-administered questionnaires and tests were the principal mode of data collection. Completion rates 
based on sample eligibility for each instrumentare listed in Table 4.1-1. Completion rates by sampling 
strata are presented in Tables 4.4-2 and 4.4-3. 

Table 4.1-1 
Summary of NELS:88 base year completion rates 

Instrument Completed Weighted Unweighted 

Student questionnaires 
Student tests 

24,599 
23,71 

93.41% 
96.53%" 

93.05% 
96.35%a 

Parent questionnaires 
Teacher ratings of students 
Teacher questionnaires 
School admin. questionnaire 

22,651 
23,188 
5,193 
1,035 

93.70% 
95.91 %b 

NA 
98.92% 

92.08% 
94.26%' 
91.40% 
98.38% 

Percentages of cases for which a student questionnairewas obtained for which a cognitive test was 
also obtained. 

bIndicates a coverage rate. See section 4.4. 

4.2 Base Year Pre&-Data Collection Activities 

Before the data collection effort could begin, it was first necessary to secure from the 
adminmistrator of each sampled school a commitment to participate in the study. Several levels of 
cooperationwere soughtbefore school administrators were approached. The first level involvedcontacting
key educational organizations. The Education Information Advisory Council (ETAC) of the Council for 
Chief State School Officers was asked to give its approval for the project. Contact was also made with 
the National Catholic Education Association (NCEA) and the National Association ofIndependent Schools 
(NAIS) in order to inform them of the study and to solicit their endorsements. 
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For public schools the next step involved contacting the Chief State School Officer (usually the 
state Superintendent of Schools) of each state to explain the objectives of the study and the data collection 
procedures, especially those for protecting individualand institutional confidentiality. Once approvalwas 
obtained at the state level, contact was made with District Superintendents and, upon receipt of district 
approval, contact was made with the school principals. Wherever selected private schools were organized 
into an administrative hierarchy, for example, Catholic school dioceses, a "courtesy" call to request 
permissionto contact the principal of the Catholic school was placed at the higher level before the school 
principal or other chief administrator was actually approached. 

Within each cooperating school, principals were asked to designate a school coordinator who 
would serve as a liaison between NORC staff, and selected respondents--the school administrator, 
students, teachers, and parents. The school coordinator, who was often a guidance counselor or senior 
teacher, but sometimes the principal or assistant principal, handled all requests for data and materials, 
as well as all logistical arrangements for data collection on the school premises. Included among these 
responsibilitieswas annotating the list of sampled students to identify' students whose physical or learning 
handicaps or linguistic disabilities would preclude participation in the survey. Coordinators were asked 
to classifyr all eligible students as Hispanic, Asian-Pacific Islander, or "other" (neither Hispanic nor 
Asian-Pacific Islander), and to distributeparental permission forms to sampled students. 

4.3 Base Year Student Data Collection Activities 

Student questionnaires and tests were administered in group sessions to roughly twenty-three 
students in each of the schools in the core and augmentation samples. Telephone interviews were 
conducted for a small number of students who were unable to participate in the group-administered 
sessions. Parents,who initially refused to grant permission for their child to participate in the study, but 
who later consented when contacted by an NORC representative, usually allowed their child to complete 
a questionnaire by telephone. Given the mode of administration, test data were not collected for these 
students. 

NORC organized an Orientation Day for 158 schools that requested it or for schools that were 
deemed likely to particularly benefit from it."8 The Orientation Day was usually arranged one or two 
weeks prior to the administration of the student questionnaire and tests. During these sessions, sampled 
students were informed about the objectives of NELS:88, its voluntary nature, and the measures to be 
used to ensure respondent confidentiality. Students were also briefed about the tasks and procedures that 
would be followed in administering the questionnaire and tests. 

Base year student data were collected from students39 in the core and state augmentation sample 
schools betweenFebruary 1and June 30, 1988. Selected eighth graders within each schoolwere gathered 
in a group session on the scheduled Survey Day. Two NORC field staff members, a "team leader" and 
a clerical assistant, were responsible for overseeing the administration of the questionnaires and tests 
during the planned session. 

38 Orientation days were originally planned for all schools. However, the NELS:88 base year field test 
indicated that orientation days for eighth grade students would not significantly affect participation rates 
in most schools. (See Ingels, S. J., et aL., National Education LongitudinalStudy of 1988: Field Test 
Report, NORC, 1987; ERIC ED 289-897.) 

39 Student sample selection procedures are discussed in the NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report. 
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Survey administration, normally conducted in a school classroom or library, consisted of several 
steps. Students were instructed to first completethe student questionnaire. A ten-minutebreak followed, 
during which time NORC field staff began their review of the questionnaires for completeness (i.e., 
checked for missing or multiple-response critical items).' Upon completion of the questionnaires, an 
85 minute battery of cognitivetests was administered. The tests consisted of four timed sections devoted 
to mathematics, reading, science, and social studies (history/government). Once the test battery was 
completed, an attempt was made to retrieve missing (or inappropriately marked) questionnaire items 
before the student left the classroom. 

At the end of the session, arrangements were made to conduct make-up sessions for students who 
were scheduled, but unable to attend Survey Day. If fewer than five students were scheduled for a 
Make-Up Day, the school coordinator was asked to handle the arrangements and oversee its 
administration.4 When five or more students were scheduled, or in instances where the school 
coordinator was unavailable to conduct a Make-Up Day, NORC representatives arranged a return visit 
to the school. 

4.4 Base Year Data Collection Results 

Tables 4.4-1 through 4.4-4 summarize the data collection results for the NELS:88 base year 
study. Table 4.4-1 reviews the school sample selections and sample realization. The final sample size was 
approximately equal to the original target number of schools. Approximately 70 percent of the original
selections cooperated. To reach the target number of schools in each stratum, replacement schools were 
drawn from withinthe same stratum into the sample when those originally selected refused to participate.
The tables that follow (Table 4.4-2 and Table 4.4-4) presentthree sets of completionstatistics for the four 
study components that constituted the NELS:88 base year core sample. The statistics are presented 
according to the sampling stratification variables. 

Table 4.4-2 displays weighted and uniweighted completionrates based on the overall study/sample 
design in which the participatingstudent constitutes the basic unit of analysis. For purposes of this table, 
the completion rate was calculated as the ratio of the number of completed interviews divided by the 
number of in-scope sample members. Note that the student population is, in the strictest sense, the sole 
independent sample, and that the other populations, such as the parent and teacher, are defined in relation 
to participating students. Because the parent or teacher of a base year student nonparticipantwas defined 
as out-of-scope (even though they may have completed questionnaires), these out-of-scope respondents
have been subtracted from both the numerator and the denominator in the responserate calculation. Given 
this definitionof responserate, weightedcompletionrates exceed 93 percent for each class ofrespondents 
as well as for the teacher ratings of students.4' 

40 An NORC field staff member was instructed to review the questionnaires to ensure that all critical items 
were completed. A specially designated oval indicating 'no retrieval' was marked whenever the missing
data could not be retrieved due to respondent refusal or inability to clarify an inappropriate response. 

41 To ensure respondent confidentiality, school coordinators were prohibited from reviewing the student 
questionnaire for completeness. Instead, the review was conducted by NORC staff in Chicago, and 
missing data were retrieved by telephone. 

42 The statistics given for teachers represent astudent coverage rate rather than ateacher response rate. 
Reports were sought from two teachers of each student. The teacher ratings statistics in Table 4.4-2 
depict the percentage of base year participating students for whom observations were obtained from one 
or more teachers. 
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Table 4.4-3, in contrast, presents the weighted and unweighted completion rates for each survey 
based on the initial sample selections-that is, the response rate denominator includes base year 
nonparticipants, even though the parents and teachers of base year nonparticipant respondents were 
defined as out of scope. Utilizingthis definition, the completion rates decreaseby several points to around 
the 90 percent mark. Because in both instances ineligible (or out-of-scope) schools and students were 
removed from the sample prior to data collection, completion rates are computed directly by simply 
dividing the number ofparticipatingrespondents/schoolsby the number of selections. As in Table 4.4-2, 
a student coverage rate is given for the teacher survey rather than a teacher response rate. 

Table 4.4-4 presents the same base year completion rates for all base year sample members 
retained in the first follow-up (N = 19,646). By definition, completion rates do not include base year 
nonrespondents' parents and teachers who completed a questionnaire. The sampling strata correspond 
to the base year school, as do the completion rates. 
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Table 4.4-1 NELS:88 base year school sample selection and realization 

Stratum Estimated' 
Size 

Eligible 
Original 
Selections 

Target N Total N 
Cooperating 
Schools 

Sample 
Realization 
(% of target) 
achieved) 

Cooperating 
Original 
Sections 

Cooperating 
Alternative 
Sections 

Total 38,837 1,002 1,032 1,5b102% 698 359 

Public 
Schoolsc 22,690 774 800 817 102% 522 295 

Catholic 
Schoolsc 6,928 91 95 104 109% 70 34 

Other 
Private 
Schools 9,219 137 137 136 99% 106 30 

aEstimated as the sum of the school-level weights for each school type. 

b 1,057 school participated at some level, through usable student data were received for only 1,052. 

oStratified by nine Census divisions; racial compositions; grade 8 enrollment; and urbanicity (centraal city,, suburban within SMSA county,
rural [non SMSAD). 



Table 4.4-2 NELS:88 base year completion rates by sample eligibility 

Student 
questionnaire 

Completion raues 
Weighted Unweighted 

Student 
Stb grade tedt 

Completion rates 
Weighted Unweighted 

parent
qUeStionna*r 

Completion lutes 
Weighted U~nweizgrted 

Teacher 

Completion rates 
Weighted Unweighled 

School 
questionnaire 

Completion rules 
Weighted Unweig1hited I 

TOWa 
Participated 
Selected 

93.41 93.05 
24,599 
26,432 

96.53 96.35 
23,701 
24,599 

93.70 
22,651 
24,599 

92.08 95.91 
23,188 
24,599 

94.26 98.92 
1,035 
1,052 

98.38 

Stbool type 
Public 
Catholic 
Other Prijate 

93.15 
95.67 
94.06 

92.79 
94.99 
93.15 

96.32 
98.08 
97.34 

96.11 
97.52 
96.94 

94.21 
89.85 
91.57 

93.72 
83.55 
88.34 

96.57 
90.95 
93.18 

95.82 
84.76 
92.11 

98.73 
100.0 
98.25 

98.28 
100.0 
97.74 

Urbamnity 
Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 

92.36 
92.17 
95.26 

92.19 
92.38 
95.13 

95.89 
96.36 
97.29 

95.96 
96.29 
96.94 

91.48 
93.32 
96.08 

90.00 
91.44 
95.40 

94.62 
95.56 
97.46 

93.20 
93.85 
96.09 

98.94 
98.12 
99.64 

97.48 
98.18 
99.66 

Region 
Northeast 
South 
North Central 
West 

92.81 
94.11 
94.70 
91.17 

91.85 
94.03 
94.79 
90.83 

96.31 
196.93 
96.85 
95.50 

95.52 
96.92 
96.96 
95.40 

90.58 
95.93 
94.92 
90.18 

84-45 
95.87 
94.72 
89.62 

91.75 
97.44 
97.71 
94.18 

86.42 
97.00 
97.82 
93.25 

98.67 
99.19 
99.75 
97.10 

97.72 
98.89 
98.88 
97.54 

Etbakity 
Hispanic 
API 
Other 

90.86 
89.70 
93.75 

90.24 
90.12 
93.63 

94.95 
98.18 
96.64 

94.88 
97.84 
96.45 

88.35 
90.76 
94.28 

87.57 
91.53 
92.72 

92.58 
94.06 
96.28 

92.50 
93.69 
94.53 

NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 
NA 

Minority schools 
Schools with I 

IT 

more than 19% 
minority stdots 

Schools with 
89.64 89.43 95.21 9S.44 89.94 88.79 92.78 92.44 98.54 98.04 

i 

Ct 
C,
Z 
Z,C,
E 

-J 

equal to 19% 
minority utdnts 93.83 93.51 96.67 96.45 94.09 92.47 96.24 94.48 98.93 98.42 

aIndicates a coverage rate. 
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Table 4.4-3 NEILS:88 base year completion rates by sample selection 

Student Student Parent Teacher School 
questionnaire

Completion razes 
Sth grade test 

Completion rates 
questionnaire 

Completion rates 
ratins 

Completion rates 
qust~ionnaire 

Completion rates 
Vegte ea Uuwciguicu Weighted .Unweighled Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Ulaweigfated 

Total 93.41I 93.05 90.17 89.65 87.53 85.68 89.59 87.72 98.92 98.38 
Participated 
Selected 

24.599 
26,432 

23,701 
26.432 

22,65'1 
26,4312 

23,188 
26,432 

I1.035 
1,052 

School type 
Public 93.15S 92.79 89.73 89.18 87.75 86.97 89.95 88.92 98.73 98.28 
Catholic 95.677 94.99 93.83 92.63 85.96 79.37 87.01 80.51 100.0 100.0 
Other Private 94.06i 93.15 91.56 90.29 86.14 82.27 87.65 85.79 98.25 97.74 
Urbankity 
Urban 92.36i 92.19 88.56 88.46 84.49 82.97 87.39 115.92 98.94 97.48 
Suburban 92.71 I 92.38 89.34 88.96 86.52 84.47 88.60 16.70 98.12 98.18 
Rural 95.26 I 95.13 92.68 92.14 91.52 90.74 92.859 91.41 99.64 
Region 
Northeast 92.81 91.85 89.39 87.73 84.06 77.56 85.15 79.37 98.67 97.72 
South 94.11 94.03 91.23 91.14 90.28 90.14 91.71 991.21 99.19 
North Central 94.70 94.79 91.71 91.91 89.89 89.78 92.53 9R2.72 99.75 98.88 
West 91.17 90..83 87.07 86.69 82.21 81.40 8S.87 &B4.69 97.10 97.54 
Bibuicity 
Hispanic 
API 

90.86 
89.70 

90.24 
90.12 

86.27 
88.07 

85.63 
88.17 

80.28 
81.41 

79.02 
82.49 

84.11 
84.37 

8,13.48 
814.43 

NA NA 

Other 93.75 93.63 90.61 90.31 88.39 86.81 90.26 8118.51 NA NA 
Minority schools 
Schools with 89.64 89.43 85.35 85.36 80.63 79.41 83.17 8MZ2.67 

NA NA 

more than 19% 98.54 98.04 
minority stdnus 

Schools with 
less than or 93.83 93.51 90.70 90.19 88.29 86.47 90.30 811.35 
equal to 19% 98.93 98.42 
amiority stdnts 

Indicates a coverage rate,. 



Table 4.4-4 NEJ.S:88 base year completion rates by sample eligibility for base year sample members retained in the first follow-up 

Student student Parent Teacher School 
questionnaire Sib grade teat quenkmonaire questjnnaireb 

Completion notes Comnpletion rate. Completion rates Completion rutes Completion ruzes 
Weighte4 Unweigbted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweigbted Weghted Unwelghted Wtigbted Unweighted 

TOWs 93.95 93.63 96.54 96.32 94.69 93.47 96.33 95.09 98.67 98.14 
Ptaticipated 18,394 17,717 17,193 17.491 1,001 
Selected 19,~64 18,394 18,394 18.394 1,020 
School type' 
Public 93.81 93.52 96.42 96.15 95.06 94.69 96.96 96.40 98.52 98.03 
Catholic 95.68 94.65 97.75 97.21 91.13 $6.04 89.78 85.25 100.0 100.0 
Other Private 94.89 93.78 97.52 97.09 90.71 88.80 90.24 91.54 97.14 97.37 
Urbarncitya 
Urban 92.86 92.82 95.62 95.76 92.40 91.26 95.24 94.32 98.57 97.08 

96.52 96.41 94.55 93.13 96.00 94.84 97.82 97.91Suburban 93.09 92.71 
95.73 95.61 97.08 96.66 96.20 95.80 97.38 96.07 99.57 99.65Ruxral 

Region 
Northeast 93.81 92.59 96.12 95.28 92.45 87.07 93.35 88.73 98.57 97.66 

93.76 94.00 96.56 96.58 95.71 95.46 98.46 98.53 98.14 98.31South 
99.71 98.83North Central 95.50 95.37 97.39 97.23 96.74 96.79 96.83 95.98 

West 92.27 91177 95.68 95.66 92.07 91.71 94.57 93.94 96.54 97.44 
Ethnicity 
Hispanic 92.60 91.77 95.07 95.11 90.10 89.05 92.38 92.01 NA NA 
API 92.67 91.95 96.38 96.94 90.30 91.25 95.44 94.49 NA NA 

95.53 NABlack 94.29 94.72 95.12 95.06 92.15 91.75 96.19 NA 
96.64 96.25 95.14 96.96 95.72 NA NAWhite 95.81 95.68 96.91 

Amer. Indian 87.97 87.45 99.07 98.61 78.25 75.00 93.66 91.20 NA NA 
Minority schools' SSchools with II

imore then 19% 
95.89 90.96 90.49 93.90 93.44 98.54 98.04 1ı

II!,
a 

II
ZI

minority stdats 91.61 91.41 95.56 
Schools with 

less than or el 
E

11Z 

equalto 19% 98.15minority stdats 94.17 93.87 96.63 96.37 9S.04 93.79 96.55 9S.27 98.67 

*Indicates a coverage rate. 
b indicates school completionrate for schools where of Ileam one student has completed a questionnaire. 

11Refers £0 eighth grade school. 
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4.5 First Follow-Up Data Collection 

Summary of Procedures and Results. In the spring of 1990, the first follow-up survey gathered 
a second wave of data from the eighth grade cohort of 1988, the majority of whom were enrolled in tenth 
grade, and a first wave of data from freshened students (that is, selected students who were enrolled in 
tenth grade in the spring term of 1990, but not enrolled in eighth grade in the base year). Again, as in 
the base year, two teachers of each sampled student and students' current school principal were asked to 
complete, respectively, a teacher and school administrator questionnaire. Sample members who had 
dropped out of school, and remained so at the time of data collection,, were administered the dropout 
questionnaire and cognitive test battery.' Self-administered questionnaires remained the principal mode 
of data collection for all respondentpopulations. 

In-school data collection methods adhered closely to those used in the base year survey. Although 
the data collection procedures employed in the first follow-up wer e modeled after those of the base year, 
the design of the study necessitated several activities that had not been performed previously. First, in 
order to select the first follow-up sample, an extensive locatingeffort was undertaken. Second, the base 
year sample was "freshened" to generate a representativesample; of the tenth grade class of 1990. Third, 
off-campus survey sessions, similar to those used in HS&B, were scheduled to administer the student or 
dropout questionnaireto sample members who were currently not enrolled in a first follow-up school at 
the time of data collection. And fourth, to obtain a more precise estimate of the rate of dropping out for 
the eighth grade cohort of 1988, a subsample of first follow-up nonrespondents (and of base year
ineligible students) was further pursued. 

Overall, data collection activities for the first follow-up survey were executed in four phases 
which spanned two years (see Figure 4-1). The first and second phases ofthe study were conducted from 
January to December of 1989 and involved the pre-data collection activities of securing state, district (for 

Table 4.5-1 
Summary of NELS:88 first follow-up completion rates 

instrument Completed Weighted Unweighted 

Student questionnaires 
Student tests 

18,221 
17,352 

91.21% 
94.14%'1 

94.18% 
95.23%a 

Dropout questionnaires 
Dropout tests 
School admin. questionnaireb 
School admin. questionnaire 
Teacher questionnaire 

1,043 
522 

17,663 
1,291 

15,908 

90.97% 
48.56%'1 
91.97% 

NA 
88.5% 

89.84% 
50.05%' 
96.94% 
97.07% 
88.7% 

Percentages of cases for which a student/dropout questionnaire was obtained for which a cognitive 
test was also obtained. 

b Coverage rate for participants who also have a completed school administratorquestionnaire. Teacher 
questionnaire completion also represents a coverage rate--student participants who have one or more 
completed teacher questionnaires. 
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Figure 4-1: First follow-up data collection phase diagram 
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Figure4-1 (cont.): First follow-up data collection phase diagram 
Q. t"I 

~1j 

.PHASE 3 
Data Collection 

1/90 -7/90 

SQ Stud~ent Questionnaire (in-person) 
DQ Dropout Questionnaire (in-person) 
MSQ Modified Student Questionnaire(telephone) 
MDilQ Modified Dropout Questionnaire (telephone) 
T Cognitive Test Battery (in-person) 

* Cognitive Test administration attempted at all in-person survey sessions. 



Figure 4-1 (cont.): First follow-up data collection phase diagram 

PHASE 4 
Data Collection 
(2nd wave) 
1/91 -6/91 

i 
i 

MSQ = Modified Student Questionnaire (telephone)
IASQ = Abbreviated Student Questionnaire (telephone or in person) 4 

ADQ = Abbreviated Dropout Questionnaire(telephone or in person) I 
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public schools) and school permissionto conduct the study, "tracing," enrollmentverification, and sample 
freshening. Phase three, conductedfrom late January to July of 1990, constituted the main data collection 
effort. Phase four (January to June of 1991) constituted a second data collection effort. 

The number of completed instruments and completion rates based on sample eligibility for each 
instrument are summarized in Table 4.5-1 (above). For readers who desire more information about first 
follow-up data collection procedures, Sections 4.6 and 4.7 of this chapter supply full details. Completion 
rates for all first follow-up components (except the teacher survey) and response rates by component for 
1988-1990 panel members and 1990 tenth grade cohort are presented in section 4.9. 

4.6 First Follow-Up Pre-Data Collection Activities 

Phase 1. Conducted from January to June of 1989, Phase 1 of the first follow-up survey 
encompassed the pre-data collection activities of tracing sample members to their 1990 school of 
attendance, and securing state, district, and school permission to conduct the study. 

Since the vast majority of the base year sample would change schools between eighth and tenth 
grades, an extensive student tracing effort was undertaken. The primary purpose of tracing was to locate 
and define the first follow-up student sample and its associated schools. As described in Chapter InI, 
selectionof the student sample (through which first follow-up schools were selected) was based on sample
member clustering, with the objectiveof selecting approximately 21,500 base year sample members while 
restrictin the number of schools in which survey sessions would be conducted to roughly 1,500. In 
order to draw the first follow-up sample it was, therefore, necessary to definitively identify sample
member clustering within the 3,362 schools to which base year sample members reported they would 
matriculate. Specifically, tracing was accomplished through sample members' base year reported 1989-
1990 school of attendance, and involved contacting schools directly and verifying sample members' 
enrollment. A second purpose of tracing was to serve as a beginning point for measuring the fluid 
process of dropping in and out of school.'; 

Tracing began in the base year through a student questionnaire item that asked respondents to 
name, in order of probability, the two schools they were most likely to attend during the 1989-1990 
academic year. Collectively, the 24,599 base year respondents (who in the base year attended one of 
1,052 eighth grade schools) reported 3,362 first choice schools. For cost reasons, school-based tracing 
occurred only in first choice ("most likely") or "nominated" schools enrolling three or more base year 
sample members. Of the 24,599 base year respondents, 92 percent (N=22,63 1) nominated a school that 
at least three other respondents also nominated. In January of 1989, students who reported attending a 

43 Since one of the major phenomena to be studied in the first follow-up was school leaving prior to 
graduation, sample members' enrollment status was repeatedly assessed throughout the various phases
of the study. Specifically, enrollment status data were gathered at three temporally distinct periods of 
time: during the spring of 1989 when sample members were traced to their 1989 school of enrollment; 
during the fall of 1989 after the student sample was finalized and NORC interviewers re-contacted first 

* follow-up schools to freshen the sample; and during the spring of 1990 when the data were collected. 
This repeated assessment of enrollment served two purposes. First, it provided researchers with a 
measure of within-study dropout and stopout events. Second, it provided NORC field staff with the 
timeliest address information available for, typically, the hardest to locate respondents. However, 
continuous dropout event history data are not available. Release of high school transcript data collected 
in the second follow-up will, however, permit additional dropout events to be identified, and the 
relationship of course completion to dropping out to be modeled. 
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schoolwith fewer than three base year sample members (N= 1,968) and non-respondents (N= 1,833) were 
mailed a postage paid return postcard which asked thern to confirm that they were indeed attending the 
school they had nominated in the base year, or provide the name and address of the school they would 
be attending during the 1989-1990 school year. After four weeks, 30 percent (N= 1, 140) of these sample 
members had returned a postcard. 

For the 22,631 baseyear sample members who were attending a school with a student cluster size 
of 3 or more, tracing was accomplished through a personal visit to the school. From March 1 to June 
30 of 1989, field interviewers conducted on-site verification of enrollment at 1,662 schools enrolling 3 
or more base year sample members. Equipped with a roster of base year sample members who reported 
that they would be attending the school, interviewers explained to the school principal or vice principal 
the reason for their visit (which included an explanation of the study's research objectives), and verified 
sample member enrollment. If a sample member was not enrolled at his or her first choice school, 
interviewers contacted, in order of the likelihood of attendance, the sample members' second choice 
school, the school most frequently named by his or her eighth grade classmates (called the modal school), 
if different from the sample members first and second choice schools, and finally, the sample member 
at home." 

After 18 weeks of tracing, 99 percent (N=26,21 1) of the base year sample had been located. 
As Figure 4-2 illustrates, with 80 percent of the base year sample traced to their nominated school, 
students' 1988 reports of the school they would be most likely to attend in 1990 proved reasonably
reliable. Of the remaining sample members (20%), 87.3 percent were located at a school other than their 
first or second choice school or modal school, 4.7 percent were verified dropouts, 1 percent were 
identified by school officials as dropouts but were not confirmed as such, 2.4 percent were deemed 
unlocatable, 3 percent were deemed ineligible to participate in the first follow-up study (e.g., deceased, 
moved out of the country), and 1percent, cumulatively, were found to be institutionalized or studying 
at home. Figure 4-3 compares tracing results for base year respondents and non-respondents. 

A second activity occurring simultaneouslywith tracing was school contacting. After confirming 
with school officials that 1 1 or more sample members were enrolled in the school, permissionto conduct 
the first follow-up survey was sought from the school principal.' As in the base year, however, before 
a commitment to participate in the study was requested from school principals, approval to conduct the 
study was first sought from education governingbodies several levels above individual schools. 

44 For postcard non-respondents, the majority of whom were base year non-respondents, tracing continued 
through their assigned modal school, and if unsuccessful, at all other firstand/or second choice schools 
named by their eighth grade classmates. At the end of tracing, 93 percent of base year non-respondents 
(N= 1,701) had been successfully located. 

45 Prior to tracing, a frequency distribution of student cluster sizes showed that approximately 75 percent
of the base year respondents attended a school enrolling 1 1 or more sample members. As part of the 
sampling strategy, it was deemed, a priori that these 18,103 students and their associated 856 schools 
would be sampled with certainty. As such, only principals of schools with student cluster sizes of 1 1 or 
more (i.e., certainty schools) were asked during the spring of 1989 to participate in the study. After 
tracing, and identifying sample member clustering, sample members who were enrolled in schools with 
cluster sizes ranging from 1 to 1 0 were subsam pled. The principals of these subsample schools were 
asked during the fall of 1989 to participate in the study. 
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Figure 4-2: First follow-up specific tracing results for base year respondents versus ,ton-respondents 
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For public schools, the Chief State School Officer of each state, was first contacted, then the 
District Superintendent of each district that oversaw a school in which a NELS:88 sample member was 
enrolled was contacted. At both the state and district levels, officials were informed of the study's 
purpose, data collection procedures, and future tracing activities. The same contacting procedures were, 
followed with private schools if they also were organized into an administrative hierarchy, such as 
Catholic school dioceses. 

Just prior to contacting state and district or diocesan officials, endorsement, of the study was 
sought from key educational organizations. Again, as in the base year, approval for the first follow-up 
survey was requested and obtained from the Education Information Advisory Council (EIAC) of the 
Council of Chief State School Officers, the National Catholic Education Association (NCEA), and the 
National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS). Endorsements were received as well from the 
American Association of School Administrators (AASA), the National Association of Secondary School 
Principals (NASSP), and the National School Boards Association (NSBA). 

Table 4.6-1 summarizes the results of district or diocese and school contacting. The final first 
follow-up core sample was enrolled in 1,109 public and 249 Catholic or other private schools which fell 
under the jurisdiction of 885 districts and dioceses. Of the 885 districts and dioceses contacted, 99.2 
percent (N= 878) agreed to participate in the study. School contacting proved equally successful with 
99.2 percent (N= 1,347) of the 1,358 eligible first follow-up schools granting permission for the first 
follow-up to be conducted in their school. 

Table 4.6-1 
Summary of NELS:88 first follow-up district/diocese and school contacting 

District/Diocese 
Contacting: 

Public 

Eligible 
Samplea 

827 

Agreed to 
Participate 

820 

Cooperation
Rate 

99.2% 
Catholic! 
Other Private 58 :58 100.0% 

School Contacting: 
Public 
Catholic! 

1,109 1,100 99.2% 

Other Private 249 247 99.2% 

aNumber of phase 1 subsampled schools (N =1,468) that had at least one core sample member 
still enrolled: at the end of the school contacting phase, phase 2, of the study. 
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Phase 2. After tracing was completed and the first follow-up student sample was finalized, all 
first follow-up schools were contacted again in the fall of 1989 to re-verify student enrollment, freshen 
the core and state augmentationstudent samples, schedule Survey Day sessions, and for small cluster size 
schools (i.e., schools with fewer than 11I sample members), secure permissionto participate in the study. 
Phase 2 was conducted from September 4 to December 15, 1989. 

In the fall of 1989, NORC field interviewers personally visited all 1,468 first follow-up core 
schools identified after subsamplingt' During this visit, interviewers first asked school principals to 
appoint a school coordinator who would serve as a liaison between the school and NORC, and assist 
interviewers with such activities as sample freshening, distributionand collection of surveymaterials, and 
verification of student enrollment. Principals were also asked to schedule a Survey Day and Make-Up 
Day date sometime between February 1 and June 30, 1990. During this same visit, interviewers re-
verified students' enrollment, and gathered additional locating information, such as a new home address 
or name of new school, for students who were no longer enrolled in the school. 

Another major activityconducted during this visitwas sample freshening. At all schools enrolling 
core sample members, the sample was augmented to obtain, collectively, a representative sample of the 
tenth grade class of 1990 (see Chapter III for the details of and rationale behind sample freshening). 

4.7 First Follow-Up Student and Dropout Data Collection Activities 

First follow-up data collection followed phase 1 and 2 activities of tracing and securing 
cooperation, and was undertaken in two phases: phase 3 (January to July, 1990) and phase 4 (January 
to June, 1991). 

Phase 3. Student questionnaires and cognitive tests were administered to sample members who 
were currently enrolled in school (including stopouts, that is, temporary dropouts who had returned to 
school)147 either through an in-school or off-campus group survey session. hn-school survey sessions 
were held from January 26 to June 30, 1990. Student questionnaires and cognitivetests were administered 
in group sessions to approximately 13 students in each of the participatingcore and augmentationschools. 
(M'e average group session for School Effectiveness Study schools was approximately 30 students.) As 
of March 30, 1990, approximately75 percent of first follow-up schools, which accounted for. 90 percent
of the first follow-up core sample, or 17,315 core sample members, had held a Survey Day. 

Off-campus survey sessions, typically attendedby one to three students, were conducted primarily 
from April 1 to July 27, 1990. Students who had transferred to new schools, or who had missed both 
Survey Day and Make-Up Day, or who were enrolled in schools that had refused to participate in the 
study were invited to off-campus sessions and administered the student questionnaire and cognitive tests. 
Dropouts were also asked to attend these sessions, and often were surveyed alongside sample members 
who were currently enrolled in school. 

48 This number includes School Effectiveness Study schools which are also 'core' sample schools. Some 
248 first follow-up schools in the 30 largest MSAs were selected for the school effects study. In these 
schools, the first follow-up core sample was augmented to obtain a numerically robust and within-school 
representative sample of students. An approximate selection probability will be simulated for each school. 

47 A stopout was defined as a sample member who had dropped out of school between survey day 1988 
and survey day 1990, but who had returned to school by the time an NORC field interviewer contacted 
the sample member to be surveyed. 
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Telephone interviews, with a modified version of the student or dropout questionnaires were 
conducted with a small portion (1.2%) of sample members who could not attend an off-campus survey 
session. Given the mode of administration, test data were not collected for these sample members. 

Phase 4. In order to derive a more precise dropout rate for the 1988 eighth grade cohort, a 
second data collection effort was undertaken in the spring of 1991. Between January 2 and June 15, 
1991, the population of sample members who missed both Survey Day and Make-Up Day or who were 
no longer enrolled in their phase 3 school and remained unlocated, was subsampled, pursued, and 
administered either an abbreviated student or dropout questionnaire (depending upon school enrollment 
status) either over the telephone or in person. 

Sample members previously identified as dropouts (i.e., pre-identified dropouts) by a school 
official but who had not been surveyed by the close of the main data collectionperiod were also pursued
during this time. Pre-identified dropouts were administered either an abbreviated student (if they had 
returned to school) or dropout questionnairethrough either telephone or in-person interviews. Cognitive 
tests were not administered to any sample members interviewed during phase 4. 

Table 4.7-1 shows the number and type of sample members who were administeredthe different 
versions of the first follow-up questionnaires in the two data collection periods. Overall, 99.8 percent 
of student respondents and 75.4 percent of dropout respondents were surveyed during the initial data 
collection period and received a full or slightly modified version of the questionnaire (either student or 
dropout). Respondents who received the full version of the student or dropout questionnaire also were 
administered a cognitivetest battery. The remaining0.2 percent of student respondents and 24.'6 percent 
of dropout respondentscompleted either an abbreviatedstudent or dropout questionnaire and no cognitive 
test battery one year later. Given the nature of the abbreviated questionnaires, toward the end of the 
second data collectioneffort, NORC interviewers were allowed to interview proxies. Of the 34 students 
surveyed during phase 4, eight interviews were conductedwith aproxy. Of the 256 dropouts interviewed 
during phase 4, 63 interviews were conducted with a proxy. Interviewers were instructed to select a 
proxy that was "someone who has had recent and prolongedcontact with the respondent and who is close 
enough to be able to answer the questions in the, abbreviated questionnaire. For example, you should 
probably pick a live-in girl/boy friend over a parent." 

A hierarchy of most knowledgeable individuals was established. This hierarchy was (1) 
parents/stepparents/other adult guardian of respondent; (2) husband/wife of respondent; (3) 
boyfriend/girlfriendof respondent; (4) brother/sister of respondent; (5) other relative of respondent; (6) 
other knowledgeable acquaintance of respondent. 

4.7.1 First Follow-Up Student Survey and Cognitive Tests 

In-School Suryey Sessions. From January 26 to June 30, 1990, in-school survey sessions or 
"Survey Days" were held in all core schools still enrolling first follow-up sample members. On Survey
Day, two NORC field representatives, a "team leader" and clerical assistant, supervised sampled students 
as they completed a self-administered new student supplement, if applicable, student questionnaire and 
cognitive test battery during a three hour long session. 

In general, Survey Day procedures paralleled those used in the base year. Once all sampled 
students were assembled in the Survey Day venue, which was usually a classroom or library, the team 

48 The first follow-up student and dropout questionnaires were modified to facilitate administration of the 
.instruments over the telephone. 
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leader took attendance and checked for outstanding parental permissionforms. Students in each session 
were then instructed to first complete a self-administerednew student supplement, if they received oneY, 
and then, a student questionnaire. A ten minute break followed during which time NORC field staff 
reviewed participants' questionnaires for completeness (i.e., checked for missing or illegitimatemultiple 
responses to single-response critical items).' Immediately following the break, students were 
administered an 85 minute cognitive test battery. As in the base year, the test consisted of four timed 
sections covering the subject areas of mathematics, reading, science, and social studies 
(history/government). Upon completion of the cognitive test battery, a second attempt was made to 
retrieve missing (or inappropriatelymarked) questionnaire items before students left the classroom. 

At the close of Survey Day, NORC field staff made arrangements for a Make-Up Day to be held 
for first follow-up sample members who did not participate in the survey session. If 5 or fewer students 
did not participate, the school coordinator was asked to supervise Make-Up Day.5 ' If more than 5 
students were scheduled, or the school coordinatorwas unavailable to conduct Make-Up Day, the NORC 
team leader returned to the school to conduct the session. 

In order to engage the interest of sample members, a NELS :88 student newsletter was distributed 
four weeks prior to Survey Day. The newsletter, accompanied by aparental permission form, highlighted 
major findings from the base year, discussed the purpose and importance of the study, its voluntary 
nature, and the procedures that would be followed to ensure confidentiality. Also to ensure a high 
turnout on Survey Day, NORC representatives, with the assistance of the school coordinator, developed 
a plan for tracking students who, although present in school that day, might be missing from the survey 
session. A third strategy was the request that Survey Days not be scheduled on Monday or Friday since 
these days are typically high in absences. An average in-school participation rate of 96 percent was 
achieved for the longitudinal (eighth grade cohort) student sample. 

Off-Campus Survey Sessions. Off-campus survey sessions were initially planned as a method 
for surveying students who were enrolled in schools that had refused to participate in the study or who 
had transferred to a school outside the original set of first follow-up schools and dropouts. However, 
if a student who had missed both Survey Day and Make-Up Day resided close to the site of an off-
campus session, he or she was also invited to attend. Off-campus survey sessions were held from April 
1to July 27, 1990. 

49 Base year non-respondents and freshened students received a new student supplement which elicited 
basic demographic information collected in the base year but not in the first follow-up. 

50As in the base year, an NORC clerical assistant was instructed to review the questionnaire to ensure that 
all critical items were completed. A specially designated oval indicating "no retrieval" was marked 
whenever the missing data could not be retrieved due. to respondent refusal or inability to clarify an 
inappropriate response. 

51To ensure confidentiality, school coordinators were prohibited from reviewing the student questionnaires 
for completeness. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE TYPE 
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Quex Version Mode Respondent N % of 
total 

N % of total 

Phase 3 
Full In-person Sample Member 18,003 98.8% 746 71.5% 

Modified Telephone Sample Member 184 1.0% 41 3.9% 

Phase 4 Abbreviated In-Person Sample Member 5 0.0% 16 1.5% 

Abbreviated In-Person Proxy 2 0.0% 19 1.8% 

Abbreviated Telephone Sample Member 21 0.1% 177 17.0% 

Abbreviated Telephone Proxy 6 0.0% 44 4.2% 

TOTAL: 18,221 1031,61,043 
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NQRC field staff contacted qualified students by telephone and invited them to take part in an 
off-campus survey session. Students were reimbursed (up to $20) for travel expenses to and from the 
survey sites. Sessions were conducted using procedures as similar as possible to those of on-campus 
sessions, and were typically scheduled in a public library or community association meeting room. Field 
staff scan-edited completed questionnaires during the testing period and attempted to obtain missing or 
incomplete data before participants left the sites. If a samplemember was unable to attend an off-campus 
group survey session, he or she was surveyed either in person or over the telephone. Because the off-
campus sessions typically involved only one to three participants, these administrations were handled by 
a single survey representative. 
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4.7.2 Dropout Survey 

The NELS:889 first follow-up dropout survey is perhaps bestunderstood from the perspective 
of the study's overall approach to the study of school leavers. This being so, this section discusses 
the rationale behind the design and methodology of the dropout survey as well as the classification 
scheme and actual data collection procedures employed in the first follow-up. 

Rationale for the First F~lmlowUn Dein. Although another NCES National Education 
Longitudinal Studies (NELS) study series -- specifically, High School and Beyond (HS&B) -- tracked 
and investigatedpatterns of school leaving and completion, a number of questions about the process 
of dropping out of and subsequently returning to school could not be addressed through the 
study's design. NELS:88, building upon the experiences of HS&B, was designed to address some 
of these unanswered questions. 

A limitation in the HS&B design was that it began with second semester tenth graders, yet 
many students drop out before the second semester of tenth grade. In an attempt to remedy this 
limitation, NELS :88 began with eighth graders thus providing a baseline immediatelyprior to entry 
into secondary school.' 

A further limitation of the HS&B design, related to point two above, is that it excluded 
certain categories of students: those who dropped out in the course of tenth grade, those with 
language barriers to participation or with physical or mental barriers to participation. These excluded 
students do not enter into the cohort dropout rate obtained from HS&B. 

To address the problemof baseline excluded students, a study ofbase year ineligible students 
was undertaken in NELS:88 first follow-up. Data gathered on ineligible students has been used to 
produce a correction factor for the NELS :88 eighth grade cohort dropout rate."3 (For details on the 
research and sample design of the Base Year Ineligible Study, see section 4.7.4 of this chapter and 
chapter VII this document.) 

A further special feature of the NELS:88 first follow-up dropout survey (employed neither 
in HS&B nor the NELS:88 second follow-up) was the phase 4 tack of taking a special follow-up 
sample of all nonrespondents at the end of normal data collection. NORC screened a 50 percent 
subsamnple of all notnrespondents who potentially could be "hidden" dropouts (specifically, sample 
members not identified as dropouts by their schools but who did not participate at either the initial 
survey session or at subsequentMake-Up Days; students who were not located at the expected school 
in the initial data collection phase and required further locating). The rationale for screening 
nonrespondents is that later information from records sources may frequently supersede the initial 
phase 3 categorizations given to sample members by schools. (That is, there may be a gap between 

52 NELS:88, in starting with eighth graders, largely, but not entirely, corrects this limitation in HS&B. M. 
J. Frase (Dropout Rates in the United States. 7988, p. 22. Washington,D.C., NCES 89-609, 1989), using
Bureau of the Census CPS data, reports that 12 percent of dropouts have "completed six years of 
elementary school at most'--presumably, this portion of the dropout population would be missed by a 
study such as NELS-88. 

53 A 1988-1990 cohort dropout rate (both overall and by subgroups) derived from the base year- eligible and 
-ineligible samples is reported in Kaufman, P., McMillen, M. M., and Whitener, S. D., Dropout Rates in the 
United States: 1990, pp. 15-18. (Washington, D. C., NCES 91-053, 1991). 
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the time a student leaves a school, and the time when the origin school receives a request for 
academic transcripts from the destination school; in the meantime, the former student's status is 
unknown, and he/she may mistakenly be assumed to be a dropout.) 'There is therefore some benefit 
in revisiting the question of enrollment status at a later date when the whereabouts and status of 
missing students/dropoutsmay more accurately be ascertained. In this connection it is worth noting 
that although the dropout data collection methodology of NELS:88 was closely modelled on that of 
HS&B, there was one significant difference in procedure. Suppose a sample member was absent on 
survey day and was not a dropout according to the twenty consecutive absences definition, but had 
met the conditions of the dropout definition at the time a second attempt was made to survey the 
individual. HS&B always considered the respondent to be the same status he or she was on the 
school's survey day. However, in NELS:88, if an absent-on-survey-day individual met the official 
dropout definition by the date of the make-up attempt, that individual was surveyed as a dropout. 

Defining Dropouts. The first follow-up applied two levels of definition to distinguish 
between in-school and out-of-school sample members: a classificatory level [a sample member is to 
be classified as a dropout or former dropout (stopout) or a student] and a data collection level (who 
should complete the dropout questionnaire?; who should complete the student questionnaire?). The 
classificatory level carries with it a sampling implication. Dropouts are retained with certainty in 
NELS:88; students are subsampled. A further implication of this two-level approach is that the 
populationof students in the survey classified as dropouts at some point between 1988 and 1990, and 
the populationof students who were eligible to complete the dropout questionnaire, are not identical. 

Moreover, apart from regular students, the first follow-up identified and surveyed three 
primary groups of sample members or sample members who were at various degrees of school 
disengagement on a continuum of engagement anchored at the extremes by in-school student status 
and out-of-school dropout status: cohort dropouts--former students who were out of school in the 
spring term of 1990 when contacted to be surveyed; temporary dropouts--whom. we will refer to as 
stopouts (former dropouts, who had a dropout episode between spring term 1988 and spring term 
1990, who were back in school in the spring term of 1990); and chronic truants (students who do 
not meet the conditions of the formal dropout definition, but had an exiguous physical presence in 
the classroom). Each of the threepopulations of interest: dropouts, stopouts, and chronic truants are 
considered in turn below. 

Cohort Dropouts: The primary dropout statistic that NELS:88 was designed to obtain was 
the cohort, dropout rate for the eighth grade class of 1988. For purposes of estimating the cohort 
dropout rate, a dropout was defined in terms of the following two conditions: 

1. an individual who, during the spring of 1990, according to the school (if the sample 
member could not be located), or according to the school and home, is not attending 
school or, more precisely, has not been in school for four consecutive weeks or more 
and is not absent due to accident or illness, 

2. a student who, during the spring of 1990, has been in school less than two weeks 
after a period in which he or she had missed school for four or more consecutive 
weeks not due to accident or illness. 
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Note that this definition requires double-confirmationof. enrollment status: both the school 
and the household must agree in their reports that the sample member's school attendance behavior 
conforms to the study's definition of a dropout. 

With respect: to actual data collection, only sample members who satisfied conditions 1 and 
2 above were administered a dropoutquestionnaire. According to this definition, therefore, a sapie 
member who was found by the study to be out of school for 4 consecutive weeks or:more but had 
returned to school for a period of at least 2 weeks at the time of survey administrationin the spring 
of 1990 was not classified as a cohort dropout, and, hence, was not administered a dropout 
questionnaire; rather, the sample member was classified as a stopout (see definition below). 

Unlike HS&B, the first follow-up considered students enrolled in a GED test preparation or 
other alternative program as students rather than dropouts (both for sampling and questionnaire 
administration), regardless of the nature of the alternative program.-4 In the NELS:88 first follow-
up field test in the spring term of 1989, it was found that when students in alternativeprograms were-
asked to complete the dropout questionnaire, oftentimes they found it difficult to answer some items 
because these questions implied that they had left or were not in school. As such, it was concluded 
that there may be some reluctance to identify oneself as a dropout when one, is a participant in an 
alternativeprogram, and that the student questionnaire -- if one is limited to but two questionnaires -
- may be the more appropriate survey instrument for alternative programsparticipants,to complete. 

In addition to identifying cohort dropouts, the first follow-up also identified, and hence, 
allows for the study of, sample members residing at less extreme points on the school engagement 
continuum. 

Stopouts: At the classificatory level, "stopouts" are any sample members who demonstrate 
at least one period of dropping out of, and returning to, school."5 At the data collection level, in 
terms of what questionnaire to administer to stopouts, sample members who were identified in phase 
1 or phase 2 as a dropout, but who, in phase 3, had been attending school for two weeks or more 

54 The population of students who are in various degrees of disengagement from school is highly
differentiated. There are students who have left school, but there are also those who have returned to 
alternative or regular programs. Some of these alternative programs. are alternative routes to school 
completion (to a GED, for example) while others are intended to help students re-enter adiploma program.
In addition, there are students who are in alternative programs to prevent dropping out, though they may 
never have left school. Finally, there are significant numbers of students who are chronic truants. There 
are many gradations of disengagement along the continuum between in-school status and dropout status. 
A fundamental choice made in the first follow-up was that any student who is receiving any kind of 
academic instruction -- whether that instruction is designed to lead to a high school diploma, a GED, or 
to neither - should be administered the student questionnaire. Thus, students who were institutionalized 
(for example, in jail or reform school or a drug rehabilitation program) completed the .student 
questionnaire, as long as they received academic instruction, as too students in a home study situation 
(students who had left school and were being instructed at home owing to religious or other motives of 
their parents, or to disabilities), and those attending night classes at a school, church, or other setting.
Only students who were receiving no academic or vocational instruction were administered the out-of-
school (dropout) questionnaire. 

Theoretically, a first follow-up sample member could be both a stopout and dropout. For example, a 
sample member who was found to be a dropout in phase 1 may have returned to school in phase 2 and 
have left school again in phase 3. However, according to the data collection level of the definition of a 
dropout, this sample member was out of school at the point of data collection, and as such, was 
administered the dropout questionnaire. 
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were administeredthe first follow-up student questionnaireand cognitive test battery. Stopouts--phase 
1 or 2 dropouts who were back in school during data collection--who, in phase 3, had been attending
school for less than 2 weeks were administered the dropout questionnaire. Since status was checked 
only three times (and most probingly the third), brief stopoutspells may sometimeshave been missed. 
Additional dropout events may be identified through examination of gaps in the transcriptrecord to 
be released in the second follow-up. Even so, the NELS:88 data set, while providing an excellent 
reading of cohort enrollment status in the spring term of 1990, no doubt undercounts dropout events 
between 1988 and 1990. 

Chronic absentees: Because a substantial number of absent on Survey Day/absent on Make-
Up Day sample members were successfullysurveyed, item 13 in the 1990 student questionnairemay
be of some value in identifying chronic absentees. (This item reads: "In the firsthalf of the current 
school year, about how many days were you absent from school for any reason?" Response options 
range from "None" to "21 or more.") Nearly 5 percent ofthe student respondents reportedthat they 
were absent from school more than a month (21 or more schools days) during the first half of the 
1989-1990 school year. 

Field Procedures for Identifying Stopouts and Cohort Dropouts. First follow-up staff 
identifieddropouts and stopouts based on informationthey obtained in their contacts with schools and 
household members during three temporally distinct periods of time: 

Phase 1: Tracing; spring term 1989 (eighth grade cohort members traced and 
enrollment status ascertained). 

Phase 2: Autumn school contacting; fall 1989 (verifying sample members' school 
enrollment, freshening the sample). 

Phase 3: Data collection; spring term 1990 (reverificationofschool enrollmentstatus). 

During these time periods the fbllowing definition was applied: 

A student is considered a dropout if he or she has not attended 
school for the last (consecutive) 20 school days (excluding any
excused absence). 

When a school official identified a sample member as a dropout, interviewers were instructed 
to contact the household to confirm the status of the sample member. If an adult householdmember 
indicated that the definition above was applicable, the sample member was classified as a dropout. 
Similarly, if sample members themselves told field interviewers that they were dropouts, they were 
classified as dropouts. This policy of confirming status through the household was applied during 
all three points of enrollment status verification. 

Furthermore, whenever a sample member was identified as a dropout, the sample member 
was flagged as such and the date he or she dropped out of school was recorded. If during subsequent 
enrollment verification contacts, the sample member had returned to school, the date he or she 
returned was recorded. Once a sample member was flagged as a dropout, regardless of whether or 
not he or she returned to school, the flag was maintained. This is how stopouts, were identified; the 
presence of a dropout flag, but a completed student questionnaire or drop-back-in date (and no 
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subsequent drop-out date), was used to determine stopout classification. Drop-out and drop-back-in 
dates were sent to NORC and kept in a separate data base, which contained space for recording up 
to two episodes of dropping out and two episodes of dropping back in to school for each sample 
member. 

Data Collection: Initial Effort. Like the first follow-up student survey, data collection for 
the dropout survey was executed in two phases, phase 3 (January to June, 1990) and phase 4 (January 
to June, 1991). Under the initial data collection period, team leaders administered the dropout 
questionnaireand cognitivetests to cohort dropouts during off-campus group administration sessions. 
Team leaders were instructed to procure sites for these sessions that approximated as closely as 
possible the characteristics necessary for a Survey Day room; off-campus sessions were conducted 
in public libraries, commnunity centers, and similar locations. 

In off-campus survey sessions, team leaders followed the same procedures as for in-school 
sessions. Attendance was taken; permission was checked; in-school scripts and instructions were 
read; instruments were administered with the precise timing of an in-school session; and critical items 
were edited and retrieved. 

Dropouts attending off-campus sessions were reimbursed (up to $20) for travel expenses at 
the end of the session. This reimbursement was not a payment for participation. If possible, 
dropouts were invited to the same off-campus sessions as in-school students. However, since off-
campus sessions averaged one to two sample members per session, dropouts (as well as students) 
were typically administered a questionnaire and cognitive test in a single survey session. 

In few cases, it was preferable to administer the survey in a sample member's home. Ahome 
site off-campus administrationwas held when only one respondent in a particular area was eligible 
for an off-campus administration, the home environment was suitable, and a more desirable site was 
unavailable or inaccessibleto the respondent. Team leaders followed the same procedures as for in-
school and central site off-campus administrations. Respondents participatingin home administrations 
did not receive the $20.00 reimbursement for travel expenses. 

Quality control procedures for the dropout questionnairewere very similar to those employed 
in Survey Day sessions. During the test administration, the team leader edited the dropout 
questionnaires, checking that critical items were completed in full. If data were missing, the team 
leader attempted retrieval at the sample member's work area when he or she had completed a test 
section. At the end of the testing session, sample members were instructedto close and hand in their 
test booklets. Any sample members with items yet unretrieved were asked to stay for a few minutes 
after the session. 

Second Data Collection Effort. The primary purpose of the second data collection effort, 
which was conducted from January 2 to June 15, 1991, was to gather enoletstatusinformation 
on nonrespondents, and previously identified dropouts (sample members who were identified as 
dropouts by school officials, but not home-confirmed) in an attempt to obtain a more precise estimate 
of the cohort dropout rate for the eighth grade class of 1988. To this extent, the main dropout data 
collection plan was modified slightly for dropouts survey during the second data collection effort 
(phase 4). 

The primary modification was drawing a 50 percent subsample of nonresponding students, 
and then, screening for dropouts. For the phase 4 screening of the 50 percent subsample, of 
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nonrespondingstudents, telephone interviewersverified enrollmentfor all cases. If a sample member 
was identified as a cohort dropout, he or she was administered an abbreviated version of the dropout 
questionnaire over the telephone. Conversely, if a sample member was identified as a stopout, he 
or she was administered an abbreviated student questionnaire. If the sample member was a student, 
he or she was not surveyed. Since, the abbreviated questionnaire gathered primarily objective 
behavioral information, such as sample member's address, enrollment status, and basic background 
information (sex, race/ethnicity), interviewers were allowed to conduct a telephone interview with 
a proxy.5 6 Proxy administrations were used as a "last-resort"' method of acquiring enrollment data 
on dropouts. 

Nonrespondents for whom no telephone number was available were pursued, screened, and 
surveyed in person. Again, in-person interviews took place with an abbreviated versionof the dropout
(or student) questionnaire and were conducted with either the sample member or a proxy. 

The other category of sample members pursued during this time--sample members who were 
previously identified as dropouts-were surveyed in the same manner as non-respondingstudents. 

For both categories of sample members surveyed during phase 4, cognitive tests were not 
administered given the date of this second effort--some six months to one year after the initial data 
collection effort. Incentives of up to $20 for completing an abbreviated interview were offered to 
sample members interviewed during this second data collection effort. 

To ensure strict comparability with the cohort dropout definitionemployed in the spring of 
1990, cohort dropouts were defined as sample members who, between April and June, 1990, missed 
school for 20 or more consecutive days. Specifically, sample members were screened through the 
questions: 

"Did you have 20 or, more consecutive unexcused absences 
between April, 1990 and June, 1990?" 

"Did you have 20 or more consecutive unexcused absences 
between March, 1989 and March 1990?"1 

If sample members answered yes to the first question, then they were administered an 
abbreviated dropout questionnaire. If they answered no, but had missed school for 20 or more 
consecutive days sometime between March of 1989 and March of 1990, then they were administered 
an abbreviated student questionnaire. The dates of April to June, 1990 were selected as the reference 
period for classifying a sample member as a dropout because these dates represent the period of time 
when they would have been contacted and surveyed, if located during the initial data collectioneffort. 
The dates of March, 1989 to March, 1990 coincide with phases 1, 2 and early phase 3. This question 
was asked to identify stopouts or former dropouts who had returned to school by the time an NORC 
interviewer contacted them for survey administration. 

The first follow-up defined proxies as friends, relatives, or acquaintances who could verify dropout status 
and provide sample member address information. 

66 
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4.7.3 School Effectiveness Study 

Since the School Effectiveness Study student sample was drawn from within NELS:88 first 
follow-up schools, School Effectiveness Study students were exposed to the same data collection 
procedures as first follow-up core students. Self-administered student questionnaires and cognitive 
tests were administered to School Effectiveness Study students through both in-school and off-campus, 
survey sessions. The average size of in-school survey sessions for School Effectiveness Study schools 
was approximately 30 students. In all cases, School Effectiveness Study sample members were 
surveyed in a manner identical to first follow-up core and state augmentation students. 

In the 247 participating School Effectiveness Study schools, both core and supplemental 
sample members, on the school's Survey Day, were administered the student questionnaire and 
cognitive tests by an NORC team leader and clerical assistant. School Effectiveness Study students 
were also invited to and surveyed at off-campus survey sessions if they had either transferred to. a 
new school or had, missed both Survey Day and Make-Up Day and resided close to the site of the off-
campus session. In-school (both Survey Day and Make-Up Day) and off-campus survey session 
procedures were carried out exactly as described in section 4.7. 1. 

Additionally, two teachers of each School Effectiveness Study student were asked to complete 
a teacher questionnaire. Similarly, by virtue of School Effectiveness Study schools being one in the 
same with core schools, the school's chief administratorwas asked to complete a school administrator 
questionnaire. Again, in all cases, data collection procedures for both the School Effectiveness Study, 
teacher and school administratorsurveys mirrored those ofthe first follow-up core teacher and school 
administrator surveys. The exact details of School Effectiveness Study data collection procedures, 
and completion rates for the School Effectiveness Study surveys will be presented in the NELS.:88 
School Effectiveness Study Data File User's Manual which will be available in late 1994. 

4.7.4 First Follow-Up Survey of Base Year Ineligible Students 

The Base Year Ineligibles Study (BYI) of the NELS:88 first follow-up was a followbackof 
students who had been excluded because of linguistic, mental, or physical obstacles to participation 
when the baseline sample of eighth graders was drawn in the 1987-88 school year. The BYI study
had several purposes; three of these purposes seem especially worthy of note. First, if the five 
percent of the potential base year samnple declared ineligible differed in key characteristics or 
outcomes from the sample of students included in NELS:88, this could bias certain baseline results. 
By learning more about these excluded students and their current school enrollment status, one might 
correct for potential undercoverage bias that could affect key national estimates (for example, of 
dropping out between eighth and tenth grade). Second, an individual's eligibility status could 
potentiallychange. For example, a student excluded on language grounds in 1988 couldhave gained 
sufficient proficiency in English by 1990 to complete the survey forms (or at least the student 
questionnaire). Just as sample freshening is one precondition of generating from an eighth grade 
longitudinal cohort a nationally representative sample of tenth grade students two years later, so too 
granting excluded 1988 eighth graders who have changed in their eligibility characteristics-some 
chance of selection into the 1990 sample is a further precondition of tenth grade sample:
representativeness. Third, eligibility rules were modified in the first follow-up, so that eligibility 
depended upon ability to complete a student questionnaire in English or Spanish. By giving 1988 
excluded students who could complete a questionnaire only in Spanish the opportunity to do so in 
1990, the changed eligibility rules of the first follow-up were successfully carried back to the base 
year cohort. 
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Two kinds of information were sought from the sample of excluded students. First, it was 
to be determined if their eligibilitystatus had changed (or was affected by the changed eligibilityrules 
of the first follow-up). If so, these students were to be reclassified, and added to the longitudinal 
sample. They would then be administered, as appropriate, a student or dropout questionnaire. 
Second, for those who remained ineligible, their school enrollment status was to be ascertained, and 
basic information about their characteristics recorded. Their eligibility status (and school enrollment 
status) will be reviewed again, in the second follow-up of NELS:88, in 1992. Readers should refer 
to Figure 3-1, in Chapter HII, for an illustrationof the relationship ofbase year eligible and ineligible 
students to the core first follow-up and second follow-up samples. 

Data collection procedures. Data collection for the followback study of base year excluded 
students took place during the second data collection effort (phase 4) conducted from January 2 to 
June 15, 1991. Although executed as a separate study, this component's data collection effort most 
resembled that of the dropout survey conducted during phase 4. That is, BYI students were screened 
first for enrollmentand eligibility information, and then, if deemed eligible to participate in the first 
follow-up survey, administered the slightly modified version of the student questionnaire or the 
abbreviateddropout questionnaire (depending on enrollment). No cognitivetests were administered. 
Questionnaires were administered to sample member either over the phone or in person. 

BY1 screening (see Appendix Gfor the screener) entailedcollecting information on two status 
dimensions, enrollment and eligibility. For all base year ineligible students, the following status 
informationwas obtained from the student's current school (if enrolled) or school last attended (if a 
dropout) upon screening: 

Sex: male or female; 
Race/ethnicity: white, black, Hispanic, AsianIPI, American Indian, other; 
School enrollment status: dropout=20 or more consecutive unexcused absences 
between April 1, 1990 and June 30, 1990; 
Eligibility: English language proficiency, lack of mental or physical disability (i.e., 
ability to complete a questionnaire and cognitive test), reading ability level of at least 
sixth grade 

If a sample member was reported to be a dropout (or former dropout, that is, the school 
reported that the student had 20 or more consecutive unexcused absences between March 31, 19899 
and March 31, 1990), according to the above definition, confirmation was then to be obtained from 
the home. 

The next step in the screening process was ascertaining eligibility status. Eligibility 
information was gathered for all sample members. In determining eligibility status in 1990, 
interviewers were instructed to obtain reports from a person with first-hand knowledge of the student, 
such as the special education teacher, the English as a second language teacher, bilingual education 
teacher or the language arts teacher. The process typically entailed talking to multiple staff members 
ofthe school, until the individualbest quaiified to assess the student's eligibilitystatus was identified. 

NORC interviewers were given explicitcriteria to followfor determiningeligibility. Overall, 
it was the intention of the study to include all sample members who were capable of meaningful 
participation in the regular first follow-up survey under normal conditions. Unless there were severe 
mental or physical handicaps or lack of facility in written English or Spanish and a sample member 
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was not capable of completing the survey instruments under normal circumstances, the student was 
considered eligible for the survey. 

Users should note that BY1 data are not includedon this BY-FlI combined studentcomponent
data file. Data gathered from BYI students who were deemed eligible for participation in the first 
follow-up will be included in the combined BY-F I-F72 data release. A detailed account of the BYI 
study may be found in Chapter 7 of this report. 

4.8 Teacher and School Administrator Surveys 

4.8.1 Teacher Survey 

Pre-data collection activities for the teacher survey occurred during phase 3 of the study and 
overlapped with student and dropoutdata collection. Beginning in January, NORC interviewers were 
instructed to complete a Class Schedule Form (CSF) for every eligible school in their assignment. 
The purpose of the CSF was to identify specific classes of each sample member, and the teachers who 
taught those classes. Class schedule forms were completed using both telephone and in-person
methods, depending on the student cluster in each school. If there were five or fewer sampled
students in a school, the informationwas collected from the school coordinator over the telephone.
If more than five sample members were enrolled in a school, the interviewer completed the CSF at 
the school. 

Class schedule forms were completed, and teachers selected on a flow basis, depending on 
survey day schedules. The first batch of completed forms (for schools with survey days in February) 
were mailed back to NORC's central office in January and data entered; lists of selected teachers 
were produced in February. As teachers were being selected for the first group of schools, class 
schedule forms were being completed by interviewers at the second group of schools, so that there 
was almost continuous case flow between field interviewers and the central office. 

Once teachers were selected, approximately two weeks prior to the school's Survey Day, 
teacher packets were mailed to the school coordinator. Each packet contained a teacher 
questionnaire, cover letter, and study brochure. Teachers ;were instructed to complete the 
questionnaire and return it to the school coordinator on or before the school's Survey Day. If a 
teacher was unable to return the questionnaire to the school coordinator by the desired date, he or 
she was instructed to mail the completed questionnaire directly to NORC in the enclosed prepaid 
envelope. 

The school coordinator was instructed to collect all completed teacher questionnaires by the 
date of the school's survey session, so that the NORC representative could mail them along with the 
completed student questionnaires. The role of the NORC interviewer was to work with the school 
coordinator to monitorthe completionof the questionnaires and prompt any nonrespondingteachers. 

Any nonrespondingteachers remaining at the close of the initial data collection period were 
pursued during the second data collection effort. In January of 1991, the full version teacher 
questionnaires were mailed to 2,671 nonrespondents. As in the initial data collection period, the 
questionnaireswere mailed to the school coordinator at the nonrespondingteacher's school. Unlike 
the first data collection attempt, however, school coordinators were not responsiblefor collecting the 
questionnaires. In the event that the teacher was no longer at the school, the school coordinator was 
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asked to either call NORC, or return the packet in the prepaid envelope with a note stating that the 
teacher was no longer there. Follow-up procedures, such as a remail. or telephoneprompt, were not 
undertaken. 

To ensure comparability of data across the two data collection periods, teachers were 
instructed to complete the questionnaire with respect to the firstfollow-up sample members who were 
enrolled in a particular class in the spring term of 1989-90 school year. 

4.8.2 School Admninistrator Survey 

In the spring of 1990, the chief administrators (or their designees) of all schools with first 
follow-up sample members still in attendance were asked to complete a self-administered school 
administrator questionnaire. Approximately two weeks prior to a school's Survey Day, the school 
coordinator distributed the school administrator questionnaire along with a cover letter and study 
brochure to the principal of the school. In the cover letter, the principal was instructed, if possible, 
to return the completed instrumentto the school coordinator on or before Survey Day, at which time 
the NORC survey representative would collect it. Administrators who were unable to complete their 
questionnaireby Survey Day were instructed to return it to NORC in the prepaid business envelope 
that was provided. At the close of the initial data collection period, 77 percent of eligible school 
administrators had completed a questionnaire. 

A mixed mode follow-up to collect key items from administrators who failed to return a 
completed questionnaire was undertaken in the second data collection effort. Specifically, in mid-
November of 1990, the original version of the school administrator questionnaire was mailed to 338 
nonrespondents. The remail accounted for an additional four percent of the completed cases (N=57). 
If a case was still outstandingtwo weeks after the remail, interviewers contacted the school principal 
by telephone and attempted to complete an abbreviated telephone interview. The telephone follow-up 
accounted for an additional 250 questionnaires and brought the response rate up to 97 percent. 
Includingboth original (self-administered) and abbreviated (telephone interview)versions, 21 percent 
of the school administratorquestionnaires were collected during the second data collection effort. 

4.9 First Follow-Up 1990 and 1988-90 Panel Data Coliection Results 

Tables 4.9-1 through 4.9-3 summarize the data collection results for the NELS:88 first 
follow-up study. All completion rates have been derived based on eligible sample members only. 
That is, for these tables, completion rates are calculated as the number of completed interviews 
divided by the number of in-scope sample members. Also, note that the first follow-up 
student/dropout sample constitutes the basic unit of analysis and that all other samples-school 
administrators5 7 and teachers-are defined in relation to participating sample members. 

Unlike the completion rates reported for the base year student and first follow-up dropout 
components, weighted completionrates for the firstfollow-up student component are lower than their 

57 First follow-up schools do not constitute a representative sample of tenth grade schools, although a 
representative sample of eighth graders matriculated to them. Schools, and hence, school administrators 
were selected for participation in the first follow-up through association with selected first follow-up
sample members. To conduct school effectiveness research, users should use the School Effectiveness 
Study data which will become available after the completion of the second follow-up. 
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corresponding unweightedrates. This is primarily due to subsampling and the fact that subsampled 
groups with~higher weights participated at a lower rate. 

Table 4.9-1 presents statistics for the first follow-up full cross-sectional sample, which 
includes both base, year retained and freshened sample members. The statistics are reported with 
respect to three study components--student, dropout, and school--and selected sample member and 
tenth grade school characteristics. 

Although students participated at a somewhat higher overall rate in the first follow-up than 
did students in the base year, the first follow-up weighted response rate is lower (91.1 % versus 
93.4%). The lower first follow-up rate is largely due to subsampling, 'in particular subsampled 
transfer students because they carry a relatively large weight but participated at a lower rate. A 
second factor contributing marginally to the slightly lower first follow-up student completionrate is 
the rate of participation among freshened students. The response rate among first time sample
members was 87.5 percent (unweighted) compared to 94.1 percent (unweighted) for their base year 
retained classmates. 

With regard to dropouts, 91 percent completed a dropout questionnaire. And, of those who 
completed a questionnaire, 49 percent completed a cognitive test. The lower rate of participation on 
the cognitive tests can be attributed primarily to the resource conservation strategy of not 
administering cognitive tests to sample members who completed either an abbreviated or modified 
version of the dropout questionnaire. 

Completion rates for the panel sample (students and dropouts combined) are reported in Table 
4.9-2. For the purpose of this table, completion rates are calculated as the number of interviews 
completed in both the base year and first follow-up (N of panel members) divided by the number of 
all in-scope base year retained sample members who completed a base year student questionnaire (N 
of potential panel members)."8 Panel completion rates are shown for students and dropouts 
combined by selected sample member and eighth grade school characteristics. Weighted and 
unweighted. response rates are also displayed in terms of panel members whose parents completed a 
parent questionnaire in the base year. 

Base-year retained respondents participatedat approximately the same rate in the first follow-
up (93%) as they did in the base year (94%; Table 4.4-4). Cognitive test data were collected from 
89 percent of panel students and dropouts who completed a questionnaire. Again, this somewhat 
lower rate of response on the cognitive test is largely due to the strategy of not administering 
cognitive tests to sample members who completed either an abbreviated or modified version of the 
first follow-up questionnaire. However, 99 percent of the panel sample completed at least one 
cognitive test either in the base year or first follow-up. Additionally, for 94.3 percent of base year 
retained sample members, a parent completed a parent questionnaire in the base year. The high 
correspondence between sample member and parent participation makes it possible to use the first 
follow-up panel weight with parent data with minimal risk of bias. 

se Readers may notice what appears to be a discrepancy between the number of "potential panel" members 
reported in Table 4.8-2 (N= 18,261) and Table 4.4-4 (N= 18,394). While both figures reflect the number 
of base year retained sample members who completed a base year student questionnaire, subsequent to 
the base year, 133 base year completers who were selected for participation in the first follow-up became 
out-of-scope (i~e., deceased, mentally or physically disabled, or out-of-country). 
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Table 4.9-3 displays summary completionrate statistics for panel student members only by 
selected student and eighth grade school characteristics. The first follow-up response rate for base 
year retained students alone is 93 percent. First follow-up school questionnaire data were collected 
for 91 percent of panel students; for almost 100 percent of panel students, either base year or first 
follow-up school data is available. 

Student clusters in the NELS:88 first follow-up main study schools ranged in size from a 
minimum of I student to a maximum of 65. 
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Table 4.9-1 NELS:88 irhst follow-up completion rates (10th grade cross-section) by sample eligibility 

SchoolStudent Student 10th grade Dropout Dropout 10th grade School
questionnairec questionnairedquestionnaire test questionnaire .tests' 

Completion rates
Completion rates Completionrates Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted
Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted 

NA 97.07 91.97 96.94 
Total 91.09 94.10 94.14 95.23 90.97 89.84 48.56 50.05 

1,291 17,663
Participated 18,221 17,352 1,043 ~~~522 

1,330 18,2211,161 1,043Selected 19,363 18,221 

School type 97.28NA .NA NA 97.41 93.20Public 91.66 94.38 94.34 95.39 NA NA 
NA NA NA 95.90 88.95 95.22 

ICatholic 97.53 97.62 95.22 97.05 NA NA 97.89NA NA NA 95.16 82.77 
Other private 89.51 93.27 91.64 93.53 NA NA 

Urbanicity 0 96.90NA 96.65 90.9592.29 93.53 NA NA NA NAUrban 90.36 93.64 96.94 92.97 97.19 
Suburban 92. 25 94.53 94.80 95.91 NA NA NA NA NA 

NA NA 98.76 94.17 98.11NA NARural 93.3 1 95.73 95.91 96.66 NA 

Region! NA NA 95.10 93.83 96.87NA NANortheast 91.84 93.26 93.57 94.32 NA 
INA NA NA 97.82 91.43 97.18South 93.09 95.78 94.68 96.12 NA NA 

NA 98.46 94.70 98.5897.45 NA NA NA NANorth Central 93.60 95.42 97.22 
NA 96.17 90.17 95.80NA NA NAWest 87.46 92.02 90.02 92.08 NA 

Ethnicity 94.63 97.2823.77 28.57 NA NA
Asian/PI 90.71 92.96 93.59 94.64 70.37 75.00 

NA NA 89. 46 94.39
Hispanic 88.32 92.75 90.18 92.54 91.72 87.64 43.81 50.22 

NA 87.92 95.88 
Black 88.85 93.89 92.13 94.02 89.02 87.10 39.41 48.77 NA 

NA NA 92.95 97.5555.26 52.39White 93.56 95.69 95.14 96.02 93.78 94.06 
NA NA 93.65 97.3197.78 97.76 88.62 83.33 40.46 36.00Am. Indian 88.46 92.15 NA NA NA NA66.25 62.86 27.72 31.82Refused/Missing 28.92 35.52 80.40 80.43 

10th grade cognitive test coverage rate for each student who has completed a student questionnaire.a 

b 10th grade cognitivetest coverage rate for each dropout who has completeda dropout questionnaire. 
10th grade school completion rate (for school questionnaire), where at least one student has completed astudent questionnaire. 
10th grade school questionnairecoverage rate for each student who has completed a student questionnaire. 

"Refers to 10th grade school. 
d 



Table 4.9-2 NELS:88 combined base year and firt follow-up completion rates (panel members) by sample eligibility 
for student/dropout and parent surveys 

Student/Dropout
questionnaire

(Both BY and IF) 
Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted 

Student/Dropout
cognitive test' 

(Both BY and Ill) 
Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted 

Student/Dropout
cognitive test2 

(BY and/or IF)
Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted 

Parent 
questionnaire" 

(BY only) 
Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted 

Total 92.77 95.42 89.05 90.47 99.53 99.66 94.32 94.00 
Participated 
Selected 

17,424c 
18,261 

15,763 
17,424 

17,365 
17,424 

16,378 
17,424 

School typed 
Public 92.43 95.37 88.50 90.00 99.54 99.67 94.77 95.17 
Catholic 95.24 96.12 93.82 93.72 99.23 99.63 90.44 86.61 
Other private 94.84 95.25 91.11 91.91 99.85 99.64 92.61 89.67 
Urbanicity 
Urban 91.02 94.39 84.89 88.32 99.02 99.60 92.31 92.05 
Suburban 92.29 94.85 89.61 90.65 99.65 99.63 94.44 93.69 
Rural 94.94 97.05 91.67 91.98 99.78 99.75 95.80 96.00 
Regiond 
Northeast 93.09 94.51 88.90 89.55 99.63 99.60 91.77 87.90 
South 93.86 96.61 87.97 90.46 99.25 99.61 95.66 95.10 
North central 94.35 96.18 93.85 94.07 99.74 99.78 96.73 97.18 
West 88.28 93.16 84.34 86.45 99,.67 99.64 90.95 92.45 
Ethnicity 
Asian/PT 90.68 

89.38 
93.87 
93.73 

87.65 
84.83 

90.53 
86.38 

99.99 
99.56 

99.91 
99.58 

91.32 
89.96 

91.86 
89.87 

Black 88.48 93.44 81.59 86.98 98.62 99.55 90.90 92.47 
White 94.30 96.23 91.03 91.71 99.68 99.68 96.08 95.51 
Am. Indian 87.36 91.16 91.36 90.31 99.38 99.49 76.80 76.53 
Refused/Missing 83.98 92.86 53.41 69.23 93.10 92.31 00.00 00.00 
Minority schools' 
Schools with more than 
19% minority students 
Schools with less than 

85.87 92.69 79.63 83.14 99.72 99.76 90.98 91.45 

19% minority students 93.54 95.71 90.02 91.23 99.51 99.65 94.67 94.26 

a Cognitive test coverage rate for each sample member who has completed a BY student questionnaireand IF student/dropoutquestionnaire. 
" BY parent questionnaire coverage rate for each sample member who has completed a BY student questionnaireand IF student/dropout questionnaire. 

C4 ISample members who participated in the base year and first follow-up. 
d Refers to 8th grade schools. 
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Table 4.9-3 NELS:88 combined base year and first follow-up completion rates (panel members) by sample eligibility 
for the student (only) and school surveys 

Total 
Participated 
Selected 
School type'
Public 
Catholic 
Other private 
Urbanicity" 
Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 
Region' 
Northeast 
South 
North central 
West 
Ethnicity 
Asian/PI 
Hispanic 
Black 
White 
Am. Indian 
Refused/Missing 

Mfinority schoolse 
Schools with more than 19% 
minority students 
Schools with less than 19% 
minority students 

Student School School 
,questionnaire questionnaire" questionnaire" 
(Both BY and IF) (Both BY and iF) (BY and/or IF~)
Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted WeightedUnweighted 

92.57 95.41 90.59 95.68 99.88 99.91 

17,461 
15,939 
16,659 

16,644 
16,659 

92.19 
95.19 
94.83 

90.68 
92.10 
94.83 

92.88I 
93.58 
94.34 
88.01 

90.74 
188.77 
.87.92 
94.16 
86.69 
78.10 

95.36 
96.07 
95.24 

94.37 
94.86 
97.02 

94.44 
96.57 
96.18 
93.31 

94.03 
93.65 
93.56 
96.17 
91.33 
91.67 

91.45 
87.77 
81.11 

85.08 
90.25 
95.51 

91.52 
90.36 
92.47 
87.26 

90.06 
85.89 
86.03 
91.99 
91.58 
100.0 

95.58 
95.75 
96.40 

93.50 
95.03 
98.32 

95.57 
95.98 
97.84 
92.28 

93.85. 
.91.30 
94.56 
96.73 
95.53 
100.0 

99.86 99.89 
100.0 100.0 
100.0 100.0 

99.83 99.74 
99.82 99.94 
100.0 100.0 

99.96 99.97 
99.85 99.97 
99.77 99.75 
99.99 99.97 

99.90 99.90 
99.64 99.80 
99.94 99.94 
99.89 99.92 
100.0 100.0 
100.0 100.0 

85.13 92.89 85.35 89.52 NA 100.0 

93.39 95.67 91.12 96.31 NA 99.00 

£1 School questionnaire coverage rate for each student who has completed a BY student questionnaire and IF student questionnaire. 
b PANEL students only. 

Refers to 8th grade schools. 
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V. Data Control, Preparation and Procesing 

This chapter describes the procedures used to transform responses from first follow-up 
questionnaires into a data file. The procedures followed during the first follow-up were identical to the 
ones used in the base year. To efficiently accommodate the large number of documents, the student 
questionnaires and cognitive tests were optically scanned. Dropout and new student supplement data were 
captured by conventional key-to-disk methods. Several procedures were implemented to prepare these 
documents for optical scanning or data entry. These procedures included monitoring the receipt of 
completedquestionnaires, editingcompleted questionnaires for missing information, retrieving themissing 
information, coding certain questionnaire items, if applicable, and preparing the documents for 
microfilming or archival storage. Optical mark reading was used to capture the teacher data, and 
conventional key-to-disk entry the school administrator questionnaires. Because essentially the same 
procedures were used for school administrator and teacher questionnaire data capture and processing as 
for the student and dropout instruments, these questionnaires are not separately discussed below. 

5.1 On-site Editing and Retrieval 

As in the base year, the first student and dropout questionnaire (including the new student 
supplement) data control and preparation activity was editing questionnaires and retrieving missing 
information. NORC field staff conducted on-site editing of the student and dropout questionnaires by first 
checking that the respondent identification number was correctly filled in. Next, "critical items," were 
checked for completeness. 

If the response to one or more ofthe critical items was missing, undecipherable, or had multiple 
categories marked when only one response was admissible, the NORC field staff member privately 
pointed out the problem to the respondent. If, after prompting, the sample member indicated that he or 
she had chosen not to answer the question, the NORC staff member marked a "no retrieval" response 
for the item. No retrieval was indicated by filling in an oval positionedto the left of each critical item. 
The "no retrieval" responses were used later during the machine editing process to assign a "refused" 
response to the critical items. 

5.2 Monitoring and Receipt Control 

After completing data collection and on-site editing, NORC field staff preparedthe student and/or 
dropout questionnaires and cognitive tests for mailing to NORC. Once these packages were received at 
NORC they passed through several steps. First, receipt control clerks checked each student/dropout 
questionnairefor completeness and reviewedthe transmittal documents to ensure that the case ID numbers 
matched. A final dispositioncode was assigned to the correspondingsample member by the team leader. 
The dispositioncode indicated whether test data, questionnaire data, or a combination of the two were 
completedby the sample member. As in the base year, receipt control clerks then entered this disposition 
code into NORC's microcomputer-based system called the Survey Management System (SMS). At the 
time of entry, the SMS generated and automaticallyentered the date that data for each case was received. 

5.3 In-house Editing and Coding 

The next step was to edit the confidential locator pages for legibility and remove the pages from 
the rest ofthe questionnaire. (Only the student questionnaire contained removable locator pages.) For the 
new student supplements, students and dropouts were asked to provide information about their parents' 
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occupations which required coding. NORC coders used the same coding procedure used in the base year 
to collapse the open-ended occupation responses into one of nineteen categories. (A list of the occupation 
categories can be found on page 14 of the base year parent questionnaire in question 34B.) 

5.4 Data Entry and Archival Storage 

When editing was completed, student questionnaires were separated into two parts, each of which 
received different treatment with respect to data entry and archiving. First, the locator pages, containing 
identifying information, were removed from each questionnaire. This informationwas subsequentlyfiled 
in locked file cabinets in a locked and secured room. Data entry for the remaining part of the each student 
questionnaire and the cognitive tests was performed through an optical mark reading procedure. Optical 
mark reading was conducted by NORC's subcontractor, Questar Data Systems, Inc., which received the 
questionnaires and tests in batches for processing. Questar also arranged to have questionnaires and tests 
photographed onto microfilm. Once the questionnaires and tests were scanned and photographed they 
were destroyed and the rolls of microfilmedquestionnaires and tests were returned to NORC for archival 
storage. The new student supplements and dropout questionnaires were converted to machine readable 
form at NORC. 

5.5 Data Processing of the Student and Dropout Questionnaires 

Data processing activities spanned the entire length of the NELS:88 base year and first follow-up 
student surveys, beginning with sample selection, through receipt control and machine editing, and ending 
with the preparation of public use data files and user documentation. Since data processing activities 
varied little between the base year and first follow-up, this chapter is written with respect to data 
processing activities in the first follow-up. If an activity deviated substantiallyfrom what was performed 
in the base year, an explanation of how processing occurred in the base year is given. 

5.5.1 Receipt Control Procedures 

Tracking and receipt of questionnaire data for all respondent populations was accomplished
through the NORC Survey Management System. The system kept a record for each sample member 
which contained such information as the school ID, the sample member ID, and student/dropout 
dispositioncodes. Student/dropout disposition codes were used to track completionrates of the sample 
during data collection. At the end of the data collection period the SMS file of disposition codes was 
merged with the scanned or keyed data to identify discrepancies in II~s or final status. In most cases, it 
was possible to resolve such discrepancies by referring to the microfilm or hardcopy of the documents. 

5.5.2 Storage and Protection of Completed Instruments and Records 

Whenever questionnaires were not being processed, they were filed in locked cabinets. After 
editing, the locator pages containing the respondent's name and ID were detached and filed in a locked 
cabinet, in a locked room. From this point on, the respondent's name and address could no longer be 
associated with his or her responses to the questionnaire. Questionnaires were stored in locked file 
cabinets in locked rooms until they were transmitted to the scanning subcontractor, who observed 
identical security and confidentiality protection safeguards. Dropout questionnaires were handled 
similarly. When the documents were not actually being keyed, they were stored in locked cabinets in a 
locked room. 
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5.5.3 Optical Scanning 

With the exception of the student locator section, NORC used the optical mark read (OMR) 
method of data conversion for the base year and first follow-up student questionnaire and tests. (Key-to-
disk equipment at NORC was used for conversion of the locator section of the base year student 
questionnaireand for the entire first follow-up dropout questionnaire and the new student supplement). 
Student materials were optically scanned using equipment that read darkened ovals or marks on the page.
The scanning subcontractor conducted extensive tests and checks of the machine's ability to correctly read 
the darkened ovals. To check the accuracy ofdata conversion, the scanning programs were tested in two 
ways: through use. of dummy questionnaires specifically designed to detect scanning errors or problems,
and by running a substantialnumber of real documents through the system. Final data from the first batch 
of questionnaires scanned were carefully checked against the original documents to assure that complete 
accuracy had been attained. 

5.5.4 Machine Editing 

Conventions for editing, coding, error resolution, and documentation adhered as closely as 
possible to the procedures and standards previously established for HS&B and NLS-72. 

After the scanning contractor completed student data conversion and supplied NORC with a raw 
data tape and the dropout data were keyed, the combination of machine editing and visual inspection of 
the output began. The tasks performed included: resolving inconsistenciesbetween filter and dependent 
questions, supplying the appropriate missing data codes for questions left blank, detecting illegal codes 
and converting them to missing data codes and investigating inconsistencies or contradictions in the data. 
Variable frequencies and crosstabulations, were inspected before and after these steps to verify the 
correctness and appropriateness of the automated machine editing processes. 

Inconsistencies between filter and dependent questions were resolved in the machine editing 
process. In most instances, dependent questions that conflicted with the skip instructions of a filter 
question contained data that, although possibly valid, were superfluous. For instance, respondents 
sometimes indicated "no" to a filter question and then continued to answer "no" to subsequent dependent 
items. When a filter question indicated that subsequent questions(s), should have been skipped, the 
subsequent dependent questions were set to a value of legitimate skip with one exception. In the 
exception, if the dependent questions were answered in a manner that was inconsistentwith the filter but 
consistent within the dependent items, the filter was back edited (changed) and made consistent with the 
dependent responses. If a multiple response or no answer was given to a filter question, the question was 
assigned an appropriate reserve code ("6", "17"1 or "8") and all subsequent questions that might have been 
skipped were processed as if the respondent should have answered them. 

The frequency with which responses were recoded to legitimate skip for each skip pattern was 
closely monitored. Frequency distributions ofresponses before and after editing were inspected. All filter 
questionsand their respective dependent items were displayed in crosstabulations so that staff couldverify 
the correctness of the recoding. 

After improperly answered questions were convented to blanks, the student data were passed 
through a second step in the editing program that supplied the appropriate reserve codes for blank 
questions. Where a value was not provided by the respondent, a reserve code fills the field. These codes 
are as follows: 
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6=MULTIPLE RESPONSE 
7=REFUSED (if a critical item is missing and the retrieval oval is checked) 
8=MISSING 
9=LEGITIMATE SKIP 

If the field is longer than one column, the right-hand column contains one of the above codes and 
the rest of the columns are filled with "9"s. 

Critical items followed a somewhat different. machine editing process. This process relied on 
reading whether the critical item "retrieval oval" was marked. Data collection procedures instructed field 
interviewers to mark the retrieval oval if an attempt was made to retrieve data from a respondent. These 
flags then were used to set corresponding blank data to REFUSED. Although retrieval variables were 
present in the questionnaire, they are not present in the data since their purpose was to determine correct 
reserve codes. Any critical item that was blank, not a legitimate skip, and whose respective retrieval oval 
was not marked was coded as "8" (missing). If a filter was coded "7" (refused), all subsequent questions 
that might have been skipped were processedas, if the respondent should have answered them. Filters that 
were coded "6" (multiple response) or "8" (missing) were handled the same way. 

Detection of out-of-range codes was completed during scanning or data entry for all questions 
except those permitting an open-ended response. Questions with unusuallyhigh non-responseor multiple 
response were checked by verifying the data in the questionnaire (on microfilm for student, hardcopy for 
dropout). 

Many questionswere posed in both the student and dropoutquestionnaires. However, occasionally 
the response codes used in the two questionnaires were different. In addition, some ofthe response scales 
used were the! same as those used in base year and/or HS&B but with the scale reversed. After machine 
editing was completed, the affected items were recoded. First follow-up student questionnaire items were 
recoded to match comparable items in HS&B and base year. Then the dropout items were recoded to 
coincide with the student codes., 

5.5.5 DaaFile Preparation 

The conventionsused to assign SAS and SPSS-X variable names are as consistent as possible with 
HS&B and NLS-72. In those two surveys, variable names were assigned according to the survey wave 
and the questionnumber. Asimilar system was developed for NELS:88. For example, BYS56A, is from 
the base year student survey, question 56, part A. Likewise, F1S7D, is from the first follow-up student 
survey, question 7 part D. 

Most composite variableswere constructed using responsesfrom twoor more questionnaireitems. 
In some cases, compositeswere derived from variables from different databases. Others were constructed 
by recoding a variable and some were simply copied from a different data source to this fie for the user's 
convenience. Generally, the names of the first follow-up flags and weights begin with Fl, while the base 
year flag variables and weights begin with BY. If the variable is a school-level variable placed on the 
student file, the composite variable name begins with GIO (for grade 10) or G8 (for grade 8 in base 
year). The names of the first follow-up composite variables built from' student level files all begin with 
Fl1. This scheme varies somewhat from.base year. Base year composites thought to be valid for all waves 
of NELS:88 were not prefaced with BY, while those thought to be specific to the base year survey were. 
The composite variables which do not follow a consistent rule from base year to first follow-up are: 
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Base Year First Follow-Up 
SEX FISEX 
RACE FIRACE 
HISP Not in Ft 
API FMAN 
HEARIMP Not in Ft 
HANDPAST Not in Fl 
BIRTHMO FlBIRTHM 
BIRTHYR FlBIRTHY 

The only reserve code used for composite variables is that of missing data. For one-column 
variables that is an "8", for variables greater than one column, the left-most columns are filled with "9"s 
(9 ... 8). This reserve code is used when the sources for data are missing due to either item nonresponse 
or nonparticipation in all or part of the components of the study. 

5.5.6 Confidentiality: Protections Against Statistical Disclosure of Respondent Identities 

5.5.6.1 General Strategy 

Disclosure-riskavoidance involvedtwo basic procedures for identification ofhigh-risk variables. 
First variables were identified a priori as posing disclosure risks. Variables that constituted virtually 
unique data signatures pointing to given individualsor schools (for example, most continuous variables); 
extreme outliers that may be associated with publicly known characteristics of an institutionor individual, 
and finer-grained versions of school-level variables that can be linked to universe files, all fell withinthe 
category of pre-identifiablehigh risk variables. 

Second, disclosure-riskavoidancealso required that potentiallydisclosiveschool-levelinformation 
from the NELS:88 data files be analyzed in conjunction with data available from school universe files 
such as QED and CCD. Where school matches permitted institutional identities to be deductively 
disclosed, further modification of school-level, and sometimes student- or teacher-level, variables were 
required. 

In addition, modifications were made to the student file as required to continue confidentiality 
edits implemented for the base year data1 and those that result from the current, school-based 
confidentiality analysis. One type of modification involved assuring that the abridgemnents, 
recategorizations, and maskings, made for confidentialitypurposes on school data were carried over to 
the student records. 

In this section analyses and measures undertakenby NORC to assess and reduce disclosurerisk from 
matching the NELS:88 First Follow-up school file with universe files are described. Procedures used 
were those followed in assessing and reducing disclosure risk in the School and Staffing Survey. 

1For an extremely small number of schools, values far student variables BYS31 A, BYS31 B, BYS31 C, 
BYSCi , RACE, API, HISP, G8REGON were suppressed to protect the confidentiality of the data. In 
addition, any value over 1 0 for BYFAMSIZ was recoded to 10. Parent component variables were also 
altered (BYP1lO, BYPiQOA, BYPlOB, BYPlOC, RACE, API, HISP, BYP2S, BYP47J, BYP48J, G8REGON, 
NOMSECT, and BYFAMSIZ). 
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5.5.6.2 Disclosure Analysis: Matching with QED 

The first step in the disclosure analysis was to assess disclosure risk against the Quality Education 
Data (QED), Inc. universe file. Ten variables that were 'in both the NELS:88 school data and the QED 
universe file were identified and categories for the variables were chosen. The selected variables were 
categorized as closely as possible across the two files in preparation for the calculation of a distance 
metric. The two files were stratified by region (4 levels) and school type (3 levels). NELS:88 schools 
with a unique pattern on the 10 common variables on both files were selected to compare against QED 
(both NELS: 88 and non-NELS: 88) schools also having a uniquepattern. The procedure of selecting only 
QED/CCD schools with unique patterns is consistent with the procedure used in the School and Staffing 
Survey confidentiality analysis, and is based on the premise that disclosurerisk is at an acceptable level 
for schools if their patterns are non-unique in either the NELS :88 data file or the school universe file. 

The following analyses were conducted within each of the 12 region-by-school type strata. First, 
the distance between a school as it appears in the NELS:88 file and the same school as it appears in the 
QED file was calculated. Distance between schools was measured by constructing a "code distance" 
metric, defined as the sum of teasolt vale of the NELS/QED code differences for respective
variables. Variables were included in the code distance measure only if they were not missing on both 
files. Second, distances between a school as it appears in the NELS:88 file and all other schools (both
NELS:88 and non-NELS:88) with Aunique pattern on the QED file were calculated. 

If the relative ranking of the distance measure of the school with itself was four or greater,
indicating that there were at least three schools other than itself that were closer to that school, we 
considered that school as not at risk of disclosure through matching. A NELS:88 school that had a 
relative ranking of less than four was defined as being at risk of disclosure. 

Through this method, ninety-eight schools were found to be at risk of disclosure. A number of steps 
were necessary to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. First, percent black and percent Hispanic 
variables were removed. Percent white was kept, so that researchers could derive percent minority by 
subtraction. Second, percent white, percent free lunch, and number of teachers were recoded into more 
gross categories. Third, the variables indicating that the school had industrial arts or special education 
courses were dropped. 

These measures reduced to 36 the number of schools with disclosurerisk. Disclosure risk of the 36 
schools identified by the proceduresdescribed above was reduced by recodingvalues and/or setting values 
to missing. Based on our assessment of the analytic importance of the matching variables it was decided 
to change variables in the following order: number of teachers, total school enrollment, percent white, 
and percent free lunch. Grade span and urbanicity would only be considered if changes to these other 
variables did not sufficiently reduce disclosure risk for a school. We decided that if it was necessary to 
tamper with grade span or ethinicity, we would set the values to missing rather than change the values. 

When it was necessary to change values we moved schools up or down by no more than one 
category in order to minimize distortion introduced into the data. We. decided whether to move schools 
up or down by examining schools' codes and code distances 'in relation to themselves and other schools 
close to them. 
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5.5.6.3. Disclosure Analysis: Matching with CCD 

The next step in the disclosure analysis was to assess disclosurerisk against the CCD universe file 
ofpublic schools. Seven variables that were in both NELS :88 school data and the CCO universefile were 
identified and categories for the variables were chosen. For the variables that were also used in the QED 
analysis, all categories, recodings, and changes that were necessary to eliminate disclosure risk with 
respect to the QED mie were carried over into the CCD analysis. 

The procedures described in the QED analysis were applied to the CCD analysis afte changes 
indicated in the QED analysis were made. The only exception to following QED procedures exactly 
concerned stratification by school type. Because the CCD universe fie contained only public schools, no 
such stratification could be performed. When NELS:88 schools were compared against schools in the, 
CCD mie no schools were found to be at risk of disclosure. Therefore, no additional modifications to the 
school data were necessary. 

5.5.6.4 Longitudinal disclosure considerations 

The problem of deductive disclosure increases as more information is added to the NELS :88 data 
records. Thus disclosure risk is intensified by the fact that base year and first follow-up data could be 
used in combination to identify a school. The number of possibilities is substantial, especially if student 
data aggregated to the school level is considered. The risk of disclosure from longitudinal NELS:88 data 
was carefully considered and the following measure were taken to reduce it. 

1. Confidentiality edits implemented in the base year data sets were not undoneby the introduction of 
first follow-up information. 

2. An independent set of randomized school identification numbers was created for first follow-up 
schools, making it difficult to match base year and first follow-up schools by using only the school 
fies (although this can still be accomplished by analysis and deduction). Base year and first follow-
up schools can be matched, of course, by using student records. 

3. An exploratory analysis of feeder patterns was conducted. 

The feeder pattern analysis was conducted on a total of 20 first follow-up schools. Twelve of these 
schools were randomly selected public schools; three were selected at random from each of the four 
regions. Four of the twenty schools were Catholic (one selected at randomfrom each of the four regions), 
and four were private (one selected at random from each of the four regions). Because unique transition 
patterns were more likely to be associated withprivate schools, and because private schools are at present 
not contained on the CCD school lists, this exploratory analysis utilized the QED school lists only. 

For each of the twenty schools, the ten closest QED matches were identified. The match criteria 
were the same as used in the previous confidentiality analyses. For each ofthe twenty schools, base year
feeder schools contributing at least three students were identified. For the base year schools,~the five 
closest QED matches were identified. Tables were prepared listing each first follow-up school, its 
matches, its base year feeder schools contributing at least three students, their matches, and the state, 
county, and school district of the first follow-up/base year feeder pairs. In addition, distance values-, 
control, region, and values on the matching variables were included. 
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Of the 20 schools selected, eight had no feeder schools meeting the criterion of at least three 
students. These eight were eliminated from subsequent analyses. Of the twelve remaining schools, six 
were eliminated because ten or more schools were closer to it than it was to itself. For the remaining six 
schools, two had no feeder schools that matched themselves within the top five matches. 

This left four schools as potential problems. Each of the four schools matched itself within the top 
ten match positions and each had at least one base year school that matched itself within the top five 
match positions and that contributed three or more students to the first follow-up school. Case studies of 
each of the four schools led us to the conclusion that, in no case was the signature of the first follow-
up/base year feeder pair so distinctive as to be absolutely unique. In each case, either the code distance 
measures of the schools with themselves were relatively large or the schools were equidistant from other 
schools in the same state, county, and/or district. 

5.5.7 Guide to the Data Files 

The NELS:88 first follow-up public use data files are available on four separate magnetic tapes, 
one for each study component: the student (including key classification variables for dropouts) survey,
the dropout survey, the teacher survey and the school administrator survey. NELS:88 base year/first 
follow-up public use data are also available on CD-ROM with an electronic codebook (ECB). The data 
set for the student survey component includes two data files. They are: 

1. Base year data. The base year file contains the base year student questionnairedata, the 
base year weight and base year composites. There is a record in this file for every base 
year participant (N= 24,599), regardless of whether or not the samnple member was 
retained in the first follow-up. That is, the first file is the same data set as the original 
base year student file. 

2. First follow-up student data. The first follow-up "student" file merges first follow-up
data from the student and dropout questionnaires. This "student" file contains first follow-
up student questionnaire data, first follow-up dropout questionnaire data for 21 dropout
items which also appear in the student questionnaire,5 first follow-up weights, first 
follow-up composites and new student supplementdata (basic demographic data collected 
from freshened sample members and base year non-respondents). Base year data that are 
equivalentto thoseitems asked in the new student supplementhave been mapped into the 
new student supplement data. Basic demographic information is available on this data file 
for all cases that completed either a base year student questionnaire or a new student 
supplement. The fie contains a record for every first follow-up sample member, whether 
or not they participated. Thus, there are 20,706 records in this file including the 
OBEMLA oversamples (18,221 participating students, 1,043 participating dropouts and 
1,442 non-participants.) 

The first follow-up student file can be used alone or merged with the base year student file, parent
file or with the base year or first follow-up teacher and school files. 

51 In fact, 257 items are held in common across the dropout and student questionnaires. However, 
due to the administration of abbreviated questionnaires, only 21 of the 257 commonly held items 
have been mapped into the student data file. 
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VI: NIELS:88 First Follow-Up Cognitive Tests 

This chapter describes the structure and psychometric properties of the NELS:88 first follow-up 
cognitive test battery. The procedures employed in constructing scores for 1990 tested achievement, and 
for comparisons with base year performance, are also described. This material should assist researchers 
in judging what inferences about the test results and what uses of the test scores are technically
supportable. A psychometricreport will be produced in the NELS:88 second follow-up, as was done in 
the NELS:88 base year. No separate psychometric report, however, will be produced for the NELS:88 
first follow-up. 

The following topics are discussed in this chapter: 

* characteristics of the sample of test takers 
* test administrationand test data processing
* the use of multiple forms for more adaptive testing 
* psychometric properties of the tests 
* test "speededness" and nonresponse 
* item and test difficulty 
* reliability 
* IRT scoring 
* test information functions 
* available scores: gain scores, achievement quartiles, proficiency scores, etc. 
* equating to 1980 HS&B sophomore mathematics results 

However, before approaching any of the above topics, it will be desirable to give a brief overview 
of the tests, set out the objectives they were designed to meet, and describe broadly the test. scores 
available in the NELS:88 data. 

The NELS:88 cognitive test battery was designedto span three grades (eighth, tenth, and twelfth) 
in four content areas: Reading, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies 
(History/Citizenship/Geography). The tenth grademathematics and readingtests incorporatedmulti-level 
forms differing in difficulty. In tenth grade, eighth grade reading and mathematics test results were used 
to assign students to a form of appropriate difficulty. The tenth grade science and social studies tests 
were grade-level adaptive in the sense that everyonetook the same form within a grade but the 1990 form 
included additional more difficult items. 

Test Objectives. The test specifications of the NELS:88 longitudinal test battery were dictated 
by its primary purpose: accurate measurement of the status of individuals at a given point in time, as 
well as their growth over time. Principal test objectives and desiderata were as follows: 

* Item selection should be curriculum-relevant, with emphasis on concepts, skills and 
general principles. (When measuring change or developmental growth, overemphasis on 
isolated facts at the expense of conceptual and/or problem-solving skills may lead to 
distortions in the gain scores due to forgetting.) 

* The tests should be relatively unspeeded with the vast majority of students completing all 
tests. 

* There should be little evidence of floor or ceiling effects. 
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* Reliabilities of the componenttests should be psychometricallyacceptable for the purpose 
of measuring individual status as well as growth. 

* The accuracy of measurement, i.e., the standard error of measurement, should be 
relatively constant across SES, sex and racial/ethnic groups. 

* The NELS :88 battery should be designed to reduce the gap in test reliabilities that is 
typically found between the majority group and racial/ethnic minority groups. 

* The NELS:88 testbattery shouldattempt to minimize DifferentiallItem Functioning(DIE) 
across gender and racial/ethnic groups that arises from irrelevant content that favors one 
or more of the groups. 

* The test content areas should demonstrate discriminantvalidity. That is, while the tests 
should be internally consistent and be characterized by a single dominant factor, they 
should yield a relatively "clean" although oblique four factor solution. The four factors 
should be defined by the four tested content areas. 

* Subscores and/or proficiency scores should be providedwhere psychometrically justified. 
The tests were designed to provide behaviorally-anchored proficiency (mastery) scores 
in the areas of Reading, Mathematics, and Science. 

* The NELS:88 test battery should share sufficient common items both across and within 
grade level forms, and with the HS&B battery, to provide articulation of scores for 
vertical equating in NELS:88 as well as cross-sectional equating with the 1980 HS&B 
sophomore cohort in mathematics. 

* There should be sufficient item overlap between the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress (NAEP) mathematics test and the twelfth grade NELS:88 mathematics test to 
cross-walk to the NAEP mathematics scale. 

* The reading test passages should provide relatively broad content coverage and have 
items that span at least three cognitive process areas. 

* The four content areas Reading, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies 
(History/Citizenship/Geography)must be administered (including about five minutes for 
instructions) within ninety minutes. 

* The tests should be sufficiently reliable to support change measurement, and be 
characterized by a sufficiently dominant underlying factor to support the Item Response
Theory MMRT model. Thbis latter requirement is necessary to support the vertical 
(longitudinal) equating between retestings as well as (for math) the cross-sectionallinking
with HS&B and NAEP. IRT vertical equating puts scores within a given content area 
on the same scale regardless of the grade in which the score was obtained. This allows 
the user to interpret scores the same way whether they were from the eighth, tenth, or 
twelfth grade. 
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* Independently of the vertical scaling, the testing time constraints made achieving desired 
reliabilities problematic without introducing some sort of adaptive testing. In order to 
achieve this level of reliability, as well as reduce the possibility of floor and ceiling 
effects, the Mathematics and Reading tests were designed to be multi-level at the tenth 
grade and twelfth grade. 

Test Scores. Two broad types of test scores-nonrnative and criterion-referenced proficiency (or
mastery)--appear on the NELS:88 first follow-up data files. 

Normative Scores. Both longitudinal and cross-sectional normative scores have been provided.
The former are exemplified by the IRT-estimated number right scores and simple gain scores derived 
from the base year and first follow-up data. Cross-sectional (because standardized within the wave)
normative scores are exemplified by the achievement quartiles provided in each of the four subject areas, 
and by the composite (math + reading) quartile scores. 

Criterion-referenced scores. Proficiency scores were released in the first follow-up for 
mathematics and reading. Base year, first follow-up, and second follow-up science proficiency scores 
will be released only in the second follow-up. The proficiency levels are hierarchically ordered in the 
sense that mastery of the highestlevel among, say, three levels, implies mastery of the lower two levels. 
Two types of criterion-referencedproficiency scores appear on the NELS :88 first follow-up data release. 
One is a dichotomous score of "0" or "1I" where a "1I" indicates mastery of the material at this objective 
level and a "0 " implies non-mastery. The second kind is a continuous score indicating the probability
that a student has mastered the type of items that describe a particular criterion-referenced level. 

The dichotomous proficiency scores can be used for either cross-sectional or longitudinalanalysis.
The proficiency probabilities provide a more powerful (because continuous) tool for the measurement of 
achievement test gain. The proficiency probabilities are particularly appropriate for relating specific 
educational processes to achievement gains that occur at different points along the score scale. 

Analytic Uses of the Scores. A number of NELS:88 analysis reports, available from NCES, 
illustrate the various uses of these different test scores. Specifically: 

Cross-sectional analysis--using normative (achievement quartiles) or criterion-referenced 
(dichotomous proficiency scores)--is illustrated in the following reports: 

Hafner, Ingels, Schneider & Stevenson: A.Profile of the American Eighth Grader. 

Ingels, Plank, Schneider & Scott: A Profile of the American High School 
Sophomore in 1990. 

Cross-sectional analysis--using proficiency scores, and test score means-is reported in the 
following tabular summary: 

Rock, Pollack, & Hafner: The Tested Achievement of the NELS: 88 Eighth Grade Class. 
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Cross-cohort analysis (with HS&B-NELS:88 math score equating) is illustrated in the following 
NCES report: 

Rasinski, Ingels, Rock, & Pollack: America's High School Sophomores:- A Ten Year 
Comparison, 1980-1990. 

Longitudinal analysis using dichotomous proficiency scores is illustrated by the following 
publication: 

Rock, Owings, & Lee: Changes in Math Proficiency Between 8thand 10th Grades. 

Longitudinal analysis--employing gain scores (from IRT-estimated number right scores), and 
employing the change in probability of proficiency measure--is illustrated in the following: 

Scott, Rock, Pollack & Ingels: Two Years Later. Cognitive Gains and School Transitions of 
NELS:88 Eighth Graders. 

Complete citations for these reports can be found in the bibliography to this publication. 
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6.1 Characteristics of the Sample 

Test data were obtained from 25,001 participants, ofwhom 17,874 were NELS: 88 firstfollow-up 
core sam'ple members and 7,127 were members of state augmentation and other supplementary samples.
Another 1390 core sample participants, or about 7 percent of the total, completed student questionnaires 
but did not take the cognitive tests. 

6.1.1 Completion Rates 

Table 6. la, shows the distribution by gender and race/ethnicity of in-school core sample 
participants with and without cognitive test records. Note that about 95 percent of the in-school group 
had test data, and that this percentage changes very little for each of the gender and ethnic groups. 
Hispanic students, who were the least likely to take the cognitive tests, had only a slightly lower 
participation rate. Moreover, the distributionof weighted counts by gender and ethnicity for test takers 
closely resembles the weighted populationdistributionof the whole sample. It does not appear that non-
participationin the test battery occurred differentially with respect to these two student characteristics for 
the in-school component of the sample. 

Table 6. la 
Proportion of Core Sample Participants With Tests 

hn-School Component 

Sample Counts Weig"hte Population Distributions 

N % Tested All Tested 
Participants Participants 

Total 18221 95.2% 100.0% 100.0% 

Male 9145 95.1% 50.4% 50.4% 
Female 9076 95.4% 49.7% 49.6% 

Asian 1176 94.6% 3.8% 3.8% 
Hispanic 
Black 

2264 
1891 

92.5% 
94.0% 

10.4% 
13.0% 

10.0% 
12.8% 

White 12575 96.0% 71.0% 71.7% 
0th/Miss 315 92.7% 1.8% 1.8% 
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However, only abouthalf of the school dropouts with student questionnaire data also completed the 
cognitive test battery. For this group, the test non-respondents look somewhat different from the test 
takers: male dropouts were less likely to take the tests than females; members of ethnic minority groups 
were also underrepresented. Table 6. lb shows the test response rates for dropout sample members 
broken down by gender and ethnicity. Not only do the unweighted. proportions of dropouts taking tests 
vary for the subgroups shown, but the distribution of weighted population estimates for the dropout 
sample as a whole look quite different from that of the subset who took the cognitive tests. With no 
nonresponse-adjustedweight available to correct for missing test data, the measurements obtained for the 
out-of-schoolparticipantswho took the tests may therefore not be representativeof the achievement levels 
of the dropout population as a whole. 

Table 6. lb 
Proportion of Core Sample Participants With Tests 

Out-Of-School Component 

Sample Counts Weig"hte Population Distributions 

N %Tested All Participants Tested Participants 

.Total 1043 50.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Male 51 44.8% 52.7% 48.8% 
Female 492 55.9% 47.3% 51.2% 

Asian 21 28.6% 1.6% 0.8% 
Hispanic
Black 

227 
162 

50.2% 
48.8% 

15.5% 
21.5% 

14.3% 
17.5% 

White 586 52.4% 57.6% 64.8% 
I 0th/Miss 47 34.0% 3.7% 2.7% 

6£12 D ata Collection. Prensration and Editinw 

First follow-up test takers were encouragedto answer every question in the cognitive test battery, 
and to guess if they were not sure of the answer but had some idea of what it might be. They were 
instructed to leave items blank only if they really had no idea how to answer. Each of the test sections 
contained several items at a low enough difficulty level that the content should have been at least 
somewhat familiarto virtually all of the test takers. While most participants answered all ofthe questions 
in each subject area, others omitted some or all of the items. 

Participants were promised that their test results would be kept confidential. Scores would not 
be reported to their parents or teachers,, nor even to the students themselves. In a low-risk setting such 
as this, where the students know they will not be rewarded or penalized for their performance, it cannot 
be assumed that all students will try their best to answer the questions. Test item response records where 
examined for evidence that lack of motivation, rather than lack of ability to answer, might be responsible 
for unanswered or incorrectly answered questions. In order to minimize inappropriate measurements of 
cognitive achievement, test sections were not scored if any of the following were found: 
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* Completely blank subtests, or sections with fewer than 5 items answered, were deleted. 

* Subtests with 5 to 10 items answered were examined for consistency, and were deleted 
only if the answers given indicated that the nonresponse was probably due to lack of 
motivation rather than lack of ability. That is, if only 8 items of a 30 item section were 
answered and most of them were incorrect, the test taker may have been unable to 
answer additional questions, and the limited information available may, in fact, provide 
a reasonable estimate of ability. But if most of the 8 responses were correct, it can be 
assumed that the student probably had the ability to complete more of the test, but chose 
not to do so. In this case, the few items answered may not provide a reliable estimate 
of achievement, and the score was deleted. 

* Some students simply marked patterns of numbers in the test booklets instead of 
responding to the questions. For example, a patterned response might consist of all 
questions answered "111.."or "12345432123454321..." or "1515151515 ... ".. 
Each of these patterns, and others, can be identified by a simple algorithm sequentially 
comparing the difference between each test item and the next one, and calculating the 
variance of the absolute differences. In the first example given, the inter-item differences 
are always zero, in the second, always 1 or -1, and in the third, 4 or -4. In each case, 
the variance of the absolute differences is equal to zero. (For four- or five-choice test 
items, the variance of absolute differences for motivated respondents tends to be close 
to 1.0.) All subtests with variances of less than .5 were reviewed and those with 
identifiable pattern marking were deleted. 

Lack of motivation for some students surely affected test results in ways that could not be 
identified and edited out. However, most test takers answered most or all of the items, and internal-
consistency reliabilities were high for all subgroups examined. These are good indications that 
interpretationof test results in the aggregate should not be significantly compromisedby this factor. 

Table 6.2 shows the number of test records in each subject area that were edited out for each 
reason, and the breakdown by gender and race/ethnicity of the original and final test records. The four 
test sections were administered in the same order as the columns of the table. Note that for the final two 
subtests, science and history/citizenship/geography,the nonresponse rate rises dramatically. However, 
the populationproportionsfor students with usable data changes by only avery small amount, with male, 
Black, and Hispanic participants slightlyless likely to complete all sections of the test. 
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Table 6.2 
Counts of Edited Test Data 

Reading Math Science Hist/C/G 

Original #of test records 25001 25001 25001 25001 

% Male 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 
% Female 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 

% Asian 6.2% 6.2% 6.2% 6.2% 
% Hispanic 12.4% 12.4% 12.4% 12.4% 
%Black 10.2% 10.2% 10.2% 10.2% 
% White 68.4% 68.4% 68.4% 68.4% 

Completely blank sections 38 85 285 464 

1-4 items answered 13 21 26 25 

Pattern Marking 37 39 44 46 

#with 5-10 responses: 
# retained 81 14 47 16 
# deleted 34 16 18 18 

Net number ofusable tests 24879 24840 24628 24448 
core sample 17832 17793 17684 17591 
other samples 7047 7047 6944 6857 

% Male 49.9% 49.9% 49.9% 49.9% 
% Female 50.1% 50.1% 50.1% 50.1% 

% Asian 6.2% 6.2% 6.2% 6.2% 
% Hispanic 12.3% 12.3% 12.2% 12.1% 
% Black 10.2% 10.2% 10.1% 10.1% 
% White 68.5% 68.6% 68.8% 68.8% 

Note: The. percentages by gender and ethnicity above are based on core sample cases only, since 
subgroup information was not available for the students in the other samples. 

6.2 Structure of the tests 

As in thebase year, each testedparticipant received a bookletcontaining separately-timiedsections 
in four subject areas, with a total of 116 items to be completed in 85 minutes. The cognitive test sections 
are described briefly below: 

* Readin Comprehension (21 questions, 21 minutes) consist ed of five short passages, 
followedby comprehensionand interpretation questions, such as interpretingthe author's 
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perspective, understanding the meaning of words in context, and identifying figures of 
speech. Two versions of the reading test were given in the first follow-up, differing in 
difficulty. 

* Mathemnatics (40 questions, 30 minutes) assessed both simple mathematical application 
skills and more advanced skills of comprehension and problem solving. Test items 
included word problems, graphs, equations, quantitative comparisons, and geometric
figures. Three difficulty levels of the mathematics test were developed for the first 
follow-up. 

* Science (25 questions, 20 minutes) contained questions drawn from the fields of life 
science, earth science, and physical science/chemistry. Emphasis was placed on 
understanding of underlying concepts and scientific reasoning ability. All test takers 
received the same form in the first follow-up. 

* History/Citizenship/Geography (30 questions, 14 minutes) assessed knowledge of 
important issues and events in American political and economic history from colonial 
times through the recent past. Citizenship items included questions on the operation.and 
structure of the federal government and the rights and obligations of citizens. The 
geography questions touched on patterns of settlement and food production shared by 
various societies. Only one version of the HCG test was used. 

6.2.1 Multiple.Test Forms 

In the base year, all students received the same set of tests. Analysis of eighth grade test results 
showed a wide range of student achievement. This diversity was expected to increase as students 
progressed through high school with some taking advanced courses and making substantial gains in 
achievement, while others remained at a relatively low level. A single test form administered to all 
students and dropouts in the first follow-up would have the potential for serious "ceiling" and "floor" 
effects (i.e., many students getting all items correct because the test was too easy for them, while others 
could only guess at most of the questions because they lacked sufficient background). When this situation 
occurs, it is impossibleto assess the level of achievement for the highest and lowest scoring students. 

In the first follow-up, the reading and mathematics testswere selected for development of multiple 
forms, targeted to students'varying ability levels. While the other subject areas mighthave profited from 
this "tailored testing" approach as well, the complexity of administeringmultipleforms dictated that their 
use be as limited as possible. 

The reading test was chosen because the time burden of reading the passages before questions 
about them could be answered meant that relatively few test items could be administered in the time 
allotted for the test. With the smallest number of items of any subject area, the reading test could least 
afford any "wasted" questions: those that were much too hard or muchtoo easy for a particular test taker. 
Two forms of the reading test were developed; the easy form was administered to students who had 
scored below the sample mean in the base year, while those scoring above the mean received a set of 
passages and items that was, on average, more difficult. Students who were new to, the NELS:88 sample 
in the first follow-up received the easy form. 

In the case of the mathematics test, the need for multiple forms was based on the diversity of 
exposure to courseworkthat could be expected by tenth grade. Academic track students, by the time of 
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the first follow-up, would have taken courses in algebra and geometry. Those in general or vocational 
programs, or those who had left school, might have taken only general or business math classes, or none 
at all. Unlike science and history, where many topics might have been introduced at a lower level of 
sophisticationin. earlier grades, much of the material covered in advanced mathematics courses wouldbe 
completely unfamiliar to students who had not taken advanced courses. Three mathematics test forms 
were administered in the first follow-up. The easiest and hardest forms were given to the students who 
had scored in the low and high quartile, respectively, in eighth grade; students in the middle half of the 
distributionreceived the middle-difficulty test, as did those who were not tested in the base year. 

Due to clerical errors in administration, 829 students who had not been tested in grade 8 received 
either the low or high difficulty mathematics test instead of all getting the middle difficulty form. 
However, each of the forms had been designed with a broad range of items, and each contained enough 
easy and hard questions that the necessary distinctive patterns of right and wrong answers were obtained. 
Only seven of these "freshened sample" students who were given the wrong test form achieved perfect 
scores--and they happened to have taken the most difficult form, not the easy one. Three of the students 
with the wrong math test form scored at the lowest possible level, but two of those three had taken the 
easiest form of the test. Similarly, of the 992 students new to the first follow-up sample who were 
inadvertently given the hard instead of the easy form of the reading test, only ten scored at the lowest 
possible level. For all of the others, the more difficulttest contained enough easy items that measurement 
objectives were met adequately. Of students who did take tests in the base year, only a few received an 
incorrect first follow-up form. None of the 44 students who were given the wrong mathematics test had 
either perfect or lowest-level scores; of the 22 incorrect reading tests, only two resulted in perfect scores 
when the easy instead of the hard form was administered. Since the Item Response Theory procedures 
employed in scoring the tests, which are described in Section 6.4 below, depend on patterns of right and 
wrong answers rather than a simple count, the impact of these administration errors appears to be 
minimal. 

6.3 Psychometric properties of the test 

Each of the seven subtest forms (two reading levels, three mathematics levels, and a single test 
form in each ofscience and history/citizenship/geography) was analyzedfor speededness, individual item 
performance, overall difficulty, and reliability. 

6.3.1 Speededness/Completeness 

The NELS:88 test battery was designed to be an unspeeded test, defined as nearly all of the test 
takers reaching the three-quarters point, and at least 80 percent of them answering the last item. All of 
the subtests, satisfied both of these conditionsfor the total core sample as well as each of the gender and 
race/ethnicity groups. Table 6.3 presents speededness data, unweighted, for core sample test takers. The 
table also contains statistics on completeness: how many items were answered by each test taker. After 
the participants who did not appear to be attempting test sections at all had been edited out, the remaining 
test takers tended to answer all or nearly all of the items administered. 
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Table 6.3 
Speededness, and Completeness of Test Sections 

Low 
Read 

High 
Read 

Low 
Math 

Mid 
Math 

High 
Math Sci IHist 

Number of Items 21 21 40 40 40 25 30 

% Reaching 3/4 point 

All Students 97.8% 99.7% 99.7% 99.5% 99.9% 99.4% 99.5% 

Males 97.6% 99.4% 99.5% 99.4% 99.9% 99.4% 99.5% 
Females 98.1% 99.8% 99.8% 99.6% 99.9% 99.5% 99.5% 

Asian 96.9% 99.5% 100.0% 99.4% 100.0% 99.0% 99.8% 
Hispanic 
Black 

96.2% 
96.0% 

99.4% 
99.0% 

99.4% 
99.8% 

99.2% 
98.8% 

99.6% 
100.0% 

98.8% 
98.5% 

98.9% 
99.2% 

White 98.9% 99.8% 99.7% 99.7% 99.9% 99.8% 99.7% 

%Reaching last item 

All Students 94.9% 98.0% 97.7% 94.8% 97.4% 97.9% 97.9% 

Males 94.7% 98.0% 97.3% 95.0% 97.3% 97.9% 97.9% 
Females 95.2% 98.0% 98.1% 94.7% 97.5% 97.8% 98.0% 

Asian 93.5% 98.2% 99.0% 93.7% 98.5% 96.3% 98.2% 
Hispanic 
Black 

90.5% 
90.7% 

96.0% 
92.2% 

96.3% 
96.1% 

91.2% 
91.3% 

94.9% 
96.1% 

96.0% 
95.1% 

96.3% 
96.0% 

White 97.5% 98.6% 98.5% 96.3% 97.5% 98.9% 98.6% 

% Answering 
all items 86.2% 93.1% 76.1% 74.3% 85.1% 82.8% 91.8% 
all but one 7.7% 4.3% 13.1% 13.5% 9.1% 9.2% 4.5% 
all but two 1.2% .7% 3.0% -4.7% 1.9% -4.1% 1.1% 

95.1% 98.1% 92.2% 92.5% 96.1% 96.1% 97.4% 

Average number of 
items answered 20.6 20.8 39.0 39.2 39.7 24.6 29.7 
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6.3.2 Item and Test Difficulty 

Tables of item statistics for each subtest form are presented in Appendix A. Trhe 1P++", columns 
in the tables are the weighted proportion of students responding correctly to each test item. The Delta 
statistic is a transformation of the proportion correct scaled to a mean of 13.0 and standard deviation of 
4.0, with low numbers freasy items andhigh numbers for hard ones. Deltas are used by test developers 
as a shorthand indicator of difficulty. Inspection of the tables shows that each subtest contained a 
distribution of easy, middle and high difficulty items appropriate for the~sample to~ which it -was 
administered. 

Another measure of appropriate difficultyof the test as a whole is the absence of floor.or ceiling 
effects. Tests that are too hard for the target population would show a large number of scores at the 
chance level (floor effect); those that are too easy wouldhave many perfect scores (ceiling effect). Ceiling 
effects are particularly serious in tests that are intended to measure change over time. Ideally, the mean 
test score shouldbe at least 1.5 standard deviations below the highestpossiblescore. In general, the-seven 
first follow-up subtest forms satisfy the difficulty objectives for all subgroups of the core sample, with 
0. 1 percent to 2.4 percent of test takers achieving perfect scores on the forms, and 7.7 percent or fewer 
having scores at the chancelevel or below. The high level reading andhigh level mathematics forms were 
somewhat easier for the students than had been anticipated,but ceiling effect objectives were not violated. 
Table 6.4 summarizes item and test difficulty informationfor the total core sample. Additional details for 
population subgroups can be found in the tables in Appendix A. 

Table 6.4 
Item and Subtest Difficulty 

Low 
Read 

High
Read 

Low 
Math 

Mid 
Math 

High 
Math Sci Hist 

Average item P + 0.55 0.67 0.44 0.58 0.80 0.55 0.63 

Number of Items 21 21 40 40 40 25 30 

Mean Number Correct 11.4 14.0 17.5 23.1 32.0 13.6 18.9 
S.D. of No. Correct 4.4 4.1 6.0 7.4 5.3 5.2 , 5.9 

Standard Error of 2.48 2.36 3.52 3.44 2.75 2.73 2.84 
Measurement 

% Perfect Scores 1.1% 1.9% 0.1% 0.2% 2.4% 0.6% 1.0% 
% Below Chance 5.5% 2.0% 7.7%. 3.6% 0.3% 4.9% 2.7% 
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6.3.3 Reliability 

The r-biserials in the t1RBIS" columns of the tables in Appendix A give the correlation between 
the item response (right vs. wrong) and the total test score. The size of the r-biserial indicates the extent 
to which a given item measures the same things as the remainder of the test. Biserials of .40 or higher 
are considered satisfactory. Correlations of this level or above were found for nearly all first follow-up 
test items, for allpopulationsubgroups. Two reliability measures were computedfor each of the subtests. 
Coefficient alpha is the internal-consistency reliability. Split-half reliability is the correlation of one hglf
of the test items with the other half, adjusted for the fact that the correlations are based on half-length 
tests. Alphas and split-half reliabilities for subgroups of the core sample are presented in Table 6.5. 
Reliability coefficients for the reading and mathematics forms were attenuated to some extent by the 
administrationof each of the test forms within a restricted range of ability levels. Reliability is a function 
of total score variance; reducing the total variance by using tailored test forms results in a deceptively
higher proportion of observed error variance. The section on test informationfunctions below discusses 
the reduction in error variance achieved by the multi-level tests. 

The single-factor structure of each test, a necessary condition for the use of IRT-scaling, was 
supported by factor analysis of tetrachoric correlations of item responses. Ratios of first to second roots 
are also presented in the table. A ratio of 4:1 or greater is evidence of a strong single factor underlying 
each set of test items. 

Table 6.5 
Subtest Reliability 

Low 
Read 

High 
Read 

Low 
Math 

Mid 
Math 

High 
Math Sci Hist 

Coefficient Alpha: 
All Students 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.86 0.82 0.82 0.85 
Males 0.80 0.80 0.78 0.87 0.81 0.84 0.86 
Females 0.79 0.77 0.75 0.85 0.83 0.79 0.83 
Asian 0.79 0.78 0.85 0.88 0.82 0.83 0.84 
Hispanic 
Black 

0.76 
0.75 

0.79 
0.73 

0.73 
0.72 

0.85 
0.84 

0.87 
0.88 

0.74 
0.72 

0.81 
0.79 

White 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.85 0.80 0.81 0.85 
Split-Half Reliability: 

All Students 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.86 0.83 0.84 0.86 
Males 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.87 0.82 0.86 0.87 
Females 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.86 0.83 0.81 0.84 
Asian 0.82 0.80 0.85 0.88 0.82 0.84 0.87 
Hispanic 
Black 

0.79 
0.77 

0.81 
0.73 

0.78 
0.77 

0.87 
0.86 

0.87 
0.90 

0.77 
0.74 

0.82 
0.80 

White 0.81 0.80 0.81 0.85 0.81 0.83 0.86 
Ratio of Roots 9.6 8.4 4.0 10.4 7.5 9.5 7.7 
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6.4 [IRT Scoring 

There are two broad types of scores available on the NELS :88 data files. One type is a 
normative score and the second type is a criterion-referenced proficiency (or "mastery") score. The 
normative scores can be divided into two subclasses, longitudinal, and cross-sectional. There are also 
two types of criterion-referenced scores--dichotomousproficiency scores, and probability of proficiency 
scores. 

Normative Scores. There are two types of normative scores on the NELS:88 data set. One type 
is longitudinally-equated--theIRT-estimated number right score. The first follow-up release includes gain 
scores that represent the difference between 1990 IRT number right scores and IRT rescaled base year 
scores. The second type of score--the achievement or ability quartile--is standardized within a survey 
wave, that is, cross-sectionally. 

The longitudinally-equated score that is available for both time points'and all four achievement 
areas is the IRT-estimated. number right score. The IRT-estimated number right for any individual at 
either of the two time periods reflects an estimate of the number of items that a person would have 
answered correctly if he or she had taken all of the items that appeared in any form of the test. The IRT 
model allows one to put all the scores in, say mathematics, on the same vertical scale so that the scores, 
regardless of grade, can be interpreted in the same way. All the normal statistical operations that apply 
to any cognitive test score can be legitimately applied to the IRT-estimated number right. 

Quartile scores are cross-sectional in that they are standardized within each of the weighted
NELS:88 sample waves. Since the achievement quartiles are standardized within each wave, they are 
not vertically equated as are the IRT-estimated number right scores. These cross-sectional scores are 
primarily used in descriptive tables that compare data within a particular grade. In the base year, 
standardized and quartile scores were based on raw formula scores; IRT scores were also reported but 
were not used in computing the standardized and quartile scores. In the firstfollow-up, IRT scores were 
usedfor computing standardized and quartile scores. The standardized and achievement quartile scores 
in the first follow-up had to be transformations of the IRT scores rather than the raw scores because of 
the unequal difficulty of the test forms. 

Criterion-Referenced Proficiency Scores. The two kinds of criterion-referenced mastery scores 
are based on clusters of items havin similar content and difficulty. The first kind is a dichotomous score 
of "0"f or "1"I where a "1" indicates mastery of the material at this objective level and a "0" implies non-
mastery. The second kind is a continuous score indicating the probability that a student has mastered the 
type of items that describea particular criterion-referencedlevel. The 0-1 dichotomous proficiency scores 
were produced only in mathematics and reading under the first follow-up contract, though science 
proficiency scores will be made available in the second follow-up. The proficiency levels are 
hierarchically ordered in the sense that mastery of the highest level among three levels implies that one 
would have also mastered the lower two levels. Unlike the probability of proficiency scores, the 
dichotomous proficiency scores are based on actual test item responses, and are not IRT-based., An IRT 
procedure, however, was employed to resolve proficiency score assignment for students who had critical 
items missing. 

The second kind of proficiency score is the probability of being proficient at each of the levels. 
This is a continuous analogue to the dichotomous proficiency scores. The advantage of the probability 
score over the dichotomous proficiency score is that the probability score is continuous and thus 
statistically more powerful, and poses less of a missing data problem in that probabilities of being 
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proficient at each level are available for any individual who had a test score in grade ten. The 
proficiency probabilities are particularly appropriate for relating specific processes to changes that occur 
at different points along the score scale. 

.The underlying assumption of Item Response Theory (ITM) is that a test taker's probability of 
answering an item correctly is a function ofhis or her ability level for the construct being measured, and 
of one or more characteristics of the test item itself. The three-parameter IRT logistic model uses the 
pattern of right, wrong, and omitted responses to the items administeredin a test form, and the difficulty, 
discriminating ability, and "guess-ability" of each item, to place each test taker at a particular point, 0 
(theta), on a continuous ability scale. Figure 6.1 shows a graph of the logistic function for a hypothetical 
test item. The horizontal axis represents the ability scale, theta. Thepoint on the vertical probabilityaxis 
corresponding to the height of the curve at a given value oftheta is the estimatedprobabilitythat a person 

Figure 6.1 
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of that ability level will answer the test item correctly. The shape of the curve is given by the following 
equation describing the probability of a correct answer on item i as: 

(1-cl)r0 (All 

where 0 = ability of the test taker 
a, = discriminationof item i, or how well the htem distinguishes between ability levels at a 

particular point 
bi= difficulty of item i 
ci= "guessability" of item i 

The "c' parameter represents the probability that a test taker with very low ability will answer 
the item correctly. In the graph above, 20 percent of test takers with a very low level of mastery of the 
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test material guessed the correct answer to the question. The c parameter will not necessarily be equal 
to 1/(# options), e.g., .25 for a 4-choice item. Some response options may, for unknown reasons, be 
more attractive than random guessing, while others may be less likely to be chosen. 

The JIRT 'tb" parameters correspond to the difficulty of the items, represented by the horizontal 
axis in the ability metric. In Figure 6.1, b = 0.0 means that test takers with 0 = 0.0 have a probability 
of getting the answer correct that is equal to halfway between the guessing parameter and 1. In this 
example, 60 percent of people at this ability level answered the question correctly. B also corresponds 
to the point of inflection of the logistic function. This point occurs farther to the right for more difficult 

Figure 6.2 
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items, and farther to the left for easier ones. Figure 6.2 is a graph of the logistic functions for seven 
different test items, all with the same"a" and "c" parameters, and with difficulties rangingfrom b =-1.5 

to b = 1.5. For each of these hypothetical questions, 60 percent of test takers whose ability level matches 
the difficulty of the item. are likely to answer correctly. Fewer than 60 percent will answer correctly at 
values of theta (ability) that are less than b, and more than 60 percent at 0 > b. 

The discrimination parameter, "a", has perhaps the least intuitive interpretation of all. it is 
proportional to the slope of the logistic function at the point of inflection. Items with a steep slope are 
said to discriminate well. In other words, they do a good job of discriminating, or separating, people 
whose ability level is below the calibrated difficulty of the item (who are likely to get it right at only 
about the guessing.rate) from those of ability higher than the item "b", who are nearly certain to answer 
correctly. By contrast, a n item with a relatively flat slope is of little use in determining whether a 
.person's correct placement along the continuum of ability is above or below the difficulty of the item. 
This idea is illustrated by Figure 6.3, representing the logistic functions for two test items having the 
same difficulty and guessing parameters, but different discrimination. The test item with the steeper slope 
(a = 2.0) provides useful information with respect to whether the test taker's ability, level is above or 
below the difficulty level, 1.0, of the item: if the, answer to this item was incorrect, the person very likely 
has an ability below 1.0; if the answer is correct, the test taker probably has a 0 greater than 1.0, or 
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Figure 6.3 
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(3b parameters) such as those shown in Figure 6.2, will do a good job in narrowing the choice ofprobable
ability level. Conversely, the flatter curve in Figure 6.3 represents a test item with a low discrimination 
parameter (a=..3). There is little difference in proportionof correct answers for test takers several points 
apart on the range of ability. So knowing whether a person's response to such an item is correct or not 
contributes relatively limte to pinpointing his or her correct locationon the horizontal ability axis. 

The LOGIST program computes maximum-likelihood estimates of IRT parameters that best fit 
the responses given by the test takers. The procedure simultaneously calculates a, b, and c parameters
for each test item, and a theta for each test taker, iterating until convergence within a specified level of 
accuracy is reached. Comparison of the IRT-estimiated probability with the actual proportion of correct 
answers to a test item for examinees grouped by ability provides a means of evaluating the 
appropriateness of the model for the set of test data for which it is being used. 

Once a pool of test items exists whose parameters have been calibrated on the same scale as the 
test takers' ability estimates, a person's probability of a correct answer for each item in the pool can be 
computed, even for items that may not have been administered to that individual. The IRT-estinmated 
number correct for any subset of items is simply the sum of the probabilities ofcorrect answers for those 
items. Consequently, the score is typically not a whole number. 

In addition to providing a mechanism for estimating scores on items that were not administered 
to every individual, IRT has advantages over raw number-right scoring in the treatment of guessed and 
omitted items. By using the overall pattern of right and wrong responses to estimate ability, it can 
compensate for the possibility of a low ability student guessing several hard items correctly. If answers 
on several easy items are wrong, a correct difficult item is, in effect, assumed to have been guessed.
Omitted items are also less likely to cause distortion of scores, as long as enough items have been 
answeredright and wrongto establish a clear pattern. Raw number-rightscoring, in effect, treats omitted 
items as if they had been answered incorrectly. While this may be a reasonable assumptionin a motivated 
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test, where it is in students' interest to try their best on all items, this may not always be the case in 
NELS: 88. 

6.4.1 Application of IRT to NELS:88 First Follow-Up Scoring 

Raw scores achieved on tests that differ in average difficulty are not comparable to each other. 
For example, a student who took the middle difficulty mathematics form in the NELS:88 first follow-up 
would probably have gotten more questions correct if he or she had taken the easiest form, and fewer if 
the hardest form had been administered. Similarly, a score of 20 on an easy test does not represent the 
same level of ability as the same score on a harder set of items. It is not possible to compare scores 
obtained on the different test forms used in the first follow-up, nor to measure gains in achievement 
between base year scores and those obtained on the somewhat harder first follow-up tests, without some 
mechanism for establishinga constant scale. Item Response Theory was employed to calculate scores that 
could be compared regardless of which test form a student took. Raw scores (number right, number 
wrong) are not reported in the first follow-up database so that users will not be misled into comparing 
measurements that are not on the same scale ofdifficulty. Instead, IRT-estimated scores, which are based 
on a common metric, are included. 

Item parameters for the 35 unique test items on the two overlapping 21-item reading forms; the 
58 mathematics items on the three 40-item forms; and the 25 and 30 items on the single-form science and 
history/citizenship/geography subtests were estimated with the LOGIST program. As a first step, the 
invariance of the item parameters was explored by obtaining estimates for three samples that might be 
expected to have different average levels of ability: all students in the core sample; a self-weighting 
subset of the core sample; and all test takers including the augmented samples. The results were very 
similar for all three. The parameters from the last of these were selected, since larger sample sizes lend 
greater stability to the estimates. 

The tables in Appendix B show the item parameters for the four subject areas. Entries in the 
1990t" columns show the item numbers as they appeared sequentially in the test forms. For example, 

the item that was question #6 in the low-level reading test also appeared on the high-level test, as question 
#9. Response data for all students who took either form of the test were used in calculating paramieters 
for items that were common to both forms. Other test items, such as question #1 on both of the reading 
forms, were uniqueto one particular form. In estimatingparameters for a unique item, students who took 
the form of the test on which the item did not appear were simply treated as if the item had not been 
reached. The presence of common items shared by more than one test form ensures that all of the 
parameters calibrated at once for the whole item pool share a common metric. 

The LOGIST program simultaneously calculates ability estimates, 0, for test takers that are on 
the same scale as the item parameters being calibrated. The O's are scaled with a mean of 0 and standard 
deviation of 1. Arbitrary limits were set of 0 = 5.0 for perfect scores, and 0 = -7.0 for the lowest ability
level, that is, test takers who did no better than random guessing. At these levels, the values of the IRT 
functions for all test items have come close to the lower and upper asymptotes. In other words, a 
calibrated ability level of 5 means the person has a probability very close to 1.0 of answering each of the 
test questions correctly; at a theta of -7, the estimated number correct is about equal to the sum of the 
guessing parameters (c's) for all of the items. IRT calibration of first follow-up test data resulted in 
roughly 95 percent of test takers in each subject area with thetas in the range -2 < 0 < 2, with most of 
those outside these limits having either perfect or below-chance scores. Most of the test items had 
difficulty levels (b's) distributed within this range. As a result, the spread of best discriminatingpower 
of the test questions was well matched to the range of abilities of sampled students. 
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The "IRT-Estimated Number Right" scores in the database represent an estimate of the number 
of questions each test taker would have answered correctly if all of the questions in the item pooi had 
appeared in every test form, and if each test taker had attempted all of them. That is, each test taker's 
ability, theta, for each subject area was estimatedusing the test items he or she actually answered. Then 
the probability of answeringeach of the 35 items on the two overlappingreading forms, the 58 items on 
the three mathematics forms, and the 25 and 30 items in the science and history subtests was computed 
as a function of the thetas for that subject area, and the item parameters. Thus the possible IRT-estimated 
scores in reading ranged from 7.38 (the sum of the guessing parameters, which is the lowest score that 
could be achieved by a person of negligible ability) to 34.93, the sum of the values of the upper 
asymptote at the highest possible theta value, 5. In mathematics, scores ranged from 11.08 to 57.95, in 
science from 4.98 to 24.88, and in history/citizenship/geographyfrom 6.85 to 29.95. 

6.4.2 Test Information Functions 

The test information function provides a visual representation of the measurement accuracy of 
the theta estimates across the range of ability levels. High values of 1(0) correspond to estimates that are 
highly accurate (low standard error of measurement). Appendix B also contains graphs of the test 
information functions for each of the seven unique subtest forms. The following equations define the 
information function and standard error of measurement. The height of the test information function at 
a particular point on the x-axis is given by: 

z(O = T. Pi1 (O) ( -i-p1 () 

where the "T's are the items in the test, the "Pi(O)"s are the probabilitiesof correct answers on the items 
for a person of ability 0, and the Pi(0) term in the numerator is defined by: 

=1.7a 1 (-P1 () P1 )-C) 
i M ~~~1 - C 

The standard error of measurement of ability for that point on the axis is a transformation of the test 
information function: 

For example, if the test information function has a value of 9 at 0 = 0.0, the standard error of 
measurement is 1/3 point in the theta metric. Ninety five percent of test takers found to have an ability 
level of 0.0 would be expected to have a "'true" ability level within 1.96 standard errors, or between 0 
= -0.65 and 0 =0.65. The magnitude of the effect of measurement error in theta on the IRT-estimated 
number right depends on the characteristics of the test. Within the range of 0 = -1.0 to 1.0 the test 
information functions were high for all subtests, and the standard error of measurement of theta low. 
The values ofthe information functions dip below 1.0 only in the tails, as the theta values go outside the 
range of -2.0 to 2.0. This results in a larger amount of error in estimationof theta. However, this does 
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not lead to large differences in the estimated probability of correct answers, on which the IRT-estimated 
number right score is based. In the NELS:88 tests, most of the items had difficulty parameters lying 
between -1.0 and 1.0. So at the extremes of ability where the test information is low, probability curves 
for correct answers on items are generally asymptotic to either the guessing parameter, or to 1.0 
(certainty of correc) The probabilit value i changed only slihl byrelativl large errors in tea 

Note that the y-axis scales are not the same for all of the information function graphs. The 
mathematics subtests have higher peaks for two reasons: the longer test length (40 items, compared to 
21 to 30 for the others) and the assignment of test forms according to previously-demonstratedability,
provide the most accurate measurement in this set of tests. The information functions for all of the 
subtests, however, represent acceptabe levels of accuracy for thIent and expece use of the NIELS:8 
tests. 

Table 6.6 shows the height of the test information function at the peak, the point at which the test 
is doing the best job of measurement. It also shows the ability level at which the peak occurs, and the 
standard error of measurement at this point., Statistics for each subtest evaluated at 0 = -2.0 and 0 
2.0, the end points of the range that contains about 95 percent of test takers for each of the subject areas, 
are presented as well. Note that the only information function values below 1.0 are for reading and 
mathematics test forms that were not administered in the range where they wouldhave performed poorly. 
That is, the easy form of the reading test would not provide accurate measurement for high ability 
students--butit was not given to them. The science and history! citizenship/geography tests did their best 
jobs at a theta level somewhat above the mean ability of 0=0.0, but they functioned adequately well 
throughoutthe range of interest. 

Table 6.6 
Test Information Function Statistics 

LOW 
Read 

High 
Read 

Low 
Math 

Mid 
Math 

High 
Math Sci Hist 

Peak Point: 
Ability level (0) 
Inf. Function 

0.0 
12.78 

0.5 
11.83 

-0.1I 
26.58 

0.1 
22.79 

0.1 
22.25 

0.9 
11.28 

0.5 
13.26 

SEM 0.28 0.29 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.30 0.27 

Low Ability (0 
Inf. Function 

-2) 
1.42 0.42 3.49 1.88 0.69 1.67 3.24 

SEM 0.84 1.54 0.54 0.73 1.20 0.77 0.56 

High Ability (0 
Inf. Function 

2) 
0.62 2.81 1.24 2.82 4.60 2.89 2.46 

SEM 1.27 0.60 0.90 0.60 0.47 0.59 0.64 

Test information functions provide a mechanism for assessing the multiple-form structure used 
for the reading and mathematics subtests from a reliability perspective. Table 6.7 shows the information 
function values and standard errors of measurement for the different levels of these tests, evaluated for 
two low ability levels (0 = -1.5 and 0 = -1.0) and two high ability levels (0 = 1.0 and 0 = 1.5). Note 
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that at each of these points, administering the test form tailored to the ability level of the test taker results 
in a reduction of about one third to one half of the measurement error that would have occurred if the 
opposite form of the test had been given. For example, at the lowest ability level, the difficult reading 
test has a standard error of measurement equal to .91, while the SEM for the easy form is about 36 per-
cent lower. At the other end of the spectrum, the situation is reversed: the high level reading test has the 
advantage for more able students, with measurement error mn theta of less than half that of the easy form. 

Table 6.7 
Reduction in Measurement Error Due to Multiple Test Forms 

0 =-1.5 0 =-1.0 0 =1.0 0= 1.5 
Inf. SEM lnf. SEM Inf. SEM Inf. SEM 

Reading Forms: 
Low 2.99 .58 6.40 .40 3.69 .52 1.46 .83 
High 1.22 .91 2.98 .58 10.34 .31 6.11 .40 

Math Forms: 
Low 6.27 .40 11.47 .30 7.77 .36 3.30 .55 
Mid 3.65 .52 8.01 .35 14.25 .26 6.93 .38 
High 2.16 .68 6.36 .40 20.53 .22 11.30 .30 

6.4.3 Transformation of Base Year LIRT Scores to First Follow-Up Scale 

The base year and first follow-up test scores cannot be compared with each other directly because 
the same test forms were not used at both points in time. However, as was the case with the multiple 
forms of the first follow-up tests described above, the tests shared enough items common to both 
administrationsthat IRT scoring could be employed to put the scores on the same scale. Lists of the test 
items that were also used in the eighth grade tests are shown in the tables in Appendix B. 

As a first step to obtaining the transformation, base year IRT item parameters for all test items 
that were also used in the first follow-up were put on the same scale as the 1990 parameters. This was 
accomplished by a procedure that solves for transformation parameters by minimizing the squared 
differences between test characteristic curves (the sum of the item probability functions for the common 
items) at the two time points, evaluated at a random sample of abilities. The resulting transformationwas 
appliedto the base year item parameters for each of the common items. The transformeditem parameters 
should have been very similar if identical test questions were functioning in the same manner in both 
years. However, differences were found for several items, indicating that they may have called on 
qualitatively different skills in the two surveys. For example, several simple algebra problems that were 
quite difficult for eighth graders became very easy items two years later when students had learned the 
necessary concepts and tools. In other words, the characteristics of these items changed relative to the 
other questions on the test. Other differences showed up in the history/citizenship/geographytest. In this 
subject area, which has less of a building-block structure than reading or mathematics, the difficulty of 
test questions is more closely related to the timing of curriculumunits than is the case in other areas. That 
is, a question may be quite easy in eighth grade, if the subject matter has just been taught in that year, 
but may be forgotten two years later, making for a relatively more difficult test item. 
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Three criteria were used to judge whether test questions given in both years were in fact func-
tioning as common items. First, a difference between the 1988 and 1990 functions of more than .1 in pro-
bability of a correct answer, at any point along a truncated range of ability levels (-3.0 to 3.0, which 
includes almost all test takers), was considered an indicator of differential functioning. The second cri-
terion was bias, calculated as the equally-weighted average of the probability differences evaluated at 
intervals along the ability axis, that exceeded .03. The third indicator was a root mean squared difference 
(the square root of the average of the square of the differences in the probabilities) of .05 or greater. Test 
items that failed'any of these criteria were removed from the common item list, and the transformation 
parameters re-calculated without them. (Criteria were relaxed slightly for the history/citi-
zenship/geography test items to compensate for the less hierarchical nature of the skills being measured: 
common items were requiredto have maximum difference less than .15, bias less than .05, and root mean 
squared difference less than .07.) Table 6.8 shows the number of test questions that appeared in both the 
base year and first follow-up tests, and the number eliminated for failing one or more criteria for common 
item functioning. These htems are also marked with an asterisk in Appendix B. 

Table 6.8 
Base Year/First Follow-Up Common Items 

Reading Math Science Hist/Cit/Geog 

Number of Identical Items 21 40 18 25 

Number Eliminated for 1 9 5 4 
Functional Differences 

Number Accepted for 
Computing Transformations 20 31 13 21 

Once transformationparameters had been established,eighth grade ability estimates, thathad been 
computed on the 1988 tests could be transformed to the same metric as the first follow-up scores. 
Sumigthe probabilities of correct answers for the same pool of items used for the 1990 scores (35 
reading items, 58 in mathematics, 25 in science, 30 in history/citizenship/geography)produced scores 
that can be interpreted as measures of achievement on the same set of skills at two different points in 
time. 

6.4.4 Gain Scores 

The gain scores reported are the difference between the first follow-up IRT-Estimated Number Right 
scores on the total item pooi, and estimates of the scores that would have 'been obtained on the same set 
of items, using the rescaled base year ability estimates. Although these scores are described as "gain" 
scores, not all of them represent an improvement in measured skills. Some of the gain scores are 
negative. Factors that contribute to negative gain scores include students' forgetting material that they 
once knew but have not practiced, and measurement error produced primarily by some students' lack of 
motivation in responding to the test questions. 

Note that the scores reported here do not share a common metric with those on the base year user 
L~e Here, the eighth grade scores have been re-scaled for purposes of gain computation. (To derive 
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an eighth grade score in the same metric as the first follow-up and gain scores in this file, subtract the 
first follow-up IRT estimated gain score from the 1990 IRT estimated number right score.) It would be 
incorrect for the user to compute gain by comparing the IRT scores included in the two different files. 

6.5 Standardized Scores, Quartile Scores, and Composites 

The standardized scores reported in the database are transformations of the IRT-Estimated 
Number Right scores, rescaled to a mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10 (using the first follow-up
sample weight). The quartile scores are based on the weighted frequency distribution of scores, with 1 
being the lowest quartile and 4 the highest. The Standardized Test Composite is the equally-weighted 
mean of the standardized reading and mathematics scores, re-standardizedto mean 50, standard deviation 
10. 

6.6 Proficiency Scores 

The proficiency scores provide a means ofdistinguishingtotal score gain, as measuredby overall 
IRT-Estimnated Number Right scores and Standardized scores, from gain in specific skills. At several 
points along the score scale of the reading and mathematics tests, four-item clusters of test questions 
having similar content and difficulty were identified. Two levels of proficiency were marked in the 
reading test, and four in the mathematics test, defined as follows: 

Reading Level 1: Simple reading comprehension including reproductionof detail and/or the author's 
main thought. 

Reading Level 2: Ability to make inferences beyond the author's main thought and/or understand 
and evaluate relatively abstract concepts. 

Math Level 1: Simple arithmetical operations on whole numbers. 
Math Level 2: Simple operations with decimals, fractions, and roots. 
Math Level 3: Simple problem solving, requiring conceptual understanding and/or the 

development of a solutionstrategy.
Math Level 4: Conceptual understanding and complex problem solving. 

A student was judged to have mastered a particular level of proficiencyif at least three of the four 
items in the cluster were answered correctly, and to have failed at this level if two or more items were 
wrong. Clusters of items provide a more reliable test of proficiency than do single items because of the 
possibility of guessing in a multiple chokce test: the probability that a student who has not mastered a 
particular skill would guess three out of four items correctly is much lower than the probability of a non-
master guessing right on a single test question. 

The proficiency levels were assumed to follow a hierarchical Guttman model, that is, a student 
passing a particular skill level was expected to have mastered all lower levels; a failure should have 
indicated non-mastery at higher levels. A small percentage of students had response patterns that did not 
follow the Guttnian model, with a failing score at a lower level followed by a pass on a more difficult 
item cluster. Students with these "reversal" patterns were not assigned proficiency scores. 

Proficiency levels for some of the test takers could not be directly determined because of missing 
data, due either to students choosing to omit some of the necessary items, or because not all items 
appeared on all forms of the test. The easiest cluster of mathematics items was not included in the 
hardest of the three math forms, while level 4 items were not present in the easiest form. The harder 
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of the two reading forms did not include the questionsnecessary to establish level 1 reading proficiency. 
In order to avoid unacceptably high rates of missing data for proficiency scores, a complex set of 
resolutionprocedures was developed to impute appropriate levels for. those who did not have responses 
to the full set of items in the clusters: 

* A cluster with missing items followed by "passes" on two harder clusters was considered 
passed. It was assumed that omitted easier items would also have been passed if they had 
been attempted. Similarly, a blank level preceded by two "fails" was considered failed. 
This procedure was applicable to temathematics levels only, since itrequires a 
minimum of three levels of proficiency. 

* Estimates of probable right/wrong answers on missing items were obtained by using the 
IRT tools described, earlier. The probability of a correct answer was calculated as a 
function of the student's IRT ability estimate (theta) and the item parameters for the 
missing item. This probability was then applied to a computerized "coin flip." That is, 
a random number between 0 and 1 was generated, and the item was counted as a correct 
answer if the IRT probability exceeded the random number, and as incorrect otherwise. 

* Some constraints were placed on the use of the IRT simulation of missing item data. In 
some cases, it was used to fill in missing items only if at least two items in the cluster 
were actually answered. This two-item minimum was applied if: 

* there was more than one blank level 
* there was the potential for a reversal: that is, if any cluster preceding the 

incomplete cluster had been failed 
The minimum was not applied if: 

* the missing items were not present on the form of the test the student had 
taken 

* there was no potential for a reversal: that is, if all clusters preceding the 
incomplete cluster had been passed 

* Reversal patterns resulting from resolution procedures, like those arising from complete 
item response data, were not assigned any proficiency level scores. 

In the mathematics test, 81.5 percent of test takers were assigned to proficiency levels on the 
basis of complete item response data, or simulation only of items that had not been present on their test 
form (low-cluster items on the hardest math form, and high-cluster items on the easiest test). Resolution 
procedures were successfully applied to classify 5.8 percent according to the decision rules described 
above. Another 10.3 percent of test takers had original item response data that included reversals, and 
were not classified. The remaining 2.4 percent could not be resolved because they contained too much 
missing data,. or because simulations produced reversal patterns. The potential for bias in analysis of 
proficiency level data was evaluated by comparing the mean IRT ability estimates of the 87.3 percent of 
test takers who were assigned scores with the 12.7 percent who were not. The missing cases averaged
about one-quarter of a standard deviation lower in overall ability. .Given the potential for reversals in 
this four-level scale, the data appear to be reasonably consistent with the apriori hierarchical cognitive 
model. 

The reading test, with only two levels of proficiency computed, had a much lower potential for 
reversal patterns. Although simulation procedures had to be undertaken for nearly 40 percent of test 
takers, since level 1 reading items were not on the harder reading form, a success rate of 98.8 percent 
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in classification was ultimately achieved. Only 0.9 percent were not classified due to reversal patterns, 
either original or simulated, and 0.3 percent had too much missing data. The difference in ability
estimates for the assigned vs. the missing cases was much larger than for mathematics: about one and a 
half standard deviations. But since very few cases remained unresolved, this difference is unlikely to 
cause substantial bias in analysis of the data. 

Two variations on proficiency scores are included in the first follow-up user tape. The first, 
labelled Reading/Math Proficiency Level 1/2/3/4, or Overall Reading/Math Proficiency, come directly 
from the procedures described above. Each of the "Level" Scores simply indicates a pass or fail at a 
single level, and identifies those who had or had not mastered that particular skill. The Overall scores 
place individuals along a continuum, with an overall score of zero (Below Level 1), indicating non-
mastery of all proficiency levels, and a score of 2 (for reading) or 4 (for mathematics) indicating mastery 
of all of the levels measured. These scores are reported only for those test takers with a complete or 
resolvable set of item resonses. The 14.8 percent missing data rate for reading, and the 24.8 percent of 
missing math proficiency scores includes not only the unclassifiable cases described above, but also first 
follow-u participants who did not take the test batter at all, or whose responses were deleted in the 
editing stages described in section 6.1.2. 

The second set ofproficiency scores reported, Reading/Math Probabilit of Proficiency, and Gain 
in Probability, are IRT-based. Each of the resolved passed or failed dluster scores was treated as a single 
correct or incorrect item response. Using the LOGIST program and holding fixed all of the previously 
computed item parameters and ability estimates, IRT a, b, and c parameters were calculated for each of 
the proficiency levels. Table 6.9 shows the results of this calibration. 

Table 6.9 
IRT Parameters for Proficiency Level Cluster Items 

A B C 

Reading 
Level 1 1.75 -1.73 0.00 
Level 2 1.77 0.03 0.00 

Mathematics 
Level 1 1.51 -1.59 0.00 
Level 2 3.57 -0.30 0.01 
Level 3 3.70 0.12 0.00 
Level 4 2.65 0.84 0.00 

Note that the "guessability" of the item clusters, the "c" parameters, are extremely small. The 
difficulties, the "b"s, are spaced along the ability scale. The very high "a"1 parameters show that these 
clusters do an excellent job in differentiating between test takers who have achieved the corresponding
level of mastery and others who have not reached that level. Figure 6.4 shows a graph of the four 
logistic functions defined by the parameters of the mathematics item clusters. The four "probabilityof 
proficiency" scores for an individual are simply the height of the curves evaluated at the person's ability
level. 
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The re-scaling of the base year ability parameters to the first follow-up scale permitted estimates 
of gain in overall IRT-Estimated Number Right in each subject area as described in section 6.4.3. This 
re-scaling makes possible estimates of gains in the probability of proficiency as well. The horizontal 
Theta (ability) axis 'in Figure 6.4 represents both the abilities of first follow-up test takers and base year 
abilities which have been transformed to the same scale. The logistic functions, while derived from first 
follow-up data, apply to both points in time because of this common scale. Even the mathematics level 
4 cluster, which did not appear in the base year, has an appropriate interpretation in terms of the re-scaled 

Figure 6.4 
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base year abilities. The rightmost logistic function in the diagram can be used to answer the question, 
"What is the probability that a student with a given (re-scaled) base year 1 ability level would have 
answered the level 4 cluster correctly, if it had been included in the test at that time?" 

The "gain in probability" score is equal to the height of the logistic function for the ability 
estimated from the first follow-up test minus the height of the same curve evaluated for the base year re-
scaled theta. For example, a student with a theta equal to 0.0 in the base year would have a probability 
of .32 of being proficient in level 3 mathematics skills. Two years later, the same individual might be 
found to have moved up to theta = .5. Now the probability of proficiency at level 3 is .92, a gain of 
.60. This same person shows very little gain in level 1 and level 2 skills, because his or her probability 
of mastery was already high in the base year. However, the person has not as of first follow-up reached 
the theta level at which level 4 skills are likely to be mastered, so only a small gain in probability (from 
.02 to .18) is measured. 

As for the IRT-Estimated Number Right scores reported above, the proficiency scores and 
probabilities in the first follow-up user tape are not on the same metric as those reported in the base year. 
If eighth grade probabilities of proficiency are required for analysis with first follow-up data, the user 
can obtain appropriate numbers by subtracting the gain in probability at any level from the corresponding 
first follow-up probability of proficiency. And again, it shouldbe noted that the gains in probability, like 
the overall score gains, are not consistently positive. Loss of skills over time, motivation problems in 
completing the tests, or other factors may produce negative gain scores. 
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6.7 IRT Re-Scaling of NELS:88 Base Year and First Follow-Up Test Scores in the Second 
Follow-Up. 

IRT models the probability of answering an item correctly as a mathematical function of 
proficiency or skill, thus permitting use of a common scale on which performance can be compared 
across groups (including those who took easier or harder versions of the NELS:88 tests) and time 
(NELS:88 results must be put on the same scale for eighth, tenth, and twelfth grade). A third data 
point (1992) for the NELS: 88 test battery permits refinement of the IRT-derived item parameters and 
ability estimates of first follow-up (and base year) test results. That is to say, because NELS :88 is a 
longitudinal study in which many items are common across all three administrations, additional 
vertical scaling data become available with each successive round, permitting pooled re-estimation of 
item parameters and ability distributions, with the result that earlier parameter estimates can be 
improved. Hence first follow-up test results will be rescaled and re-released in the second follow-up, 
when second follow-up IRT scores are computed using a Bayesian scaling program (PARSCALE) that 
takes prior-round ability estimates into account. Although rescored first follow-up results will differ 
little from those already released and reported on in this document (typically, for each of the four 
tests, the correlation between old and new IRT-Estimated Number Right scores will be around .99), 
such rescaling will "shrink" any ceiling (or floor) effects so that change over time can more 
accurately be measured for the highest-performing (or lowest-performing) students. 

6.8 Sophomore Cohort HS&B-NELS:88 Mathematics Test Equating. 

In order to compare mathematics performance of the 1980 IIS&B sophomore cohort with that 
of the 1990 NELS:88 sophomore cohort, the two sets of mathematics scores can be put on the same 
scale. The NELS:88 mathematics test was designed to be linked to the HS&B scores. This was 
accomplished by including 16 quantitative comparison items from HS&B in the NELS:88 mathematics 
test. Mathematics was the only test in the NELS:88 battery that shared sufficient items with its 
counterpart measure in HS&B to provide a basis for a reliable cross-walk between the two scales. 

Such linking was carried out in the NELS:88 first follow-up by estimating the IRT parameters 
for the common items using the NELS:88 sophomore sample and then putting the remaining non-
overlapping HS&B items on that scale. Before the final linking was carried out the item traces for 
the common items were estimated separately for the two populations and compared to ensure that they 
were "behaving'! similarly in the two populations. A final check on the validity of the equating was 
carried out by inspecting subpopulationdifferences among the HS&B students after they were put on 
the same scale as the NELS:88 sophomore cohort. If the linking worked as desired, then the relative 
differences that were found among the HS&B subpopulations on their original scales should not 
change when they are put on the new scaling. All subpopulation differences remained relatively 
invariant, indicating that the linking was successful. (For 1980-1990 mathematics trend comparisons 
by gender group, racial/ethnic group, socioeconomic status, region, curriculum type, and school type, 
see Rasinski, Ingels, Rock and Pollackc [America's High School Sophomores: A Ten Year 
Comparison; NCES, 1993].) 
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6.9 Additional-Data Files and Documentation 

Other data files containing more detail on test responses and scoring procedures, and the 
cognitive tests themselves, are available to the interested user. Upon completion of a licensure 
agreement with NCES, users may obtain access to: 

* test item responses 
* student-level IRT ability estimates (thetas) 
* the text of the test questions 

IRT thetas scores be included in the public release data for the second follow-up. 
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VII. The Base Year Ineligibles Study 

7.1 Background 

In thebase year of NELS:88, students were sampledthrough atwo-stage process. First, stratified 
random sampling and school contacting resulted in the identification of the school sample; second, 
students were randomly selected (with oversampling of Hispanics and Asians) from within cooperating 
schools. 

The target populationfor the baseyear comprised all public and private schools containing eighth 
grades in the fifty states and the District of Columbia. Excluded from the NELS:88 school sample are 
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) schools, special education schools for the handicapped, area vocational 
schools that do not enroll students directly, and schools for dependents of U.S. personnel overseas. (For 
further details of school-level exclusion, see Spencer, Frankel, Ingels, Rasinski, & Tourangeau, 1990, 
p. 10). T7he student populationexcludes students with severe mental handicaps, students whose command 
of the English language was not sufficient for understanding the survey materials (especially the cognitive 
tests), and students with physical or emotional problems that would make it unduly difficult for them to 
participate in the survey. This chapter discusses (1) the consequences of student exclusion for the 
research design and the statistics it will generate, and (2) the special measures that have been undertaken 
in NELS:88 to compensate or correct for the effects of exclusion. Before either of these two topics is 
pursued in detail, however, it will be desirable to say more about student exclusion in the NELS:88 base 
year-the 1987-88 school year during which the eighth grade cohort was selected and surveyed. 

1. Exdlusion of students. To better understand how excluding students with mental handicaps, 
language barriers, and severe physical and emotional problems affects population inferences, data were 
obtained on the numbers of students excluded as a result of these restrictions. 

Seven ineligibility codes defining categories of excluded students were employed at the time of 
student sample selection: 

A - attended sampled school only on a part-time basis, primary enrollment at another school. 

B - physical disability precluded student from filling out questionnaires and taking tests. 

C - mental disability precluded student from filling out questionnaires and taking tests. 

D - dropout: absent or truant for 20 consecutive days, and was not expected to return to 
school. 

E - did not have English as the mother tongue AND had insufficient command of English to 
complete the NELS:88 questionnaires and tests. 

F - transferred out of the school since roster was compiled. 

G - was deceased. 

Before sampling, school coordinators--membersofthe school staff, typically an assistantprincipal 
or guidance counselor who acted as liaison between the school and the study--were asked to examine the 
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school sampling roster and annotate each excluded student's entry by assigning one of the exclusion 
codes.' Because eligibility decisions were to be made on an individual basis, special education and 
Limited EnglishProficiency (LEP) students were not to be excluded categorically. Rather, each student's 
case was to be reviewed to determine the extent of limitation in relation to the prospect for meaningful 
survey participation. Each individual student, including LEPs and physically or mentally handicapped 
students, was to be designated eligible for the survey if school staff deemed the student capable of 
completin the NELS:88 instruments, and excluded if school staff judged the student to be incapable of 
doing so. School coordinators were told that when there was doubt, they should consider the student 
capable of participation in the survey. Exclusion of students after sampling ("post-roster ineligibles") 
occurred either during the sample updatejust prior to survey day, or onsurvey day itself. Such exclusion 
after sampling normally occurred because of a change in student status (for example, transfer, death). 
However, in very rare instances such exclusions reflected belated recognitionof a student's pre-existing 
ineligibility--that is, if an annotation error was made and an ineligible student selected for the sample in 
consequence of such an error, ineligibility became apparent later in the survey, whereupon the student 
was excluded. 

Excluded students were divided into those who were full-time students at the school (categories 
B, C, and B) and those who were not (categories A, D, F, & G). Our main concern here is with students 
who were full-time students at the school but who were excluded from the sample. Excluding these 
students will affect estimates made from the sample. 

Students in categories A (n=329),,D (n=733), F (n=3,325), and Gi (n=6) were either not at the 
school or were present only part time (with primary registration at another school, hence a chance of 
selection into NELS:88 at another school). Thus excluding students in these categories has no 
implications for making estimates to the populationof eighth grade students. 

It should be noted that students in category F, those who had transferred out of the sampled 
school, had some chance of being selected into the sample if they transferred into another NELS :88 
sampled school just as transfers into NELS:88 schools from non-NELS:88 schools had a chance of 
Iselection at the time of the sample update. The sampling of transfer-in students associated with the 
sample update allowed NORC to represent transfer students in the NELS:88 sample. 

The total eighth grade enrollment for the NELS:88 sample of schools was 202,996. Of these 
students, 10,853 were excluded owing to limitations in their language proficiency or to mental or physical 
disabilities. Thus 5.37 percent of the potential student sample (the students enrolled in the eighth grade
in thel1,052 NELS:88 schools from which usable student data were obtained) were excluded. Less than 
one half of one percent of the potential sample was excluded for reasons of physical or emotional 
disability (.41 percent), but 3.04 percent was excluded for reasons of mental disability, and 1.90 percent 
because of limitations in English proficiency. 

Put another way, of the 10,853 excluded students, about 57 percent were excluded for mental 
disability, about 35 percent owing to language problems, and less than 8 percent because of physical or 
emotional disabilities. Because current characteristics and probable future educational outcomes for these 
groups may depart from the national norm, the exclusion factor should be taken into consideration in 
generalizing from the NELS:88 sample to eighth graders in the nation as a whole. This implication for 
estimationcarries to future waves. For example, if the overall propensity to drop out between the eighth 

in some schools, some students were assigned multiple ineligibility codes. On these extremely rare cases, 
one of the disabilities was assigned as primary. 
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and tenth grades is twice as high for excluded students as for non-excluded students, the dropout figures 
derivable from the NELS:88 first follow-up (1990) study would underestimate early dropouts by about 
ten percent. (In point of fact, the 1988-90 cohort dropout rate derivable from the eligible NELS:88 
sample representing about 94.6 percent of the cohort is between 6.0 and 6.1 percent, and from the 
expanded-eligible + ineligible-1988 sample representing [virtually] 100 percent of the cohort, 6.8 
percent.) 

In a school-based longitudinal survey such as NELS:88, excluded students carry a second 
implication for future waves. To achieve a thoroughly representative tenth grade (1990) and twelfth 
grade (1992) sample comparable to the High School and Beyond 1980 sophomore cohort (or, -for 1992,, 
the HS&B 1980 senior cohort and the base year of NLS-72), the NELS:88 follow-up samples must 
approximate those which would have come into being had a new baseline sample independently been 
drawn at either of the later time points. In 1990 (and 1992) one must therefore freshen, to give "out of 
sequence" students (for example, in 1990, those tenth graders who were not in eighth grade in the spring 
of 1988) a chance of selection into the study. One must also accommodate excluded students whose 
eligibility status has changed, for they too (with the exception of those who fell out of sequence in the 
progressionthrough grades) would potentially have been selected had a sample been independently drawn 
two years later, and must have a chance of selection if the representativeness and cross-cohort 
comparability of the follow-up sample is to be maintained. Thus, for example, if a base year student 
excluded because of a language barrier achieves the level of proficiency in English that is required for 
completing the NELS:88 instruments in 1990 or 1992, that student should have some chance of re-
entering the sample. It should be noted that all previoulsy excluded base year ineligible students who 
were found to be eligible to participate in the first follow-up in 1990 re-entered the study regardless of 
their status of in-grade sequence (in tenth grade in 1990) or out-of-sequence (in a grade other than tenth 
in 1990). This paragraph highlights, however, the dual importance of reassessing base year excluded 
students: one, to obtain a more precise estimate of the dropout rate for the eighth grade cohort of 1988, 
and two, to ensure a representative sample of tenth graders in 1990 of which previously excluded base 
year ineligibles who were eligible in 1990 to participate in the survey and who were enrolled in tenth 
grade in the spring of 1990 are a part. A substantial subsample of the base year ineligibles is, 
accordingly, being followed in the NELS:88 follow-ups, to reassess eligibility status and gather
informationabout excluded students' demographic characteristics, educational paths, and life outcomes2 . 
Data on persistence in school to be obtained from this subsample has been used to derive an adjustment 
factor for national estimates of the eighth grade cohort's dropout rates between spring of 1988 and spring 
of 1990, and from 1988 and 1990 to 1992. 

The base year ineligibles study largely compensates for population undercoverage. Small 
populations who remain outside the baseline sampling frame include students who are educated at home 

However, only base year ineligibles who became eligible by the time of the second follow-up (1 992) 
were eligible for selection into the third follow-up (1 994) sample. 

2 
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or in private tutorial settings, those who are in Iexcluded categories of schools3 and those who have 
dropped out of school before reaching the eighth grade. 

7.2 Reliability and Validity Issues: Were the Base Year Exclusion CriteriaApplied Consistently?;
Are Excluded Students Unable to Participate? 

There have been a number of recent discussions of the extent, reliability, validity, and 
implications of student exclusion from major national data bases.' The experience of the NELS:88 base 
year and the results of the BYI study support the notion that eligibility criteria are not always applied 
from school to school in a highly consistent manner. 

In NELS: 88, the excluded students were determined by their schools to be unable to participate. 
Criteria for exclusion were provided to the schools, but it was up to the school itself--usually the School 
Coordinator or the principal--to interpret and apply the eligibility criteria. Schools were asked to apply 
the criteria on an individual basis. Thus, LEP students or special education students were not to be 
excluded categorically. Rather, only thoseparticularLEP or special educationstudents whose limitations 
were so severe as to constitute significant barriers to meaningful participation were to be excluded. In 
cases of uncertainty, school personnel were asked to include the student. 

A very few students were included who manifestly should not have been. Their difficulty in 
completing the questionnaires and tests was noted by survey administrators, and Educational Testing 
Service rejected as unusable a small number (less than one percent) of cognitive tests. However, in the 
main, the extreme cases of physical or mental disability, and limitation of English proficiency, were 
successfully excluded.' Indeed, one could draw the conclusion that the screening out of students was 

3 According to Office of Special Education figures reported in the Digest of Education Statistics, 1992, 
Table 51, 5.5 percent of special education students receive services in separate schools or residential 
facilities, while .8 percent are in a homebound or hospital environment. Not all of these individuals are 
in graded programs. Separate facilities tend in particular to be available for comparatively rare populations
such as individuals with severe visual or hearing impairments, and for emotionally disturbed students 
whose presence might impede regular classroom activities. Most students who are doubly physically
disabled by being both deaf and blind are educated in special facilities. However, students who have only
hearing problems, visual handicaps, or are emotionally disturbed, could in principle be surveyed and, 
oftentimes, tested, though not without special accommodation. One-on-one (as contrasted to large
group) questionnaire or test administrations are appropriate for emotionally disturbed children; hearing-
impaired children may benefit from receiving instructions in sign language. Interviewer administration 
addresses the issue of obtaining questionnaires for the blind, though there are validity questions
associated with test administration by alternative means. 

See, for example, McGrew, K.S., Thurlow, M., & Spiegel, A. (1993), "An Investigation of the Exclusion 
of Students With Disabilities in National Data Collection Programs." Educational Evaluation and Policy
Analysis. i5(3), 339-352; and Spencer, B.D., (1991), "Eligibility/ExclusionIssues inthe 1990 NAEPTriaI 
State Assessment' in G. Bohrnstedt et al., Assessing Student Achievement in the States.- Background
Studies for the Evaluation ofthe NAEP TrialState Assessment. Stanford: National Academy of Education. 

Completion rates were in excess of 99 percent for all tests. Sections were not scored if fewer than five 
items were answered in the section;* most students in this group answered no items at all. Then a 
"reasonableness check" was performed to identify students with ten or fewer items answered and whose 

IRT-estimated scores were more than three points higher than their raw scores. Most deleted cases had 
zero items answered, and some of these cases could represent students who found the tests too difficult 
to attempt. The percentage of usable cases was 99.7 percent in reading and mathematics, 99.5 percent 
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too effective in that one would expect more borderline cases had schools taken with full seriousness the 
injunction "when in doubt, include." 

In any case ofthe applicationof general criteria, there is bound to be some degreeof arbitrariness 
in judgments about borderline cases. This arbitrariness is of course compounded when the numbers of 
people (over a thousand individuals in the NELS: 88 base year) rendering eligibility judgments is large. 
Our greatest concern about the classificationprocess, however, is that, for reasons of time and burden, 
some schools apparently departed from their instructions and excluded students on a categorical basis in 
preference to rendering the prescribed case-by-case assessments.6 In consequence both of inconsistencies 
in application of eligibility criteria and of categorical exclusion, one would expect that overall, more, 
students may have been excluded than necessary. The temptation to exclude categorically--in a school 
with a large eighth grade, given severe time pressures for producing an annotated roster, and with 
individual-level information available to the School Coordinator only through the laborious process of 
interviewing the special educationor English as a second language or bilingual education teacher of each 
student--is large. In order to minimize this problem in the BYI study, we sought greater precision in 
exclusionary definitions, and sought guidance from special education and English as a second language 
and bilingual education teachers. An account of the methodology and results of the study appears below. 

Again, about 5.4 percent of eighth graders had been excluded in the base year. Our assumption 
was that many more students could meaningfullyparticipate than had been allowed to do so in 1988, and 
our goal was to maximize the inclusiveness of the survey.7 Nevertheless, this still leaves open the 
question ofwhere precisely to draw the line between those who can and cannot participatedirectly in such 
a study, as well as whether those who cannotparticipate shouldbe represented in some other way. This 
issue directly implicates the larger study design. Partly this is a question of the appropriate floor to set 
on tests and level of reading demand to set on questionnaires; there are many students with extremely 
poor reading ability, not all of whom are limited in their English proficiency or learning disabled. 

in science, and 99.2 percent in history/civics/geography. 

Evidence for this phenomenon was seen when sampling rosters were inspected at the beginning of the 
BYI study, and rosters were found on which all students within a pre-existing category were excluded. 
Further evidence for this had been uncovered during the base year. When rosters were returned that had 
an extraordinarily high number of exclusions, we typically called back the school to find out why. In most 
cases, exclusion was being applied categorically. In such cases, we attempted (often but not always
successfully) to persuade the school to assume the extra burden of individualized classification and re-
annotate the rosters. 

K.S. McGrew, M.L. Thurlow, and A. Spiegel, in Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis, j5j 1993, 
(p.345) estimate that 36 percent of students with disabilities were excluded from the NELS:88 sample.
Among students with disabilities, however, while 10 percent nationally are classified as severely
handicapped, 90 percent are classified as mildly handicapped (see, for example, B. Algozzine and L. 
Korinek, Exceptional Children, 5ri..1985, pp.388-394; D.J. Reschley in J.E. Ysseldyke and M.L. Thurlow, 
eds., Views onlInclusion and Testing Accommodations for Students with Disabilities, 1993, Minneapolis:
National Center on Educational Outcomes). Reschley notes that 'the vast majority of students with 
disabilities do not have identifiable biological anomalies that would interfere with participating in state and 
national assessment programs" and suggests that probably "less than two percent of the overall student 
population has abiological anomaly that would interfere with performance on assessment procedures like 
group administered standardized tests." (p.38). Such evidence suggests the possibility that more 
excluded students could be meaningfully included. At the same time, such evidence also suggests that 
perhaps two percent of students (owing to handicaps) and perhaps an additional one percent of students 
(owing to language barriers) cannot, under normal survey conditions, be readily included in testing 
programs. 
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Partly, too, this is a question of whether special accommodationsshould be made for test administration, 
or for questionnaireadministration, for any group--whether students with poor reading ability, physically 
handicapped students, the mentally handicapped or emotionally disturbed, or students whose mother 
tongue is not English. Finally, students who are unable to complete cognitive tests or questionnaires
may still be represented, if this choice is made, by inclusion in school records studies (such as academic 
transcripts of courses taken, grades, test scores); or in contextual data collection (principal, teacher, and 
parent reports, for example); or data may be collected on the student's Individualized Education Plan 
(JEP) and whether its goals are successfully met; or alternative assessments may be employed 
(performance assessment, portfolios). The choice made for the NELS:88 first follow-up was that for 
students who remained ineligible, we would collect enrollment status and basic demographic information 
only. 

7.3 The Base Year Ineligibles Study: Aims. 

The longitudinal followback of excluded 1988 eighth graders undertaken in the NELS:88 first 
follow-up (and repeated in the 1992 second follow-up) was designed to realize several important aims. 

First. it increases the accuracy and generalizabilityof key populationinferences. It will do so by 
providing a correction factor for NELS:88 estimates of school-leaving and school completion that 
encompasses virtuallythe entire populationof 1987-88 eighth graders. By checkingthe school enrollment 
status of the special sample of excluded students, and by gathering additional demographic information, 
it will be possible to generate subgroup-adjustedcorrection figures for NELS :88 national estimates of the 
rates of remaining in school, dropping out, and dropping out and returning to school. 

Second. in cases where an ad~justment to estimates cannot be obtained, data from the study ca 
serve to qualify estimates, that is, to enter an explicit caveat about their limitations. This will be the case, 
for example, with test results. By gathering basic demographic data on who was excluded, it will be 
known to what extent, both generally and for selected subgroups, test results place a probable upward 
limit on the tested achievement of in-school and out-of-school youth in the United States whom the 
NELS:88 sample was designed to represent. The biasing effects on test results are likely to be especially 
severe for selected groups., For example, exclusion of English language non-proficient and the more 
severely limited English proficient students presents a biased picture of groups with high immigration 
rates (for example, Koreans), since generally recent arrivals--precisely those students most in need of 
special assistance and most likely to have low scores on a cognitive battery in English--will have been 
excluded from testing. Test results will therefore tend to paint a more optimisticpicture of the educational 
progress of certain subgroups than may be justified. Likewise test results (and student, parent, school, 
and teacher data) will be lacking for a portion of the dropout population--the portion excluded from the 
sample. To the extent that excluding students lessens the representativeness of the dropout sample in 
NELS:88, it is importantto know as much as possible about the demographic characteristics of excluded 
1987-88 students who have since dropped out of school. 

A third aim served by the followback studies is to enhance the representativeness of the high 
school-based NELS:88 follow-up samples. Just as freshening is necessary to ensure sample 
representativeness (freshening gives a chance of selection to those 1990 tenth graders and 1992 twelfth 
graders who are out of sequence, that is, were not eighth graders in 1988), so too must one accommodate 
those whose ineligibilitystatus changes over timne. (Although technically one should also freshen on the 
excluded students, the monetary cost of doing so would be high and the payoff in sampling precision 
small.) 
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Afourth aim served by teflwacsudsofxlded eighth graders is correctionof any 
errors in the application of past eligibility criteria. We noted above that there are some erroneous 
classifications, stemming from categorical exclusion of special education or bilingual education students 
by some schools. Additional erroneous classifications arise from the tradition of excluding students who 
may test low from "high stakes" tests (even though NELS:88 test results have no consequences for the 
school, school-level testing policies may be driven by tests that do.), or from the fact that principals and 
school coordinators did not know enough about individual students to evaluate their capacity to complete 
the NELS:88 instruments. Revisiting these cases--particularly with a more precisely specified
interpretation of the original eligibility definitions, and access to specialty teachers (bilingual education, 
English as a second language, special education) who have first-hand knowledge that would underwrite 
accurate individual-level eligibility determinations --would afford an opportunity to correct any such 
misclassifications. 

A fifth and final aim of the study is to enforce consistency in eligibility definitionsbetween the 
base yar an follw-ups f NEL:88. y appying the broadened eligibilit criteria ofthFisFolw 

Up (which extended eligibility to students who could complete the questionnaire only in Spanish) to 
excluded 1987-88 eighth graders. 

While demographic and status information was gathered for all members of the excluded student 
followback sample, three situations justified inducting a formerly excluded student into NELS:88 and 
administeringthe student questionnaire (and tests, whenever possible, in 1992). The three situations are 
as follows: that person (1) had changed, that is, now met the eligibility criteria; (2) was wrongly 
classified in 1988; (3) was rightly classified and the student's limitation was unchanged, but this person 
met broadened eligibility criteria (that is, could complete the student questionnaire in Spanish). 

The ineligibility issue carries with it a special twist to be confronted in the second follow-up. 
Some freshened students from the 1990 sophomore sample were deemed ineligible, that is, unable to 
complete the various survey forms and therefore excluded from the NELS:88 first follow-up. Since the 
competence of these students may change between 1990 and 1992, as may that of Base Year (1988) 
ineligibles who remained ineligible in 1990, the target population for the 1992 follow-back of ineligibles 
will comprise both the remaining base year ineligibles (those not added to the first follow-up sample in 
1990) and the first follow-up inefigibles from the freshened sample as well as a small number of formerly 
eligible base year cohort members who since have become impaired. 

7.4 The Base Year Ineligibles Study: Implementation. 

7.4. 1. Sampling. The sample of ineligible students was drawn from the 1,052 fully participating 
Base Year core schools. Three types of ineligible students were sampled: physically handicapped (B),
mentally handicapped (C), and language minority (E) students with a linguistic barrier to participation. 

Each school folder contained a transmittal which gave the total number of ineligibles at each 
school. The folder also contained a school roster, on which, normally the ineligibles were crossed out, 
with a code entered next to their names to indicate the reason for exclusion. After finding the codes for 
those students, Transfer, Part-Time, and Dropoutstudents were eliminated, and the remainingineligibles 
sorted by race/ethnicity. 

All of the students were numbered consecutively on the roster. If there were API 
(Asian/Pacific Islander) and/or HIS (Hispanic) students, they were numbered separately on the roster or 
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on a special form for those groups. Next the ineligibles were listed and numbered on a counting form. 
This procedure was performed for each school. 

The countingform was divided into three sections, API, HIS, and NOT (non- API and non-HIS). 
Students were listed by race/ethnicity only if it was specified on the school transmittal that the schoolhad 
API or HIS students. Even if the surname was Hispanic or Asian, students were not reclassified if the 
roster and transmittal did not specify this information. (In a few instances race/ethnicity was not 
indicated on the roster; these students were then listed on the form as NOTs.) The list of students was 
then numbered, beginning with the next consecutive number following the last number used on the roster. 
For instance, if the number of NOTs was 286, the first ineligible NOT would be numbered 287 and so 
on. In essence these students were simply added to the bottom of the numbered roster. This numbering 
process was repeated for API and HIS students. 

After the numbering process had been completed for a school, students were sampled using the 
school's original selection table, following the next unused number(s) on the table. If there were more 
students than selection numbers the number(s) were imputed for the next selection(s). Once the selections 
were made the names of the students were put into a spreadsheet file. There were 10,723 pre-roster 
ineligibles, of whom 1,479 were selected. The next step was to add the post-roster ineligibles; to the 
group of pre-roster students; of the 130, 119 were selected. Merging the two files produced a sample 
frame of 1,598 students. 

The file was sorted by race/ethnicity, eligibility, andpre-roster orpost-roster type. A serpentine 
sort was then employed. The file was subsampled, using an interval of 2.37091 and a random start of 
1.685831. A total of 674 students were sampled for the NELS:88 Ineligible Study. There are 623 pre-
roster ineligibles, and 51 post-roster ineligibles. 

These students were included in the pool of ineligibles. Six hundred had originally been set as 
the target sample size. However,, in 172 cases the reason for ineligibility was not recorded but the 
student's name was crossed off the roster. From previous information (such as callbacks to schools) we 
had reason to believe that many of these were transfers, students in a different grade, or students who 
were expected but never appeared at the school. If so, many of these students would be eliminated once 
locating began, but it seemed prudent to follow up on these cases to make sure they were transfers or 
students never enrolled (in the school/in eighth grade), and not excluded students. Therefore NORC 
selected 674 = 600/(1- 172/1598) to achieve an ending sample size of 600 or greater. 

7.4.2 Instrumentation. For all base year ineligibles in the excluded student followback sample, 
the following status information was to be obtained from the student's current school (if enrolled) or 
school last attended (if a dropout) upon screening: 

Sex: male or female; 

Race/ethnicity: white, black, Hispanic, Asian/PI, American Indian/AN, other 

School enrollment status: dropout 
20 or more consecutive unexcused absences between: 

a. March 1, 1989 and March 31, 1990 or 
b. April 1, 1990 and June 30, 1990 
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If a student was reported to be a dropout according to the above definition, confirmation was then 
to be obtained from the home. The reason for this is that school records sometimes incorrectly describe 
students who transferred out as dropouts. If the home indicates that the student did not drop out but 
transferred, and in fact is enrolled in another school, then further follow-up would take place with the 
newly identified school. 

Students were next screened for eligibility. (This process is described below; the eligibility 
screener is reproduced in Appendix G). 

For students classified as still ineligible, no further information was collected, beyond locating 
data to facilitate future follow-up and a detailed description of the precise reason for continued- (1990) 
ineligibility. For students deemed to be eligible, the first follow-up student questionnaire and new student 
supplementwere administered; eligiblemembers ofthe followback sample were askedto answer with the 
1989-90 school year as their point of reference, to maintain comparability with data collected from the 
main first follow-up sample. For cost reasons, test administrations were deferred until the secondfollow-
up. 

7.4.3 Data Collection Methodology. 

Locating. Since the need for a followback study of base year excluded eighth graders was not 
foreseen at the time that the original design for NELS:88 was put into place, the only information 
collected on ineligible students was their name, race/ethnicity (Asian, Hispanic, or Other), and reason 
for ineligibility. 

Thus a major challenge of the base year ineligibles study--conducted from January to March of 
1991--was to locate students for whom no locating informationwas available other than the name of the 
school in which they were enrolled in the autumn of 1987, when NELS:88 sampling rosters were 
collected. Using this informationas a starting point, NQRC telephone interviewers attempted to trace the 
excluded student through the eighth grade school. When informationwas not available from this source, 
the tenth grade schools to which the excluded student's peers had dispersed were contacted. Other 
locating resources that would normally be effective in pinpointing the whereabouts of adult populations 
(for example, credit bureaux and state Departments of Motor Vehicles) were unfortunately not helpful 
for this population, given that no social security number had been collected for student or parent, and 
given the youth of the excluded sample. This group also contained a disproportionatenumber of mobile 
students (for example, migrants) and students from low-SES families who were less likely to have a 
telephone or stable address. 

Eligibility Screening. In the base year, school personnel--typically the school principal or the 
school-appointed coordinator for NELS :88--reviewed rosters and indicated students who should be 
excluded owing to mental, physical, or language barriers to completing the NELS:88 survey forms. For 
the base year ineligibles, followback, we attempted to gain information from a teacher or counselor who 
had extensivepersonal knowledge of the student and the student's school situation, and we attempted to 
provide more specific guidelines to help school personnel to weigh whether a given individual was 
capable of participation. 

In determining eligibility status as of spring term 1990, interviewers were instructed to obtain 
reports from a person with first-hand knowledge of the student. It was not sufficient simply to talk to 
someone in the school office, or the principal. Interviewers were to approach the special education 
teacher, the bilingual educationor language arts teacher, or other relevant individuals who had first-hand 
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knowledge of the excluded, student's academic capacities. This process typically entailed talking to 
multiple staff members of the school, until the individual best qualified to assess the student's eligibility 
status was identified. Special educationpersonnel are often highly protective of individuals with IEPs, 
and sometimes place more. emphasis on whether completing the survey forms will benefit the individual 
than on how the individual's participation would benefit the research program at hand. We therefore 
stressed to special education instructors the right of all students who are capable to participate, and the 
importance of making national data representative of all populations served by the nation's schools. At 
the same time, we stressed as well that students for whom participation truly would be unduly 
burdensome, either physically or psychologically, or. not meaningful, must be excluded. 

Eligibility criteria appear on the first follow-up eligibility screener in Appendix G. Some of the 
criteria conform closely with the eligibility rules adopted for NAEP8 in 1990, while others depart from 
the NAEP guidelines. The language inclusion and exclusion guideline follows the NAEP model 
(normally, sample members who have been enrolled in an English-languiagecourse of study for at least 
two years would be considered eligible), though with an additional provisionfor participation in the form 
of a Spanish-language questionnaire. The handicapped student inclusionand exclusion guideline attempts 
to define an objective ability floor in order to encourage special education teachers to includeany student 
who could read at a level above the sixth grade norm.' In addition, we placed redoubled emphasis on 
the injunction that when school personnel were in doubt, they should include, and to further reduce 
incentives to exclude, stressed that the NELS:88 tests were not "high stakes"--that is, the school's score 
would not be reported as such and the school's identity in the public data files could not be deduced. 

In general, our approach assumed that special accommodations would not be made. There are a 
number of special accommodations that can be made that would extend the number of individuals who 
could meaningfully complete survey questionnaires, and cognitive tests. Special accommodations to 
facilitate participation in direct assessments (all of these adjustments are also effective for facilitating 
questionnaireadministration) include the following: extended time limits or breakingthe test into multiple 
sessions; small group or one-on-one administration; translation (including the use of sign language); 
paraphrase, reading to the student (directions, or questions and content), using visual aids; allowing the 
use of dictionaries; taking dictation from the student; providing special acoustics, furniture, visual 
magnification or auditory amplification devices.; and providing large print or Braille versions of 
instruments. In part this assumption that special accommodations could not be made reflected cost 
considerations, but for the cognitive tests in particular (to be administered to reclassified members of the 
excluded student group in the second follow-up), there are importantvalidity considerations as well. Too 
little work has been done on these validity questions at this time."0 Hence, such accommodations were 

See, for example, Mullis, I., 1990, The NAEP Guide:- A Description of the Content and Methods of the 
1990-92 Assessments. Washington, D.C.: NCES. 

9 The issue of 'how low is the floor?' is relevant primarily to learning-disabled students, as well, perhaps, 
to poor readers; many physically handicapped students, for example, are outstanding achievers. The 
NELS:88 eighth grade tests contained some third grade items and many grade 4 - 6 items; the follow-up 
tests tended to raise the ability ceiling but to do little to change the floor. Tests were not administered 
to the reclassified ineligibles inl1990, but were to beadministered inl1992. The questionnaire was also 
designed to be understandable to students who read several levels below their grade norm. 

10 The only thorough investigations of this issue encompass onlyafairly exceptional population-handicapped 
students who are given extra time to complete the GRE or SAT; the conclusion of such research has been 
that this accommodation may be a source of test score, comparability problems (that is, extended time 
administrations may lead to over-estimation of ability or achievement). See Willingham, W.W., Ragosta,
M., Bennett, R.E., Braun, H., Rock, D.A., and Powers, D.E., 1988, TestingHandicapped People (Needham 
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considered to be proscribed only for cost reasons in terms of the questionnaires, but generally not an 
option for NELS :88 test administration for the additional reason that research has not yet been conducted 
that shows the comparability of test results with and without various kinds of special accommodation for 
handicapped or less than fully English language proficient test takers. Accommodations, too, can be 
relatively inexpensive, or expensive, and can raise larger, or less significant, comparability and test 
validity issues. For example, a large-print version of a questionnaire or test can be inexpensively 
produced from a school's xerox machine; large-print versions of survey materials would not seem as 
methodologically problematic as, for example, extended time for a timed test. Likewise, we translated 
the questionnaire into Spanish but the comparability to the main test of a Spanish version of the cognitive 
test battery would have been more questionable. 

While we did indeed assume that more students could meaningfullyparticipate and that NELS:88 
could be made more inclusive of the student population, it must also be stressed that even had this 
assumptionnot been justified, it still would have been extraordinarily important to gather data about the 
characteristics of excluded students, and, at the very least, to monitor their enrollment status and 
eligibility status over time. 

Hts, MA: Allyn & Bacon). 
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7.5 Results. 

Table 7.5 summarizes results of the base year ineligibles study. While a tenth or twelfth grade 
sample would be expected to have a lower number of exclusions than an eighth grade sample, owing to 
the fact that many excluded student groups have disproportionatelyhigh dropout rates, it is important to 
remember that in the BYI study, eighth graders were followed regardless of their spring term 1990 
enrollment status. Hence the data in Table 7.5 represent 1988 excluded eighth graders who progressed
in normal sequence, who were held back a year or more, or who were dropouts in the spring term of 
1990. 

Table 7.5 1990 Status of 1988 ineligibles (NELS:88 BY1 study) 

Reason Status in 
for BY LFU (1990) 
Exclusion 

OUT OF SAMPLING 
ELIG. INELIG. SCOPE N/A ERROR TOTAL 

language 131 40 21 12 21 225 

physical 9 12 0 2 1 24 

mental 140 175 5 18 14 352 

unknown 34 14 3 10 12 73 

total 314 241 29 42 48 674 

N/A = not ascertained 

Overall results. Of the 674 base year excluded students studied in the first follow-up, NORC 
was able to ascertain the status of all but 42. Hence information on school enrollment status and 
NELS:88 eligibility status was obtained for 94 percent of the excluded student sample. Some 48 
exclusions were found to be sampling errors (for example, the student's name appeared on an eighth
grade roster, but the student was not an eighth grader, owing to retentionin the prior grade or some other 
factor; or the student's name appeared on the school's roster but the student had transferred out or had 
never enrolled). Removing these 48 cases provides a new sample size of 674 - 48, or 626. 

Of the 626 cases, 29 were declared out of scope, because of either the death of the sample 
member, or the sample member being outside the country in the spring term of 1990 (such cases are 
viewed as only temporarily out of scope--Such individuals would be pursued in 1992 in cases where they
had returned to the United States). If these cases are subtracted from the denominator, a sample size 
of 597 is obtained. Of those 597 students, 314 were found to be eligible, 241 were found to be still 
ineligible, and the status of 42 was not ascertained. In other words, of the 597 in scope base year 
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excluded students in 1990, the enrollment and eligibility status of 7 percent could not be ascertained 
(mostly, these cases were unlocatable), 53 percent were found to be eligible for NELS: 88, and 40 percent 
were still ineligible.'1 

Results for language exclusions. These results can be viewed for each of the categories of 
exclusion, thus language, physical, and mental barriers to participation. For language exclusions, almost 
72 percent (131) of in-scope respondents were reclassified as eligible, nearly 22 percent (40) retained 
their ineligible classification, and around 7 percent were unlocatable and their status could not be 
ascertained. 

Results for physical handicap exclusions. Of 23 physical barrier exclusions, 39 percent (9) 
were reclassified as eligible in 1990, 52 percent (12) remained ineligible, and about 9 percent (2) could 
not be located. 

Results for mental handicap exclusions. Of 333 in-scope base year ineligibles excluded in 1988 
by virtue of mental barriers to participation, 42 percent (140) were classified as eligible in 1990, almost 
53 percent (175) as ineligible, while for 5 percent (18), status could not be ascertained. 

Results: Discussion. Clearly, a substantial number of students were able to re-enter the 
NELS:88 sample, thus reducing any potential undercoverage bias. Reassessment of eligibilitystatus led 
to reclassificationand inclusion in NELS :88 follow-up rounds of over half of the in-scope non-erroneous 
sample membership (314 of 595 cases). Eighth graders excluded for language reasons had the greatest 
chance of re-entering NELS:88 by 1990. 

These changes in status classification represent several tendencies that cannot readily be 
disentangled. First, some students' underlying status-defining condition will have changed. This result 
is most likely for English non-proficient and limited proficient students, who over time may master 
English. Second, judgments of ineligibility, even when guided by objective and specific criteria, also 
have a subjective dimension, and are somewhat unreliable. Some amount of change will be associated 
simply with re-asking the eligibility status question. Third, the question of eligibilitywas not posed in 
precisely the same way in the NELS:88 first follow-up as in the 1988 base year. Though the general 
criteria were largely unchanged1 2 , further information was provided for their interpretation. These 
criteria invoked objective measures of past performance, such as reading level, so that school personnel 
would have a more precise basis for assessing whether a student could complete the NELS:88 
instruments. Fourth, the eligibility question was not posed to the same class of persons. In the first 
follow-up, information was sought from school staff who had a greater likelihood of personally knowing 
the student. The task, for school personnel, of supplyinginformation about a small number of base year
ineligibles was far less daunting and presumably less error-prone than the task, undertaken by base year 
principals/schoolcoordinators, of providingclassificationinformationfor up to several hundred potential 
sample members per school in the base year. These considerations point to the likelihoodthat the 1990 
classifications are more accurate than the 1988 classifications, in instances where the individual has not 

" All percents are raw (sample) percents; weighted percents, which supply national population estimates, 
could differ. 

A change that affected avery few Hispanic ineligibles was the provision of aSpanish-language NELS:88 
questionnaire in 1990, and again in 1992; aSpanish language student questionnaire was not offered in 
the base year. 

12 
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significantly changed, and the likelihood that where change has occurred in a student's eligibility status, 
that change has been captured. 

These considerations also support the suppositionthat a substantial number of students who could 
successfully have participatedwere excluded by their base year schools. However, even after a second 
screening and the passage of two years during which some individuals became more proficient in English 
or underwent other status changes, about a third of the 1988 NELS:88 ineligiblesremained ineligible and 
could have been surveyed or assessed only indirectly, or through comparatively costly special 
accommodations to their barrier to participation, or through some form of alternative assessment. 
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GLOSSARY OF NELS:88 TERMS 

Note: Words in the glossary have been cross-referenced. If a word used in a definition has its own 
entry elsewhere in the glossary, the word appears in italics in its first usage under each entry. 

Augmentation students: See State augmentation students. 

Base year ineligible (BYI) study: A NELS:88 FirstFollow-Up study which sought to locate and survey 
eligible respondents who were part of the Base Year sample, yet were ineligible to participate in the Base 
Year owing to mental or physical incapacity or to a language barrier. 

Bias (due to nonresponse): Difference that occurs when respondents differ as a group from 
nonrespondents, on a characteristic being studied. 

Bias (due to undercoverage): This bias arises because some portion of the potential sampling frame is 
missed or excluded. For example, if the school list from which a school sample is drawn is incomplete 
.or inaccurate, school undercoverage may occur. In NELS:88 the most important potential source of 
undercoverage bias was exclusion of 5.37 percent of the potential sample of eighth graders in the base 
year. (See entry for "Base year ineligible study" and "Followback study of excluded students.") 

Bias (of an estimate): The difference between the expected value of a sample estimate -and the 
corresponding true value for the population. 

Burden: Formally, this is the aggregate hours realistically required for data providers to participate in 
a data collection. (Burden also has a subjective or psychological dimension: the degree to which 
providing information is regarded as onerous may depend on the salience to the respondent of the 
questions that are being posed.) 

BY: NELS:88 Base Year Study conducted in 1988. 

CCD: Common Core of Data. Data annually collected from all public schools in the United States by
the National Center for Education Statistics. 

CD-ROM: Compact Disk Read Only Memory. A computer storage disk in the same physical form as 
an audio CD. A CD-ROM can store approximately 650 megabytes of digital data. NELS:88 data are 
available both in magnetic media, such as tapes, as well as in optical laser disc media, such as CD-ROM. 

Ceiling effect: The result of a cognitive test having insufficient numbers of the more difficult items. 
In a longitudinal study, ceiling effects in the follow-up testings can cause change scores to be artificially 
constrained for high ability examinees. More information (that is, smaller error of measurement) is 
obtained with respect to ability level if high ability individuals receive relatively harder items (and if low 
ability individuals receive proportionately easier items). Tfhe matching of item difficulty to a person's 
ability level yields increased reliability at the extremes of the score distributionwhere it is most needed 
for studies of longitudinalchange. That is, the measurementproblems related tofloor and ceiling effects 
in combinationwith regression effects found at the extreme score ranges seriously hamper the accuracy
of change measures 'in longitudinal studies. Hence one strategy employed in NELS:88 to minimize 
ceiling effects was to develop test forms that are "adaptive" to the ability level of the examiinee. The 
multilevel tests used in the first and second follow-ups of NELS:88--with test assignmentbased on prior 
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test performance-work to minimize the possibility of ceiling effects biasing the estimates of the score 
gains. (See entry for "Floor effect.') 

Certainty school: A first follow-up school attended by four or more NELS:88 sample members, as 
determined by tracing and data collection efforts. These schools are included in the sample with certainty 
(probability = I). 

Closed-ended: A type of questionin which the data provider's responses are limited to given alternatives 
(as opposed to an open-ended question. See, entry for "Open-ended.") 

Cluster size: The number of NELS:88 sample members attending a particular high school. 

Codebook: A record of each variable being measured, including variable name, columns occupied by 
each variable in the data matrix, values used to define each variable, unweighted frequencies, unweighted 
percents, and weighted valid percents. (See entry for "Electronic Codebook.") 

Cognitive test battery: One of the two parts of the Student Survey (the second part being the student 
questionnaire). Four achievement areas (mathematics, reading, science, and social studies 
[history/geography/civics]) were measured. 

Cohort: A group of individuals who have a statisticalfactor in common, for example, year of birth or 
grade in school or year of high school graduation. NELS:88 embraces three overlapping but distinct 
nationally-representativegrade cohorts: 19 87-88 eighth graders, 19 89-90 high school sophomores, and 
1991-92 high school seniors. 

Composite variables: A composite variable is one that is constructed through either the combinationof 
two or more variables (socioeconomic status, for example) or calculated through the application of a 
mathematical function to a variable. Also called a "derived variable" or "constructedvariable." 

Confidence interval: A sample-based estimate expressed as an interval or range of values within which 
the true population value is expected to be located (with a specified degree of confidence). 

Contextual data: In NELS:88, the primary unit of analysis is the student (or dropout), and information 
from the other study components, referred to as the contextual data, should be viewed as extensions of 
the student data--for example, as school administrator, teacher, andparent reports on the student's school 
learning environment or home situation. 

Core student: Students who are part of the primary cohort of NELS:88, in contrast to state 
augmentation or School Effectiveness Study students. The core students include those chosen as eighth 
graders in the 1988 Base Year Study and those added to the sample throughfreshening proceduresduring 
the First Follow-Up. 

Core study: The original NELS: 88 study, in contrast to the study with additions and follow-up additions 
like the state augmentation studies and the School Effectiveness Study. 

Cross-sectional survey: A cross-sectional design represents events and statuses at a single point in time. 
For example, a cross-sectional survey may measure the cumulative educational attainment (achievements, 
attitudes, statuses) of students at a particular stage of schooling (for example, eighth grade, tenth grade, 
or twelfth grade). In contrast, a longitudinal (or repeated measurement of the same sample units) survey 
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measures the change or growth in educational attainments that occurs over a particular period of 
schooling. The longitudinal design of NELS:88 generates--by means of sample "freshening"--three 
representativecross-sections (ihhgraders in 1988, high school sophomores in 1990, seniors in 1992)
and permits analysis of individuallevel change,over time throughlongitudinal analysis and of group level 
and intercohort change through the cross-sectional comparisons. (See entry for "Longitudinal or Panel 
Survey."' ) 

Data element: The most basic unit of information. In data processing it is the fundamental data 
structure. It is defined by its size (in characters) and data type (e.g. alphanumeric, numeric only, 
true/false, date) and may include a specific set of values or range of values. 

Design effect: A measure of sample efficiency. The design effect (DEFF) is the variance of an estimate 
divided by the variance of the estimate that would have occurred if a sample of the same size had been 
selected using simple random sampling. Sometimes it is more useful to work with standard errors than 
with variances. The root design effect (DEFT) expresses the relation between the actual standard error 
of an estimate and the standard error of the corresponding estimates from a simple random sample. 

Dropout: The term is used both to describe an event--leaving school before graduating--and a status --an 
individual who is not in school and is not a graduate at a defined point in time. The "cohort dropout rate" 
in NELS:88 is based on measurement ofenrollment status of 1988 eighth graders two and four years later 
(that is, in the spring term of 1990 and the spring term of 1992) and of 1990 sophomores two years later. 
A respondentwho has not graduated from high school or attained an equivalency certificate and who has 
not attended high school for 20 consecutive days (not counting any excused absences) is considered to 
be a dropout. In contrast, transferring schools--for example, from a public to a private school--is not 
regarded as a dropout event, nor is delayed graduation (as when a student is continuously enrolled but 
takes an additional year to complete school). A person who drops out of school may later return and 
graduate: at the time the person left school initially, he or she is called a "dropout," and at the time the 
person returns to school, he or she is called a "stopout. " 

Electronic codebook (ECB): While hardcopy codebooks with itemstems, responsecategories, associated 
response frequency distributions,unweighted percents, and weighted valid percents are contained within 
the NELS:88 user's manuals, NELS:88 data are also available on CD-ROM in an electronic codebook 
(ECB) format. The electronic codebook created for the combinedbase year first follow-up NELS:88 data 
is a menu-driven system that allows users to perform functions such as the following: (a) search a list 
of NELS:88 BY-Fl database variables based upon key words or variable names/labels; Qb) display 
weighted and unweightedpercentages for each variable in the database; (c) display question text for each 
variable in the database; (d) select or tag variables for subsequentanalysis; (e) generate SAS-PC or SPSS-
PC+ program code/command statements for subsequently constructing a system file of the selected 
variables; and (f) generate a codebook of the selected variables. 

ETS:. EducationalTesting Service. NORC's subcontractor for NELS:88 cognitive test development and 
evaluation. 

Fl: The NELS:88 First Follow-Up, conducted in 1990. 

File: Refers to a data file containing a set of related computerized records. 

Floor effect: The result of a cognitive test being too difficult for a large number of the examinees, 
causing the low ability examinees to receive chance scores on the first testing, and on subsequenttestintgs 
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if the test remains too difficult. Floor effects result in an inability to discriminate among low ability 
individuals at time one or time two, and there will be no reliable discrimination among examinees with 
respect to amounts of change. Apossible solution, utilized in NELS:88, is to develop test forms that are 
"adaptive" to the ability level of the examinee, which tends to minimize the possibilityof floor effects 
biasing the estimates of the score gains. 

Freshening: A NELS:88 sampling procedure by which high school sophomores were added in the First 
Follow-Up who were not in the 8th grade in the U.S. two years before. This process ensured that the 
sample would be representativeof the 1990 sophomore class by allowing 1990 sophomores who did not 
have a chance for selection into the base year sample to have some probability of 1990 selection. 

GED recipient: A person who has obtained certification of high school equivalency by meeting state 
requirements and passing an approved exam, which is intended to provide an appraisal of the person's 
achievement or performance in the broad subject matter areas usually required for high school graduation. 
Individuals preparing for a GED were regarded as students rather than dropouts in the NELS:88 first 
follow-up; all individuals receiving academic or vocational instruction in any form were classified as 
students, regardless of whether they were enrolled in diploma programs in regular high schools. 

GED test: General Educational Development test. A test administered by the American Council on 
Education as the basis for awarding a high school equivalent certification. 

HS&B High School and Beyond. The second in the series of longitudinal education studies sponsored 
by NCES. The HS&B Base Year study surveyed sophomore and senior students in 1980. 

EEP: Individualized EducationProgram in special educationfor the mentally or physicallyhandicapped. 

HIT: Item Response Theory. A method of estimating achievement level by considering the pattern of 
right, wrong, and omitted responses on all items administered to an individual student. Rather than 
merely counting right and wrong responses, the IRT procedure also considers characteristics of each of 
the test items, such as their difficulty, and the likelihood that they could be guessed correctly by low-
ability individuals. IRT scores are less likely than simplenumber-rightor formula scores to be distorted 
by correct guesses on difficult items if a student's response vector also contains incorrect answers to 
easier questions. Mnother attribute of IRT that makes it useful for NELS:88 is the calibration of item 
parameters for all items administered to all students. This makes it possible to obtain scores on the same 
scale for students who took harder or easier forms of the test. NELS:88 results must also be vertically 
or longitudinallyequated (grades 8, 10, 12) through IRT scaling methods. 

Item nonresponse: The amountof missing information when a valid responseto an htem or variable was 
expected. (See entry for "Unit-nonresponse.") 

LEP: Limited EnglishProficient. A concept developed to assist in identifyingthose language-minority 
students (individuals from non-English languagebackgrounds) who need language assistance services, in 
their own language or in English, in the schools. (See entries for "NEP"' and "LM. ") The Bilingual 
Education Act, reauthorized in 1988 (PL 100-297), describes a limited Englishproficient student as one 
who: 

1) meets one or more of the following conditions: 

a) the student was born outside of the United States or the student's native language 
is not English; 
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b) the student comes from an environment where a language other than English is 
dominant; 

or 

c) the student is American Indian or Alaskan Native and comes from an 
environment where a language other than English has had a significantimpact on 
his/her level of English language proficiency; and 

2) has sufficient difficulty speaking, reading, writing, or understandingthe English language 
to deny him or her the opportunity to learn successfully in English-only classrooms. 

LM: Language Minority. A fully English proficient student in whose home a non-English language is 
typically spoken. This groups includes students whose English is fluent enough to benefit from 
instruction in academic subjects offered in English. 

Longitudinal or panel survey: In a longitudinal design, similar measurements--of the same sample of 
individuals, institutions, households or of some other defined unit--are taken at multiple time points.
NELS:88 employs a longitudinal design that follows the same individuals over time, and permits the 
analysis of individual-level change. (See entry for "Cross-sectional survey.") 

Machine editing: Also called forced data cleaning or logical editing. Uses computerized instructions 
in the data cleaningprogram that ensure common sense consistency within and across the responses from 
a data provider. 

Microdata (microrecords): Observationsof individual sample members, such as those containedon the 
NELS:88 datafiles. 

MSA: Metropolitan statistical area. A large populationnucleus and the nearby communities which have 
a high degree of economic and social integration with that nucleus. Each MSA consists of one or more 
entire counties (or county equivalents) that meet specified standards pertaining to population, commuting 
ties, and metropolitancharacter. (However, in New England, towns and cities, rather than counties, are 
the basic units.) MSAs are designated by the Office of Management and Budget (0MB). An MSA 
includes a city and, generally, its entire urban area and the remainder of the county or counties in which 
the urban area is located. A MSA also includes such additional outlying counties which meet specified 
criteria relating to metropolitan character and level of community of workers into the central city or 
counties. The 30 largest MSAs were the site of the School Effectiveness Study. 

Multidimensional raking: An adjustment procedure in weighting whereby the sum of the weights for 
each marginal category of respondents in the follow-up rounds of NELS:88 was made equal to the 
corresponding sum of the final prior round weights for that group. 

NAEP: The National Assessment of Educational Progress. 

NAIS: The National Association of Independent Schools. This organization endorsed NELS:88. NAIS 
schools form a base year school sampling stratum in NELS:88, and NAIS constitutes a category within 
the privileged use file school control type variable. 

NCEA: The National Catholic Educational Association. This organization endorsed NELS:88. 
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NCES: The National Center for Education Statistics, Office of Educational Research and Improvement, 
of the U.S. Department of Education. This governmental agency is the primary sponsor of NELS:88, 
and is also the sponsoring agency for (among other studies) NAEP, HS&B, and NILS-72. 

NEP: No English Proficiency. A student who does not speak English. (See entry for "LEP. ti) 

NLS-72: The National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972. This project was the first 
in the series of longitudinal education studies sponsored by NCES. 

Nonresponse: (See entry for "Item nonresponse" and "Unit nonresponse.") 

Nonsampling error: An error in sample estimates that cannot be attributed to sampling fluctuations. 
Such errors may arise from many sources including imperfect implementation of sampling procedures, 
differential unit or item nonresponse across subgroups, bias in estimation, or errors in observation and 
recording. 

NORC: The National Opinion Research Center at The University of Chicago. NQRC conducts 
NELS:88 for the National Center for Education Statistics. 

NSF: The National Science Foundation, which is one of the sponsors of NELS:88. The National 
Science Foundation awards grants and contracts to individuals and organizations to conduct research. 
NSF sponsored two components of the first follow-up: 1) additions to the questionnaires to learn about 
students' experiences and their exposure to mathematics and science curricula, and 2) a teacher survey 
of mathematics and science teachers to obtain evaluations of their NELS :88 student(s) and to learn about 
their classroom practices and background preparation for teaching. 

OBEMILA: The Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Languages Affairs, U.S. Department of 
Education. OBEMLA has funded a NELS:88 supplement that inquires into the education experiences of 
students whose native language is other than English. 

0MB: The Office of Management and Budget, U.S. Executive Branch. 0MB is a federal agency with 
the responsibility for reviewing all studies funded by executive branch agencies. 0MB reviewed, 
commented on, and approved the NELS:88 questionnaires, as indicated by their approval number and 
its expiration date in the top right corner of the questionnaire covers. 

Open-ended: A type of question in which the data provider's responses are not limited to given 
alternatives. 

Optical disk: A disk that is read optically (e.g., by laser technology), rather than magnetically. ("See 
entry for "CD-ROM.") 

Optical scanning: A system of recording responses that transfers responses into machine-readable data 
through optical mark reading. This method of data capture was used for the NELS:88 student 
questionnaires and cognitive tests, as well as for the parent and teacher questionnaires. (In contrast, 
responses to certain other questionnaires, such as the school administratorquestionnaire , were keyed by 
using conventional data entry methods.) 

Out-of-sequence: This term means that a student is not in the grade that he/she would be in if 
progressing with the majority of the cohort through school. For example, most NELS:88 sample 
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members were in the 10th grade in the 1989-90 school year; one Would be described as out-of-sequence 
if found to be in the 11th grade in the 19 89-90 school year. 

Population: All individuals in the group to which conclusions from a data collection activity are to be 
applied. Weighted results of NELS :88 data provide estimates for populations and subgroups. 

Population variance: A measure of dispersiondefined as the average of the squared deviations between 
the observed values of the elements of a populationor sample and the populationmean of those values. 

Postsecondary education: The provision of formal instructional programs with a curriculum designed 
primarily for students who have completed the requirements for a high school diploma or equivalent. 
This includes programs of an academic, vocational, adcontinuin profesional education purpose, and 
excludes avocational and adult basic education programs. 

Poststratification adjustment: A weight adjustment that forces survey estimates to match independent 
population totals within selected poststrata (adjustment cells). 

Precision: The difference between asample-based estimate and its expected value. Precisionis measured 
by the sampling error (or standard error) of an estimate. 

Probability sample: A sample selected by a method such that each unit has a fixed and determined 
probability of selection. 

QED: Quality EducationData. QED is a commercial firm that publishes national directoriesof all public 
and private schools and districts. Its list of schools in the U.S. constituted the sampling framne for the 
base year, andprovided important informationon school location, principal's name, minority enrollment, 
and other characteristics. 

Range check: Adetermination of whether responsesfall withina predeterminedset of acceptable values. 

Record format: The layout of, the information contained in a data record (includes the name, type, and 
size of each field in the record). 

Records: A logical grouping of data elements within afile upon which a computer program acts. 

Reliability: The consistency in results of a test or measurement including the tendency of the test or 
measurement to produce the same results when applied twice to some entity or attribute believed not to 
have changed in the interval between measurements. 

Sample: Subgroup selected from the entire population. 

Sampling error: The part of the difference between a value for an entirepopulation and an estimate of 
that value derived from aprobability sample that results from observing only a sample of values. 

Sampling variance: A measure of dispersionof values of a statistic that would occur if the survey were 
repeated a large number of times using the same sample design, instrument and data collection 
methodology. The square root of the sampling variance is the standard error. 
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School administrator questionnaire: This questionnaire was to be completed by the principal and/or 
someone designatedby the principal. The questionnaire soughtbasic information about school policies, 
number of students in each class, curriculum offered, programs for disadvantaged and handicapped 
students, and other school characteristics. 

School climate: The social system and culture of the school, including the organizational structure of 
the school and values and expectations within it. 

School Coordinator: A person designated in each school to act as a contact personbetween the school 
and NORC. This person assisted with establishing a Survey Day in the school, and in some cases where 
the school cluster size was very small, the School Coordinator administered the student instruments. 

School Effectiveness Study: A componentof NELS:88 added to the first follow-up to permit the study 
of school effects. The supplement substantially increased cluster sizes and provided in-school 
representative student samples at approximately 250 urban and suburban schools in the thirty largest 
MSAs in order to permit researchers to assess the impact of various school characteristics (such as 
structural and management characteristics and school climate) on student outcomes (such as student 
achievement and educational experience). This component was continued in the second follow-up, and 
included student, school adm'inistrator, teacher, and parent questionnaires, transcripts surveys, as well 
as a course offerings and course enrollments component. 

Standard deviation: The most widely used measure of dispersionof a frequency distribution. It is equal 
to the positive square root of the population variance. 

Standard error: The positive square root of the sampling variance. It is a measure of the dispersion 
of the sampling distribution of a statistic. Standard errors are used to establish confidence intervals for 
the statistics being analyzed. 

State augmentation students: In the base year, certain states funded a sample of additional schools in 
the state to produce a representative sample of schools in the state. In this sense, the state's sample was 
"augmented" to maximize the utility of the NELS:88 data for those states. The students from those base 

year schools were designated as "augmentation" students, and were followed and surveyed in the first 
follow-up. 

Stopout: A studentwho had one or more occurrences of school non-attendance for 20 or more days (not 
including any excused absences) who subsequently returned to school.In NELS:88, this term was used 
for temporary dropouts within a round (e.g., out of school in fall 1989 but back spring 1990, as 
contrasted to 1990 dropouts who were back in school in spring term of 1992). 

Student questionnaire: One of the two parts of the student survey (the other part is the cognitive test 
battery). This instrument contained a locator section for tracing sample members for future waves of 
NELS:88 and a series of questions about courses taken, hours spent on homework, and perceptions of 
the school and the home environment. 

Survey day: A day chosen by the school during the data collection period when an NORC interviewer 
and a clerical assistant (or the School Coordinator in schools with only a small group of sample members) 
administered the survey to the school's sample of students. The Survey Day session lasted about three 
hours for the actual data collection, with about thirty minutes each for preparation and clean-
up/preparation of completed materials for mailing. 
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Teacher questionnaire: Math and science teachers of selected students were askedto complete a teacher 
questionnaire, which collected data on scho adteace caracteristics (icuigteace qualfiations 
and experience), evaluations of student performance, and classroom teaching practices. 

Transfer student: A NELS:88 sample member who moved from one school to another after the 
subsampling of schools between Phase 1 (the tracing of sample members to their school of enrollment) 
and Phase 2 (the re-verification of sample members' school of enrollment). 

Unit nonresponse: Failure of, a survey unit (for example, at the institutional level, a school, or at the 
individual level, a respondent, such as a student or a teacher) to cooperate or complete survey instrument. 
Unit nonresponsemay be contrasted to item nonresponse, which is the failure of a participating sample 
member to give a valid response to a particular question on a survey instrument. 

Validity: The capacity of an item or measuring instrumentto measure what it was designed to measure; 
stated most often in terms of the correlation between scores in the instrument and measures of 
performance on some external crtro.Reliability, on the other hand, refers to consistency of 
measurement over time. (See entry for "1Reliability.) 

Variance: See entry for "Populationvariance" and "Sampling variance." 

Weighted estimiates: Estimates from a sample survey in which the sample data are statisticallyweighted 
(multiplied) by factors reflecting the sample design. TIhe weights (referred to as sampling weights) are 
typically equal to the reciprocals of the overall selection probabilities, multiplied by a nonresponse or 
poststrati~flcation adjustment. Thus, for example, the 1,035 completed school administrator 
questionnaires in the NELS:88 base year represent apopulation of 38,774 schools. Individual completed 
cases (that is, base year school administratorquestionnaires)may "represent" anywhere from a minimum 
of 1.5 schools to a maximum of 387.3 schools. To take another example, 12,1 11 base year questionnaire 
respondents reported themselves to be male, and a slightly greater number (12,244) reported themselves 
to be female. When these cases are multiplied by the nonresponse-adjustedstudent weights to yield a 
weighted percent that reflects the national population of eighth graders, the estimate for males is 50.1 
percent of -the 1988 eighth grade cohort while females are estimated to comprise 49.9 percent of the 
nation's 1988 eighth graders. 
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Reading Tast, Low Formi 
Itsm Analysis by Gander 

Total M~ale Female 

1+ Rbia Delta P+i Rbis Delta P+ Ebis Delta 
Item 1 0.92 0.64 7.4 0.91 0.66 7.6 0.93 0.59 7.0 
Item 2 0.60 0.62 9.6 0.80 0.64 9.6 0.80 0.59 9.6 
Item 3 0.77 0.65 10.1 0.75 0.64 10.3 0.79 0.66 9.8 
I tam 4 0.50o 0.59 13.0 0.49 0.57 13.1 0.52 0.61 12.8 
I tam 5 0.46 0.59 13.4 0.44 0.54 13.6 0.48 0.64 13.2 
I tem 6 0.54 0.62 12.6 0.56 0.65 12.4 0.51 0.59 12.9 
I tem 7 0.33 0.52 14.7 0.34 0.54 14.6 0.32 0.51 14.9 
Itorm 8 0.44 0.62 13.6 0.45 0.64 13.5 0.42 0.60 13.8 
I tem 9 0.54 0.45 12.6 0.51 0.44 12.9 0.59 0.44 12.1 
i tem 10 0.36 0.41 14.5 0.36 0.42 14.5 0.36 0.41 14.4 
I tem I11 0.65 0.59 11.5 0.58 0.58 12.2 0.72 0.60 10.7 
Item 12 0.62 0.69 11.8 0.55 0.67 12.5 0.70 0.71 10.9 
Item 13 0.48 0.48 13.2 0.49 0.48 13.1 0.46 0.49 13.4 
I tem 14 0.41 0.58 13.9 0.39 0.59 14.1 0.44 0.57 13.6 
Item 1 5 0.38 0.61 14.2 0.37 0.65 14.4 0.40 0.56 14.0 
Item 1 6 0.71 0.72 10.8 0.68 0.73 11.2 0.74 0.70 10.4 
Item 1 7 0.40 0.52 14.0 0.38 0.51 14.2 0.41 0.53 13.9 
I temn 18 0.46 0.47 13.4 0.46 0.46 13.4 0.47 0.48 13.3 
I tem 19 0.55 0.64 12.5 0.53 0.63 12.7 0.57 0.64 12.3 
Item 20 0.67 0.58 11.3 0.63 0.57 11.7 0.72 0.58 10.7 
I tem 21 0.55 0.53 12.5 0.54 0.53 12.6 0.57 0.52 12.3 

COLLEmn Mean 0.55 0.58 12.4 0.53 0.58 12.6 0.57 0.57 12.2 
ColLun S.D. 0.15 0.08 1.8 0.15 0.08 1.7 0.16 0.08 1.9 

Sample Size 9115 4877 4238 
Popuftation Estimate 1511538 814514 697024 

coefficient ALpha 0.79 0.80 0.79 
Split Half Reliability 0.81 0.82 0.80 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Formuda Score 9.1 5.45 8.7 5.53 9.6 5.32 
Number Right 11.4 4.42 11.0 4.47 11.8 4.'32 
Number Wrong 9.2 4.35 9.5 4.42 8.8 4.24 
Number Omnits 0.1 0.53 0.2 0.53 0.1 0.52 
Number Not Reached 0.3 1.42 0.3 1.39 0.3 1."4 
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Reading Test, Low Form 
Item Analysis by Ethnicity 

Itemn 1 
Item 2 
Item 3 
Item 4 
Item 5 
Item 6 
Item 7 
Item B 
Item 9 
Item 10 
Item 11I 
Item 1 2 
Item 13 
Itemn 14 
Item 15 
Item 16 
Item 1 7 
Item 18 
Item 19 
Item 20 
Item 21 

Column Mean 
Column S.D. 

Sample Size 
Population Estimate 

Coefficient Alpha
Split Half Reliability 

Formuvla Score 
HNumber Right
Number Wrong
Number Omits 
Number Not Reached 

Total Wh ite American Indian Hispanic Asian Black 

P4. Rbisa Detta p.P Rbis Delta p. Rbia Delta p+ Rbis Delta p. Rbi a Delta P4. Rbi s Delta 
0.92 0.64 7.4 0.92 0.68 7.3 0.84 0.71 9.1 0.94 0.62 6.9 0.94 0.59 6.9 0.91 0.54 7.6 
0.80 0.62 9.6 0.82 0.62 9.3 0.70 0.4.6 11.0 0.80 0.62 9.7 0.79 0.61 9.8 0.75 0.60 10.3 
0.77 0.65 10.1 0.79 0.64 9.8 0.64 0.66 11.5 0.76 0.66 10.2 0.75 0.69 10.3 0.73 0.66 10.6 
0.50 0.59 13.0 0.56 0.58 12.4 0.31 0.74 15.0 0.47 0.60 13.3 0.45 0.50 13.2 0.38 0.57 14.2 
0.46 0.59 13.4 0.48 0.59 13.2 0.29 0.48 15.2 0.40 0.57 14.1 0.44 0.67 13.6 0.45 0.55 13.5 
0.51. 0.62 12.6 0.58 0.62 12.2 0.34 0.73 14.6 0.52 0.63 12.8 0.57 0.55 12.3 0.42 0.52 13.8 
0.33 0.52 14.7 0.37 0.53 14.3 0.12 0.76 17.6 0.27 0.49 15.4 0.30 0.59 15.1 0.27 0.37 15.5 
0.44 0.62 13.6 0.48 0.62 13.2 0.42 0.53 13.5 0.40 0.63 14.0 0.49 0.57 13.1 0.32 0.55 14.8 
0.51. 0.45 12.6 0.55 0.42 12.5 0.52 0.40 12.8 0.59 0.48 12.1 0.57 0.42 12.3 0.49 0.54 13.1 
0.36 0.41 14.5 0.37 0.41 14.3 0.23 0.40 15.9 0.35 0.41 14.5 0.43 0.48 13.7 0.33 0.42 14.8 
0.65 0.59 11.5 0.65 0.60 11.5 0.52 0.50 12.8 0.64, 0.55 11.6 0.68 0.68 11.1 0.64 0.63 11.6 
0.62 0.69 11.8 0.66 0.70O 11.4 0.40 0.71 14.0 0.60 0.61 12.0 0.66 0.71 11.3 0.54 0.67 12.6 
0.48 0.485 13.2 0.50 0.52 13. 0.41 0.45 13.9 0.45 0.45 13.5 0.46 0.34 13.4 0.44 0.38 13.6 
0.41 0.58 13.9 0.43 0.61 13.7 0.30 0.44 15.1 0.38 0.44 14.2 0.42 0.63 13.8 0.39 0.59 14.1 
0.38 0.61 14.2 0.39 0.62 14.1 0.31 0.71 15.0 0.40 0.61 14.0 0.39 0.56 14.1 0.34 0.58 14.6 
0.71 0.72 10.8 0.73 0.74 10.6 0.51 0.77 12.9 0.68 0.65 11.2 0.77 0.66 10.1 0.67 0.70 11.3 
0.4.0 0.52 14.0 0.1.3 0.57 13.7 0.29 0.45 15.2 0.32 0.43 14.8 0.44 0.50 13.6 0.35 0.35 14.5 
0.1.6 0.47 13.4. 0.47 0.46 13.3 0.42 0.44 13.8 0.46 0.47 13.4 0.53 0.46 12.7 0.44 0.49 13.6 
0.55 0.64 12.5 0.55 0.66 12.2 0.39 0.59 14.1 0.53 0.57 12.7 0.61 0.67 11.9 0.46 0.57 13.4 
0.67 0.58 11.3 0.69 0.60 11.0 0.51 0.38 12.9 0.66 0.47 11.3 0.71 0.60 10.8 0.61 0.57 11.9 
0.55 0.53 12.5 0.59 0.56 12.0 0.40 0.55 .14.0 0.51 0.46 12.9 0.49 0.49 13.1 0.48 0.42 13.2 

13.8
0.55 0.58 12.4 0.57 0.59 12.1 0.42 0.56 0.53 0.54 12.6 0.57 0.57 12.2 0.50 0.54 13.013.80.1Is 0.05 1.8 0.15 0.08 1.8 0.16 0.14 0.17 0.08 1.9 0.16 0.10 1.8 0.16 0.10 1.8 

9115 5354 171 1531 523 1332 
1511538 915948 32464 206554 54168 282791 

0.79 0.80 0.78 0.76 0.79 0.75 
0.81 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.82 0.77 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

9.1 5.45 9.8 5.50 5.8 5.19 8.4 5.09 9.5 5.38 7.6 5.03 
11.4 4.42 12.0 4.44 8.7 4.22 10.8 4.17 11.7 4.40 10.2 4.08 
9.2 4.35 8.8 4.38 11.6 4.33 9.5 4.10 8.8 4.15 10.1 4.19 
0.1 0.53 0.1 0.47 0.2 0.59 0.2 0.55 0.1 0.45 0.2 0.63 

0.6 0.50.3 1.42 0.1 0.94 0.4 2.13 1.96 0.4 1.63 1.87 
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Reading Test, High Form 
Item Analysis by Gender 

Tota Mate 

P+ Rbis Delta P. Rbis Delta 
Item 1 0.63 0.51 11.7 0.64 0.49 11.6
Item 2 0.55 0.53 12.5 0.56 0.52 12.4
Item 3 0.55 0.57 12.5 0.59 0.62 12.1
Item 4 0.66 0.71 11.4 0.65 0.73 11.5
Item 5 0.57 0.54 12.3 0.54 0.50 12.6
Item 6 0.84 0.71 9.0 0.82 0.75 9.3Item 7 0. 60 0.62 12.0 0.61 0.66 11.9Item a 0.76 0.70 10.2 0.76 0.69 10.2
Item 9 0.86 0.69 8.7 0.88 0.74 8.4
Item 10 0.67 0.61 11.2 0.68 0.6" 11.1
Item 11 0.81 0.69 9.4 0.80 0.76 9.7
Item 12 0.52 0.41 12.8 0.53 0.40 12.7
Item 13 0.76 0.59 10.1 0.72 0.60 10.6
Item 14 0.91 0.75 7.6 0.89 0.76 8.1Item 15 0.79 0.66 9.7 0.79 0.65 9.8
Item 16 0.82 0.73 9.4 0.79 0.72 9.8
Item 17 0.51 0.50 12.9 0.50 0.46 13.0
Item 18 0.63 0.47 11.6 0.65 0.55 11.4Item 19 0.78 0.65 9.9 0.74 0.68 10.4Item 20 0.45 0.48 13.5 0.45 0.48 13.5Item 21 0.36 0.41 14.5 0.36 0.42 14.5 
Column Mean 0.67 0.60 .11.1 0.66 0.61 11.2Column S.D. 0.15 0.10 1.7 0.14 0.12 1.6 

Semple size 8717 4022
PopuLati:ion Estimate 1368601 629127 
Coefficient Alpha 0.78 0.80 
Split Half Reliability 0.79 0.81 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
Foriiula $core 12.3 5.06 12.2 5.27
Number Right 14.0 4.08 13.9 4.25Number Wrong 6.8 4.01 6.9 4.16
Number Omlits 0.1 0.46 0.1 0.47
Numnber Not Reached 0.1 0.10.69 0.84 

P+ 
0.61 
0.54 
0.52 
0.66 
0.60 
0.86 
0.59 
0.76 
0.85 
0.66 
0.83 
0.51 
0.80 
0.93 
0.79 
0.84 
0.52 
0.62 
0.81 
0.46 
0.36 

0.67 
0.15 

Female 

Mean S.D. 

12.4 4.87 
14.1 3.92 
6.8 3.87 
0.1 0.45 
0.1 0.53 

Rbis 
0.53 
0.55 
0.54 
0.68 
0.57 
0.67 
0.59 
0.72 
0.65 
0.59 
0.62 
0.43 
0.58 
0.75 
0.67 
0.74 
0.53 
0.41 
0.62 
0.49 
0.41 

0.59 
0.10 

4695 
739474 

0.77 
0.78 

Delta 
11.8 
12.6 
12.8 
11.3 
1Z.0 
8.6 
12.0 
10.2 
8.9 

11.3 
9.2 

12.9 
9.6 
7.0 
9.7 
8.9 

12.8 
11.8 
9.4 

13.4 
14.4 

11.0 
1.9 
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Mathematics Test, Low Form 
Item Analysis by Ethnicity 

Total 

P4. Rbl s Delta 
Item I 0.54 0.56 12.6 
Item 2 0.35 0.41 14.5 
Item 3 0.37 0.48 14.4 
Item 4 0.31 0.40 15.0 
Item 5 0.27 0.40 15.5 
Item 6 0.54 0.38 12.6 
I tem 7 0.71 0.49 10.8 
Item 8 0.27 0.36 15. 
I tem 9 0.27 0.37 15.4 
I tem 10 0.21 0.*28 16.2 
Item I11 0.26 0.43 15.6 
Item 1 2 0.30 0.49 15.1 
Item 13 0.27 0.41 15.4 
Item 14 0.57 0.40 12.3 
Item 15 0.68 0.46 11.2 
Item 16 0.63 0.30 11.6 
Item 17 0.31 0.35 15.0 
Item 18 0.73 0.50 10.6 
I tem 19 0.23 0.29 15.9 
Item 20 0.67 0.48 11.3 
Item 21 0.76 0.55 10.2 
Item 22 0.50 0.32 13.0 
I tem 23 0.55 0.49 12.5 
Item 24 0.56 0.42 12.4 
Item 25 0.45 0.40 13.5 
Item 26 0.48 0.46 13.2 
Item 27 0.49 0.39 13.1 
Item 28 0.33 0.56 14.8
Item 29 0.42 0.40 13.8 
Item 30 0.37 0.44 14.4 
Item 31 0.39 0.40 14.1 
Item 32 0.46 0.49 13.4 
Item 33 0.52 0.37 12.8 
Item 34 0.44 0.45 13.6 
Item 35 0.47 0.30 13.3 
Item 36 0.24 0.37 15.9 
Item 37 0.32 0.15 14.9 
Item 38 0.17 0.32 16.8 
Item 39 0.32 0.55 14.9 
Item 40 0.85 0.48 8.8 
Column Mean 0.44 0.41 13.6 
Column S.D. 0.17 0.09 1.8 

Sample Size 3199 
Population Estimate 545728 

Coefficient Alpha 0.77 
Split Half Reliability 0.80 

Mean S.D. 

Forau~la Score 12.1 7.28 
Number Right 17.5 6.00
Nurber Wrong 21.4 5.94 
Number omits 0.9 3.11 

White American Indian 
P. Rbis Delta p+ Rbi s Delta 

0.57 0.61 12.3 0.52 0.79 12.8
0.37 0.39 14.4 0.32 0.22 14.8
0.39 0.53 14.1 0.24 0.47 15.8 
0.34 0.41 14.7 0.26 0.36 15.5 
0.29 0.44 15.2 0.16 0.58 17.0 
0.55 0.44 12.5 0.48 0.25 13.2 
0.70 0.54 10.9 0.71 0.40 10.8 
0.27 0.35 15.5 0.31 0.67 15.0 
0.26 0.40 15.6 0.23 0.49 15.9 
0.24 0.26 15.9 0.15 0.43 17.1 
0.24 0.45 15.8 0.27 0.55 15.4 
0.32 0.49 14.9 0.30 0.57 15.1 
0.26 0.41 15.5 0.18s 0.51 16.7 
0.54 0.42 12.6 0.51 0.69 12.9
0.6.6 0.50 11.3 0.57 0.39 12.3
0.63 0.31 11.6 0.65 0.03 11.5 
0.31 0.33 15.0 0.27 0.45 15.5
0.70 0.49 10.9 0.68 0.76 11.1 
0.24 0.38 15.8 0.30 0.30 15.1 
0.66 0.51 11.3 0.69 0.60 11.1 
0.77 0.60 10.0 0.55 0.67 12.5
0.53 0.34 12.7 0.41 0.17 13.9 
0.61 0.49 11.9 0.37 0.84 14.3 
0.57 0.40 12.2 0.57 0.25 12.3 
0.48 0.38 13.2 0.31 0.11 14.9 
0.57 0.44 12.3 0.45 0.46 13.5 
0.50 0.44 13.0 0.51 0.30 12.9
0.35 0.58 14.6 0.27 0.85 15.5
0.45 0.38 13.5 0.34 0.62 14.7
0.37 0.43 14.3 0.21 0.42 16.2 
0.38 0.39 14.2 0.27 0.49 15.4 
0.52 0.49 12.8 0.35 0.69 14.6 
0.51 0.41 12.9 0.55 0.23 12.5 
0.42 0.48 13.8 0.43 0.52 13.7 
0.48 0.34 13.2 0.30 0.22 15.1 
0.24 0.33 15.9 0.13 0.02 17.5 
0.34 0.16 14.7 0.26 0.01 15.6 
0.21 0.29 16.3 0.12 0.19 17.8
0.36 0.54 14.4 0.24 0.47 15.8
0.86 0.48 8.7 0.76 0.49 10.2 
0.45 0.43 13.5 0.38 0.44 14.3
0.17 0.09 1.8 0.17 0.22 1.9 

1661 76 
291993 15975 

0.78 0.78 
0.81 0.74 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

12.8 7.49 9.3 7.25 
18. 6.21 15.1 5.90 

20.9 6.05 23.2 6.60 
1.0 3.45 1.4 3.83 

Asian Black 
P. Rbis 

0.57 0.59 
0.48 0.63 
0.42 0.48 
0.33 0.58 
0.21 0.57 
0.47 0.50 
0. 77 0.55 
0.37 0.54 
0.35 0.51 
0.26 0.57 
0.22 0.22 
0.35 0.64 
0.31 0.46 
0.64 0.47 
0.76 0.55 
0.57 0.30 
0.36 0.33 
0.81 0.58 
0.18 0.03 
0.70 0.64 
0.79 0.48 
0.48 0.33 
0.62 0.41 
0.59 0.53 

Delta 
12.2 
13.2 
13.8 
14.7 
16.2 
13.3 
10.0 
14.4 
14.5 
15.5 
16.1 
14.5 
15.0 
11.6 
10.2 
12.3 
14.5 
9.5 

16.7 
11.0 
9.8 

13.2 
11.7 
12.1 

P+ 
0.49 
0.33 
0.35 
0.27 
0.26 
0.51 
0.73 
0.22 
0.29 
0.17 
0.26 
0.27 
0.32 
0.63 
0.69 
0.65 
0.31 
0.76 
0.21 
0.67 
0.75 
0.46 
0.49 
0.57 

Rbs 
0.47 
0.41 
0.33 
0.35 
0.27 
0.31 
0.43 
0.31 
0.34 
0.24 
0.46 
0.45 
0.43 
0.37 
0.46 
0.42 
0.38 
0.55 
0.10 
0.37 
0.56 
0.27 
0.43 
0.47 

Delta 
13.1 
14.8 
14.6 
15.4 
15.6 
12.9 
10.5 
16.0 
15.2 
16.8 
15.6 
15.4 
14.8 
11.7 
11.0 
11.5 
15.0 
10.2 
16.3 
11.2 
10.3 
13.4 
13.1 
12.3 

0.44 0.50 13.6 0.42 0.44 13.5 
0.54 0.54 12.6 0.32 0.47 14.9 
0.45 0.52 13.5 0.46 0.40 13.4 
0.32 
0.56 

0.69 
0.36 

14.8 
12.4 

0.32 
0.38 

0.47 
0.41 

14.8 
14.2 

0.50 
0.41 
0.48 
0.46 
0.61 
0.43 
0.30 
0.33 
0.21 
0.45 
0.81 

0.66 
0.41 
0.62 
0.51 
0.54 
0.38 
0.60 
0.08 
0.79 
0.53 
0.50 

13.0 
13.9 
13.3 
13.4 
11.9 
13.7 
15.1 
14.7 
16.3 
13.5 
9.5 

0.37 
0.43 
0.36 
0.52 
0.46 
0.42 
0.23 
0.32 
0.13 
0.27 
0.85 

0.46 
0.44 
0.38 
0.33 
0.41 
0.20 
0.46 
0.13 
0.24 
0.57 
0.48 

14.4 
13.7 
14.4 
12.8 
13.4 
13.5 
15.9 
14.9 
17.6 
15.4 
8.9 

0.47 
0.17 

0.49 
0.15 

13.3 
1.9 

0.42 
0.18 

0.39 
0.11 

13.8 
2.0 

103 
12325 

680 
139760 

-. 17 

rb ." 

0.85 
0.85 

0.72 
0.77 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

13.7 8.78 
18.8 7.16 
20.5 6.93 
0.5 2.05 

11.3 6.68 
16.8 5.49 
22.2 5.45 
0.8 2.70 

itb 

p+ 
0.54 
0.35 
0.34 
0.27 
0.24 
0.57 
0.71 
0.31 
0.29 
0.20 
0.31 
0.28 
0.23 
0.57 
0.70 
0.61 
0.30 
0.76 
0.23 
0.68 
0.76 
0.47 
0.50 
0.50 
0.44 
0.39 
0.49 
0.29 
0.41 
0.38 
0.41 
0.42 
0.53 
0.44 
0.52 
0.26 
0.27 
0.13 
0.26 
0.87 

0.43 
0.18 

Hispanic 

Rbl s 
0.47 
0.45 
0.47 
0.43 
0.40 
0.31 
0.40 
0.35 
0.32 
0.25 
0.43 
0.53 
0.40 
0.35 
0.34 
0.19 
0.39 
0.42 
0.26 
0.52 
0.47 
0.33 
0.47 
0.44 
0.41 
0.43 
0.20 
0.54 
0.38 
0.37 
0.38 
0.50 
0.32 
0.40 
0.25 
0.37 
0.19 
0.42 
0.56 
0.43 

0.39 
0.09 

626 
81355 

0.73 
0.78 

Delta 
12.6 
14.5 
14.6 
15.4 
15.8 
12.3 
10.8 
15.0 
15.2 
16.4 
14.9 
15.3 
16.0 
12.3 
10.9 
11.9 
15.1 
10.2 
15.9 
11.1 
10.1 
13.3 
13.0 
13.0 
13.6 
14.1 
13.1 
15.2 
13.9 
14.2 
13.9 
13.8 
12.7 
13.6 
12.8 
15.6 
15.4 
17.5 
15.5 
8.5 

13.7 
1.9 

Mean S.D. 

11.7 6.78 
17.1 5.51 
21.9 5.68 
0.7 2.31 

Number Not Reached 0.2 1.29 0.1 1.23 0.4 2.11 0.2 1.68 0.1 0.94 0.2 1.07 
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Mathematics Test, MiddLe Form 
Item Analysis by Gender 

TotaL MaLe 

P+ Rbis DeLta P+ Rbis DeLta 
Item 
Itemn 

1 
2 

0.77 
0.56 

0.66 
0.52 

¶0.0
12.4 

0.76 
0.57 

0.66 
0.53 

10.2 
12.3 

Item 3 0.47 0.26 13.3 0.45 0.29 13.5 
Itemn 4 0.62 0.62 11.7 0.61 0.65 11.9 
Itern 5 0.70 0.69 11.0 0.67 0.70 11.2 
Item 6 0.49 0.46 13.1 0.48 0.43 13.2 
Item 7 0.49 0.63 13.1 0."6 0.64 13.4 
Item 8 0.41 0.49 13.9 0.37 0."6 14.3 
Item 9 0.53 0.53 12.7 0.53 0.52 12.7 
Item 10 0.49 0.54 13.1 0.49 0.56 13.1 
Item 11 0.49 0.60 13.1 0.50 0.59 13.0 
Item 12 0.56 0.62 12.4 0.52 0.63 12.8 
Item 13 0.62 0.61 11.8 0.62 0.63 11.7 
Itemn 14 0.58 0.62 12.2 0.61 0.66 11.9 
Item 15 0.82 0.46 9.3 0.83 0.52 9.2 
Item 16 0.75 0.39 10.3 0.77 0.43 10.1 
Item 17 0.59 0.61 12.0 0.58 0.61 12.2 
Item 18 0.88 0.60 8.2 0.87 0.62 8.4 
Item 19 0.90 0.54 8.0 0.87 0.59 8.4 
Item 20 0.70 0.30 10.9 0.69 0.33 11.0 
Item 21 0.69 0.46 11.0 0.68 0.49 11.1 
Item 22 0.72 0.58 10.6 0.72 0.58 10.7 
Item 23 0.67 0.51 11.2 0.65 0.53 11.5 
Item 24 0.62 0.56 11.8 0.61 0.62 11.9 
Item 25 0.58 0.46 12.2 0.56 0.50 12.4 
Item 26 0.76 0.60 10.2 0.77 0.58 10.1 
Item 27 0.49 0.23 13.1 0.52 0.26 12.8 
Item 28 0.71 0.62 10.8 0.67 0.62 11.3 
Item 29 0.61 0.43 11.9 0.64 0.46 11.6 
Item 30 0.49 0.51 13.1 0.52 0.51 12.8 
Item 31 0.59 0.60 12.1 0.61 0.60 11.9 
Item 32 0.40 0.29 .14.1 0.44 0.27 13.6 
Item 33 0.47 0.65 13.3 0.46 0.63 13.4 
Item 34 0.62 0.64 11.7 0.58 0.64 12.2 
Item 35 0.43 0.49 13.7 0.47 0.51 13.3 
Item 36 0.56 0.52 12.4 0.53 0.55 12.7 
Item 37 0.36 0.34 14.4 0.38 0.29 14.3 
Item 38 0.35 0.39 14.5 0.33 0.38 14.8 
Item 39 0.30 0.32 15.1 0.32 0.36 14.8 
Item 40 0.31 0.48 15.0 0.30 0.48 15.0 

CaLumrn Mean 0.58 0.51 12.1 0.58 0.52 12.2 
CoLumn~S.D. 0.15 0.12 1.6 0.14 0.12 1.6 

SampLe Size 
Population Estimate 

9780 
1635418 

4857 
821039 

Coefficient Alpha 0.86 0.87 
Split HaLf ReLiability 0.86 0.87 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Formula Score 19.0 9.11 18.9 9.38 
Number Right
Number Wrong
Number Omits 
Number Not Reached 

23.1 7.43 
16.1 7.13 
0.6 2.00 
0.3 1.43 

22.9 
16.3 
0.6 
0.3 

7.64 
7.35 
1.82 
1.51 

P. 
0.79 
0.54 
0.49 
0.63 
0.72 
0.51 
0.53 
0.44 
0.53 
0.50 
0.48 
0.60 
0.62 
0.55 
0.82 
0.73 
0.61 
0.89 
0.92_. 
0.71 
0.69 
0.73 
0.70 
0.63 
0.60 
0.75 
0.46 
0.75 
0.58 
0.46 
0.57 
0.35 
0.48 
0.67 
0.39 
0.59 
0.34 
0.37 
0.28 
0.32 

0.58 
0.15 

Female 

Rbis 
0.65 
0.52 
0.23 
0.59 
0.68 
0.49 
0.62 
0.52 
0.55 
0.52 
0.61 
0.61 
0.60 
0.59 
0.40 
0.35 
0.61 
0.58 
0.47 
0.27 
0.44 
0.59 
0.48 
0.50 
0.41 
0.62 
0.19 
0.63 
0.40 
0.52 
0.60 
0.32 
0.67 
0.65 
0.48 
0.49 
0.39 
0.39 
0.28 
0.48 

0.50 
0.13 

4923 

DeLta 
9.8 
12.6 
13.1 
11.6 
10.7 
12.9 
12.7 
13.6 
12.7 
13.0 
13.2 
12.0 
11.8 
12.5 
9.4 
10.6 
11.9 
8.1 
7.4 
10.8 
11.0 
10.5 
10.9 
11.7 
12.0 
10.3 
13.4 
10.3 
12.2 
13.4 
12.3 
14.5 
13.2 
11.2 
14.1 
12.1 
14.6 
14.3 
15.3 
14.9 

12.1 
1.7 

814379 

0.85 
0.866 

Mean S.D. 

19.2 8.82 
23.2 7.21 
16.0 6.89 
0.6 2.16 
0.2 1.34 

7 



Mathematics Test Middle Form 
Item Analysis &,y Ethnicity 

p. Rbi s Delta 
Item I 0.77 0.66 10.0 
Item 2 0.56 0.52 12.4 
Item 3 0.47 0.26 13.3 
Item 4 0.62 0.62 11.7 
Item 5 0.70 0.69 11.0 
Item 6 0.49 0.46 13.1 
Item 7 0.49 0.63 13.1 
Item 8 0.41 0.49 13.9 
Item 9 0.53 0.53 12.7 
item 10 0.49 0.54 13.1 
Item 11I 0.49 0.60 13.1 
Item 12 0.56 0.62 12.4 
Item 13 0.62 0.61 11.8 
Item 14 0.58 0.62 12.2 
Item 15 0.52 0.46 9.3 
Item 16 0.75 0.39 10.3 
Item 1 7 0.59 0.61 12.0 
Item 18 0.88 0.60 8.2 
Item 19 0.90 0.54 8.0 
Item 20 0.70 0.*30 10.9 
Item 21 0.69 0.46 11.0 
Item 22 0.72 0.58 10.6 
Item 23 0.67 0.51 11.2 
Item 24 0.62 0.56 11.8 
Item 25 0.58 0.46 12.2 
Item 26 0.76 0.60 10.2 
Item 27 0.49 0.23 13.1 
Item 28 0.71 0.62 10.8 
Itern 29 0.61 0.43 11.9 
Item 30 0.49 0.51 13.1 
Item 31 0.59 0.60 12.1 
itemn 32 0.40 0.29 14.1 
Item 33 0.47 0.65 13.3 
Item 34 0.62 0.64 11.7 
Item 35 0.43 0.49 13.7 
Item 36 0.56 0.52 12.4 
Item 37 0.36 0.34 14.4 
Item 38 0.35 0.39 14.5 
Item 39 0.30 0.32 15.1 
Item 40 0.31 0.48 15.0 

Column Mean 0.58 0.51 12.1 
Column S.D. 0.15 0.12 1.6 

Sample Size 9780 
Population Estimate 1635418 

Coefficient Alpha 0.86 
Split Half Reliabitity 0.86 

Mean S.D. 

Total Wi~hIte American Indian Hispanic Asian Black 

Rbf s 
0.63 
0.54 
0.18 
0.56 
0.70 
0.39 
0.63 
0.50 
0.53 
0.44 
0.60 
0.65 
0.65 
0.60 
0.54 
0.35 
0.65 
0.61 
0.59 
0.39 
0.53 
0.59 
0.56 
0.55 
0.43 
0.63 
0.27 
0.68 
0.40 
0.58 
0.65 
0.27 
0.63 
0.68 
0.34 
0.48 
0.22 
0.36 
0.28 
0.49 

0.51 
0.14 

1328 

P. Rbfs Delta 
0.71 0.73 10.8 
0.40 0.38 14.0 
0.46 0.23 13.4 
0.60 0.59 11.9 
0.63 0.67 11.7 
0.41 0.40 13.9 
0.42 0.60 13.8 
0.38 0.46 14.2 
0.44 0.44 13.6 
0.43 0.60 13.7 
0.36 0.52 14.5 
0.51 0.6? 12.9 
0.56 0.70 12.4 
0.53 0.64 12.7 
0.83 0.49 9.3 
0.68 0.35 11.1 
0.52 0.50 12.8 
0.88 0.60 8.3 
0.89 0.60 8.1 
0.64 0.35 11.6 
0.63 0.51 11.7 
0.67 0.56 11.2 
0.54 0.41 12.6 
0.56 0.57 12.4 
0.56 0.44 12.4 
0.66 0.64 11.4 
0.47 0.18 13.3 
0.68 0.66 11.1 
0.55 0.35 12.5 
0.38 0.43 14.2 
0.32 0.60 14.9 
0.33 0.24 14.8 
0.37 0.67 14.3 
0.56 0.68 12.4 
0.31 0.48 15.0 
0.52 0.50 12.8 
0.26 0.25 15.5 
0.30 0.34 15.1 
0.24 0.12 15.8 
0.25 0.49 15.8 

0.51 0.49 12.8 
0.16 0.15 1.8 

978 
199838 1:10.84 

0.86 Q v 
Si~-~ Kenn S.D. 

p+
0. 79 
0.60 
0.48 
0.64 
0.72 
0.51 
0.52 
0.41 
0.56 
0.53 
0.51 
0.57 
0.65 
0.60 
0.83 
0.77 
0.62 
0.89 
0.90 
0.71 
0.70 
0.74 
0.71 
0.64 
0.59 
0.79 
0.49 
0.72 
0.64 
0.51 
0.66 
0.41 
0.50 
0.64 
0.47 
0.57 
0.38 
0.36 
0.32 
0.33 

0.60 
0.15 

Rbi s 
0.63 
0.53 
0.27 
0.63 
0.68 
0.46 
0.62 
0.49 
0.54 
0.53 
0.60 
0.60 
0.59 
0.61 
0.45 
0.39 
0.61 
0.62 
0.52 
0.26 
0.43 
0.58 
0.49 
0.55 
0.46 
0.54 
0.22 
0.61 
0.42 
0.45 
0.56 
0.28 
0.63 
0.62 
0.50 
0.52 
0.35 
0.39 
0.34 
0.47 

0.50 
0.12 

6626 
1157747 

0.85 
0.85 

Delta 
9.7 
12.0 
13.2 
11.5 
10.7 
12.9 
12.8 
13.9 
12.4 
12.7 
12.9 
12.3 
11.5 
12.0 
9.2 

10.1 
11.8 
8.2 
7.9 

10.7 
10.9 
10.4 
10.8 
11.6 
12.1 
9.7 

13.1 
10.7 
11.6 
12.9 
11.3 
13.9 
13.0 
11.5 
13.3 
12.3 
14.3 
14.4 
'14.9 
14.7 

11.9 
1.6 

p.
0.60 
0.38 
0.45 
0.44 
0.53 
0.34 
0.29 
0.29 
0.34 
0.34 
0.40 
0.41 
0.58 
0.36 
0.70 
0.77 
0.37 
0.85 
0.89 
0.75 
0.53 
0.52 
0.51 
0.45 
0.50 
0.53 
0.52 
0.63 
0.51 
0.27 
0.39 
0.32 
0.33 
0.49 
0.37 
0.58 
0.33 
0.42 
0.21 
0.16 

0.47 
0.16 

Rbisa 
0.73 
0.41 
0.20 
0.62 
0.66 
0.40 
0.69 
0.65 
0.60 
0.76 
0.55 
0.71 
0.32 
0.84 
0.39 
0.16 
0.72 
0.43 
0.66 
0.35 
0.63 
0.71 
0.54 
0.78 
0.56 
0.77 
0.27 
0.39 
0.43 
0.67 
0.69 
0.48 
0.65 
0. 76 
0.12 
0.27 
0.16 
0.07 
0.30 
0.56 

0.52 
0.21 

127 
21926 

0.86 
0.91 

Delta 
12.0 
14.2 
13.5 
13.6 
12.7 
14.7 
15.2 
15.2 
14.6 
14.7 
14.0 
13.9 
12.2 
14.4 
10.9 
10.0 
14.3 
8.8 
8.1 
10.3 
12.7 
12.8 
12.9 
13.5 
13.0 
12.7 
12.8 
11.7 
12.9 
15.5 
14.2 
14.9 
14.7 
13.1 
14.3 
12.2 
14.8 
13.8 
16.3 
17.0 

13.3 
1.8 

p.
0.73 
0.51 
0.46 
0.53 
0.62 
0.43 
0.40 
0.39 
0.47 
0.36 
0.45 
0.53 
0.52 
0.51 
0.81 
0.69 
0.54 
0.87 
0.89 
0.68 
0.67 
0.67 
0.61 
0.58 
0.55 
0.64 
0.48 
0.66 
0.51 
0.45 
0.48 
0.37 
0.38 
0.55 
0.32 
0.50 
0.35 
0.32 
0.28 
0.26 

0.52 
0.15 

Delta 
10.6 
12.9 
13.4 
12.7 
11.8 
13.7 
14.1 
14.2 
13.3 
14.5 
13.5 
12.7 
12.8 
12.9 
9.5 

11.0 
12.6 
8.4 
8.1 

11.1 
11.3 
11.3 
11.9 
12.2 
12.5 
11.5 
13.2 
11.3 
12.9 
13.5 
13.2 
14.3 
14.3 
12.5 
14.9 
13.0 
14.6 
14.9 
15.3 
15.6 

12.7 
1.7 

P.
0.84 
0.51 
0.47 
0.68 
0.79 
0.61 
0.52 
0.49 
0.68 
0.46 
0.62 
0.69 
0.69 
0.68 
0.83 
0.75 
0.65 
0.90 
0.91 
0.68 
0.72 
0.77 
0.71 
0.70 
0.64 
0.79 
0.52 
0.81 
0.66 
0.59 
0.51 
0.44 
0.62 
0.76 
0.42 
0.61 
0.40 
0.44 
0.31 
0.36 

0.63 
0.15 

179937 

0.85 
0.87 

mean S.D.mean S.D. 

Rbisa 
0.69 
0.45 
0.48 
0.73 
0.78 
0.47 
0.60 
0.49 
0.40 
0.52 
0.56 
0.75 
0.51 
0.67 
0.43 
0.44 
0.67 
0.63 
0.66 
0.54 
0.53 
0.47 
0.55 
0.63 
0.54 
0.73 
0.37 
0.64 
0.46 
0.73 
0.54 
0.40 
0.715 
0.64 
0.61 
0.67 
0.41 
0.56 
0.34 
0.36 

0.56 
0.12 

539 
58004 

0.88 
0.58 

Delta
9.1 
12.9 
13.3 
11.1 
9.8 

11.9 
12.8 
13.1 
11.1 
13.4 
11.8 
11.0 
11.0 
11.1 
9.1 

10.3 
11.5 
7.8 
7.7 

11.1 
10.7 
10.0 
10.8 
10.9 
11.6 
9.8 
12.8 
9.5 

11.4 
12.1 
12.9 
13.6 
11.5 
10.1 
13.8 
11.8 
14.0 
13.6 
15.0 
14.4 

11.5 
1.7 

16.4 9.05 21.5 9.52 15.6 8.7
Fornula Score 19.0 9.11 20.1 8.84 13.4 9.23 

23.9 7.18a 18.5 7.49 20.8 7.53 25.0 7.72 20.3 7.17
Nwrber Right 23.1 7.43 17.7 7.00 14.1 7.50 18.7 6.96

16.1 7.13 15.4 6.94 20.6 7.46Numbjer Wdrong 0.4 1.45 0.6 1.730.6 2.00 0.5 1.7 0.5 2.32 1.0 3.18Number Omits 0.3 1.34 0.5 1.98 0.4 1.71 0.5 1.98
Numb~er Not Reached 0.3 1.43 0.2 1.16 

Mean S.D. Keen S.D. 

00 
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,Mathematics Test, High Form 
item AnaLysis by Gender 

Total Male 

item 
Item 
Item 
item 
item 
Item 
Item 
item 
Item 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 

P+ 
0.84 
0.79 
0,93 
0.96 
0.83 
0.88 
0.73 
0.87 
0.87 

Rbis Delta 
0.46 9.0 
0.38 9.8 
0.76 7.2 
0.94 6.2 
0.52 9.1 
0.59 8.3 
0.53 10.5 
0.56 8.5 
0.58 8.5 

P4. 
0.87 
0.79 
0.92 
0.97 
0.85 
0.88 
0,73
0.88 
0.89 

Rbis 
0.43 
0.43 
0.75 
0.86 
0.57 
0.56 
0.53 
0.52 
0.59 

Delta 
8.5 
9.8 
7.3 
5.7 
8.9 
8.3 

10,5
8.3 
8.2 

P+ 
0.81 
0.78 
0.93 
0.95 
0.82 
0.88 
0.74 
0.86 
0.86 

Rbis 
0.47 
0.33 
0.78 
0.97 
0.48 
0.62 
0.54 
0.59 
0.57 

Delta 
9.5 
9.8 
7.2 
6.5 
9,3
8.3 

10.5 
8.6 
8.7 

item 10 
item 11 
item 12 
item 13 
Item 14 
Item 15 
Item 16 
Itemn 17 
Item 18 
Item 19 
Item 20 
Item 21 
Item 22 

0.84 
0.84 
0.90 
0.92 
0.96 
0.93 
0.93 
0,88 
0.95 
0.92 
0.90 
0.85 
0.71 

0.59 
0.54 
0.60 
0,70 
0.72 
0.76 
0.51 
0.41 
0.67 
0.55 
0.54 
0.52 
0.41 

9.1 
8.9 
7.8 
7.2 
5.8 
7.2 
7.1 
8.3 
6.5 
7.4 
7.9 
8.8 
10.7 

0.85 
0.835 
0.92 
0,93
0.97 
0.94 
0.96 
0.89 
0.95 
0.92 
0.90 
0.87 
0.72 

0.53 
0.50 
0.61 
0.79 
0.79 
0,69
0O." 
0.42 
0.54 
0.60 
0.51 
0.52 
0.39 

8.9 
8.9 
7.5 
7.0 
5.6 
6.8 
6.0 
8.1 
6.3 
7.4 
7.9 
8.5 

10.6 

0.83 
0.84 
0.89 
0.92 
0.96 
0.91 
0,90
0.87 
0.94 
0.92 
0.89 
0,83
0.70 

0.63 
0,58
0.58 
0.63 
0.66 
0.80 
0.53 
0.40 
0.78 
0.52 
0.58 
0.51 
0.42 

9.2 
9.0 
8.1 
7.5 
5.9 
7.5 
7.9 
81.5 
6.7 
7.3 
8.0 
9.1 

10.8 
Itemn 23 
Item 24 
Itemn 25 
Item 26 
Item 27 
Item 28 
Item 29 
Item 30 

0.94 
0.86 
0.86 
0.92 
0,66
0.92 
0.92 
0.31 

0.65 
0.49 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.65 
0.62 
0.38 

6,9 
8.6 
8.8 
7.3 
11.3 
7.5 
7.3 
15.0 

0.94 
0.90 
0.87 
0.94 
0.71 
0.91 
0.92 
0.34 

0.62 
0.41 
0.55 
0.59 
0.57 
0.70 
0.58 
0.37 

6.8 
7.9 
8.4 
6.9 

10.8 
7.6 
7.4 

14.6 

0.94 
0.83 
0.84 
0.91 
0.61 
0.92 
0,93
0.28 

0.68 
0.52 
0.54 
0.51 
0.53 
0.62 
0.67 
0.381 

6.9 
9.3 
9.1 
7.6 

11.9 
7.4 
7.2 
15.3 

Item 31 
Item 32 

0.55 
0.45 

0.52 
0.35 

12.5 
13.5 

0.59 
0.46 

0.55 
0.34 

12.1 
13.4 

0.51 
0.65 

0.48 
0.36 

12,9
13.5~ 

Item 33 
Item 34 
Item 35 

0.66 
0.77 
0.53 

0,58 
0.56 
0.62 

11.3 
10.1 
12.7 

0.50.62 
0.79 0.55 
0.53 0.65 

11.5 
9.7 

12.7 

0.68 
0.74 
0.53 

0.57 
0,55
0.60 

11.1 
10.4 
12.7 

Item 36 
Item 37 
Item 38 
Item 39 
Item 40 

~ 0.83 
0.69 
0.68 
0.60 
0.64 

0.50~ 9.2 
0.67 11.0 
0.56 11.1 
0.49 12.0 
0.53 11.5 

0.83 
0.72 
0.70 
0.65 
0.68 

0.51 
0.66 
0.55 
0.46 
0.51 

9.2 
10.6 
10.9 
11.5 
11.1 

0,83
0.66 
0.66 
0,54
0,61 

0,50
0.66 
0.57 
0.49 
0.54 

9.3 
11.3 
11,4
12.6 
11,9 

Column Mean 
Column S.D. 

0.80 
0.15 

0,57 
0.11 

9.2 
2.1 

0.81 
0.15 

0.56 
0.12 

9,0
2.1 

0,79 
0.16 

0.57 
0.12 

9.4 
2.1 

Sazrple Size 
Population Estimate 

4814 
689739 

2451 
348022 

2363 
34717 

Coefficient Alphia 
Split Half Reliability 

0.82 
0.83 

0.81 
0.82 

0.83 
0.83 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Forimula Score 
Number Right
Number Wrong
Numbier Omits 
Number Not Reached 

30.0 6.50 
32.0 5.27 
7.7 5.08 
0.3 0.98 
0,1 0.93 

30.7 6.19 
32.5 5.04 
7.1 4.81 
0.3 0.95 
0.1 1,12 

29.4 6.73 
31.5 5.44 
8.2 5.28 
0.2 1,02
0.1 0.69 
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Rbi a Delta 
Item 1 0.84 0.46 9.0 
Item 2 0.79 0.38 9.8 
Item 3 0.93 0.76 7.2 
Item 4 0.96 0.94 6.2 
Item 5 0.83 0.52 9.1 
Item 6 0.88 0.59 8.3 
Item 7 0.73 0.53 10.5 
Item 8 0.87 0.56 8.5 
Item 9 0.87 0.58 8.5 
Item 1 0 0.84 0.59 9.1 
Item I11 0.84 0.54 8.9 
Item 1 2 0.90 0.60 7.8 
Itemn 13 0.92 0.70 7.2 
Itemn 14 0.96 0.72 5.8 
Item 15 0.93 0.76 7.2 
Item 16 0.93 0.51 7.1 
Item 17 0.88 0.41 8.3 
Item 18 0.95 0.67 6.5 
Item 19 0.92 0.55 7.4 
itemn 20 0.90 0.54 7.9 
Item 21 0.85 0.52 8.8 
Item 22 0.71 0.41 10.7 
Item 23 0.94 0.65 6.9 
Item 24 0.86 0.49 8.6 
Item 25 0.6 0.55 8.8 
Item 26 0.92 0.55 7.3 
Itemn 27 0.66 0.55 11.3 
Item 28 0.92 0.65 7.5 
Item 29 0.92 0.62 7.3 
Item 30 0.31 0.38 15.0 
Item 31 0.55 0.52 12.5 
Item 32 0.45 0.35 13.5 
Item 33 0.66 0.58 11.3 
Item 34 0.77 0.56 10.1 
Item 35 0.53 0.62 12.7 
Item 36 0.83 0.50 9.2 
Item 37 0.69 0.67 11.0 
Item 38 0.68 0.56 11.1 
Item 39 0.60 0.49 12.0 
Item 40 0.64 0.53 11.5 

Column Mean 0.80 0.57 9.2 
Column S.D. 0.15s 0.11 2.1I 

Sample Size 4814 
population Estimate 689739 

Coefficient Alpha 0.82 
split Half Reliability 0.83 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Mathematics Test, Hi1gh Form 
Item Analysis by Ethnicity 

Total Wi~hIte American Indian Hispanic Asian Stack 

Delta 
9.0 
9.8 
7.2 
5.8 
9.1 
8.3 
10.5 
8.4 
8.3 
9.0 
8.7 
7.7 
7.2 
5.8 
6.9 
6.8 
8.2 
6.4 
7.2 
8.0 
8.8 
10.8 
6.8 
8.5 
8.6 
7.0 

11.3 
7.4 
7.2 
14.9 
12.4 
13.4 
11.3 
9.9 

12.8 
9.3 

11.0 
1`1.0 
11.9 
11.4 

9.1 
2.2 

P+ Rbis Delta 
0.90 0.41 7.8 0.78 0.46 9.9
P+ Rbis Delta 

0.83 0.56 9.2 0.86 0.13 8.7 
0.97 0.61 5.5 0.92 0.77 7.4 
0.97 0.49 5.3 0.80 1.04 9.6 
0.84 0.74 9.0 0.82 -0.02 9.3 
0.91 0.62 7.6 0.84 0.53 9.0 
0.86 0.69 8.7 0.63 0.78 11.7 
0.94 0.59 6.8 0.69 0.85 11.0 
0.86 0.48 8.6 0.75 0.51 10.3 
0.88 0.51 8.4 0.66 0.89 11.3 
0.89 0.63 8.1 0.64 0.75 11.5 
0.92 0.73 7.2 0.87 0.60 8.5 
0.97 0.95 5.5 0.90 0.65 7.9 
0.98 0.83 5.1 0.98 0.10 5.1 
0.96 0.93 5.8 0.73 0.90 10.6 
0.94 0.32 6.8 0.76 0.68 10.1 
0.88 0.53 8.3 0.86 0.60 8.7 
0.96 0.36 6.2 0.91 0.92 7.7 
0.92 0.64 7.3 0.89 0.65 8.0 
0.95 0.63 6.3 0.94 0.80 6.8 
0.88 0.54 8.3 0.84 0.55 9.0 
0.76 0.39 10.2 0.75 0.31 10.4 
0.93 0.40 7.0 0.92 0.36 7.4 
0.86 0.39 8.8 0.71 0.89 10.5 
0.91 0.69 7.6 0.79 0.42 9.8 
0.87 0.77 8.4 0.83 0.48 9.3 
0.82 0.53 9.4 0.46 0.43 13.4 
0.95 0.61 6.3 0.88 0.58 8.2 
0.97 0.67 5.3 0.80 0.75 9.6 
0.34 0.50 14.6 0.24 0.34 15.5 
0.66 0.61 11.4 0.42 0.39 13.8 
0.51 0.35 12.9 0.38 0.49 '14.2 
0.80 0.75 9.7 0.58 0.74 12.2 
0.80 0.76 9.6 0.51 0.76 12.9 
0.68 0.59 11.1 0.44 0.64 13.6 
0.91 0.61 7.7 0.81 0.41 9.4 
0.79 0.77 9.7 0.56 0.75 12.4 
0.74 0.68 10.4 0.47 0.74 13.3 
0.68 0.54 11.2 0.45 0.37 13.5 
0.71 0.48 10.8 0.51 0.63 12.9 

ıt 
0.85 0.60 8.3 0.71 0.59 10.4 
0.13 0.15 2.1 0.18 0.23 2.3 i, ı 

462 154 
33607 28924 I"I Zı 
0.82 0.88 V R. '21.1 0.82 0.90 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. * ıS' 
I I 

0.84 
0.79 
0.93 
0.96 
0.83 
0.88 
0.73 
0.88 
0.88 
0.84 
0.86 
0.91 
0.93 
0.96 
0.94 
0.94 
0.88 
0.95 
0.93 
0.89 
0.85 
0.71 
0.94 
0.87 
0.86 
0.93 
0.67 
0.92 
0.93 
0.32 
0.56 
0.46 
0.67 
0.78 
0.52 
0.83 
0.70 
0.69 
0.60 
0.65 

0.81 
0.15 

RbI s
0.43 
0.39 
0.74 
0.86 
0.*54 
0.57 
0.50 
0.51 
0.59 
0.54 
0.46 
0.61 
0.67 
0.75 
0.68 
0.48 
0.38 
0.68 
0.54 
0.55 
0.50 
0.43 
0.67 
0.43 
0.55 
0.52 
0.55 
0.61 
0.57 
0.37 
0.52 
0.34 
0.56 
0.50 
0.62 
0.52 
0.65 
0.54 
0.48 
0.52 

0.55 
0.11 

3916 
594266 

o.80 
0.81 

Pi. Rbis 
0.70 1.04 
0.60 0.97 
0.91 0.15 
0.9? -0.06 
0.95 -0.14 
0.75 -0.27 
0.42 -0.48 
0.88 0.00 
0.91 -0.21 
0.77 1.22 
0.69 1.08 
0.92 -0.05 
0.80 1.24 
0.80 1.24 
0.98 -0.34 
0.97 -001 
0.57 0.42 
0.91 -005 
0.90 -0.16 
0.92 -0.05 
0.64 0.75 
0.64 0.63 
0.77 1.22 
0.96 0.08 
0.65 -0.40 
0.76 1.14 
0.61 0.81 
0.65 1-.05 
0.84 0.19 
0.12 0.32 
0.29 0.42 
0.49 0.6? 
0.46 0.61 
0.77 1.13 
0.46 0.86 
0.51 0.97 
0.46 0.91 
0.32 0.46 
0.12 0.58 
0.25 0.44 

0.68 0.46 
0.24 0.53 

18 
3549 

0.86 
0.93 

Delta 
10.9 
12.0 
7.6 
5.7 
6.4 

10.3 
13.8 
8.3 
7.7 
10.1 
11.1 
7.3 
9.6 
9.6 
4.4 
5.7 

12.3 
7.7 
7.8 
7.3 

11.5 
11.6 
10.1 
5.9 

11.4 
10.2 
11.9 
11.5 
8.9 

17.6 
15.2 
13.1 
13.4 
10.1 
13.4 
12.9 
13.4 
14.9 
17.6 
15.7 

10.6 
3.2 

p+
0.84 
0.70 
0.86 
0.91 
0.80 
0.82 
0.75 
0.85 
0.81 
0.86 
0.78 
0.87 
0.90 
0.97 
0.89 
0.91 
0.87 
0.93 
0.79 
0.87 
0.81 
0.72 
0.93 
0.85 
0.77 
0.93 
0.62 
0.84 
0.89 
0.24 
0.46 
0.38 
0.54 
0.73 
0.48 
0.82 
0.73 
0.60 
0.56 
0.56 

0.76 
0.17 

Rbl s 
0.79 
0.35 
1.03 
1.10 
0.86 
0.86 
0.71 
0.52 
0.56 
0.71 
0.68 
0.48 
0.98 
0.75 
0.99 
0.23 
0.52 
0.48 
0.53 
0.61 
0.73 
0.31 
0.85 
0.69 
0.57 
0.56 
0.59 
0.88 
0.67 
0.41 
0.41 
0.24 
0.52 
0.64 
0.60 
0.13 
0.70 
0.49 
0.43 
0.54 

0.62 
0.22 

235 
27610 

0.87 
0.87 

Delta 
9.1i 
11.0 
8.7 
7.7 
9.7 
9.4 
10.3 
5.9 
9.5 
8.7 
10.0 
8.5 
7.8 
5.3 
8.0 
7.5 
8.6 
7.2 
9.7 
8.5 
9.4 
10.7 
7.0 
8.8 

10.0 
7.2 

11.8 
8.9 
8.0 

15.8 
13.4 
14.2 
12.6 
10.6 
13.2 
9-3 

10.5 
12.0 
12.4 
12.4 
9.8 
2.2 

Formuula Score 30.0' 6".5-0 30.3 6.19 23.9 7.97 28.0 7.84 32.4 5.87 25.8 8.76 -ZzI 
0 Numb~er Right 32.0 5.27 32.1 5.02 27.1 6.38 30.3 6.50 33.9 4.76 28.5 7.05 

Number Wrong 7.7 5.08 7.5 4.86 12.6 6.42 9.0 5.78 5.9 4.56 11.0 6.94 
0.4 1.80 0.2 0.66 0.4 0.91Number Omits 0.3 0.98 0.2 0.95 0.2 0.53 

0.1 0.73 0.3 1.35 0.1 0.63 0.1 0.57Numb~er Not Reached 0.1 0.93 0.1 0.94 



NELS:88 First Follow-Up
Final Technical Report 

Item 1 
Itemn 2 
Item 3 
Item 4 
Item 5 
Item 6 
Item 7 
Item 8 
Item 9 
Item 10 
Item I1I 
Item 12 
Item 13 
Itemr14 
Item 1 5 
I tem 16 
I tem 1 7 
I tem 18 
Item 19 
Item 20 
Item 21 
Item 22 
I tem 23
Item 24 
Item 25 

CoLumn Mean 
CoLumn S.D. 

Saupte Size 
POPUlation Estimate 

Coefficient Atpha
SpLit HaLf Reliabitity 

ForuuLa Scare 
Nwmber Right
Number Wrong 
Number omits 
Number Not Reached 

Science Test 
Item Anatysis by Gender 

Tota L Male 
P4. Rbis Delta P+ Rbls Delta

0.59 0.60 12.1 0.60 0.63 12.0
0.72 0.53 10.7 0.73 0.55 10.6
0.74 0.51 10.4 0.72 0.54 10.7
0.78 0.71 9.9 0.81 0.79 9.5
0.84 0.70 9.1 0.83 0.76 9.1
0.73 0.61 10.5 0.77 0.66 10.0
0.65 0.71 11.5 0.71 0.73 10.8
0.54 0.49 12.6 0.51 0.53 12.9 
0.56 0.52 12.4 0.57 0.53 12.3
0.57 0.66 12.3 0.60 0.69 12.0
0.58 0.61 12.2 0.62 0.64 11.8
0.54 0.60 12.6 0.55 0.60 12.5
0.50 0.47 13.0 0.50 0.47 13.0
0.51 0.49 12.9 0.55 0.52 12.5

0.60.46 13.4 0.44 0.51 13.6
0.50 0.37 13.0 0.51 0.39 12.9
0.42 0.59 13.8 0.45 0.61 13.5
0.32 0.51 14.8 0.31 0.52 15.0
0.28 0.55 15.3 0.30 0.59 15.2~0.52 0.60 12.8 0.63 0.62 11.7
0.49 0.63 13.1 0.57 0.65 12.3
0.50 0.55 13.0 0.57 0.59 12.3
0.26 0.56 15.6 0.30 0.59 15.1
0.56 0.62 12.4 0.56 0.66 12.4
0.47 0.44 13.3 0.46 0.45 13.4 
0.55 0.56 12.5 0.57 0.59 12.3
0.14 0.08 1.5 0.14 0.09 1.6 

17684 8825
2849101 1428714 

0.82 0.84 
0.84 0.86 

Mean S.D. mean S.D. 
10.8 6.42 11.5 6.67
13.6 5.20 14.1 5.40
11.0 5.06 10.4 5.25
0.3 1.18 0.3 1.10
0.1 0.90 0.1 0.93 

P. 
0.58 
0.71 
0.77 
0.75 
0.84 
0.69 
0.59 
0.57 
0.55 
0.53 
0.53 
0.53 
0.49 
0.48 
0.47 
0.49 
0.39 
0.33 
0.26 
0.42 
0.40 
0.62 
0.21 
0.57 
0.48 

0.52 
0.15 

FemaLe 

Rbis 
0.58 
0.51 
0.49 
0.64 
0.65 
0.55 
0.69 
0.48 
0.50 
0.61 
0.57 
0.61 
0.48 
0.44 
0.42 
0.36 
0.57 
0.50 
0.50 
0.58 
0.60 
0.49 
0.50 
0.59 
0.43 

0.53 
0.08 

8859 

DeLta 
12.2 
10.7 
10.1 
10.3 
9.0 

11.0 
12.0 
12.3 
12.5 
12.7 
12.7 
12.7 
13.1 
13.2 
13.3 
13.1 
14.1 
14.7 
15.5 
13.8 
14.0 
13.8 
16.2 
12.3 
13.2 

12.7 
1.6 

1420387 
0.79 
0.81 

Mean S.D. 

10.2 6.08 
13.1 4.93 
11.5 4.79 
0.3 1.25 
0.1 0.87 
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Science Test 
item Analysis by Ethnicity 

Total ihi te American Indian Hispanic Asian Black 

Item 1 
Item 2 
Item 3 
I tem 4 
Item S 
Item 6 
Item 7 
Item 8 
Item 9 
I tem 1 0 
item I11 
I tem 1 2 
item 13 
I tem 1 4 
Item 1 5 
i tern 16 
item 1 7 
I tem 18 
I tem 19 
Item 20 
I temn 21 
Item 22 
I tem 23 
I tem 24 
item 25 

Columni Mean 
Column S.D. 

Sample Size 
Population Est imate 

Coefficient Alpha
Split Half Reliability 

Formtuaa Score 
Number Right
Number Wrong
Number Omits 
Number Not Reached 

Rbfis Delta P4. Rbi s Delta P4. Rbis Delta P+ RMis Delta P4. Rbisa Del ta Rbi B Delta 
0.59 0.60 12.1 0.63 0.60 11.7 0.48 0.51 13.2 0.48 0.53 13.2 0.67 0.60 11.2 0.46 0.55 13.4 
0.72 0.53 10.7 0.76 0.54 10.2 0.57 0.49 12.3 0.65 0.36 11.1. 0.77 0.52 10.1 0.58 0.45 12.2 
0.74 0.51 10.4 0.77 0.51 10.1 0.68 0.45 11.2 0.71 0.46 10.7 0.74 0.50 10.4 0.63 0.43 11.7 
0.78 0.71 9.9 0.82 0.72 9.3 0.68 0.69 11.2 0.69 0.64 11.0 0.78 0.75 9.9 0.61 0.62 11.9 
0.84 0.70o 9.1 0.87 0.712 8.5 0.64 0.65 11.5 0.75 0.58 10.3 0.85 0.63 8.3 0.73 0.67 10.5 
0.73 0.61 10.5 0.77 0.61 10.1 0.72 0.60 10.6 0.65 0.57 11.5 0.80 0.52 9.7 0.56 0.50 12.4 
0.65 0' 71 11.5 0.73 0.69 10.5 0.39 0.59 14.1 0.46 0.61 13.4 0.66 0.79 11.3 0.37 0.62 14.3 
0.54 0.49 12.6 0.57 0.49 12.3 0.46 0.62 13.4 0.54 0.41 12.6 0.59 0.45 12.1 0.41 0.50 14.0 
0.56 0.52 12.4 0.58 0.54 12.2 0.53 0.31 12.7 0.50 0.38 13.0 0.59 0.60 12.0 0.46 0.43 13.4 

0.38 0.52 14.20.57 0.66 12.3 0.62 0.66 11.8 0.39 0.54 14.2 0.45 0.57 13.5 0.59 0.64 12.1 
12.6 0.39 0.51 14.10.58 0.61 12.2 0.64 0.59 11.6 0.36 0.43 14.4. 0.41 0.47 13.9 0.54 0.62 

0.61 0.61 11.5 0.38 0.54 14.20.54 0.60 12.6 0.59 0.58 12.1 0.38 0.62 14.3 0.41 0.54 13.9 
0.50 0.47 13.0 0.52 0.48 12.8 0.50 0.47 13.0 0.39 0.47 14.1 0.57 0.49 12.3 0.41 0.33 13.9 

13.6 0.53 0.53 0.43 0.30 13.70.51 0.49 12.9 0.54 0.52 12.6 0.46 0.27 13.4 0.44 0.39 
0.46 0.46 13.4 0.48 0.47 13.2 0.40 0.34 14.0 0.41 0.40 13.9 0.54 0.41 12.6 0.35 0.42 14.5 

13.6 0.56 0.48 12.4 0.45 0.35 13.50.50 0.37 13.0 0.52 0.38 12.5 0.39 0.23 14.2 0.44 0.29 
14.8 0.43 0.57 13.7 0.28 0.60 15.40.42 0.59 13.8 0.46 0.56 13.4 0.27 0.69 15.4 0.33 0.59 
15.7 0.36 0.51 14.4 0.25 0.45 15.70.32 0.51 14.5 0.34 0.52 14.6 0.27 0.42 15.5 0.25 0.39 

0.46 16.3 0.33 0.76 14.7 0.20 0.24 16.40.28 0.55 15.3 0.30 0.58 15.1 0.23 0.23 15.9 0.21 
0.52 14.1 0.55 0.63 12.5 0.29 0.52 15.30.52 0.60 12.5 0.59 0.57 12.1 0.33 0.50 14.8 0.40 

0.49 0.63 13.1 0.55 0.62 12.5 0.30 0.46 15.1 0.33 0.50 14.7 0.50 0.57 13.0 0.25 0.45 15.7 
0.50 0.55 13.0 0.55 0.52 12.5 0.46 0.59 13.4 0.41 0.53 13.9 0.55 0.55 12.5 0.28 0.50 15.3 
0.26 0.56 15.6 0.29 0.56 15.2 0.14 0.51 17.2 0.17 0.39 16.8 0.29 0.68 15.3 0.15 0.34 17.1 
0.56 0.62 12.4 0.60 0.63 12.0 0.45 0.72 13.5 0.44 0.49 13.6 0.61 0.64 11.9 0.42 0.46 13.8 

0.39 0.45 14.2 0.49 0.46 13.1 0.41 0.48 14.00.47 0.44 13.3 0.50 0.42 13.0 0.37 0.45 14.3 
1.5. 0.50 0.45 0.48 13.5 0.58 0.58 12.1 0.40 0.47 14.00.55 0.56 0.58 0.56 12.1 0.43 13.7
12.5 0.15 0.09 1.6 0.14 0.10 1.6 0.14 0.10 1.50.14 0.08 0.15 0.05 1.6 0.14 0.14 1.5 

17684 12159 222 2150 1095 1792 
2849101 2037416 41681 284446 103098 357896 

0.82 0.51 0.76 0.74 0.83 0.72 
0.740.84 0.83 0.81 0.77 0.84 

Mean S.D.Mean S.D. mean S.D. Kean S.D. Kean S.D. mean S.D. 
6.5 5.2910.8 6.42 12.0 6.23 7.4 5.62 8.0 5.44 11.9 6.53 

14.6 5.03 10.7 4.61 11.2 4.45 14.5 5.29 10.0 4.2913.6 5.20 
11.0 5.06 10.1 4.92 13.5 4.53 12.9 4.46 10.1 5.12 14.2 4.34 

0.3 0.91 0.5 1.330.3 1.18 0.3 1.04 0.4 1.21 0.6 1.70 
0.2 1.03 0.2 1.200.1 0.90 0.1 0.61 0.4 2.07 0.3 1.48 

tj 
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Hi story/Citizensh ip/Geography Test 
Item AnaLysis by Gender 

Totat Mate 

Item 
I tem 

I 
2 

P4 
0.83 
0.64 

Rbis 
0.65 
0.62 

De~ta 
9.2 
11.5 

P+ 
0.84 
0.68 

Rbis Delta 
0.71~ 9.0 
0.65 11.1 

Item 3 0.63 0.40 11.7 0.63 0.41 11.7 
Item 
Item 
Item 

4 
5 
6 

0.56 
0.68 
0.50 

0.67 
0.59 
0.59 

12.4 
11.1 
13.0 

0.58 
0.64 
0.57 

0.67 
0.61 
0.62 

12.2 
11.6 
12.3 

Item 7 0.83 0.72 9.1 0.83 0.76 9.2 
Item 8 0.67 0.67 11.2 0.72 0.73 10.7 
Item 9 
Item 1 0 
Item 1 1 

0.52 
0.52 
0.44 

0.46 
0.63 
0.49 

12.8 
12.8 
13.6 

0.55 
0.53 
0.46 

0.45 
0.66 
0.51 

12.5 
12.7 
13.4 

Item 1 2 0.53 0.52 12.7 0.55 0.59 12.5 
Item 13 
Item 1 4 

0.80 
0.72 

0.62 
0.61 

9.6 
10.6 

0.81 
0.74 

0.67 
0.61 

9.4 
10.4 

Item 1 5 0.91 0.78 7.7 0.90 0.81 7.9 
Item 16 0.85 0.64 8.8 0.85 0.64 8.9 
Item 1 7 
I temn 18 

0.28 
0.91 

0.46 
0.68 

15.3 
7.7 

0.31 
0.90 

0.46 
0.71 

15.0 
7.8 

Item 19 0.44 0.59 13.6 0.45 0.60 13.5 
Item 20 
Item 21 
I tem 22 
Item 23 
Item 24 
Item 25 
Item 26 
Item 27 
Item 28 

0.80 
0.74 
0.81 
0.67 
0.32 
0.60 
0.55 
0.71 
0.56 

0.77 
0.68 
0.58 
0.60 
0.52 
0.54 
0.62 
0.46 
0.65 

9.6 
10.4 
9.5 

11.3 
14.8 
12.0 
12.5 
10.8 
12.4 

0.78 
0.81 
0.81 
0.66 
0.34 
0.59 
0.61 
0.71 
0.56 

0.81 
0.74 
0.63 
0.64 
0.50 
0.55 
0.65 
0.50 
0.67 

9.9 
9.4 
9.5 

11.3 
14.7 
12.1 
11.9 
10.8 
12.4 

Item 29
I tem 30 

0.45 
0.42 

0.44 
0.31 

13.5 
13.9 

0.51 
0.42 

0.52 
0.33 

12.9 
13.8 

CoLumni Mear 
ColLum S.D. 

0.63 
0.17 

0.59 
0.11 

11.5 
1.9 

0.64 
0.16 

0.61 
0.11 

11.3 
1.9 

SampLe Size 
Population Estimate 

17591 
2841094 

8781 
1425043 

Coefficient ALpha
Split Half ReLiabiLity 

0.85 
0.86 

0.86 
0.87 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Formiula Score 16.1 7.28 16.7 7.57 
Number Right
Numrber Wrong
N~umber Omits 

18.9 5.88 
10.8 5.76 
0.2 1.20 

19.3 6.11 
10.4 5.98 
0.2 1.14 

Number Not Reached 0.1 0.97 0.1 1.01 

P4. 
0.81 
0.60 
0.62 
0.54 
0.72 
0.44 
0.83 
0.63 
0.50 
0.50 
0.42 
0.51 
0.79 
0.70 
0.91 
0.86 
0.26 
0.91 
0.44 
0.82 
0.67 
0.81 
0.67 
0.31 
0.61 
0.49 
0.71 
0.56 
0.40 
0.41 
0.62 
0.18 

Female 

Rbis Delta 
0.60 
0.59 
0.39 
0.66 
0.59 
0.55 
0.69 
0.62 
0.47 
0.60 
0.46 
0.44 
0.56 
0.60 
0.75 
0.64 
0.46 
0.66 
0.58 
0.74 
0.65 
0.52 
0.56 
0.54 
0.54 
0.59 
0.43 
0.64 
0.34 
0.29 
0.56 
0.11 

9.4, 
11.9 
11.7 
12.6 
10.7 
13.6 
9.1 

11.7 
13.0 
13.0 
13.8 
12.9 
9.7 
10.9 
7.5 
8.7 

15.6 
7.6 

13.6 
9.3 

11.2 
9.5 

11.3 
15.0 
11.9 
13.1 
10.8 
12.4 
14.0 
13.9 

11.6 
2.1 

1416051 

0.83 
0.84 

Mean S.D. 

15.6 6.93 
18.4 5.61 
11.3 5.50 
0.2 1.25 
0.1 0.94 
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History/Citizenship/GeographyTest 
Item Analysis by Ethnicity 

Item 1 
Item 2 
Item 3 
item 4 
Item 5 
item 6 
Item 7 
Item 8 
I tem 9 
Item 10 
I tem 11I 
I tem 12 
Item 13 
Item 14 
item 15 
Item 16 
Item 1 7 
Item 18 
Item 19 
Item 20 
item 21 
Item 22 
Item 23 
Item 24 
Item 25 
Item 26 
Item 27 
Item 28 
Item 29 
Item 30 

Column Mean 
Column S.D. 

Semple Size 
Population Estimate 

Coefficient Alpha
Split Half Reliability 

Formujia.Score
N~umber Right
Number Urong
Numb~er omits 
Number Not Reached 

Total White American Indian Hispanic Asian Black 
P. 
0.83 
0.64 
0.63 
0.56 
0.68 
0.50 
0.83 
0.67 
0.52 
0.52 
0.44 
0.53 
0. 80 
0.72 
0.91 
0.85 
0.28 
0.91 
0.44 
0.80 
0.74 
0.81 
0.67 
0.32 
0.60 

Rbi s 
0.65 
0.62 
0.40 
0.67 
0.59 
0.59 
0.72 
0.67 
0.46 
0.63 
0.49 
0.52 
0.62 
0.61 
0.78 
0.64 
0.46 
0.68 
0.59 
0. 77 
0.68 
0.58 
0.60 
0.52 
0.54 

Delta 
9.2 
11.5 
11.7 
12.4 
11.1 
13.0 
9.1 
11.2 
12.8 
12.8 
13.6 
12.7 
9.6 
10.6 
71.7 
8.8 
15.3 
7.7 
13.6 
9.6 
10.4 
9.5 
11.3 
14.8 
12.0 

P. 
0.87 
0.69 
0.66 
0.61 
0.70 
0.55 
0.86 
0.70 
0.52 
0.56 
0.47 
0.56 
0.84 
0.77 
0.93 
0.88 
0.30 
0.93 
0.46 
0.83 
0.78 
0.83 
0.69 
0.34 
0.62 

Rbi s 
0.65 
0.64 
0.35 
0.68 
0.57 
0.62 
0.74 
0.70 
0.49 
0.64 
0.51 
0.53 
0.62 
0.60 
0.82 
0.65 
0.49 
0.69 
0.61 
0.79 
0.70 
0.61 
0.61 
0.53 
0.55 

Delta 
8.4 

11.0 
11.4 
11.9 
10.9 
12.5 
8.6 

10.9 
12.8 
12.4 
13.3 
12.4 
9.1I 

10.1 
7.2 
8.2 

15.1 
7.2 
13.4 
9.2 
9.9 
9.2 

11.0 
14.6 
11.7 

p. Rbis$ 
0.60 0.63 
0.53 0.53 
0.41 0.60 
0.39 0.57 
0.55 0.66 
0.33 0.48 
0.58 0.72 
0.52 0.62 
0.34 0.54 
0.38 0.51 
0.33 0.49 
0.33 0.46 
0.71 0.64 
0.57 0.52 
0.79 0.71 
0.81 0.48 
0.23 -0.05 
0.67 0.69 
0.32 0.30 
0.60 0.78 
0.54 0.71 
0.74 0.45 
0.61 0.52 
0.22 0.57 
0.42 0.75 

Delta 
12.0 
12.7 
13.9 
14.1 
12.5 
14.8 
12.2 
12.8 
14.7 
14.2 
14.8 
14.7 
10.8 
12.3 
9.7 
9.6 

16.0 
11.2 
14.8 
12.0 
12.6 
10.4 
11.9 
16.1 
13.9 

P. 
0.69 
0.56 
0.56 
0.43 
0.66 
0.39 
0.71 
0.5S9 
0.61 
0.40 
0.35 
0.46 
0.71 
0.62 
0.87 
0.78 
0.23 
0.84 
0.35 
0.74 
0.65 
0.79 
0.58 
0.26 
0.53 

Rbi s 
0.60 
0.51 
0.53 
0.59 
0.57 
0.48 
0.62 
0.58 
0.41 
0.53 
0.35 
0.47 
0.56 
0.56 
0.70 
0.60 
0.41 
0.69 
0.52 
0.67 
0.63 
0.48 
0.49 
0.52 
0.49 

Delta 
11.0 
12.4 
12.4 
13.7 
11.4 
14.2 
10.8 
12.1 
11.9 
14.1 
14.6 
13.4 
10.8 
11.8 
8.5 
10.0 
16.0 
9.0 

14.5 
10.4 
11.5 
9.8 
12.2 
15.6 
12.7 

P. 
0.74 
0.66 
0.63 
0.62 
0.77 
0.49 
0.81 
0. 71 
0.67 
0.54 
0.49 
0.58 
0.83 
0.67 
0.91 
0.85 
0.33 
0.85 
0.49 
0.87 
0.83 
0.82 
0.68 
0.37 
0.65 

RbIs 
0.71 
0.61 
0.43 
0.66 
0.56 
0.60 
0.73 
0.68 
0.41 
0.67 
0.51 
0.44 
0.66 
0.64 
0.79 
0.66 
0.54 
0.78 
0.56 
0.78 
0.67 
0.57 
0.53 
0.42 
0.47 

Delta 
10.4 
11.3 
11.6 
11.7 
10.0 
13.1 
9.5 
10.8 
11.2 
12.6 
13.1 
12.2 
9.2 

11.2 
7.7 
8.9 
14.7 
8.8 
13.1 
8.6 
9.2 
9.3 
11.2 
14.4 
11.5 

P. 
0.72 
0.45 
0.51 
0.41 
0.57 
0.36 
0.81 
0.59 
0.45 
0.36 
0.37 
0.48 
0.70 
0.59 
0.84 
0.75 
0.22 
0.91 
0.38 
0.68 
0.62 
0.74 
0.59 
0.26 
0.54 

Rbi s 
0.54 
0.49 
0.38 
0.54 
0.62 
0.34 
0.70 
0.55 
0.46 
0.48 
0.33 
0.49 
0.52 
0.49 
0.68 
0.53 
0.28 
0.56 
0.55 
0.71 
0.55 
0.47 
0.62 
0.47 
0.47 

Delta 
10.7 
13.5 
12.9 
13.9 
12.2 
14.4 
9.6 
12.0 
13.5 
14.5 
14.4 
13.2 
11.0 
12.1 
8.9 
10.3 
16.1 
7.6 
14.2 
11.1 
11.8 
10.4 
12.1 
15.5 
12.6 

0.55 
0.71 
0.56 

0.62 
0.46 
0.65 

12.5 
10.8 
12.4 

0.59 
0. 73 
0.60 

0.65 
0.46 
0.66 

12.1 
10.6 
11.9 

0.38 
0.57 
0.39 

0.70 
0.54 
0.51 

14.3 
12.3 
14.1 

0.45 
0.67 
0.44 

0.43 
0.39 
0.52 

13.5 
11.3 
13.6 

0.62 
0.72 
0.61 

0.59 
0.48 
0.69 

11.8 
10.7 
11.9 

0.42 
0.65 
0.42 

0.46 
0.47 
0.56 

13.8 
11.4 
13.8 

0.45 
0.42 

0.44 
0.31 

13.5 
13.9 

0.47 
0.43 

0.46 
0.32 

13.3 
13.7 

0.37 
0.34 

0.36 
0.27 

14.3 
14.6 

0.43 
0.39 

0.37 
0.33 

13.7 
14.2 

0.48 
0.35 

0.33 
0.30 

13.2 
14.6 

0.35 
0.40 

0.31 
0.25 

14.5 
14.0 

0.63 
0.17 

0.59 
0.11 

11.5 
1.9 

0.66 
0.17 

0.60 
0.11 

11.1 
2.1 

0.49 
0.16 

0.54 
0.16 

13.1 
1.7 

0.56 
0.17 

0.52 
0.10 

12.4 
1.9 

0.65 
0.16 

0.58 
0.13 

11.2 
1.8 

0.54 
0.17 

0.50 
0.11 

12.5 
2.0 

17591 12119 217 2122 1088 1783 
2841094 2034004 40859 280999 102702 358443 

0.85 
0.86 

0.85 
0.86 

0.84 
0.90 

0.81 
0.82 

0.84 
0.87 

0.79 
0.80 

mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

16.1 
18.9 
10.8 
0.2 
0.1 

7.28 
5.88 
5.76 
1.20 
0.97 

17.2 
19.7 
10.1 
0.1 
0.1 

7.10 
5.72 
5.65 
0.90 
0.72 

10.7 
14.5 
15.0 
0.3 
0.3 

7.46 
6.04 
5.94 
1.41 
1.26 

13.4 6.86 
16.6 5.63 
12.8 5.40 
0.4 1.90 
0.3 1.56 

17.0 7.16 
19.5 5.80 
10.2 5.68 
0.1 0.68 
0.2 1.66 

12.7 6.53 
16.1 5.31 
13.4 5.29 
0.4 1.76 
0.2 1.22 

t-i1 
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Reading Test Item Numbers and IRT Parameters. 

Grade 10 Test 
Item Number 

Low High 
Form Form 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 9 
7 10 
8 11 
9 

10 
11 
12 14 
13 15 
14 16 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

13 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

IRT 

A 

0.58 
0.92 
0.99 
0.90 
1.42 
1.09 
1.11 
1.20 
0.86 
0.38 
0. 86 
1.35 
1.65 
1.73 
1.44 
1.78 
2.13 
0. 89 
1.40 
1.32 
1.58 
1.51 
1.44 
1. 64 
1. 63 
1.42 
1.02 
1.46 
1.36 
1.26 
1.29 
1. 10 
1.,19 
1. 08 
0D. 83 

Item Parameters 
Grade 8 Test 
Item Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

11* 

B 

-4.56 
-1.86 
-1.58 
-0.55 
-0.19 
-0.56 
0.28 
-0.26 
-0.07 
0.95 

-0.92 
-0.84 
0.12 
-0.08 
-0.14 
-0.98 
0.11 
0.15 
-0.48 
-0.64 
-0.20 
0.83 
0.90 
0. 86 
0.32 
0.83 

-0.67 
0.58 
0.00 
0.19 
1.00 
0.74 
0. 00 
1. 17 
1. 71 

C 

0. 12 
0. 12 
0. 13 
0.,09 
0.21 
0 .18 
0 . 13 
0 . 12 
0.33 
0. 14 
0.23 
0. 17 
0.32 
0. 19 
0.12 
0.26 
0.25 
0.26 
0.22 
0.35 
0. 31 
0.35 
0.27 
0.25 
0. 12 
0.26 
0.'00 
0., 17 
0.11 
0.31 
0.24 
0.33 
0.24 
0.20 
0.19 

* Deleted from common item list 

1 
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Mathematics Test Item Numbers and IRT Parameters 

Grade 10 Test 
Item Number 

IRT Item Parameters 
Low Mid High Grade 8 Test 
Form Form Form A B C Item Number 

1 1 1.25 - 0.96 0.18 1 
2 4 3 1059 -0.24 0.22 4 

5*3 5 4 1. 80 -0.46 0.21 
4 9 8 1.35 0.06 0.22 9 
5 10 9 1.30 0.12 0.17 10 
6 0.65 - 1.08 0.14 
7 1.02 -1.57 0.19 
8 1.80 - 0.01 0.20 
9 1.98 -0.07 0.21 
10 11 10 1.32 0.10 0 . 16 11* 
11 12 11 1.14 - 0.17 0. 11 12 
12 13 12 1.25 - 0.28 0. 16 13 
13 14 13 1. 63 -0.11 0.19 14 
14 14 1. 08 -0.92 0.24 15* 
15 15 0 . 62 -1.69 0.14 16 
16 16 0.50 -1.37 0.14 17 
17 17 15 1. 70 -0.10 0.22 18 
18 18 1. 02 -1.62 0.13 19 
19 1. 70 0. 05 0. 17 
20 1.22 -1.37 0. 16 
21 19 0.89 -1.97 0 .14 20 
22 16 0.80 -0.92 0 . 12 21 
23 1.26 -0.96 0.18 22 
24 20 0.39 - 1.19 0.14 23 
25 21 17 0.861 -0.50 0.22 24 
26 1.28 - 0.60 0.24 25 
27 22 18 1.45 -0.33 0. 36 26 
28 2.25 - 0.46 0.15s 27* 
29 23 19 0.92 -0.52 0.17 28 
30 24 20 1. 03 -0.42 0.12 29 
31 25 21 0 . 82 - 0.13 0.20 30 
32 26 1.25 - 0.64 0.20 31 
33 0. 68 -0.77 0.20 32 
34 28 23 1.25 -0.52 0.24 34* 
35 29 24 0. 80 -0.11 0.28 35 
36 30 25 1.27 0. 09 0.15s 3 6 
37 32 27 1. 78 0. 97 0.32 38* 
38 33 28 2.00 0. 07 0.14 39 
39 34 29 1.27 -0.39 0.11 40* 
40 0. 80 -2. 60 0.14 

* Deleted from common item list 

2 
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Mathematics Test 

Grade 10 Test 
Item Number 

Low Mid High
Form Form Form 

2 1 
3 2 
6 5 
7 6 

8 7 
27 22 
31 26 
35 34 
36 36 
37 37 
38 3 8 
39 39 
40 40 

30 
31 
32 
33 
35 

* Deleted from common 

Item NTumbers and IRT Parameters 
(Continued) 

IRT Item Parameters 
Grade 8 Test 

A B C Item Number 

0.88 - 0.14 0.14 2 
1.19 0.72 0.36 3 
1.59 0.41 0.31 6 
1.41 0. 00 0.10 7 

1. 09 0.43 0.16 8 
0. 85 0.92 0.37 33* 
1.14 -0.24 0.09 37 
1.17 0.38 0. 14 
0. 82 - 0.18 0. 12 
2.25~ 0.73 0.25 
1.50 0.78 0.23 
1.21 1.05 0.21 
1.14 0.72 0. 12 
0.80 2.21 0. 16 
1.94 1.15 0.24 
1.25~ 1.77 0.32 
2.25 0.88 0.25 
2.15 1.05 0. 12 

item list 

3 
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Science Test; Item Numbers and IRT Parameters 

Grade 10 Test 
Item Number 
(One Form Only)-

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

IRT 

A 

1.35 
0.74 
0.55 
1.09 
1.12 
0.97 
1.63 
0.39 
1.03 
1.50 
1. 14 
1. 19 
1.36 
1.04 
0.67 
1.69 
0.76 
0.77 
1.97 
1. 12 
1.27 
0.98 
1. 86 
1. 19 
0.30 

Item Parameters 

B C 
Grade 8 Test 
Item Number 

10* 
3 
4 
5* 
6 
12 
14 
15* 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23* 
24 
25* 

0 . 16 
-0.55 
-1.03 
-1.22 
-1.60 
~-0.64 
-0.30 
-0.44 
0.37 
0. 12 
0. 09 
0.31 
0.75 
0.58 
0.76 
1.02 
0.48 
1.08 
1. 00 
0.27 
0.34 
0. 51 
1. 08 
0. 09 
0.17 

0. 30 
0.31 
0.25 
0.00 
0.00 
0.26 
0.18 
0. 03 
0.31 
0.24 
0.22 
0.24 
0.33 
0.30 
0.22 
0.42 
0.08 
0. 12 
0. 16 
0.20 
0. 18 
0.24 
0.13 
0.21 
0.00 

* Deleted from common item list 
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Eistory/Citizenship/GeographyTest Item Numbers and IRT Parameter~s 

Grade 10 Test 
Item Numiber 
(One Form Only) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

* Deleted from 

IRT Item Parameters 

A B I C 

0.96 -1.13 0.24 
1.29 -0.02 0.29 
0.36 -0.46 0.19 
1. 74 0.17 0.23 
0. 68 -0.77 0.09 
2.14 0.52 0.28 
1. 19 -1.29 0.07 
1.79 -0.11 0.32 
0. 89 0.61 0.32 
1.34 0.30 0.19 
1.72 0.83 0.28 
0.96 0.53 0.26 
0.92 -0.98 0.30 
0.79 -0.79 0 .15 
1.45 -1.82 0. 00 
1.12 -1.01 0.37 
'2.18 1. 10 0. 17 
1.00 -1.87 0. 19 
1.34 0.62 0.20 
1.65 -0.88 0. 16 

-0.44 0.33 
1.00 -0.71 0.42 
0.83 -0.43 0 . 15 
0. 81 1.10 0 .12 
0.77 0.08 0.24 
2.25 0.33 0.28 
0.51 -0.74 0.19 
1.10 0. 06 0.16 
1.05 0.96 0.28 
0.77 1. 77 0.32 

common item list 

Grade 8 Test 
Item Num'ber 

4 
26 

22 
12 
28 
2* 
13 
14 
15 
16* 
23 
18 
20 
3* 
1 

30 
17 
29 
19 
21 
10 
24 

25 
II* 

27 
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4. 

-3 -2 -1 0 
Theta (Ability) 
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KEY FOR APPENDIXK C STANDARD ERRORS 
AND DESIGN EFFECTS TABLES 

Series 1: full 1990 sample using FlQWT (N = 19,264) 

Series 2: 1988-1990.panel using FlPNLWTr (N= 17,424) 

for each of the following subgroups: 

SEX.-

Male 
Female 

RACE/ET CHIiY: 

Asian 
Hispanic
Black 
White 
American Indian 

SCHOOL CONTROL TYPE: 

Public 
Catholic 
Private 

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS: 

highest SES quartile 
middle two.SES quartiles 
lowest SES quartile 

SCHOOL'S URBANYICJY: 

urban 
suburban 
rural 

I 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, ALL RESPONDENTS BY F1QWT 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti-
mate 

Design
S.E.? .DEFF DEFT N 

SRS 
S.Elb 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
Sts in colIg Prep/acadmc. pgm. 
Sts in vocational/tec pgms 
Watch more than 2hrs/per weekdy 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 exp to be a manager 
At age 30 exp to be in the military 
At age 30 exp to be an operative 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman 
At age 30 exp to be a technician 
At age 30 doesn't know what to be 
Others in home speak Spanish 
I feel good about myself
Luck is more imnprtnt than hrd wk 
Something always prevnts success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

FISiSA 
FLS2OC 
FIS2OD 
F1S45A 
F1549 
FIS53F 
F1S53G 
F1S53H 
F15531 
FLS53P 
FLS53S 
F1S555 
F1562A 
FlS62C 
F1562F 
F1562G 
F1562L 
F1592C 

95.51 
31.56 
11.50 
54.52 
54.95 

5.23 
2.97 
1.43 

18.11 
4.67 

10.47 
57.69 
91.99 
12.64 
27.90 
22.55 
17.41 
7.04 

0.403 
0.784 
0.435 
0.693 
0.776 
0.252 
0.188 
0.223 
0.535 
0.223 
0.365 
2.296 
0.292 
0.460 
0.607 
0.545 
0.471 
0.376 

7.182 
5.362 
3.504 
3.491 
4.627 
2.300 
2.204 
6.318 
3.465 
2.007 
5.376 
8.462 
2.083 
3.427 
3.277 
3.034 
2.746 
4.129 

2.680 
2.315 
1.872 
1.868 
2.151 
1.517 
1.485 
2.513 
1.861 
1.417 
2.319 
2.909 
1.443 
1.851 
1.810 
1.742 
1.657 
2.032 

18945 
18843 
18843 
18026 
19023 
17959 
17959 
17959 
17959 
17959 
17959 
3919 

18007 
17887 
17889 
17837 
17800 
19109 

0.150 
0.339 
0.232 
0.371 
0.361 
0.166 
0.127 
0.089 
0.287 
0.157 
0.157 
0.789 
0.202 
0.248 
0.335 
0.313 
0.284 
0.185 

Live with mother in same hh F1592D 88.39 0.463 3.991 1.998 19109 0.232 
Live with stepmother in same hhi 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1592E 
F1S92H 
F1592I 

3.04 
1.34 
3.69 

0.192 
0.129 
0.235 

2.391 
2.396 
2.970 

1.546 
1.548 
1.723 

19109 
19109 
19109 

0.124 
0.083 
0.136 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same It 

FLSIOOE 
F1593C 
FIS93D 

94.29 
0.10 
0.09 

0.269 
0.005 
0.006 

2.327 
2.462 
2.423 

1.525 
1.569 
1.557 

17324 
16672 
16625 

0.176 
0.003 
0.004 

#-Nonrelatives under 18 in It F1S93F 0.04 0.004 2.202 1.484 16578 0.003 

Reading test formula score 
Matbmtcs test formula score 

F1TXRIR 
F1TXM1R 

21.08 
35.53 

0.133 
0.220 

5.215 
5.661 

2.284 
2.379 

17832 
17793 

0.058 
0.092 

Science test formula score F1TXSIR 13.68 0.090 5.581 2.362 17684 0.038 
Hist/Cit/Geog test formula score FlTXHIR 18.94 0.098 5.121 2.263 17591 0.043 

Mean 3.858 1.923 
Minimum 2.007 1.417 
Maximum 8.462 2.909 
Standard deviation 1.681 0.408 
Median 3.446 1.856 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, MALES BY F1QWT 

Survey item (or composite
variable) 

Var 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design
S.E.1 DEFF DEFT N~ 

SRS 
S.E. 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
Sts in college prep/acadmic pgms 
Sts in vocational/technical pgnis 
Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkdy 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 exp to be 'in the military 
At age 30 expect to be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expect to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more important then hrd wrk 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

F1S18A 
F1S20C 
F1S20D 
F1S45A 
F1549 
FJS53F 
FLS53G 
F1S53H 
F1S53J 
F1S53P 
F1S53S 
FIS555 
FIS62A 
F1S62C 
F1S62F 
FIS62G 
F1S62L 
F1S92C 

95.41 
30.14 
13.03 
57.42 
51.80 
5.44 
4.73 
2.31 

14.56 
6.80 
9.87 

56.75 
94.26 
15.48 
29.92 
22.97 
17.61 
6.64 

0.592 
1.023 
0.589 
0.948 
1.006 
0.352 
0.339 
0.422 
0.731 
0.393 
0.437 
2.771 
0.324 
0.643 
0.928 
0.778 
0.673 
0.528 

7.61 
4.70 
2.89 
3.29 
3.87 
,2.16 
2.'29 
7.09 
3.86 
2.19 
2.71 
6.03 
1.73 
2.80 
3.64 
3.02 
2.75 
4.31 

2.76 
2.17 
1.70 
1.81 
1.97 
1.47 
1.51 
2.66 
1.96 
1.48 
1.65 
2.45 
1.32 
1.67 
1.91 
1.74 
1.66 
2.08 

9506 
9448 
9448 
8941 
9546 
8986 
8986 
8986 
8986 
8986 
8986 
1927 
8935 
8874 
8870 
8838 
8818 
9592 

0.21 
0.47 
0.35 
0.52 
0.'51 
0.24 
0.22 
0.'16 
0.37 
0.27 
0.27 
1.13 
0.25 
0.38 
0.49 
0.45 
0.41 
0.25 

Live with mother in same hh F1S92D 87.8 1 0.670 4.02 2.01 9592 0.33 
Live with stepmothers in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1S92E 
F1S92H 
F1S92I 

3.80 
1.35 
2.15 

0.330 
0.179 
0.199 

2.86 
2.31 
1.81 

1.69 
1.52 
1.34 

9592 
9592 
9592 

0.20 
0.12 
0.15 

Parents require chores to be done FS100OE 94.09 0.330 1.'66 1.29 8496 0.26 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

FlS93C 
F1S93D 

0.11 
0.10 

0.007 
0.009 

2.10 
2.38 

1.45 
1.544 

8371 
8342 

0.00 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh1 F1S93F 0.04 0.005 1.43 1.20 8318 0.00 

Reading test formla score 
Mathematics test formula score 

FlTXRIIR 20.33 
FlTXMIR35.60 

0.164 
0.266 

3.81 
3.97 

1.'95 
1.'99 

8915 
8896 

0.08 
0.13 

Science test formula score FITXSIR 14.28 0.116 4.24 2.06 8842 0.06 
History/cit/geog test formula score FlTXHIR 19.37 0.121 3.54 1.88 8797 0.06 

Mean 3.37 1.80 
Minimum 1.43 1.20 
M a mu 7.61 2. 76 
Standard deviation 1.50 0.38 
Median 2.95 1.72 

4Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, FEMALES BY FIQWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.c DEFF DEFT N 

SRS 
S.E 

Sure to graduate from 11.5. 
Sts in college prp/academic pgms, 
Sts in vocational/technicalpgms 

FJS18A 
FlS2OC 
FlS2OD 

95.62 
32.99 
9.94 

0.522 
0.928 
0.532 

6.13 
3.66 
2.97 

2.48 
1.91 
1.72 

9439 
9395 
9395 

0.21 
0.49 
0.31 

Watch tv more than 2 krs/per weekday
Expect to finish college 

F1S45A 
F1S49 

51.63 
58.16 

0.966 
0.978 

3.39 
3.72 

1.84 
1.93 

9085 
9477 

0.52 
0.51 

At age 30 exp to be a manager
At age 30 exp to be in the military 

FIS53F 
F1553G 

5.02 
1.19 

0.342 
0.140 

2.20 
1.50 

1.48 
1.23 

8973 
8973 

0.23 
0.11 

At age 30 exp to be an operative 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman 
At age 30 exp to be technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more important than hrd wrk 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live w/other adult male in HH 
Live w/mother in same RH 
Live w/stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FIS53H 
F1S53J 
F1S53P 
FlS53S 
F1555 
FIS62A 
FlS62C 
F1S62F 
F1S62G 
F1S62L 
F1S92C. 
FlS92D 
F1S92E 
F1S92H 
F1592I 

0.55 
21.71 
2.52 

11.06 
58.62 
89.72 
9.82 

25.88 
22.13 
17.21 
7.44 

88.97 
2.27 
1.34 
5.25 

0.139 
0.694 
0.229 
0.581 
2.509 
0.464 
0.582 
0.737 
0.738 
0.637 
0.501 
0.616 
0.213 
0.190 
0.410 

3.17 
2.54 
1.92 

12.33 
5.17 
2.12 
3.45 
2.55 
2.84 
2.56 
3.47 
3.68 
1.95 
2.60 
3.21 

1.78 
1.59 
1.38 
3.51 
2.27 
1.46 
1.86 
1.60 
1.69 
1.60 
1.86 
1.92 
1.40 
1.61 
1.79 

8973 
8973 
8973 
8973 
1992 
9072 
9013 
9019 
8999 
8982 
9517 
9517 
9517 
9517 
9517 

0.08 
0.44 
0.17 
0.17 
1.10 
0.32 
0.31 
0.46 
0.44 
0.40 
0.27 
0.32 
0.15 
0.12 
0.23 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grndprnts to same HH 
#-Relatives under 18 in same hh 

FISIOOE 
FLS93C 
F1S93D 

94.47 
0.10 
0.09 

0.420 
0.006 
0.008 

2.98 
2.10 
2.52 

1.73 
1.45 
1.59 

8828 
8301 
8283 

0.24 
0.00 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same It F1S93F 0.03 0.006 3.11 1.76 8260 0.00 

Reading test formula score FlTXRIR 21.84 0.159 3.97 1.99 8917 0.08 
Mathematics test formula score FITXMIR 35.46 0.261 4.17 2.04 8897 0.13 
Science test formula score FITXSIR 13.06 0.099 3.85 1.96 8842 0.05 
History/cit/geogtest formula score F1TXHIR 18.51 0.112 3.77 1.94 8794 0.06 

Mean 3.45 1.81 
minimum 1.50 1.23 
Maximum 12.33 3.51 
Standard deviation 1.94 0.42 
Median 3.14 1.77 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
"Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, ASIANS BY F1QWT? 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E., DEFF DEFT N 

SRS 
S.EV 

Sure to graduate from H.S. 
Sts in college prep/academic pgnis 
Sts in vocational/technicalpgrns 

F1S18A 
F1S20C 
FlS20D 

97.54 
38.82 
11.94 

0.605 
2.567 
1.792 

1.81 
3.22 
3.55 

1.34 
1.80 
1.88 

1185 
1163 
1163 

0.45 
1.43 
0.95 

Watch tv more thin 2hrs/per wkday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 exp to be a manager 
At age 30 exp to be in the military; 
At age 30 exp to be operative 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman 
At age 30 exp to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself
Luck is more importnt thn hrd work, 
Something always prevents success 
My pians do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in HH 

FlS45A 
FlS49 
FlS53F 
FlS53G 
FLS53H 
F1S53J 
FlS53P 
FLS53S 
F1S5 
FlS62A 
FlS62C 
F1S62F 
FlS62G 
FlS62L 
FLS92C 

48.08 
66.73 
6.75 
0.98 
0.50 
24.27 
5.54 
12.45 
1.84 

92.98 
14.92 
29.83 
19.68 
20.02 
11.39 

2.74 1 
2.824 
1.191 
0.347 
0.342 
1.989 
1.077 
1.971 
0.615 
0.942 
2.121 
2.315 
1.859 
1.705 
1.728 

3.37 
4.24 
2.51 
1.39 
2.60 
2.40 
2.47 
8.27 
1.85 
1.51 
3.92 
2.82 
2.41 
1.98 

, 3.49 

1.84 
2.06 
1.58 
1.18 
1.61 
1.55 
1.57 
2.88 
1.36 
1.23 
1.98 
1.68 
1.55 
1.41 
1.87 

1122 
1181 
1114 
1114 
1114 
1114 
1114 
1114 
885 

1114 
1106 
1102 
1102 
1094 
1180 

1.49 
1.37 
0.75 
0.29 
0.21 
1.29 
0.69 
0.69 
0.45 
0.77 
1.07 
1.38 
1.20 
1.21 
0.93 

Live with mother in same lhh F1S92D 90.73 1.221 2.09: 1.45 1180 0.84 
Live with stepmother in same hhl 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FlS92E 
FlS92H 
F1S921 

1.62 
0.29 
2.31 

0.483 
0.180 
0.572 

1.72 
1.30 
1.71 

1.31 
1.14 
1.31 

1180 
1180 
1180 

0.37 
0.16 
0.44 

Parent require chores to be done FIS100E 92.27 1.374 2.87 1.69 1083 0.81 
#-Grandprnts in same hhl F1S93C 0.20 0.028 3.10 1.76 1095 0.02 
#-Relatives under 18 in same hhl FIS93D 0.14 0.026 1.92 1.39 1089 0.02 
#-Non relatves under 18 in same lil FLS93F 0.02 0.007 1.42 1.19 1083 0.01 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1lTXR1R 21.72 
FITXMIR40.13 

0.408 
0.676 

3.08 
3.33 

1.75 
1.83 

1113 
1107 

0.23 
0.37 

Science test formula score FITXSIR 14.53 0.290 3.37 1.84 1098 0.16 
Hist/cit/geog/test formula score FITXHIR 19.47 0.321 3.25 1.80 1091 0.18 

Mean 2.77 1.63 
Minimum 1.30 1.14 
Maximum 8.27 2.88 
Standard deviation 1.32 0.35 
Median 2.55 1.59 

'Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, HISPANICS BY F1QWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.2 DEFF DEFT N 

SRS 
S.EV 

Sure to graduate from H.S. 
Sts in college prep/academic pgsm. 
Sts in vocational/technicalpgms 

FSIS1A 
FIS2OC 
FlS2OD 

93.73 
22.63 
15.09 

0.956 
1.368 
1.144 

3.77 
2.58 
2.47 

1.94 
1.61 
1.57 

2422 
2419 
2419 

0.49 
0.85 
0.73 

Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkday
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 exp, to be amanager 
At age 30 exp to be in the miltary 
At age 30 exp to be an operative 
At age 30 exp to be aclergyman
At age 30 exp to be a technician 

FlS45A 
F1S49 
FIS53F 
FlS53G 
FIS53H 
F1553J 
FIS53P 

60. 35 
42.27 

5.14 
3.27 
0.97 

15.55 
6.99 

1.514 
1.705 
0.737 
0.570 
0.205 
1.028 
0.885 

2.11 
2.91 
2.50 
2.31 
0.99 
1.81 
2.71 

1.45 
1.71 
1.58 
1.52 
0.99 
1.34 
1.65 

2205 
2444 
2249 
2249 
2249 
2249 
2249 

1.04 
1.00 
0.47 
0.38 
0.21 
0.76 
0.54 

At age 30 does notknow whatto be F1S53S 12.67 1.408 6.86 2.62 2249 0.54 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good aboutmyself 

F1SSS 
FlS62A 

97.33 
91.99 

0.723 
0.847 

3.74 
2.14 

1.94 
1.46 

1863 
2197 

0.37 
0.58 

Luck is more imprtnt than hard wrk 
Something always prevents success 

FlS62C 
FIS62F 

14.96 
28.75 

1.286 
1.491 

2.83 
2.36 

1.68 
1.54 

2177 
2176 

0.76 
0.97 

My plans do not work out F1S62G 26.84 1.338 1.98 1.41 2171 0.95 
Ido nothave muchitobe proud of F1S62L, 21.90 1.383 2.41 1.55 2156 0.89 
Live with other adult male in bh F1S92C 8.33 0.936 2.83 1.68 2465 0.56 
Live with mother in same bhh FIS92D 89.14 1.161 3.43 1.85 2465 0.63 
Live with stepmother in same hh 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FLS92E 
F1S92H 
F1S92I 

2.36 
1.56 
4.60 

0.583 
0.375 
0.565 

3.64 
2.26 
1.79 

1.91 
1.50 
1.34 

2465 
2465 
2465 

0.31 
0.25 
0.42 

Parents require chores to done 
#-Grndprnts in same It 
#-Relatives under 18 in same bhh 

F1S100E 
F1S93C 
F1S93D 

94.35 
0.15 
0.16 

0.782 
0.015 
0.034 

2.32 
2.00 
6.54 

1.52 
1.41 
2.56 

2025 
2014 
2013 

0.51 
0.01 
0.01 

#-Non rel under 18 in same It F1S93F 0.04 0.007 1.08 1.04 2003 0.01 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematic test formula score 

F1TXRIR 18.15 
FlTXMIR 30.23 

0.223 
0.383 

2.26 
2.57 

1.50 
1.60 

2197 
2187 

0.15 
0.24 

Science test formula score FITXSIR 11.31 0.142 2.39 1.54 2148 0.09 
Hist/cit/geog test forula score F1TXHIR 16.60 0.186 2.60 1.61 2120 0.12 

Mean 2.74 1.62 
Minimum 0.99 0.99 
Maximum 6.86 2.62 
Standard deviation 1.26 0.34 
Median 2.44 1.56 

aStandard error calculated takcing into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, BLACKS BY F1QWT 

Survey item (or composite Var Esti- Design SRS 
variable) name mate S.E.c, DEFF DEFT NUM S.E." 

Sure to graduate from H.S. 
Sts in college prep/academic pgms 
Sts in vocational/techncal pgnms 
Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 exp to be a manger 
At age 30 exp to be in the nmiltry 
At age 30 exp to be an operative 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman
At age 30 exp to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more imprtnt than hard wk 
Something always prevnts success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of~ 
Live with other adult male in bli 
Live with mother in same hhl 
Live w/stepmother in same hh 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 
Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same hh 
#-Relatves under 18 in same bli 
#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics tst formula score 
Science tst formula score 
Hist/cit/geog tst formula score 

Mean 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Standard deviation 
Median 

FlS18A 
FlS20C 
FlS20D 
FlS45A 
FlS49 
FlS53F 
FlS53G 
FlS53H 
FlS53J 
FlS53P 
FlS53S 
F1S55 
F1S62A 
F1S62C 
F1562F 
F1S62G 
FlS62L 
FlS92C 
F1S92D 
FlS92E 
FIS92H 
F1S921 
FlS100E 
F1S93C 
FlS931)
F1S93F 

FlTXRIR 
FITXMIR 28.37 
FlTXS1R 10.21 
FlTXHIR 16.18 

94.58 
25.72 
20.49 
73.73 
51.95 

5.53 
4.56 
3.10 

20.90 
5.09 
9.60 

45.75 
95.82 
16.99 
34.19 
27.76 
18.94 
12.20 
84.13 

1.38 
0.97 
7.81 

95.28 
0.21 
0.25 
0.06 

17.32 

1.250 
2.131 
1.716 
1.787 
2. 146 
0.782 
0.637 
1.435 
2.151 
0.699 
1.020 
6.349 
0.610 
1.576 
1.889 
2.104 
1.742 
1.906 
1.903 
0.248 
0.342 
1.188 
0.534 
0.020 
0.027 
0.013 

0.374 
0.514 
0.177 
0.213 

6.09 
4.68 
3.56 
2.92 
3.70 
2.15 
1.71 

12.58 
5.13 
1.86 
3.95 
2.'53 
1.72 
3.21 
2.89 
3.98 
3.55 
6.86 
5.49 
0.92 
2.47 
3.97 
1.06 
1.97 
1.82 
1.29 

5.13 
4.33 
3.'68 
3.22 

3.61 
0.92 

12.58 
2.26 
3.38 

2.47 
2.16 
1.89 
1.71 
1.92 
1.47 
1.31 
3.55 
2.27 
1.36 
1.99 
1.59 
1.31 
1.79 
1.70 
2.00 
1.89 
2.62 
2.34 
0.96 
1.57 
1.99 
1.03 
1.40 
1.35 
1.14 

2.26 
2.08 
1.92 
1.79 

1.83 
0.96 
3.55 
0.53 
1.84 

1998 
1972 
1972 
1770 
2008 
1836 
1836 
1836 
1836 
1836 
1836 
157 

1847 
1824 
1821 
1806 
1799 
2025 
2025 
2025 
2025 
2025 
1667 
1638 
1637 
1613 

1852 
1843 
1823 
1813 

0.51 
0.98 
0.91 
1.05 
1.12 
0.53 
0.49 
0.40 
0.95 
0.51 
0.51 
3.99 
0.47 
0.88 
1.11 
1.05 
0.92 
0.73 
0.81 
0.26 
0.22 
0.60 
0.52 
0.01 
0.02 
0.01 

0.17 
0.25 
0.09 
0.12 

UStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
bStandad error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, WHITES BY F1QWT 

Survey ktern (or composite
variable) Var 

name 
Esti-
mate 

Design
S.E.81 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.EV 

Sureto graduate from H.S. 
Sts in college prep/academic pgins 
Sts in vocational/techn pgms 

FiSiSA 
F1S2OC 
FLS2OD 

95.97 
34.06 
8.98 

0.479 
0.962 
0.398 

7.71 
5.33 
2.51 

2.78 
2.31 
1.58 

12998 
12937 
12937 

0.17 
0.42 
0.25 

Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkday 
Expecto to finish college 

F1S45A 
F1S49 

50.66 
57.25 

0.771 
0.870 

3.00 
4.03 

1.73 
2.01 

12627 
13036 

0.44 
0.43 

At age 30 exp to be amanager FlS53F 4.96 0.288 2.19 1.48 12433 0.19 
At age 30 exp to be in the militry FIS53G 2.70 0.217 2.23 1.49 12433 0.15 
At age 30 exp to be an operative FlS53H 1.23 0.149 2.28 1.51 12433 0.10 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman 
At age 30 exp to be atechnician 

F1S53J 
FIS53P 

17.77 
4.21 

0.591 
0.218 

2.97 
1.47 

1.72 
1.21 

12433 
12433 

0.34 
0.18 

At age 30 does notknow whatto be F1S53S 10.28 0.426 5.60 2.37 12433 0.18 
Others in home speak spanish FlS55 25.30 1.987 1.86 1.36 889 1.46 
Ifeelgoodaboutmyself FIS62A 91.18 0.368 2.11 1.45 12535 0.25 
Luck is more iniprtnt than hrd work FlS62C 11.05 0.447 2.53 1.59 12471 0.28 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do nothave much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in bli 

F1S62F 
F1S62G 
F1S62L 
F1S92C 

26.21 
20.80 
16.09 
5.52 

0.688 
0.563 
0.485 
0.329 

3.05 
2.40 
2.17 
2.71 

1.75 
1.55 
1.47 
1.65 

12482 
12449 
12443 
13078 

0.39 
0.36 
0.33 
0.20 

Live with mother in same hhb F1S92D 89.01 0.506 3.42 1.85 13078 0.27 
Live w/stepmothaer in same bli 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1S92E 
F1S9211 
F1S92I 

3.52 
1.44 
2.74 

0.254 
0.161 
0.190 

2.48 
2.38 
1.77 

1.58 
1.54 
1.33 

13078 
13078 
13078 

0.16 
0.10 
0.14 

Parents require chores to be done F1S100E 94.26 0.335 2.54 1.60 12267 0.21 
#-Grandprnts in same Jib 
#-Relatives under 18 in same fib 

FlS93C 
F1S93D 

0.07 
0.05 

0.004 
0.005 

1.57 
2.32 

1.25 
1.52 

11640 
11611 

0O.00 
0.00 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same fib F1S93F 0.03 0.005 2.59 1.61 11599 0.00 

Readind test formula score FLTXRIR 22.28 0.136 3.92 1.98 12362 0.07 
Mathematics test formula score FITXMIIR 37.55 0.225 4.35 2.09 12349 0.11 
Science test formula score F1TXSIR 14.64 0.089 3.99 2.00 12306 0.04 
Hist/cit/geog test formula score F1TXHIR 19.83 0.102 4.04 2.01 12266 0.05 

Mean 3.05 1.71 
Minimum 1.47 1.21 
Maximum 7.71 2.78 
Standard deviation 1.35 0.35 
Median 2.53 1.59 

aStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
bStandad error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STAND)ARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, AMERICAN INDIANS BY FIQWT 

Survey item~or (composite 
variable) 

Sure to graduate from H.S. 
Sts in college prep/academic pgms 
Sts in vocational/teclin pgms 
Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 exp to be a manager 
At age 30 exp to be in the iniltry 
At age 30 exp to be an operative 
AT age 30 exp to be a clergyman 
At age 30 exp to be technician 
At age 30 does not know wht to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself
Luck is more imprtnt than hard wk 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 
Live with mother in same bli 
Live with stepmother in same hh 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 
Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandprnts in same hh 
#-Relatives under 18 in same hh 
#-Non reltves under 18 in same lih 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 
Science test formula score 
Hist/cit/geog test formula score 

Mean 
Minimum 
maximum 
Standard deviation 
Median 

Design 
S.E.2 

2.089 
2.689 
4.798 
9.082 
4.301 
4.023 
1.544 
1.709 
3.383 
1.874 
1.713 
8.792 
1.498 
10.219 
6.246 
7.085 
7.258 
1.358 
2.419 
1.017 
0.600 
1.868 
1.872 
0.038 
0.050 
0.018 

0.982 
1.411 
0.498 
0.835 

DEFF 

1.54 
1.34 
3.23 
6.98 
1.94 
3.47 
1.03 
2.49 
2.03 
1.55 
1.30 
4.30 
1.01 

11.08 
3.65 
5.04 
6.30 
0.59 
1.49 
0.79 
0.82 
1.71 
1.07 
1.11 
0.98 
0.63 

4.75 
3.79 
2.91 
4.63 

2.78 
0.59 
11.08 
2.35 
1.82 

DEFT 

1.24 
1.16 
1.80 
2.64 
1.39 
1.86 
1.01 
1.58 
1.43 
1.25 
1.14 
2.07 
1.00 
3.33 
1.91 
2.24 
2.51 
0.77 
1.22 
0.89 
0.91 
1.31 
1.04 
1.05 
0.99 
0.79 

2.18 
1.95 
1.71 
2.15 

1.55 
0.77 
3.33 
0.63 
1.35 

NUM 

238 
239 
239 
212 
245 
229 
229 
229 
229 
229 
229 
97 
226 
223 
223 
223 
223 
247 
247 
247 
247 
247 
200 
203 
194 
198 

226 
225 
226 
221 

SRS 

1.68 
2.32 
2.67 
3.44 
3.09 
2.16 
1.52 
1.08 
2.37 
1.50 
1.50 
4.24 
1.49 
3.07 
3.27 
3.16 
2.89 
1.76 
1.98 
1.15s 
0.66 
1.43 
1.81 
0.04 
0.05 
0.02 

0.45 
0.72 
0.29 
0.39 

Var 
name 

FlS18A 
FlS20C 
FIS20D 
F1S45A 
F1S49 
F1S53F 
F1S53G 
F1S53H 
F1S53J 
FIS53P 
F 1S53S 
FlS555 
FlS62A 
FlS62C 
F1562F 
Fl562G 
FlS62L 
F1S92C 
F1S92D 
Fl592E 
FlS92H 
FlS92I 
FlS 100E 
F1S93C 
Fl593D 
FIS93F 

FITXRIR 
FlTXMIR 26.54 
FlTXSIR 10.69 
FlTXHIR 14.86 

Esti-
mate 

92.76 
15.14 
21.67 
52.66 
37.06 
12.10 
5.60 
2.75 

15.12 
5.45 
6.77 
22.15 
94.71 
29.79 
38.84, 
33.01 
24.62 

8.36 
89.15 
3.35 
1.'09 
5.31 

93.'01 
0.17 
0.,16 
0.04 

15.32 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, PUBLIC SCHOOLS BY FIQW1T 

Survey item (or composite Var Esti- Design SRS 
variable) name mate S.E.2, DEFF DEFT NUM S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S. 
Sts, in college prep/academic pgnis 
Sts in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per wkday
Expect to finish college 

FlSiSA 
FlS20C 
FlS2OD 
F1545A 
FiS49 

98.13 
31.35 
12.49 
55.82 
55.57 

0.169 
0.785 
0.457 
0.696 
0.768 

2.44 
4.39 
2.93 
2.91 
3.70 

1.56 
2.10 
1.71 
1.71 
1.92 

15662 
15336 
15336 
14839 
15487 

0.11 
0.37 
0.27 
0.41 
0.40 

At age 30 exp to be a manager
At age 30 exp to be in the military 

F1553F 
FlS53G 

5.21 
3.07 

0.27 1 
0.206 

2.17 
2.08 

1.47 
1.44 

14604 0.18 
1640.14 

At age 30 exp to be an operative 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman 
At age 30 exp to be a technician 
AT age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more imprtnt than hrd wrk 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

FlSS3H 
F15531 
FlS53P 
F1553S 
Fl1555 
F1562A 
F1562C 
F1562F 
FlS62G 
F1562L 
FlS92C 

1.32 
17.97 
5.02 

10.25 
58.06 
91.86 
12.59 
27.89 
22.52 
17.27 
6.79 

0.251 
0.508 
0.253 
0.399 
2.433 
0.303 
0.463 
0.618 
0.555 
0.470 
0.390 

7.06 
2.56 
1.96 
4.88 
7.69 
1.83 
2.88 
2.81 
2.60 
2.27 
3.74 

2.66 
1.60 
1.40 
2.21 

1.35 
1.70 
1.68 
1.61 
1.51 
1.93 

14604 
14604 
14604 
14604 
3165 
14890 
14785 
14794 
14745 
14711 
15580 

0.09 
0.32 
0.18 
0.18 
0.88 
0.22 
0.27 
0.37 
0.34 
0.31 
0.20 

Live with mother in same hh F1592D 89.18 0.470 3.57 1.89 15580 0.25 
Live with stepmother in same it 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1592E 
FlS9211 
F1592I 

3.24 
0.90 
2.65 

0.217 
0.105 
0.165 

2.34 
1.92 
1.65 

1.53 
1.39 
1.28 

15580 
15580 
15580 

0.14 
0.08 
0.13 

Parents requrie chores to be done F1S100E 94.84 0.237 1.63 1.28 14214 0.19 
#-Grandprnts in same it 
#-Relatves under 18 in same it 

F1S93C 
F1593D 

0.11 
0.09 

0.005 
0.007 

.2.06 
2.82 

1.44 
1.68 

14345 0.00 
14297 0.00 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh FIS93F 0.04 0.004 1.84 1.36 14258 0.00 

Reading test formula score F1TXRIR 20.95 0.132 4.37 2.09 14926 0.06 
Mathematics test formula score F1TXMIR 35.45 0.217 4.69 2.17 14892 0.10 
Science test formula score F1TXSIR 13.65 0.090 4.72 2.17 .14799 0.04 
Hist/cit/geog test formula score FlTXHIk 18.90 0.097 4.26 2.06 14712 0.05 

Mean 3.23 1.76 
Minimum 1.63 1.28 
Maximum 7.69 2.77 
Standard deviation 1.51 0.39 
Median 2.81 1.68 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, CATHOLIC SCHOOLS BY F1QWT 

Survey item (or composite variable) Var 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.81 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S. 
Sts in college prep/academic pgms 
Sts in vocational/technical pgmns
Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkday
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military
At age 30 expect to be an operative
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman
At age 30 expect to be a technician 
AT age, 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish
I feel good about myself
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 

FISt18A 
F1S20C 
FlIS20D 
F1S45A 
F1549 
F1S53F 
FIS53G 
FlS53H 
Fl S53J 
F1S53P 
FLS53S 
FlS555 
FIS62A 
FlS62C 
F1S62F 
FlS62G 

99.46 
55.76 
2.29 

46.45 
84.70 
6.56 
1.26 
0.00 

28.51 
~2.57 
7.73 

36.67 
93.06 
10.46 

14.34 

0.281 
4.047 
0.751 
2.986 
1.910 
1.566 
0.358 
0.000 
2.207 
0.643 
1.292 
5.943 
1.161 
1.452 
1.593 
1.449 

1.46 
6.35 
2.41 
3.44 
2.72 
3.68 
0.95 

2.20 
1.52 
6.14 
3.00 
1.99 
2.14 
1.52 
1.61 

1.21 
2.52 
1.55 
1.85 
1.65 
1.92 
0.97 

1.48 
1.23 
2.48 
1.73 
1.41 
1.46 
1.23 
1.27 

983 
957 
957 
960 
969 
921 
921 
921 
921 
921 
921 
198 
955 
950 
946 
945 

0.23 
1.61 
0.48 
1.61 
1.16 
0.82 
0.37 
0.00 
1.49 
0.52 
0.52 
3.43 
0.82 
0.99 
1.29 
1.14 

I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

FlS62L 
F1S92C 

12.06 
3.00 

1.346 
0.691 

1.62 
1.60 

1.27 
1.26 

948 
974 

1.06 
0.55 

Live with mother in same bli F1S92D 96.16 0.842 1.87 1.37 974 0.62 
Live with stepmother in same bli 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FIS92E 
FlS92H 
F1S92I 

2.11 
0.03 
2.02 

0.754 
0.026 
0.663 

2.68 
0.26 
2.16 

1.64 
0.51 
1.47 

974 
974 
974 

0.46 
0.05 
0.45 

Parents require chores to be done FlSl100E 94.16 1.975 6.63 2.57 935 0.77 
#-Grandparents in same lhh FlS93C 0.10 0.018 2.41 1.55 922 0.01 
#-Relatives under 18 in same hh FIS93D 0.05 0.016 2.26 1.50 923 0.01 
#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh FlS93F 0.00 0.002 0.51 0.71 916 0.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

FlTXR1R 24.41 
FlTXMIR40.72 

0.433 
0.708 

3.99 
4.65 

2.00 
2.16 

951 
954 

0.22 
0.33 

Science test formula score FlTXSIR 15.18 0.303 4.34 2.08 954 0.15 
Hist/cit/geog test formula score FITXHIR 21.23 0.304 3.95 1.99 955 0.15 

Mean 2.76 1.59 
minimum 
Maximum 

0.26 
6.63 

0.51 
2.57 

Standard deviation 1.65 0.50 
Median 2.26 1.50 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.I
"tnaderror calculated under assumptionsof simple random sampling. 
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NELS:S8 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, PRIVATE SCHOOLS BY F1QWT 

SURVEY ITEM (OR COMPOSITE Var Esti- Design SRS 
VARIABLE) name mate S.E.0 DEFF DEFT NUM S.E." 

Sure to graduate from H.S. FISiSA 99.78 0.116 0.90 0.95 1499 0.12 
Sts in college prep/academic pgms F1S2OC 45.86 4.451 11.82 3.44 1482 1.29 
Sts in vocational/technical pgms F1S2OD 1.48 0.525 2.80 1.67 1482 0.31 
Watch tv more than 2 Irs/per wkday F1S45A 26.68 2.965 6.59 2.57 1468 1.15 
Expect to finish college FlS49 80.24 2.758 7.13 2.67 1487 1.03 
At age 30 expectto be anmanager F1S53F 5.52 1.218 4.09 2.02 1437 0.60 
At age 30 exp to be in the militry F1S53G 1.51 0.727 5.10 2.26 1437 0.32 
At age 30 exp to be an operative F1S53H 0.20 0.119 1.00 1.00 1437 0.12 
At age 30 exp to be aclergyman F1S531 26.67 3.976 11.61 3.41 1437 1.17 
At age 30 exp to beatechnician F1S53P 3.77 1.490 8.79 2.96 1437 0.50 
At age 30 does notknow whatto be F1S53S 10.73 1.691 11.32 3.36 1437 0.50 
Others in home speakspanish FlS55 23.49 8.391 10.54 3.25 270 2.58 
I feel good about myself F1S62A 94.96 0.921 2.57 1.60 1450 0.57 
Luck is more imprtnt than hrd wrk FIS62C 9.41 3.137 16.66 4.08 1444 0.77 
Something always prevents success F1S62F 15.35 2.256 5.64 2.37 1441 0.95 
My plans do not work out F1S62G 17.90 2.520 6.22 2.49 1440 1.01 
Ido nothavemuck to beproudof F1562L 13.67 2.111 5.41 2.33 1435 0.91 
Live with other adult male in hh F1S92C 3.27 0.941 4.17 2.04 1491 0.46 
Live with mother in samebhh F1S92D 96.53 0.725 2.34 1.53 1491 0.47 
Live with stepmother in same ht F1S92E 1.00 0.320 1.54 1.24 1491 0.26 
Live withboy/girl friend F1S92H 1.24 0.936 10.68 3.27 1491 0.29 
Live with awn children F1S921 1.83 0.699 4.05 2.01 1491 0.35 
Parents require chores to be done FLSLOOE 96.77 0.608 1.65 1.29 1399 0.47 
#-Grandparents in same hh FIS93C 0.10 0.023 5.01 2.24 1360 0.01 
#-Relatives under 18 in same It F1S93D 0.05 0.018 3.12 1.77 1360 0.01 
#-Non relatves under 18 in same bli F1S93F 0.04 0.011 1.00 1.00 1359 0.01 

Reading test formula score FITXRIR 25.55 0.701 12.65 3.56 1402 0.20 
Mathematics test formula score FITXMIR 42.29 1.022 12.09 3.48 1402 0.29 
Science test formula score FITXSIR 16.27 0.477 12.56 3.54 1397 0.13 
Hist/cit/geog test formula score FLTXHIR 21.64 0.492 10.45 3.23 1389 0.15 

Mean 6.65 2.42 
Minimum 0.90 0.95 
Maxium16.66 4.08 
Standard Deviation 4.40 0.90 
Median 5.52 2.35 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, LOW F1SESQ BY F1QWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
SE11 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S. 
Sts in college prep/academic pgms:
Sts in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per wkday 
Expect to finish college 
AT age 30 expect to be a manager
At age 30 expect to be in the mltr 
At age 30 expect to be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expect to be a technician 
At age 30 does not knw wht to be 
Others in home speak spanish
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more imprtnt. than hrd wrk 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

FlSL8A 
FlS20C 
FlS20D 
FlS45A 
FlS49 
FIS53F 
FIS53G 
FlS53H 
FlS53J 
FlS53P 
F1S53S 
Fl1555 
F1S62A 
FlS62C 
F1S62F 
FlS62G 
F1S62L 
FlS92C 

89.75 
16.95 
18.50 
64.37 
30.42 
4.99 
4.16 
2.68 

10.02 
5.'75 

13.19 
76.39 
91.44 
17.70 
38.27 
31.06 
22.57 
11.26 

1144 
C1.201 
D.945 
(L.383 
0L.108 
(D.499 
(D.414 
C0.397 
00.735 
0.493(0.709 
3.235 
).636 
1.208C1.253 
31.192 
1.004C0.676 

6.24 
4.53 
2.62 
3.34 
2.60 
2.17 
1.78 
2.49 
2.47 
1.85 
1.81 
8.28 
2.10 
4.02 
2.67 
2.65 
2.30 
2.06 

2.50 
2.13 
1.62 
1.83 
1.61 
1.47 
1.33 
1.58 
1.57 
1.36 
1.35 
2.88 
1.45 
2.01 

;1.63 
1.63 
1.52 
1.43 

4386 
4422 
4422 
4011 
4479 
4129 
4129 
4129 
4129 
4129 
4129 
1428 
4064 
4017 
4018 
3998 
3985 
4499 

0.46 
0.56 
0.58 
0.76 
0.69 
0.34 
0.31 
0.25 
0.47 
0.36 
0.53 
1.12 
0.44 
0.60 
0.77 
0.73 
0.66 
0.47 

Live with mother in same bh FlS92D 83.83 I1.005 3.35 1.83 4499 0.55 
Live with stepmother in same bli 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FIS92E 
IFlS92H 
Fl1S921 

2.97 
2.15 
5.'86 

I0.448 
).342 
0.506 

3.14 
2.50 
2.09 

1.77 
1.58 
1.45 

4499 
4499 
4499 

0.25 
0.22 
0.35 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same hh 
#-Relatives under 18 in same hh 

FIS100E 
F1S93C 
F1S93D 

91.,44 
0.18 
0.17 

0.636 
0.012 
3.015 

1.99 
1.77 
1.85 

1.41 
1.33 
1.36 

3854 
3525 
3501 

0.45 
0.01 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh1 F1S93F 0.05 0.008 1.50 1.22 3484 0.01 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematic test formula score 

FIlTXR1R 16.95 
FITXMIR 28.51 

0.175 
0.268 

2.61 
2.54 

1.61 
1.59 

4039 
4019 

0.11 
0.17 

Science test formula score FITXSIR 10.97 0.112 2.79 1.67 3966 0.07 
Hist/cit/geog test formula score FlTXHIR 15.93 0.146 3.04 1.74 3939 0.08 

Mean 2.84 1.65 
Minimum 1.50 1.22 
Maximum 8.28 2.88 
Standard Deviation 1.40 0.35 
Median 2.52 1.58 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, MIUDDLE F1SESQ BY F1QWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.B DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS, 
S.E. 

Sure to graduate from H.S. 
Sts in college prep/acadmc pgms 
Sts in vocational/technical pgms 
Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkday
Expect to flnishcollege 
At age 30 expect to be amanager 

FIS18A 
FIS2OC 
F1S20D 
F1545A 
F1S49 
FIS53F 

96.76 
31.56 
11.23 
57.32 
53.90 

4.87 

0.474 
0.93 1 
0.536 
0.904 
0.913 
0.355 

6.26 
3.47 
2.49 
2.80 
2.93 
2.26 

2.50 
1.86 
1.58 
1.67 
1.71 
1.50 

8742 0.19 
8654 0.50 
8654 0.34 
8370 0.54 
8739 0.53 
8294~ 0.24 

At age 30 expect to be in the military
At age 30 expectto be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expectto be atechnician 
At age 30 does notknow whatto be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans donot work out 

F1S53G 
FIS53H 
FIS53J 
FlS53P 
F1S53S 
F1S55 
FIS62A 
F1S62C 
F1562F 
F1562G 

2.89 
1.41 

17.78 
4.74 

10.11 
50.09 
92.07 
11.62 
27.19 
21.78 

0.257 
0.387 
0.737 
0.271 
0.547 
2.563 
0.439 
0.512 
0.787 
0.710 

1.95 
8.96 
3.08 
1.35 
2.73 
3.93 
2.21 
2.12 
2.60 
2.45 

1.40 
2.99 
1.76 
1.16 
1.65 
1.98 
1.49 
1.46 
1.61 
1.57 

8294 
8294 
8294 
8294 
8294 
1497 
8364 
8315 
8327 
8297 

0.18 
0.13 
0.42 
0.23 
0.33 
1.29 
0.30 
0.35 
-0.49 
0.45 

I do nothave much to beproudof 
Live with other adult male in hit 

FIS62L 
FlS92C 

17.18 
6.48 

0.627 
0.640 

2.29 
5.95 

1.51 
2.44 

8281 
8798 

0.41 
0.26 

Live with mother in same hh FlS92D 89.02 0.624 3.50 1.87 8798 0.33 
Live with stepmother in same hit 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1S92E 
F1S92H 
F1S921 

3.46 
1.25 
3.41 

0.309 
0.161 
0.346 

2.51 
1.85 
3.20 

1.58 
1.36 
1.79 

8798 
8798 
8798 

0.19 
0.12 
0.19 

Parents require chores to be done FIS100E 94.56 0.412 2.65 1.63 8032 0.25 
#-Grandarents in same hht F1S93C 0.09 0.006 1.87 1.37 7837 0.00 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house F1S93D 0.08 0.009 2.94 1.71 7824 0.01 
#-Non relatives under 18 in same it F1S93F 0.04 0.006 2.00 1.41 7795 0.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1TXRJ 21.12 
FlTXMIR 35.45 

0.145 
0.223 

3.15 
3.04 

1.77 
1.74 

8291 
8276 

0.08 
0.13 

Science test formula score F1TIXSIR 13.57 0.093 3.08 1.75 8236 0.05 
Hist/cit/geog test formula score F1TXHIR 18.93 0.105 3.02 1.74 8197 0.06 

Mean 3.09 1.72 
Minimum 1.35 1.16 
Maximum 8.96 2.99 
Standard deviation 1.52 0.37 
Median 2.76 1.66 

"Sandlar error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, HIGH FlSESQ BY FIQWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var 
nae 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E." DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.E." 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
Sts in college preplacdmc pgms, 
Sts in voctnl/technical pgms 
Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 exp to be amanager 

Fl1S8A 
FlS20C 
FlS20D 
FlS45A 
F1S49 
F1S53F 

98.73 
47.97 

4.28 
39.69 
83.38 
6.15 

0.584 
1.604 
0.406 
1.183 
0.969 
0.547 

14.26 
5.36 
2.09 
3.00 
3.54 
2.61 

3.78 
2.31 
1.44 
1.73 
1.88 
1.61 

5243 
5196 
5196 
5138 
5226 
5030 

0.15. 
0.69 
0.28 
0.68 
0.51 
0.34 

At age 30 exp to be in the military FlS53G 1.84 0.292 2.37 1.54 5030 0.19 
At age 30 exp to be an operative FlS53H 0.41 0.174 3.72 1.93 5030 0.09 
At age 30 exp to beaclergyman 
At age 30 exp to beatechnician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good aboutmyself 
Luck is more important then hard work 

F1S53J 
FlS53P 
F1S53S 
F1S55 
FlS62A 
FlS62C 

27.23 
3.51 
8.25 

30.86 
92.51 

9.03 

1.124 
0.383 
0.603 
2.690 
0.507 
0.748 

3.21 
2.18 
2.42 
2.69 
1.89 
3.45 

1.79 
1.48 
1.55 
1.64 
1.37 
1.86 

5030 
5030 
5030 

794 
5082 
5061 

0.63 
0.26 
0.39 
1.64 
0.37 
0.40 

Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 

F1S62F 
FlS62G 

18.36 
15.35 

1.151 
0.922 

4.47 
3.31 

2.11 
1.82 

5055 
5052 

0.54 
0.51 

I do nothave much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

F1S62L 
F1S92C 

12.08 
3.45 

0.865 
0.386 

3.55 
2.34 

1.88 
1.53 

5045 
5235 

0.46 
0.25 

Live with mother in same hh F1S92D 92.18 1.039 7.84 2.80 5235 0.37 
Live with stepmother in same house F1S92E 2.28 0.291 1.99 1.41 5235 0.21 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FlS92H{ 
F1S921 

0.62 
2.08 

0.232 
0.296 

4.58 
2.25 

2.14 
1.50 

5235 
5235 

0.11 
0.20 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

Fl1SOE 
F1S93C 
FlS93D 

96.68 
0.05 
0.02 

0.339 
0.005 
0.005 

1.78 
1.57 
2.39 

1.33 
1.25 
1.55 

4976 
4848 
4835 

0.25 
0.00 
0.00 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same bli FlS93F 0.02 0.003 1.21 1.10 4836 0.00 

Reading test fornmla score 
Mathematics test formula score 

FITXRIR 25.17 
FlTXMIR 42.81 

0.194 
0.298 

3.78 
3.79 

1.94 
1.95 

5008 
5005 

0.10 
0.15 

Science test formula score FITXSIR 16.56 0.123 3.36 1.83 4992 0.07 
History/cit/geog test formula score FITXHIR 22.00 0.133 3.36 1.83 4969 0.07 

Mean 3.48 1.80 
Minimum 1.21 1.10 
Maximum 14.26 3.78 
Standard Deviation 2.42 0.51 
Median 3.10 1.76 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
'Stanidard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, URBANICITrY: URBAN BY F1QWT 

Survey item (or composite Var Esti- Design SRS 
variable) name mate S.E7~ DEFF DEFT NUM S.EV 

Sure to graduate from H.S. FlS18A 98.13 0.319 2.92 1.71 5276 0.19 
Sts in college prep/academic pgms F1S2OC 32.79 1.454 4.96 2.23 5169 0.65 
Sts invocational/technical pgms F1S2OD 13.40 0.967 4.17 2.04 5169 0.47 
Watchtv morethan 2hrs/perwkday F1S45A 53.74 1.331 3.55 1.88 4979 0.71 
Expecttofinishcollege F1S49 61.26 1.387 4.22 2.06 5211 0.67 
At age 30 expect to be amanager FIS53F 5.72 0.601 3.25 1.80 4856 0.33 
At age 30 expect to be inthe military F1S53G 2.54 0.378 2.80 1.67 4856 0.23 
At age 30 expectto be anoperative F1S53H 1.08 0.291 3.84 1.96 4856 0.15 
At age 30 expect to be aclergyman F1S53J 21.91 1.113 3.51 1.87 4856 0.59 
At age 30 expect to be a technician F1S53P 5.24 0.604 3.56 1.89 4856 0.32 
At age 30 does notknow whatto be F1S53S 9.10 0.743 3.24 1.80 4856 0.41 
Others in home speak spanish F1S55 60.10 2.779 4.47 2.11 1388 1.31 
I feel good about myself FlS62A 92.67 0.545 2.16 1.47 4938 0.37 
Luck is more important than hrd wrk F1S62C 12.52 0.915 3.75 1.94 4907 0.47 
Something always prevents success F1S62F 26.32 1.087 2.99 1.73 4900 0.63 
My plans do not work out F1S62G 21.23 1.072 3.36 1.83 4891 0.58 
1do nothave much to beproud of F1S62L 16.97 0.944 3.09 1.76 4881 0.54 
Live with other adult male in bli F1S92C 7.17 0.729 4.18 2.04 5239 0.36 
Livewithmotherinsamehh F1S92D 90.51 0.731 3.26 1.80 5239 0.41 
Live with stepmother in same bli FLS92E 2.74 0.402 3.18 1.78 5239 0.23 
Live with boy/girl friend FLS92H 0.78 0.187 2.38 1.54 5239 0.12 
Live with own children F1S921 2.73 0.321 2.03 1.43 5239 0.23 
Parents require chores to be done FLSLOOE 95.58 0.441 2.17 1.47 4713 0.30 
N-Grandparents in same It F1S93C 0.13 0.011 2.94 1.72 4842 0.01 
N-Relatives under 18 in same It FlS93D 0.11 0.011 2.35 1.53 4828 0.01 
N-Non relatives under 18 in same It F1S93F 0.03 0.006 1.95 1.40 4817 0.00 

Reading test formula score FlTXRIR 21.41 0.253 5.21 2.28 4927 0.11 
Mathematics test formula score FITXMIR 36.03 0.381 4.74 2.18 4914 0.17 
Science test formula score F1TIXSIR 13.56 0.169 5.48 2.34 4874 0.07 
Hist/cit/geog test formula score F1TXHIR 19.08 0.173 4.64 2.15 4872 0.08 

Meam. 3.48 1.85 
Minimum 1.95 1.40 
Maxium5.48 2.34 
Standard deviation 0.96 0.26 
Median 3.31 1.81 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
"Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, URBANICITY: SUBURBAN BY F1QWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design
S.E.c1 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS, 
S.E. 

Sure to graduate from H.S. 
Sts in college prep/academic pgmns
Sts in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per wkday,
Expect to finish college 
At age,30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military 

FlSI8A 
FlS20C 
F1S20D 
FlS45A 
F1S49 
FlS53F 
FlS53G 

98.40 
35.15 
10.44 
53.90 
58.47 
4.94 
2.97 

0.186 
1.148 
0.460 
0.903 
1.013 
0.294 
0.251 

2.24 
5.77 
2.26 
3.18 
4.25 
1.76 
2.09 

1.50 
2.40 
1.50 
1.78 
2.06 
1.33 
1.45 

10168 
9979 
9979 
9702 
10060 
9565 
9565 

0.12 
0.48 
0.31 
0.51 
0.49 
0.22 
0.17 

At age 30 expect to be an opeative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expect to be a technician 

FlS53H 
FlS53J 
F1S53P 

1.22 
18.70 
4.52 

0.360 
0.670 
0.268 

10.25 
2.82 
1.59 

3.20 
1.68 
1.26 

9565 
9565 
9565 

0.11 
0.40 
0.21 

At age 30 does not know what to be FlS53S 10.54 0.510 2.64 1.62 9565 0.31 
Others in the home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more important than hrd wrk 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

F1S55 
F1S62A 
FlS62C 
F1S62F 
F1S62G 
FlS62L 
FlS92C 

51.48 
91.56 
12.42 
26.39 
21.74 
17.07 
6.09 

3.562 
0.376 
0.557 
0.736 
0.680 
0.566 
0.485 

10.08 
1.78 
2.76 
2.70 
2.62 
2.18 
4.16 

3.18 
1.33 
1.66 
1.64 
1.62 
1.48 
2.04 

1986 
9736 
9670 
9671 
9643 
9617 
10117 

1.12 
0.28 
0.34 
0.45 
0.42 
0.38 
0.24; 

Live with mother in same hh F1S92D 90.09 0.582 3.84 1.96 10117 0.30 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FlS92E 
F1592H 
FlS921 

3.30 
0.92 
2.53 

0.298 
0.142 
0.200 

2.81 
2.23 
1.64 

1.68 
1.49 
1.28 

10117 
10117 
10117 

0.18 
0.10 
0.16 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same bh 
#-Relatives under 18 in same hh 

FIS100E 
FlS93C 
FlS93D 

94.42 
0.10 
0.09 

0.337 
0.006 
0.009 

2.01 
2.09 
3.10 

1.42 
1.44 
1.76 

9314 
9334 
9313 

0.24 
0.00 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh FIS93F 0.04 0.005 1.78 1.34 9286 0.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1TXR1R 21.44 
FITXMIR 36.28 

0.167 
0.277 

4.52 
5.01 

2.13 
2.24 

9743 
9728 

0.08 
0.12 

Science test formula score FlTXSIR 13.96 0.117 5.14 2.27 9697 0.05 
Hist/cit/geog test formula score FITXHIR 19.24 0.131 4.94 2.22 9607 0.06 

Mean 3.47 1.80 
Minimum 1.59 1.26 
maximum 10.25 3.20 
Standard deviation 2.16 0.50 
Median 2.73 1.65 

aStandad error calculated taking into account the- sample design.
bStanidad error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, UlIBANICITY:RU1IAL BY FIQWT 

Survey item (or composite Var Esti- Design SRS 
variable) name mate S.E.5 DEFF DEFT NUM S.E 

Sure to graduate from H.S. FiSiSA 98.02 0.382 2.02 1.42 2691 0.27 
Sts in college prep/acadmc pgms FlS20C 27.84 1.909 4.75 2.18 2619 0.88 
Sts in vocational/technicalpgms FIS20D 11.48 1.021 2.69 1.64 2619 0.62 
Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkday FlS45A 55.74 1.645 2.83 1.68 2581 0.98 
Expect to finish college F1S49 51.79 1.593 2.71 1.64 2663 0.97 
At age 30 expect to be a manager F1S53F 5.40 0.738 2.70 1.64 2532 0.45 
At age 30 exp, to be in the mitry F1S53G 3.30 0.439 1.53 1.24 2532 0.36 
At age 30 expectto be anoperative F1S53H 1.35 0.294 1.65 1.28 2532 0.23 
At age 30 expect to be aclergyman F1S53J 14.69 0.917 1.70 1.30 2532 0.70 
At age 30 expect to be a technician F1S53P 5.01 0.506 1.36 1.17 2532 0.43 
At age 30 does not know whatto be F1S53S 10.28 0.688 1.30 1.14 2532 0.60 
Others in home speak spanish F1S55 54.88 9.076 8.55 2.92 258 3.10 
Ifeel good aboutmyself F1S62A 92.63 0.711 1.93 1.39 2612 0.51 
Luck is more important than hard work F1S62C 11.89 0.960 2.28 1.51 2594 0.64 
Something always prevents success F1S62F 29.92 1.533 2.91 1.71 2601 9.90 
My plans do not work out F1S62G3 22.92 1.197 2.10 1.45 2587 0.83 
I do nothave much to be proud of F1S62L 15.57 1.040 2.13 1.4.6 2589 0.71 
Live with other adult male in bh F1S92C 6.41 0.673 2.02 1.42 2680 0.47 
Live with mother ini same hh F1S92D 87.82 1.379 4.76 2.18 2680 0.63 
Live with stepmother in same hh F1S92E 2.97 0.366 1.24 1.12 2680 0.33 
Live with boy/girl friend F1S92H1 0.82 0.215 1.51 1.23 2680 0.17 
Live with own children FlS92I 2.53 0.383 1.59 1.26 2680 0.30 
Parents require chores to be done FI1SOE 95.26 0.470 1.23 1.11 2513 0.42 
#-Grandparents in same It F1S93C 0.09 0.010 1.66 1.29 2443 0.01 
#-Relatives under 18 in same hh F1S93D 0.07 0.011 1.53 1.24 2431 0.01 
#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh F1S93F 0.05 0.010 1.82 1.35 2422 0.01 

Reading test formula score F1TXRIR 20.86 0.298 4.09 2.02 2600 0.15 
Mathematics test formula score P1TXMIR 35.25 0.518 4.91 2.22 2598 0.23 
Science test formula score F1TXSIR 13.93 0.194 4.06 2.01 2571 0.10 
Hist/citlgeog test formula score F1TXHIR 18.98 0.230 4.49 2.12 2569 0.11 

Mean 2.67 1.58 
Minimum 1.23 1.11 
Maximum 8.55 2.92 
Standard Deviation 1.60 0.43 
Median 2.06 1.43 

"Standard error calculated taldng into account the sample design.
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

ALL PANEL MEMBERS BY F1PNLWT 

SURVEY ITEM (OR COMPOSITE 
variable) 

Var 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.81 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.EV 

Sureto graduate fromH.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgnms 
STS in vocational/technicalpgms 

F1S18A 
F1S20C 
FlS20D 

95.82 
32.61 
11.08 

0.420 
0.837 
0.439 

7.58 
5.44 
3.34 

2.75 
2.33 
1.83 

17208 
17065 
17065 

0.15 
0.36 
0.24 

Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per weekday 
Expect to finish college 

FlS45A 
FlS49 

54.44 
56.47 

0.719 
0.799 

3.43 
4.47 

1.85 
2.11 

16448 
17223 

0.39 
0.38 

At age 30 expectto be amanager F1S53F 5.22 0.272 2.44 1.56 16333 0.17 
At age 30 expect to be inthemilitary F1S53G 2.94 0.196 2.20 1.48 16333 0.13 
At age 30 expect to be an operative FlS53H 1.47 0.244 6.72 2.59 16333 0.09 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expectto be atechnician 

FLS53J 
FlS53P 

18.58 
4.63 

0.561 
0.215 

3.40 
1.71 

1.84 
1.31 

16333 
16333 

0.30 
0.16 

At age 30 does notknow whatto be F1S53S 10.11 0.370 5.06 2.25 16333 0.16 
Others in home speak spanish FlS55 57.59 2.232 6.92 2.63 3394 0'.85 
Ifeel good aboutmyself 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do nothavemuch to beproudof 
Live with other adult male inhh 

FlS62A 
FlS62C 
FIS62F 
FlS62G 
FlS62L 
FlS92C 

92.09 
12.12 
27.24 
21.92 
16.79 
6.85 

0.311 
0.458 
0.639 
0.557 
0.471 
0.410 

2.19 
3.22 
3.37 
2.96 
2.58 
4.56 

1.48 
1.79 
1.84 
1.72 
1.61 
2.13 

16450 
16345 
16351 
16301 
16269 
17302 

0.21 
0.26 
0.35 
0.32 
0.29 
0.19 

Live with mother in same household F1S92D 88.59 0.501 4.30 2.07 17302 0.24 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FlS92E 
FlS92H 
F1S921 

3.11 
1.28 
3.61 

0.213 
0.136 
0.248 

2.61 
2.53 
3.06 

1.61 
1.59 
1.75 

17302 
17302 
17302 

0.13 
0.09 
0.14 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

FIS100E 
F1S93C 
FlS93D 

94.52 
0.10 
0.08 

0.277 
0.005 
0.006 

2.35 
2.39 
2.56 

1.53 
1.55 
1.60 

15857 
15305 
15264 

0.18 
0.00 
0.00 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same bli FlS93F 0.04 0.004 2.17 1.47 15227 0.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

1F1TXRIR 21.31 
FlTXMIR 35.93 

0.136 
0.222 

5.01 
5.34 

2.24 
2.31 

16304 
16270 

0.06 
0.10 

Science test formula score FlT'XSIR 13.80 0.092 5.34 2.31 16181 0.04 
History/cit/geog test formula score F1TXHIR 19.11 0.099 4.82 2.19 16096 0.05 

Mean 3.80 1.91 
Minimum 1.71 1.31 
Maximum 7.58 2.75 
Standard deviation 1.57 0.39 
Median 3.35 1.83 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST F'OLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

MALE PANEL M[EMEBERS BY F1PNLWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Yam-
name 

Esti 
mate 

Design 
S.E.0 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S FiSLSA 95.53 0.66 1 8.72 2.95 8523 0.22 
Sts in college prep/academic pgms 
STS in vocational/technical pgnis 
Watch tv more than 2hrs/per wkdy 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military 
At age 30 expect to be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expect to be a technician 
At age 30 does notknow whatto be 

F1S20C 
F1S20D 
FlS45A 
F1S49 
FlS53F 
FlS53G 
F1S53H 
F1S53J 
FlS53P 
FlS53S 

31.07 
12.63 
57.33 
53.16 
5.54 
4.67 
2.37 

14.86 
6.80 
9.45 

1.103 
0.600 
1.023 
1.086 
0.394 
0.361 
0.463 
0.791 
0.375 
0.451 

4.79 
2.75 
3.45 
4.03 
2.39 
2.36 
7.46 
3.98 
1.79 
2.59 

2.19 
1.66 
1.86 
2.01 
1.55 
1.54 
2.73 
2.00 
1.34 
1.61 

8438 
8438 
8062 
8516 
8057 
8057 
8057 
8057 
8057 
8057 

0.50 
0.36 
0.55 
0.54 
0.25 
0.24 
0.17 
0.40 
0.28 
0.28 

Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself
Luck is more imprtntthanhrd wrk 

FLS55 
FlS62A 
F1S62C 

55.56 
94.42 
15.16 

2.724 
0.346 
0.681 

4.97 
1.83 

12.89 

2.23 
1.35 

11.70 

1654 
8071 
8025 

1.22 
0.26 
0.40 

Something always prevents success 
Myplansdo notworkout 

FIS62F 
F1S62G 

29.35 
22.28 

0.996 
0.820 

3.84 
3.10 

1.96 
1.76 

8019 
7989 

0.51 
0.47 

I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in bh 

F1S62L 
F1S92C 

17.06 
6.45 

0.698 
0.578 

2.74 
4.74 

1.66 
2.18 

7972 
8562 

0.42 
0.27 

Live withmother in samehh F1S92D 88.12 0.741 4.49 2.12 8562 0.35 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live withboylgirl friend 
Livewith own children 

F1S92E 
F1S92H 
F1S92I 

3.90 
1.29 
2.11 

0.363 
0.184 
0.219 

3.01 
2.28 
1.99 

1.73 
1.51 
1.41 

8562 
8562 
8562 

0.21 
0.12 
0.16 

Parents require chores to be done FIS100E 94.33 0.345 1.71 1.31 7694 0.26 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

F1S93C 
F1S93D 

0.11 
0.09 

0.007 
0.009 

2.04 
2.67 

1.43 
1.63 

7594 
7566 

0.00 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same bli F1S93F 0.04 0.005 1.45 1.20 7548 0.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1TXR1R 20.59 
F1TXMIR 36.07 

0.173 
0.282 

3.83 
4.08 

1.96 
2.02 

8053 
8040 

0.09 
0.14 

Science test formula score FlTXSIR 14.45 0.122 4.26 2.06 8001 0.06 
History/cit/geog test formula score FIT'XHIR 19.57 0.125 3.45 1.86 7957 0.07 

Mean 3.46 1.82 
Minimum 1.45 1.20 
Maximum 8.72 2.95 
Standard deviation 1.62 0.40 
Median 3.05 1.74 

~Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

FEMALE PANEL MEMBERS BY F1PNLWVT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var.. 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.c1 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgms
STS in vocational/technicalpgms,
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per weekday
Expect to finish college II 
At age 30 expect to be a manager
At age 30 expect to be in the military
At age 30 expect to be an operative
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman
At age 30 expect to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish
I feel good about myself
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 
Live with mother in same household 
Live with stepmother in same house 

F1S18A 
FLS20C 
F1S20D 
FLS45A 
Fl549 
F1S53F 
F1S53G 
F1S53H 
Fl553J 
F1S53P 
F1S53S 
FlS55 
Fl562A 
Fl562C 
Fl562F 
FIS62G 
Fl562L 
F1S92C 
Fl592D 
F1592E 

96.11 
34.16 
9.54 
51.58 
59.79 
4.92 
1.22 
0.57 

22.28 
2.48 

10.76 
59.56 
89.80 
9.12 
25.16 
21.55 
16.52 
7.25 
89.07 
2.31 

0.498 
0.996 
0.548 
0.954 
0.977 
0.372 
0.149 
0.153 
0.713 
0.234 
0.575 
2.'457 
0.485 
0.566 
0.770 
0.733 
0.615 
0.541 
0.663 
0.239 

5.76 
3.80 
3.00 
3.06 
3.46 
2.45 
1.52 
3.43 
2.43 
1.87 

11.31 
4.36 
2.15 
3.22 
2.62 
2.64 
2.27 
3.80 
3.94 
2.21 

2.40 
1.95 
1.73 
1.75 
1.86 
1.57 
1.23 
1.85 
1.56 
1.37 
3.36 
2.09 
1.47 
1.79 
1.62 
1.63 
1.51 
1.95 
1.99 
1.49 

8685 
8627 
8627 
8386 
8707 
8276 
8276 
8276 
8276 
8276 
8276 
1740 
8379 
8320 
8332 
8312 
8297 
8740 
8740 
8740 

0.21 
0.51 
0.32 
0.55 
0.53 
0.24 
0.12 
0.08 
0.46 
0.17 
0.17 
1.18 
0.33 
0.32 
0.48 
0.45 
0.41 
0.28 
0.33 
0.16 

Live With boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

Fl592H 
Fl5921 

1.28 
5.11 

0.202 
0.420 

2.82 
3.18 

1.68 
1.78 

8740 
8740 

0.12 
0.24 

Parents require chores to be done FlS100E 94.71 0.423 2.91 1.71 8163 0.25 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

F1S93C 
F1593D 

0.09 
0.08 

0.'006 
0.007 

2.02 
1.90 

1.42 
1.38 

7711 
7698 

0.00 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh F1593F 0.03 0.006 2.93 1.71 7679 0.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1lTXRIR 22.04 
FlTXMIR 35.80 

0.158 
0.256 

3.65 
3.76 

1.91 
1.94 

8251 
8230 

0.08, 
0.13 

Science test formula score 
History/cit/geog test formula score 

F1TXSIR 13.16 
FlTXHIR 18.65 

0.100 
0.113 

3.64 
3.57 

1.91 
1.89 

8180 
8139 

0.05 
0.06 

Mean 3.32 1.78 
Minimum .1.52 1.23 
Maximum 11.31 3.36 
Standard deviation 1.74 0.39 
Median 3.03 1.74 

aStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

ASIAN PANEL NMEMERS BY F1PNLWT 

Survey items (or composite 
variable) 

Var-
name 

Esti 
mate 

Design 
S.E.1 DEFF DEFT 

SRS 
NUM S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgms 

FiS18A 
FlS2OC 

97.99 
37.36 

0.619 
2.679 

2.03 
3.14 

1.42 
1.77 

1046 
1025 

0.43 
1.51 

STS in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 Ins/per weekday
Expect to finish college 

FlS2OD 
F1S45A 
FlS49 

11.27 
50.22 
67.38 

1.933 
2.845 
3.035 

3.82 
3.22 
4.37 

1.96 
1.80 
2.09 

1025 
997 
1043 

0.99 
1.58 
1.45 

At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military 
At age 30 expect to bean operative 
At age 30 expect to beaclergyman 
At age 30 expect to be atechnician 
At age 30 does notknow what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plansdo not work out 
I do nothave much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in ht 

FlS53F 
F1S53G 
FlS53H 
F1S531 
F1553P 
FLS53S 
FlS55 
F1562A 
F1S62C 
FlS62F 
F1S62G 
FlS62L 
FIS92C 

6.70 
1.13 
0.20 

25.35 
5.73 

11.86 
1.84 

92.77 
13.67 
29.40 
17.67 
18.72 
10.03 

1.286 
0.401 
0.115 
2.101 
1.222 
2.225 
0.641 
1.007 
2.224 
2.389 
1.884 
1.758 
1.895 

2.61 
1.42 
0.67 
2.30 
2.72 
9.03 
1.76 
1.51 
4.14 
2.72 
2.40 
1.99 
4.13 

1.61 
1.19 
0.82 
1.52 
1.65 
3.00 
1.33 
1.23 
2.03 
1.65 
1.55 
1.41 
2.03 

986 
986 
986 
986 
986 
986 
773 
997 
989 
989 
986 
982 
10440 

0.80 
0.34 
0.14 
1.39 
0.74 
0.74 
0.48 
0.82 
1.09 
1.45 
1.22 
1.25 
0.93 

Live with mother in same household F1S92D 92.74 1.046 1.69 1.30 1040 0.81 
Live with stepmother in same house F1S92E 1.83 0.557 1.80 1.34 1040 0.42 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1S92H1 
FlS92I 

0.15 
2.03 

0.111 
0.437 

0.88 
1.00 

0.94 
1.00 

1040 
1040 

0.12 
0.44 

Parents require chores to be done F1S100E 94.40 1.174 2.54 1.59 975 0.74 
if-Grandparents in same household F1S93C 0.19 0.028 2.92 1.71 973 0.02 
#f-Relatives under 18 in same house F1S93D 0.11 0.027 2.17 1.47 967 0.02 
if-Non relatives under 18 in same It F1S93F 0.01 0.008 2.10 1.45 963 0.01 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1TXRIR 22.51 
F1TXMIR 40.69 

0.437 
0.741 

3.16 
3.57 

1.78 
1.89 

984 
979 

0.25 
0.39 

Science test formula score F1TXSIR 14.88 0.313 3.54 1.88 972 0.17 
History/cit/geog test formula score F1TXHIR 19.98 0.339 3.40 1.84 966 0.18 

Mean 2.76 1.61 
Minimum 0.67 0.82 
Maximum 9.03 3.00 
Standard deviation 1.54 0.42 
Median 2.57 1.60 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST F'OLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

HIISPANIC PANEL MIEMIBERS BY FIPNLWT 

Survey item (or comosite 
variable) 

Var-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgms 
STS in vocational/technical pgms 
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per weekday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military 
At age 30 expect to be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman
At age 30 expect to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

FlS 18A 
F1S20C 
F1520D 
F1S45A 
Fl1549 
F1S53F 
FlS53G 
FlS53H 
F1S53J 
F1S53P 
F1S53S 
FlS555 
F1S62A 
FIS62C 
F1S62F 
FlS62G 
Fl1S62L 
F1S92C 

93.60 
23.50 
14.13 
60.55 
44.35 
5.09 
2.94 
0.96 
16.42 
6.94 

13.20 
97.05 
92.31 
13.52 
28.18 
26.28 
20.59 
8.46 

1.059 
1.471 
1.185 
1.839 
1.929 
0.751 
0.511 
0.211 
1.195 
0.835 
1.544 
0.856 
0.928 
1.260 
1.637 
1.483 
1.204 
1.041 

3.94 
2.52 
2.42 
2.73 
3.19 
2.30 
1.80 
0.92 
2.05 
2.13 
7.27 
4.10 
2.34 
2.61 
2.54 
2.17 
1.68 
2.98 

1.99 
1.59 
1.56 
1.65 
1.79 
1.52 
1.34 
0.96 
1.43 
1.46 
2.70 
2.02 
1.53 
1.61 
1.59 
1.47 
1.30 
1.73 

2105 
2095 
2095 
1930 
2116 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1601 
1933 
1919 
1918 
1915 
1900 
2132 

0.53 
0.93 
0.76 
1.11 
1.08 
0.50 
0.38 
0.22 
0.83 
0.57 
0.57 
0.42 
0.61 
0.78 
1.03 

.1.01 
0.93 
0.60 

Live with mother in same household 
Live with stepmother 'in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FlS921) 
FlS92E 
FlS92H 
FlS921 

89.67 
2.46 
1.32 
4.54 

1.183 
0.678 
0.298 
0.655 

3.22 
4.08 
1.45 
2.11 

1.79 
2.02 
1.20 
1.45 

2132 
2132 
2132 
2132 

0.66 
0.34 
0.25 
0.45 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

FIS100E 
F1S93C 
FlS93D 

94.88 
0.15 
0.14 

0.658 
0.015 
0.029 

1.60 
1.80 
4.55 

1.26 
1.34 
2.13 

1795 
1782 
1781 

0.52 
0.01 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh F1S93F 0.03 0.007 1.15 1.07 1775 0.01 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

FlTXR1R 18.59 
FlTXMIR30.89 

0.231 
0.3 84 

2.13 
2.39 

1.46 
1.55 

1948 
1941 

0.16 
0.25 

Science test formula score FITXSIR 11.45 0.160 2.67 1.63 1910 0.10 
History/cit/geog test formula score FlTXHIR 16.88 0.191 2.47 1.57 1882 0.12 

Mean 2.64 1.59 
Minimum 0.92 0.96 
Maximum 7.27 2.70 
Standard deviation 1.22 0.34 
Median 2.40 1.55 

aStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:8S FIRT FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

BLACK PANEL MEEMBERS BY F1PNLWT 

Survey item (or comosite Var- Esti- Design SRS 
variable) name mate S.E.c DEFF DEFT NUM S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S FIS18A 94.91 1.421 7.22 2.69 1728 0.53 
STS in college prep/academic pgms FIS2OC 26.97 2.407 4.99 2.23 1696 1.08 
STS in vocational/technicalpgms FIS2OD 19.92 1.764 3.31 1.82 1696 0.97 
Watch tv more than 2 Ins/per weekday FIS45A 73.93 1.940 3.01 1.74 1543 1.12 
Expect to finish college FIS49 54.44 2.425 4.09 2.02 1727 1.20 
At age 30 expect to be a manager FIS53F 5.47 0.860 2.26 1.50 1580 0.57 
At age 30 expect to be in the military F1S53G 4.28 0.571 1.26 1.12 1580 0.51 
At age 30 expect to be an operative F1S53H 3.38 1.626 12.78 3.57 1580 0.45 
At age 30 expect to be aclergyman F15531 22.09 2.443 5.48 2.34 1580 1.04 
At age 30 expect to be atechnician F1S53P 4.62 0.625 1.40 1.18 1580 0.53 
At age 30 does notknow whatto be F1S53S 9.17 1.098 4.32 2.08 1580 0.53 
Others in home speak spanish F1S55 47.29 7.090 2.64 1.63 132 4.36 
I feel good about myself F1562A 95.67 0.684 1.81 1.34 1600 0.51 
Luck is more important than hard work F1S62C 16.09 1.748 3.58 1.89 1582 0.92 
Something always prevents success F1562F 33.35 2.134 3.23 1.80 1578 1.19 
My plans do not work out FlS62G 27.66 2.367 4.38 2.09 1565 1.13 
I do nothavemuchtobeproudof F1S62L 18.62 1.877 3.62 1.90 1558 0.99 
Live with other adult male in hh FlS92C 12.24 2.189 7.77 2.79 1743 0.79 
Live withmother in same household F1592D 83.61 2.123 5.73 2.39 1743 0.89 
Live with stepmother in same house F1592E 1.52 0.281 0.92 0.96 1743 0.29 
Live with boy/girl friend F1S92H 0.79 0.373 3.09 1.76 1743 0.21 
Live with own children F1S92I 7.68 1.314 4.24 2.06 1743 0.64 
parents require -chores to be done F1S100E 95.51 0.575 1.11 1.05 1443 0.55 
#-Grandparents in same household F1S93C 0.21 0.022 2.09 1.45 1437 0.02 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house F1S93D 0.24 0.027 1.64 1.28 1437 0.02 
#-Non relatives under 18 in same It F1593F 0.06 0.014 1.34 1.16 1413 0.01 

Reading test formula score F1TXR1R 17.53 0.412 5.24 2.29 1609 0.18 
Mathematics test formula score F1TXMIR 28.86 0.546 4.21 2.05 1600 0.27 
Science test formula score F1T'XSIR 10.34 0.202 4.07 2.02 1587 0.10 
History/cit/geog test formula score F1TXHIR 16.37 0.234 3.31 1.82 1575 0.13 

Mean 3.80 1.87 
Minimum 0.92 0.96 
Maximum 12.78 3.57 
Standard deviation 2.42 0.57 
Median 3.44 1.85 

aStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

WqIUTE PANEL MIEMBERS BY F1PNLWT 

Survey item (or composite
variable) 

Var-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.a DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS, 

Sure to graduate, from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgnms
STS in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per weekday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military 
At age 30 expect to be an operative 

F1S18A 
FlS20C 
FlS20D 
FlS45A 
FlS49 
FlS53F 
FlS53G 
FlS53H 

96.24 
35.00 

8.80 
50.47 
58.34 
4.94 
2.74 
I1.24 

0.490 
1.006 
0.420 
0.794 
0.906 
0.308 
0. 234 
0.159 

8.05 
5.36 
2.65 
2.98 
4.10o 
2.35 
2.39 
2.40 

2.84 
2.31 
1.63 
1.73 
2.02 
1.53 
1.55 
1.55 

12128 
12045 
12045 
11801 
12131 
11603 
11603 
11603 

0.17 
0.43 
0.26 
0.46 
0.45 
0.'20 
0.15 
0.10 

At age 30 expect to be a clergyman F1S53J 18.02 0.602 2.85 1.69 11603 0.36 
At age~30 expect. to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

FlS53P 
F1S53S 
F1S555 
FlS62A 
FlS62C 
FlS62F 
FlS62G 
Fl562L 
Fl592C 

.4.23 
9.88 

25.43 
91.34 
10.90 
25.81 
20.48 
15.84 
5.48 

0.226 
0.408 
2.097 
0.387 
0.469 
0.725 
0.576 
0.508 
0.352 

1.46 
4.77 
1.87 
2.22 
2.64 
3.21 
2.37 
2.25 
2.91 

1.21 
2.18 
1.37 
1.49 
1.63 
1.79 
1.54 
1.50 
1.71 

11603 0.19 
11603 0.19 
809 1.53 
11731 0.26 

1690.29 
11680 0.40 
11649 0.37 
11643 0.34 
12176 0.21 

Live with mother in same household Fl592D 89.11 0.553 3.84 1.96 12176 0.28 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1S92E 
F1S92H 
F1S921 

3.57 
1.42 
2.78 

0.278 
0.172 
0.200 

2.74 
2.58 
1.80 

1.65 
1.61 
1.34 

12176 
12176 
12176 

0.17 
0.11 
0.15 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

FIS100E 
F1S93C 
FIS93D 

94.31 
0.07 
0.05 

0.351 
0.004 
0.005 

2.64 
1.54 
2.43 

1.62 
1.24 
1.56 

11479 
10939 
10911 

0.22 
0.00 
0.00 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh FlS93F 0.03 0.005 21.55 11.60 1950.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1TX[R1R 22.39 
FITXMIR 37.78 

0.141 
0.231 

3.97 
4.32 

1.99 
2.08 

11574 
11562 

0.07 
0.11 

Science test formula score FlTXSIR 14.71 0.090 3.82 1.95 11523 0.05 
History/cit/geog test formula score FlTXHIR 19.91 0.105 4.01 2.00 11487 0.05 

Mean 3.10 1.73 
minimum 1.46 1.21 
Maximum 8.05 2.84 
Standard deviation 1.33 0.34 
Median 2.64 1.63 

aStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
bStanidad error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:SS FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STAN4DARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

AMERICAN INDIAN PANEL MEMIBERS BY F1PNLWJT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.21 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
SE.V 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgms, 
STS in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per weekday
Expectto finish college
At age 30 expect to be amanager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military 
At age 30 expect to be an operative
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30; expectto, be atechnician 

FlSiSA 
FLS2OC 
FlS2OD 
F1S45A 
F1S49 
FlS53F 
F1S53G 
F1S53H 
FlS53J 
FlS53P 

93.18 
17.94 
25.00 
57.65 
41.12 
14.49 
6.40 
3.35 

15.45 
5.87 

2.243 
3.564 
5.413 
8.010 
4.161 
4.730 
1.905 
2.096 
3.937 
2.189 

1.48 
1.61 
2.92 
4.39 
1.37 
3.25 
1.09 
2.44 
2.14 
1.56 

1.22 
1.27 
1.71 
2.09 
1.17 
1.80 
1.04 
1.56 
1.46 
1.25 

188 
188 
188 
168 
193 
181 
181 
181 
181 
181 

1.84 
2.81 
3.17 
3.82 
3.55 
2.62 
1.82 
.1.34 
2.69 
1.751 

At age 30. does notknow whatto be FIS53S 3.92 1.431 0.67 0.82 181 1.75, 
Others in home speak spanish FIS55 25.70 9.404 3.57 1.89 78 4.98 
Ifeel good about myself F1S62A 95.27 1.448 0.83 0.91 180 1.59 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 

F1S62C 
F1S62F 

24.54 
33.70 

7.947 
4.488 

6.00 
1.59 

2.45 
1.26 

177 
177 

3.24 
3.56 

My plans do not work out F1S62G 25.14 4.866 2.21 1.49 177 32 
Ido not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in It 

F1S62L 
F1S92C 

17.73 
6.98 

4.262 
1.701 

2.19 
0.86 

1.48. 
0.93 

177 
195 

2.88 
1.83 

Livewithmotherin same household F1S92D 90.14 2.169 1.03 1.01 195 2.14 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1S92E 
F1S92H 
F1S92I 

2.66 
1.44 
5.07 

0.871 
0.788 
1.807 

0.57 
0.85 
1.32 

0.75 
0.92 
1.15 

195 
195 
195 

1.15 
0.86 
1.58 

Parents require chores to be done FLSIOOE 95.25 1.506 0.78 0.88 156 1.71 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

F1S93C 
F1S93D 

0.14 
0.12 

0.031 
0.047 

0.76 
0.90 

0.87 
0.95 

162 
156 

0.04 
0.05 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same lhh F1S93F 0.02 0.013 0.58 0.76 159 0.02 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1TXRIR 15.88 
F1TXMIR 27.11 

1.017 
1.545 

3.81 
3.48 

1.95 
1.87 

178 
178 

0.52 
0.83~ 

Science test formula score F1TXSIR 10.73 0.655 3.53 1.88 178 0.35 
History/cit/geog test formula score FLTXHIR 15.18 0.924 4.21 2.05 175 0.45 

Mean 2.07 1.36 
Minimum 0.57 0.75 
Maximum 6.00 2.45 
Standard deviation 1.40 0.47 
Median 1.57 1.25 

t mStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST F'OLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

PUBLIC SCHOOL PANEL MEM~BERS BY FIPNLWT 

Survey item (or composite
variable) 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgms, 
STS in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per weekday
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military 
At age 30 expect to be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expect to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 
Live with mother in same household 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 
Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 
#-Non relatives under 18 in same bh 

Reading test formula score, 
Mathematics test formula score 
Science test formula score 
History/cit/geog test formula score 

Mean 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Standard deviation 
Median 

IVar-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design
S.E.1 DEFF DEFT N 

SRS 
S.E.b 

FiS18A 98.23 0.173 2.45 1.57 14267 0.11 
F1S20C 32.16 0.839: 4.51 2.12 13982 0.40 
F1S20D 12.00 0.472 2.95 1.72 13982 0.27 
F1S45A 55.91 0.720 2.86 1.69 13589 0.43 
FlS49 56.87 0.784 3.54 1.88 14113 0.42 
FlS553F 5.17 0.291 2.31 1.52 13379 0.19 
F1S53G 3.05 0.219 2.17 1.47 13379 0.15 
F1S53H 1.38 0.272 7.25 2.69 13379 0.10 
FIS53J 18.39 0.548 2.68 1.64 13379 0.33 
FlS53P 4.97 0.237 1.59 1.26 13379 0.19 
FlS53S 9.93 0.404 4.63 2.15 13379 0.19 
FlS55 58.09 2.402 6.53 2.56 2757 0.94 
FlS62A 91.96 0.319 1.88 1.37 13646 0.23 
FlS562C 11.96 0.452 2.63 1.62 13553 0.28 
F1S62F 27.28 0.637 2.77 13565 0.38 
F1S62G 21.89 0.568 2.55 1.60 13518 0.36 
F1S62L 16.62 0.468 2.13 1.46 13487 0.32 
F1S92C 6.68 0.427 4.16 2.04 14200 0.21 
FlS92D 89.28 0.514 3.92 1.98 14200 0.26 
FlS92E 3.31 0.240 2.56 1.60 14200 0.15 
Fl1S92H1 0.86 0.112 2.08 1.44 14200 0.08 
F1S92I 2.67 0.172 1.62 1.27 14200 0.14 
FlS 100E 95.05 0.245 1.67 1.29 13068 0.19 
F1S93C 0.10 0.005 2.00 1.41 13119 0.00 
FlS93D 0.08 0.006 2.19 1.48 13075 0.00 
Fl593F 0.04 0.004 1.79 1.34 13047 0.00 

FITXRIR 21.17 0.134 4.15 2.04 13657 0.07 
FITXMvIR 35.86 0.218 4.40 2.10 13627 0.10 
Fl1TXSIR 13.77 0.092 4.52 2.13 13551 0.04 
FlTXHIR 19.07 0.097 3.94 1.98 13470 0.05 

3.15 1.74 
1.59 1.26 
7.25 2.69 
1.41 0.37 
2.65 1.63 

"Standad error calculated takcing into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:S8 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EmFCTS, 

CATHOUIC SCHOOL PANEL MEM[BERS BY F1PNLWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.a DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.EV 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgrms 
STS in vocational/technicalpgms
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per weekday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military 

FIS18A 
F1S2OC 
F1S20D 
F1S45A 
F1S49 
F1S53F 
F1S530 

99.53 
56.35 

2.20 
46.38 
84.74 
6.48 
1.27 

0.278 
4.088 
0.727 
3.024 
1.970 
1.628 
0.361 

1.54 
6.20 
2.24 
3.37 
2.77 
3.84 
0.91 

1.24 
2.49 
1.50 
1.84 
1.67 
1.96 
0.95 

937 
914 
914 
917 
925 
879 
879 

0.22 
1.64 
0.49 
1.65 
1.18 
0.83 
0.38 

At age 30 expect to be an operative F1S53H 0.00 0.000 879 0.00 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman F15531 28.64 2.241 2.16 1.47 879 1.53 
At age 30 expect to be a technician FlS53P 2.49 0.649 1.53 1.24 879 0.53 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more important than hard work 

FlS53S 
F1S55 
FlS62A 
FIS62C 

7.91 
38.09 
93.11 
10.59 

1.315 
5.821 
1.195 
1.500 

6.26 
2.64 
2.02 
2.15 

2.50 
1.63 
1.42 
1.47 

879 
185 
911 
906 

0.53 
3.58 
0.84 
1.02 

Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in It 

FIS62F 
FIS62G 
FLS62L 
FIS92C 

18.97 
13.75 
12.18 
2.91 

1.632 
1.452 
1.406 
0.706 

1.56 
1.60 
1.67 
1.63 

1.25 
1.26 
1.29 
1.28 

902 
901 
904 
929 

1.31 
1.15 
1.09 
0.55 

Live with mother in same household F1892D 96.20 0.873 1.94 1.39 929 0.63 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FlS92E 
F1S92H 
Fl1892I 

2.17 
0.00 
2.07 

0.797 
0.000 
0.693 

2.78 

2.20 

1.67 

1.48 

929 
929 
929 

0.48 
0.00 
0.47 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under i8 in same house 

FlSIOOE 
FLS93C 
FlS93D 

94.35 
0.10 
0.04 

1.810 
0.019 
0.014 

5.48 
2.57 
2.14 

2.34 
1.60 
1.46 

893 
880 
882 

0.77 
0.01 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same It FLS93F 0.00 0.002 0.69 0.83 875 0.00 

Reading test formula scare 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1TXRIR 24.55 
F1TXMIR 40.,91 

0.444 
0.707 

4.05 
4.47 

2.01 
2.11 

908 
910 

0.22 
0.33 

Science test formula score F1TIXSIR 15.29 0.303 4.20 2.05 910 0.15 
History/cit/geog test formula score F1TXHIR 21.32 0.309 3.97 1.99 911 0.16 

Mean 2.81 1.62 
Minimum 0.69 0.83 
Maximum 6.26 2.50 
Standard deviation 1.49 0.43 
Median 2.22 1.48 

aStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
"Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST F'OLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

PRIVATE SCHOOL PANEL MEMBERS BY FIPNLWff 

Survey item (or comosite 
.variable) 

Var-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.m 1 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS. 
SVE 

Sure to graduate from H.H 
STS in college prep/academic pgms 
STS in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 hirs/per weekday
Expect to finish college 

FlSL8A 
FlS20C 
FIS20D 
FLS45A 
FlS49 

99.76 
45.67 

1.48 
26.99 
79.98 

0.119 
4.592 
0.562 
3.090 
2.909 

0.811 
11.694 
2.985 
6.609 
7.292 

0.949 
1.849 
1.314 
1.603 
1.643 

1392 
1377 
1377 
1365 
1381 

0.132 
1.343 
0.325 

1.077 
At age 30 exp to be a manager 
At age 30 exp to be in the military 
At age 30 exp to be an operative 
At age 30 exP to be a clergyman
At age 30 exp to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish
I feel good'about myself 
Luck is more important than hrd wrk 
Something always,prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

FlS53F 
FlS53G 
FlS53H 
F1S53J 
F1S53P 
F1S53S 
FlS55 
FlS62A 
FlS62C 
F1S62F 
F1S62G 
F1S62L 
FlS92C 

5.75 
1.57 
0.21 

26.88 
3.94 

10.50 
24.75 
95.21 
9.56 

13.90 
17.48 
13.34 
2.45 

1.273 
0.771 
0.121 
4.123 
1.572 
1.865 
8.832 
0.929 
3.263 
2.152 
2.586 
2.211 
0.862 

3.995 
5.125 
0.93 1 

11.556 
8.717 

12.270 
9.925 
2.557 

16.555 
5.188 
6.207 
5.650 
4.309 

1.414 
1.505 
0.982 
1.844 
1.718 
1.871 
1.775 
1.265 
2.017 
1.509 
1.578 
1.542 
1.441 

1337 
1337 
1337 
1337 
1337 
1337 
238 
1351 
1345 
1342 
1340 
1337 
1388 

0.637 
0.341 
0O.1:25 
1.213 
0.532 
0.532 
2.803 
0.-581 
0.802 
0O.94 
1.038 
0.930 
0.415 

Live with mother in same household F1S92D 97.42 0.558 1.717 1.145 1388 0.426 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 
Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives. under 18 in same house 

F1S92E 
F1S92H 
F1S92I 
FlS100E 
FlS93C 
F1S93D 

0.99 
1.31 
1.83 

97.18 
0.10 
0.05 

0.327 
1.015 
0.738 
0.527 
0.020 
0.020 

1.514 
11.048 
4.197 
1.324 
3.524 
3.513 

1.109 
1.823 
1.431 
1.073 
1.370 
1.369 

1388 
1388 
1388 
1307 
1264 
1265 

0 X26 
0.305 
0.36) 
0.458 
0.011 
0.011 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh F1S93F 0.04 0.011 0.942 0.985 1263 0.011 

Reading test formula score. FITXRIR 25.78 0.689 11.853 1.855 1309 0o20 
Mathematics- test formula score FlTXMIR 42.46 1.063 12.305 1.873 1308 0.303 
Science test formula score FITXSIR 16.34 0.484 12.03 1 1.862 1303 0.139 
History/cit/geog test formula score FITXHIR 21.78 0.484 9.540 1297 0.157 

Mean 6.529 1.516 
Minimum 0.811 0.949 
Maiu 16.555 2.017 
Standard Deviation 4.403 0.311 
Median 5.419 1.525 

aStandard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST F'OLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

LOW F1SESQ PANEL MEMBERS BY F1PNLWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.1 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.E~b 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgxns 
STS in vocational/technicalpgms, 

FlIBiA 
F1S20C 
F1S2OD 

89.75 
17.56 
18.47 

1.301 
1.340 
1.010 

7.07 
4.77 
2.61 

2.66 
2.18 
1.61 

3844 
3847 
3847 

0.49 
0.61 
0.63 

Watch tv more than 2hrs/per weekday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military 
At age 30 expect to be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expect to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know whattobe 
Others in home speak spanish 

F1545A 
F1S49 
FlS53F 
F1S53G 
FIS53H 
FLS53J 
FLS53P 
F1S53S 
F1S55 

65.13 
31.58 
4.90 
4.32 
2.85 

10.36 
5.43 

12.84 
78.28 

1.471 
1.233 
0.551 
0.464 
0.449 
0.813 
0.515 
0.753 
2.755 

3.36 
2.74 
2.35 
1.87 
2.62 
2.56 
1.86 
1.82 
5.52 

1.83 
1.66 
1.53 
1.37 
1.62 
1.60 
1.36 
1.35 
2.35 

3524 
3900 
3600 
3600 
3600 
3600 
3600 
3600 
1237 

0.80 
0.74 
0.36 
0.34 
0.28 
0.51 
0.38 
0.56 
1.17 

I feel good aboutmyself 
Luck is more important than hard work 

FlS62A 
F1S62C 

91.74 
17.22 

0.693 
1.188 

2.26 
3.50 

1.50 
1.87 

3575 
3539 

0.46 
0.63 

Something always prevents success 
My plans do notwork out 

F1S62F 
F1562G 

38.08 
30.78 

1.353 
1.230 

2.75 
2.50 

1.66 
1.58 

3538 
3521 

0.82 
0.78 

Idonothavemuchtobeproudof FlS62L 22.45 1.010 2.06 1.43 3511 0.70 
Livewithotheradultmalein hh FIS92C 11.46 0.749 2.16 1.47 3913 0.51 
Live withimotherinsamehousehold F1S92D 83.41 1.117 3.53 1.88 3913 0.59 
Live with stepmother in same house F1S92E 3.16 0.529 3.57 1.89 3913 0.28 
Live withboylgirl friend F1S92H 2.09 0.351 2.36 1.54 3913 0.23 
Live with own children F1S921 5.64 0.537 2.12 1.46 3913 0.37 
Parents require chores to be done FISIOOE 91.77 0.654 1.92 1.39 3393 0.47 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relativesunder18insame house 

F1S93C 
F1S93D 

0.18 
0.17 

0.013 
0.016 

1.87 
1.81 

1.37 
1.34 

3138 
3116 

0.01 
0.01 

#-Nonrelativesunder18insame hh F1S93F 0.05 0.009 1.68 1.30 3103 0.01 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1TXRIR 17.10 
FITXMIR 28.65 

0.183 
0.279 

2.51 
2.43 

1.58 
1.56 

3568 
3551 

0.12 
0.18 

Science test formula score F1TXSIR 11.01 0.120 2.83 1.68 3509 0.07 
History/cit/geog test formula score FITXHIR 15.98 0.151 2.90 1.70 3484 0.09 

Mean 2.80 1.64 
Minimum 1.68 1.30 
Maximum 7.07 2.66 
Standard deviation 1.18 0.31 
Median 2.50 1.58 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
bStandaderror calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD) ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

MIDDLE FISESQ PANEL MEMIBERS, BY FIPNLWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgms 
STS in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per weekday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be a manager 
At age 30 expect to be in the military
At age 30 expect to be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman
At age 30 expect to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
I feel good about myself 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do not have much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in bli 
Live with mother in same household 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 
Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 
#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 
Science test formula score 
History/cit/geog test formula score 

Mean 
minimum 
Maximum 
Standard deviation 
Median 

Var- Esti- Design SRS 
name mate S.E.8, DEFF DEFT NUM S.E. 

FI1518A 97.07 0.436 5.54 2.35 8283 0.19 
FlS20C 31.64 0.966 3.53 1.88 8185 0.51 
FLS20D 11.21 0.553 2.51 1.59 8185 0.35 
F1S45A 57.55 0.922 2.76 1.66 7942 0.55 
FlS49 54. 15 0.936 2.92 1.71 8263 10.55 
F1S53F 4.85 0.375 2.40 1.55 7862 ,0.24 
FlS53G 2.89 0.261 1.91 1.38 7862 0.19 
FlS53H 1.39 0.414 9.80 3.13 7862 0.13 
FlS53J 17.68 0.735 2.92 1.71 7862 0.43 
F1S53P 4.83 0.285 1.39 1.18 7862 0.24 
FlS53S 9.81 0.559 2.78 1.67 7862 0.34 
FlS55 50.91 2.610 3.81 1.95 1400 1.34 
FlS62A 92.03 0.460 2.29 1.51 7944 0.30 
FlS62C 11.52 0.508 2.00 1.41 7896 0.36 
Fl1S62F 27.20 0.812 2.63 1.62 7908 0.50 
F1S62G 21.54 0.734 2.51 1.58 7880 0.46 
F1S62L 16.94 0.659 2.43 1.56 7864 0.42 
F1S92C 6.50 0.679 6.31 2.51 '_8320 0.27 
FlS92D 89.13 0.656 3.70 1.92 8320 0.34 
FlS92E 3.48 0.3 19 2.52 1.59 8320 0.20 
FlS92H 1.24 0.169 1.94 1.39 8320 0.12 
FlS921 3.47 0.365 3.31 1.82 8320 0.20 
FIS100E 94.55 0.432 2.77 1.66 7637 0.26 
FlS93C 0.09 0.006 1.79 1.34 7464 0.00 
F1S93D 0.08 0.009 2.90 1.70 7456 0.01 
FIS93F 0.04 0.007 2.64 1.62 7431 0.00 

FlTXRIR 21.14 0.148 3.12 1.77 7879 0.08 
FlTXMIR35.50 0.226 2.98 1.73 7865 0.13 
FITXSIR 13.56 0.096 3.11 1.76 7829 0.05 
FITXHIR 18.93 0.106 2.93 1.71 7791 0.06 

3.14 1.73 
1.39 1.18 
9.80 3.13 
1.60 0.37 
2.77 1.66 

'Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

HIGH F1SESQ PANEL MEMBERS BY F1PNIWT 

Survey item (or composite
variation) 

Var-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design
S.E.81 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
SE.V 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgms, 
STS in vocational/technical pgmns 

FiSiSA 
F1S2OC 
F1S20D 

98.76 
47.97 

4.24 

0.612 
1.640 
0.427 

15.58 
5.42 
2.26 

3.95 
2.33 
1.50 

5078 
5030 
5030 

0.16 
0.70 
0.28 

Watch tv more than 2 his/per weekday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be amanager 

F1S45A 
F1S49 
F1S53F 

39.76 
83.43 

6.23 

1.206 
1.007 
0.576 

3.02 
3.71 
2.76 

1.74 
1.93 
1.66 

4980 
5058 
4870 

0.69 
0.52 
0.35 

At age 30 expect to be in themilitary 
At age 30 expect to be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be aclergyman 
At age 30 expectto be atechnician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 

FlS53G 
FLS53H 
FLS53J 
F1S53P 
F1S53S 

1.85 
0.42 

27.33 
3.57 
8.33 

0.301 
0.183 
1.161 
0.393 
0.621 

2.43 
3.86 
3.30 
2.18 
2.46 

1.56 
1.96 
1.82 
1.48 
1.57 

4870 
4870 
4870 
4870 
4870 

0.19 
0.09 
0.64 
0.27 
0.40 

Others in home speak spanish F1SSS 30.67 2.639 2.47 1.57 756 1.68 
1feel good aboutmyself 
Luck is more imnportant than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 

F1S62A 
F1S62C 
F1S62F 
F1S62G 

92.51 
9.04 

18.33 
15.35 

0.516 
0.767 
1.192 
0.962 

1.90 
3.51 
4.65 
3.49 

1.38 
1.87 
2.16 
1.87 

4930 
4909 
4904 
4899 

0.37 
0.41 
0.55 
0.52 

I do nothave much to beproudof 
Live with other adult male in hh 

F1S62L 
F1S92C 

11.87 
3.36 

0.857 
0.394 

3.43 
2.42 

1.85 
1.56 

4893 
5066 

0.46 
0.25 

Live with mother in same household F1S92D 92.21 1.052 7.80 2.79 5066 0.38 
Live with stepmother in same house F1S92E 2.32 0.306 2.09 1.45 5066 0.21 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

Ff59211 
F1S921 

0.65 
2.06 

0.245 
0.306 

4.74 
2.35 

2.18 
1.53 

5066 
5066 

0.11 
0.20 

Parents require chores to be done FlS100E 96.73 0.344 1.81 1.34 4825 0.26 
#-Grandparents in same household FIS93C 0.05 0.006 2.16 1.47 4702 0.00 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house F1S93D 0.02 0.004 1.63 1.28 4691 0.00 
#-Non relatives under 18 in same It F1S93F 0.02 0.003 1.16 1.08 4692 0.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

F1TXR1R 25.22 
F1TXMIR 42.88 

0.199 
0.307 

3.88 
3.94 

1.97 
1.98 

4856 
4853 

0.10 
0.15 

Science test formula score FlT'XSIR 16.59 0.126 3.44 1.86 4842 0.07 
History/cit/geog test formula score F1TXHIR 22.05 0.135 3.41 1.85 4820 0.07 

Mean 3.58 1.82 
Minimum 1.16 1.08 
Maximum 15.58 3.95 
Standard deviation 2.62 0.53 
Median 3.16 1.78 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
'Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST F'OLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

uRBANIicry: URBAN PANEL MEMEBERS: BY F1PNLWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var-, 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Desig 
S.E.11 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.EV 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS, in college prep/academic pgms 
STS in vocational/technical pgrns
Watch tv more than 2 hrs/per weekday
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expectto be amanager 
At age 30 expectto be in the military 
At age 30 expectto be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 

F1S18A 
FlS20C 
FlS201D 
FlS45A 
F1S49 
FlS53F 
FIS53G 
F1S53H 
F1S53J 

98.23 
33.65 
12.40 
53.47 
63.22 

5.84 
2.27 
1.16 

22.79 

0.333 
1.591 
0.971 
1.387, 
1.394 
0.667 
0.376 
0.324 
1.222 

3.01 
5.24 
4.01 
3.46 
3.89 
3.53 
2.78 
3.98 
3.70 

1.73 
2.29 
2.00 
1.86 
1.97 
1.88 
1.67 
1.99 
1.92 

4714 
4621. 
4621, 
4475 
4660 
4360 
4360 
4360 
4360 

0.19 
0.70 
0.48 
0.75 
0.71 
0.36 
0.23 
0.16 
0.64 

At age 30 expect to be a technician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 
Ifeel good about myself 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 
My plans do not work out 
I do nothave much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

FLS53P 
FIS53S 
F1S55 
F1S62A 
F1S62C 
FLS62F 
FlS62G 
FIS62L 
F1S92C 

4.86 
8.39 

59.64 
92.91 
11.20 
25.08 
20.49 
16.16 
6.84 

0.503 
0.693 
3.138 
0.580 
0.888 
1.126 
1.119 
0.981 
0.818 

2.39 
2.72 
4.86 
2.26 
3.50 
2.97 
3.37 
3.11 
4.92 

1.54 
1.65 
2.21 
1.50 
1.87 
1.72 
1.814 
1.76 
2.22 

4360 
4360 
1190 
4433 
4409 
4404 
4392 
4386 
4682 

0.33 
0.42 
1.42 
0.39 
0.47 
0.65 
0.61 
0.56 
0.37 

Live with mother in same household F1S92D 90.62 0.800 3.52 1.88 4682 0.43 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1S92E 
F1S92H 
F1S921 

2.90 
0.72 
2.76 

0.453 
0.202 
0.342 

3.41 
2.69 
2.04 

1.85 
1.64 
1.43 

4682 
4682 
4682 

0.25 
0.12 
0.24 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house 

FIS100E 
F1S93C 
F1S93D 

95.93 
0.13 
0.10 

0.437 
0.012 
0.011 

2.08 
3.21 
2.25 

1.44 
,1.79 

1.50 

4259 
4344 
4333 

0.30 
0.01 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh F1S93F 0.03 0.006 1.77 1.33 4324 0.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

FlTXRJIR 21.76 
FITXMIR 36.55 

0.259 
0.389 

4.94 
4.58 

2.22 
2.14 

4423 
4409 

0.12 
0.18 

Science test formula score FITXSIR 13.72 0.172 5.16 2.27 4376 0.08 
History/cit/geogtest formula score FlTXHIR 19.33 0.178. 4.51 2.12 4374 0.08 

'Mean 3.46 1.84 
Minimum 1.77 1.33 
maximum 5.24 2.29 
Standard deviation 0.99 0.27 
Median 3.43 1.85 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
"Standard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

URBANICITY: SUBURBAN PANEL MEM~BERS BY F1PNLWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var 
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.Ea DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.E 

Sure to graduate from H.S F1S18A 98.51 0.194 2.38 1.54 9320 0.13 
STS in college prep/academic pgms 
STS in vocational/technical pgms 
Watch tv more than 2 lirs/per weekday 
Expect to finishcollege 

F1S2OC 
FIS20D 
FlS45A 
F1S49 

36.02 
10.05 
54.03 
59.55 

1.199 
0.479 
0.940 
1.041 

5.71 
2.32 
3.18 
4.15 

2.39 
1.52 
1.78 
2.04 

9158 
9158 
8936 
9221 

0.50 
0.31 
0.53 
0.51 

At age 30, expect to be amanager 
Atage 30 expecttobeinthemilitary 
At age30 expectto be an operative 

F1S53F 
FlS53G 
FIS53H 

4.87 
3.04 
1.28 

0.306 
0.269 
0.397 

1.78 
2.17 

11.03 

1.33 
1.47 
3.32 

8815 
8815 
8815 

0.23-
0.'18 
0.12 

At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expect to be atechnician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 
Others in home speak spanish 

FlS53J 
F1S53P 
FlS53S 
F1S55 

19.06 
4.60 

10.40 
51.54 

0.712 
0.282 
0.53 1 
3.305 

2.90 
1.60 
2.67 
7.66 

1.70 
1.26 
1.63 
2.77 

8815 
18815 
8815 
1752 

0.42 
0.,22 
0.33 
1.19 

I feel good aboutmyself F1S62A 91.61 0.399 1.86 1.36 8983 0.29 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 

F1562C 
FlS62F 

12.27 
25.96 

0.590 
0.765 

2.88 
2.72 

1.70 
1.65 

8919 
8923 

0.35 
0.46 

My plans do not work out 
I donothavemuchitobeproudof 

FlS62G 
F1S62L 

21.34 
16.67 

0.707 
0.568 

2.65 
2.06 

1.63 
1.44 

8898 
8874 

0.43 
0.40 

Live with other adultmale inbhh F1S92C 5.99 0.522 4.49 2.12 9283 0.25 
Live with mother in same household F1S92D 90.36 0.633 4.27 2.07 9283 0.31 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

F1S92E 
F1S92H 
FlS921 

3.34 
0.89 
2.51 

0.326 
0.153 
0.209 

3.05 
2.45 
1.66 

1.75 
1.57 
1.,29 

9283 
9283 
9283 

0.19 
0.10 
0.16 

Parents require chores to be done F1S100E 94.61 0.355 2.13 1.46 8606 0.24 
#-Grandparents in same household F1S93C 0.09 0.006 2.02 1.42 8590 0.00 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house F1S93D 0.07 0.007 2.08 1.44 8570 0.00 
#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh FIS93F 0.03 0.005 1.80 1.34 8550 0.00 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

FlTXRIR 21.62 
FITXMvIR 36.65 

0.170 
0.278 

4.35 
4.71 

2.09 
2.17 

8974 
8962 

0.08, 
0.13 

Science test formula score FlTXSIR 14.07 0.120 4.97 2.23 8939 0.05 
History/cit/geog test formula score F1TXHIR 19.38 0.132 4.66 2.16 8857 0.06 

Mean 3.41 1.79 
Minimum 1.60 1.26 
Maximum 11.03 3.32 
Standard deviation 2.02 0.47 
Median 2.69 1.64 

"Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design.
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP: 
STANDARD ERRORS AND DESIGN EFFECTS, 

URBANICITY: RURAL PANEL MEMBERS BY FIPNLWT 

Survey item (or composite 
variable) 

Var-
name 

Esti-
mate 

Design 
S.E.c1 DEFF DEFT NUM 

SRS 
S.E.b 

Sure to graduate from H.S 
STS in college prep/academic pgnms 
STS in vocational/technicalpgms 
Watch tv more than 2 lirs/per weekday 
Expect to finish college 
At age 30 expect to be amanager 

Fl1S8A 
F1S20C 
F1S20D 
FlS45A 
Fl1S49 
F1S53F 

98.09 
28.70 
11.48 
55.'92 
52.98 
5.18 

0.405 
1.992 
1.077 
1.660 
1.580 
0.747 

2.24 
4.82 
2.84 
2.74 

.2.53 
2.74 

1.50 
2.20 
1.68 
1.66 
1.59 
1.66 

2554 
2487 
2487 
2455 
2530 
2412 

0.27 
0.91 
0.64 
1.00 
0.99 
0.45 

At age 30 expect to be in the military F1S53G 3.36 0.458 1.56 1.25 2412 0.37 
At age 30 expect to be an operative 
At age 30 expect to be a clergyman 
At age 30 expect to be atechnician 
At age 30 does not know what to be 

FLS53H 
F1S53J 
Fl553P 
F1S53S 

1.34 
14.91 
5.'02 
10.09 

0.325 
0.963 
0.537 
0.711 

1.92 
1.76 
1.46 
1.34 

1.39 
1.33 
1.21 
1.16 

2412 
2412 
2412 
2412 

0.23 
0.73 
0.44 
0.61 

Others in home speak spanish Fl555 57.90 9.239 8.30 2.88 238 3.21 
Ifeel good aboutmyself 
Luck is more important than hard work 
Something always prevents success 

FlS62A 
F1S62C 
Fl562F 

92.81 
11.19 
29.14 

0.722 
0.818 
1.544 

1.94 
1.66 
2.86 

1.39 
1.29 
1.69 

2484 
2469 
2474 

0.52 
0.63 
0.91. 

My plans do not work out 
1do nothave much to be proud of 
Live with other adult male in hh 

FlS62G 
FlS62L 
F1S92C 

21.60 
14.57 
6.37 

1.099 
0.904 
0.706 

1.75 
1.62 
2.13 

1.32 
1.27 
1.46 

2461 
2462 
2544 

0.83 
0.71 
0.48 

Live with mother in same household FIS92D 87.74 1.477 5.16 2.27 2544 0.65 
Live with stepmother in same house 
Live with boy/girl friend 
Live with own children 

FlS92E 
F1S92H 
FlS921 

2.92 
0.80 
2.67 

0.373 
0.225 
0.404 

1.25 
1.61 
1.59 

1.12 
1.27 
1.26 

2544 
2544 
2544 

0.33 
0.18 
0.32 

Parents require chores to be done 
#-Grandparents in same household 
#-Relatives under18in samehouse 

FIS100E 
FlS93C 
F1S93D 

95.37 
0.08 
0.07 

0.478 
0.010 
0.011 

1.24 
1.79 
1.73 

1.11 
1.34 
1.31 

2396 
2322 
2312 

0.43 
0.01 
0.01 

#-Non relatives under 18 in same hh FlS93F 0.04 0.011 2.13 1.46 2304 0.01 

Reading test formula score 
Mathematics test formula score 

FlTXRIR 21.13 
FITXMIR 35.66 

0.295 
0.507 

3.84 
4.54 

1.96 
2.13 

2469 
2466 

0.15 
0.24 

Science test formula score F1TXSIR 14.07 0.194 3.85 1.96 2441 0.10 
History/cit/geog test formula score FlTXHIR 19.14 0.224 4.09 2.02 2439 0.11 

Mean 2.63 1.57 
Minimum 1.24 1.11 
Maximum 8.30 2.88 
Standard deviation 1.54 0.41 
Median 2.03 1.42 

"tnaderror. calculated taking into account the sample design.
"Standad error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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District/Diocese
Contacting Letters 



National ~~~~~~~~Sponsoredby The National Center FoDr Education Statistics 
United States Department of Education 

NELSEducation by NORC~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Conducted8 8 L ongitudinal ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ASocial Science Research Center 

-C~qfOO- Study of 1988 
First Follow-up 

LETTER TO PUBLIC DISTRICT 

I am writing to request your support for the First Follow-Up of the 
'National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1986 (NELS:88). NELS:88 is a 
study sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education's National Center 
for Education Statistics and conducted by NORC, a social science 
research center at the University of Chicago. 

The goal of the study is to better understand the impact of earlier 
educational experiences on high school performance, to explore more 
fully the transition from eighth grade to high school, and eventually 
transitions students make from high school to adult roles., NELS:88 will 
help us investigate the features of effective schools and intervention 
programs, the factors that promote academic, growth over time, the 
process of dropping out of school, the role of educational, institutions 
in assisting the. disadvantaged, the school experience and academic 
performance of language minority students, and the nature of the 
mathematics and science curriculum in American secondary schools. 

In the Spring of 1988, Base Year data were collected from over 
29,000 eighth grade students attending 1,200 schools across the nation. 
Having completed the 1988 Base Year Survey, NORC is currently preparing 
to field the 1990 First Follow-Up Survey. 

The longitudinal design of this study requires that we survey and 
test the same sample of students. These students are now attending high 
school, and we will need to obtain the cooperation of high school 
principals for their continued participation. Much of the success of 
the Base Year was due to the help of the principals of middle and junior 
high schools. With your help, we hope to be equally successful with 
high school principals. 

NORC S University of Chicago * U55 East 6th Street a ChicagoIL60637 0 312-702-7609 



Your Chief State School Officer -has approved NELS:88, and 
appointed a State Coordinator for the project. The State Coordinator 
will handle any questions from the District Superintendents concerning 
State approval of the study. The State Coordinator will also consult 
with the project staff on survey-related problems at the district or 
local level that require resolution from the State Department of 
Education. Information regarding your State Coordinator is attached to 
this letter. 

The NELS:88 First Follow-Up study design and materials have been 
reviewed on behalf of the Committee on Evaluation and Information 
Systems (CEIS) of the Council of Chief State School Officers by Dr. John, 
Stiglmeier, Director, Information Center on Education, New York State 
Education Department. Gordon Ensign, Supervisor of Testing and 
Evaluation for the Washington State Office of Education, and Patricia 
Shell, Superintendent of the Brazosport Independent School District of 
Freeport, Texas have reviewed the materials, and also serve as members 
of the National Advisory Panel for NELS:88. The NELS:88 study has been 
endorsed by the American Association of School Administrators, the 
National Association of School Boards, the National Association of 
Secondary School Principals, and by CEIS. A summary of the issues the 
study addresses is included in the attached brief overview of the 
NELS:88 study design. 

We request your permission to contact the principals of schools 
located in your district that contain NELS:8a sample members who may be 
asked to participate again in 1990. If you have any questions 
concerning the study, a member of the NELS:88 staff at NORC will be glad 
to assist you. Please call collect (312) 702-7609 from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 
p.m. Central Standard Time. If we have not heard from your office 
within thirty days of the date of this letter, we will assume that you 
have no objection and proceed to contact the schools to secure their 
participation. 

We appreciate your support in the past and look forward to working 
with you again. 

Sincerely, 

Peny Sebri g, Ph.D 
Proj ect D4erector 



National Sponsored by The National Center FrT Education StatisticsUnited States Departmentof Education NELS '~Education Conducted byv NORC8 8 ngitu~~~~din al L o ~~~~~~~~~~A Social Science Research Center 

Study1988of ~~~DIOCESAN LETTER FOR 
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS First Follow-up 

I am writing to request your support for the First Follow-Up of the 
National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). NELS:-88 is a 
study sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education's National Center 
for, Education Statistics and conducted by NORC, a social science 
research center at the University of Chicago. 

The goal of the study is to. better understand the impact of earlier 
educational experiences on high school performance, to explore more 
fully the transition from eighth grade to high school, and eventually 
transitions students make from high school to adult roles. NELS:88 will 
help us investigate the features of effective schools and intervention 
programs, the factors that promote academic growth over time, the 
process of dropping out of school, the role of educational institutions 
in assisting the disadvantaged, the school experience and academic 
performance of language minority students, and the nature of the 
mathematics and science curriculum in American secondary schools. 

In the Spring of 1988, Base Year data were collected from over 
29,000 eighth grade students attending 1,200 schools across the nation. 
Having completed the 1988 Base Year Survey, NORC is currently preparing 
to field the 1990 First Follow-Up Survey. 

The longitudinal design of this study requires that we survey and 
test the same sample of students. These students are now attending high 
school, and we will need to obtain the cooperation of high school 
principals for their continued participation. Much of the success of 
the Base Year was due to the help of the principals of middle and junior 
high schools. With your help, we hope to be equally successful with 
high school principals. 

NORC * University of Chicago 0 1155 East 60th Street 0 Chicago, IL 60637 0 312-702-7609 



The National Catholic Educational Association (NCEA) reviewed and 
approved the NELS:88 study and encourages diocesan and school 
cooperation in this important study. 

We request your permission to contact the principals of schools 
located in your diocese that contain NELS:88 sample members who may be 
asked to participate again in 1990. If you have any questions 
concerning the study, a member of the NELS:88 staff at NORC will be glad 
to assist you. Please call collect (312) 702-7609 from 9:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. Central Standard Time. If we have not heard from your office 
within thirty days of the date of this letter, we will assume that you 
have no objection and proceed to contact the schools to secure their 
cooperation. 

We look forward to working with you on the First Follow-Up Study of 
NELS:88. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Penn Serng, PhD 
Proj ect Director 
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National Sponsored by The National Center For Education Statistics' 
it ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~UnitedStates Depantment ofEducation

NELS "P.Education Conducted by NORC8 8 ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~A Social Science Research Centerngitu din alL o 
tc##0Study of 1988 

First Follow-up 

December 1989 

Dear Parent or Guardian: 

Two years ago, your child participated in the National Education 
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). At that time, your child, along 
with 29,000 other students nationwide, completed a survey designed to 
measure the changes students experienced as they move from eighth grade to 
high school. In the Spring of 1990, we will be conducting a follow-up to 
the 1988 survey, and we would like your permission to survey your child 
once again. 

The purpose of the survey is to provide information that will be 
used by Congress, researchers, and policymakers to improve the quality of 
education. As before, an NORC representative will be coming to your 
child's school and administering a Student Questionnaire and a Cognitive 
Test Battery to all of the NELS:88 sample members in that school. The 
questions contained in the Cognitive Test are designed to measure 
achievement in mathematics, English, social studies, and science. 
Completing the survey should take less than one half of A school day. Two 
of your child's teachers will be asked to fill out a Teacher 
Questionnaire, which will include information about your child's school 
performance -- this information will be absolutely-confidential. 

One of the design features of this study is that it follows the same 
students as they progress through school and eventually graduate. Thus, 
in order to easily locate our sample members and their parents in the 
future, we will also be asking for an address and telephone number for 
your child's family and for a relat~ive or close friend. 

Participation in this study is completely voluntary. Even those 
students who have agreed to participate are still free to skip any 
questions they do not: wish to answer. There are numerous reminders 
throughout the questionnaire of the voluntary nature of the items. 

In accordance with professional survey ethics and Federal 
regulations, we will hold your child's scores and responses to the 
questionnaire in strictest confidence. As soonas the survey has been 
completed, your child's name and any other identifying data will be 
permanently separated from the survey instruments. From then on, your 
child's data will be identified solely by a computerized ID number. 
Survey responses will be reported only in statistical form, such as 
"1seventy percent of tenth graders reported doing at least 4 hours of 

homework each week." 

NORC * University of Chicago * U55 East 0h Street * Chic-agoIL 60637 e 312-702-7609 



As stated earlier, this survey is completely voluntary -- if for any 
reason you object to your child's being in the study, you may simply deny 
permission. The vast majority of parents in our previous surveys have 
allowed and encouraged their children to participate. However, if you do 
not want your child to participate, please take a moment to fill out the 
form below and mail it in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope. 

If you have any questions about NELS:88 First Follow-Up or your 
child's participation in the study, please call Chris Rogers collect at 
(312) 702-7609 Monday through Friday, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Central 
Standard Time. 

We thank you in advance for your cooperation in this important 
research. 

I DO NOT WANT my child, whose name is______________ 
to participate in the NELS:88 First Follow-Up. 

SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN 

TELEPHONE NUMBER (INCLUDE AREA CODE) 

DATE OF SIGNATURE 

'** IT IS NECESSARY FOR YOU TO RETURN THIS FORM ONLY IF YOU DO MMT CONSENT 
TO YOUR CHILD'S PARTICIPATION IN NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP. 

PLEASE RESPOND AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 



* 

'I~National Sponsored by The National Center For Education Statisics 
a.Education ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~UnitedStates Department of EducationNLS~laE ucto Conducted by NORC 

~~~. * .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A Social Science ResearchCenter 

Study of 1988 
First FolROW-up 

December 1989 

Dear Parent or Guardian: 

Two years ago, your child participated int the National Education 
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). At that time, your child, along 
with 29,000 other students nationwide, completed a survey designed to 
measure the changes students experience as they move from eighth grade to 
high school. In the Spring of 1990, we will be conducting a follow-up to 
the 1988 survey, and we would like your permission to survey your child 
once again. 

The purpose of the survey is to provide information that will be 
used by Congress, researchers, and policymakers to improve the quality of 
education. As before, an NORC representative will be coming to your 
child's school and administering a Student Questionnaire and a Cognitive 
Test Battery to all of the NELS:88 sample members in that school. The 
questions contained in the Cognitive Test are designed to measure 
achievement in mathematics, English, social studies, And science. 
Completing the survey should-take less than one half of a school day. Two 
of your child's teachers will be asked to fill out a Teacher 
Questionnaire, which will include information about your child's school 
performance -- this information will be absolutely confidential. 

One of the design features of this study is that it follows the same 
students as they progress through school and eventually graduate. Thus, 
in order to easily locate our sample members and their parents in the 
future, we will also be asking for an address and telephone number for 
your child's family and for a relative or close friend. 

Participation in this study is completely voluntary. Even those 
students who have agreed to participate are still free to skip any 
questions they do not wish to answer. There are numerous reminders 
throughout the questionnaire of the voluntary nature of the items. 

In accordance with professional survey ethics and Federal 
regulations, we will hold your child's scores and responses to the 
questionnaire in strictest confidence. As soon as the survey has been 
completed, your child's name and any other identifying data will be 
permanently separated from the survey instruments. From then on, your 
child's data will be identified solely by a computerized ID number. 
Survey responses will be reported only in scatistical form, such as 
"1seventy percent of tenth graders reported doing at least 4 hours of 
homework each week." 

NORC 0 University of Chicago * 1155 East 60th Street 0 Chicago, IL 60637 e 312-702-7609 



As stated earlier, this survey is completely voluntary -- if for any 
reason you object to your child's being in the study, you may simply deny 
permission. The vast majority of parents in our previous surveys have 
allowed and encouraged their children to participate. However, we will 
need to know whether you will allow your child to take part in our study. 
Please take a moment to fill out the form below and mail it in the 
enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope. 

If you have any questions about N4ELS:88 First Follow-Up or your 
child'sa participation in the study, please call Chris Rogers collect at 
(312) 702-7609 Monday through Friday, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Central 
Standard Time. 

We thank you in advance for your cooperation in this important 
research. 

1__II CRANT PERMISSION for my child, _________________ 

to participate in the NELS:88 First Follow-Up. 

I__II DO NOT GRANT permission for my child, _____________ 

to participate in the NELS:88 First.Follow-Up. 

SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN 

TELEPHONE NUMBER (INCLUDE AREA CODE) 

DATE OF SIGNATURE 

PLEASE RESPOND AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 



(text for Spanish-language implied consent form) 

Enero de 1990 

Estimado Padre/Madre o Guardidn: 

El Centro Nacional de Estadfsticas Educativas (National Center for Education 
Statistics), perteneciente al Departamento de Educaci6n de los Estados Unidos (U.S. 
Department of Education), estA patrocinando una encuesta a nivel nacional, para 
estudiantes, en el 100 grado, escuelas y profesores. La escuela. de su nifio(a) forma pa~rte 
de este estudio, ilamado Estudio Longitudinal de la Educacifn Nacional de 1988 
(NELS:98). Su nifio(a) de d6cimo grado ha sido cientificamente seleccionado(a) entre 
estudiantes de su escuela para tomar parte en el Cuestiona~rio pa~ra Estudiantes, y 
representard a miles de otros estudiantes en el 101 grado de todo el pafs. Este estudio 
se hace a trav6s de NORC (National Opinion Research Center), un centro de 
investigaci6n en ciencias sociales, aflliado a la Universidad de Chicago. 

El prop6sito de este estudio, el cual estA patrocinado por el Departamento de 
Educaci6n de los Estados Unidos, es proveer informacifn que pueda. ser usada. por el 
Congreso, investigadores y formuladores de politica, educativa para mejorar la calidad de 
la educaci6n a nivel nacional. Como se hizo anteriormente, un representante de NORC 
iri a la escuela de su nifio(a) y administrard un Cuestionario para Estudiantes y una serie 
de Tests Cognitivos a todos los participantes del NELS:88 que est6n enrolados, en la 
escuela. Este cuestionario tendri preguntas sobre los planes de su. nifio(a) en cuaxito at 
futuro, a la familia, y a su vida escolar. El cuestionario del Test Cognmtivo mediri logros 
en matemiticas, inglds, estudios sociales y ciencias. Completar este cuestionario llevarl 
aproximadamente menos de medio dia de escuela. Ademis, probablemente se les pida a 
dos de los profesores de su niflo(a) que ilenen el Cuestionario para Profesores, el cual 
reuniri inforxnaci6n sobre la actuaci6n escola~r de su nifio(a), informacifn que se 
mantendri en forma absolutamente confidencial. 

Una caracterfstica especial en el disefto de este estudio, es que sigue at mismo 
estudiante a medida que avanza en la escuela, hasta graduarse. Por eso, para poder 
localizar ficilmente a nuestros pa~rticipantes en el futuro, le pediremos a su. nifio(a) la 
direcci6n y ndlmero de teldfono de 61/ella y la direcci6n y teldfono de 'un pariente o 
amigo cercano. 

La participaci6n en este estudio es totalmente voluntaria. Los estudiantes que 
han accedido a participar, est~n en completa. libertad de dejar sin responder cualquier 
pregunta que no deseen contestar. A trav6s del cuestiona~rio, en varias oportunidades se 
le recuerda at participante el caricter voluntario de las respuestas. 

En concordancia con la dtica profesional y con reglamentaciones federates, 
mantendremos los puntajes y respuestas de su nifio(a) al cuestionario en la mifs estr~icta 
confidencia. Apenas el estudio se haya completado, separaremos permanentemente de 
la encuesta el nombre de su nin-o(a) y otros datos de identificacift. Desde ese momento 



___________ 

en adelante, los datos de su nifio(a) podrdn ser identificados exclusivamente. por 
computadora mediante un ndimero. Las respuestas al cuestionario serin reportadas s6lo 
en formna massiva, como por ejemplo, "setenta por ciento de los. estudiantes del ddcimo 
grado reportaron que dedican por lo menos 4 horas de la semana a las tareas." 

La participaci6n en este proyecto es totalmente voluntaria; si par cualquier 
motivo Ud. se opone a la participaci6n de su. niflo(a), simnplemente niegue el permiso. 
La mayoria de los padres en nuestros estudios, anteriores; han permitido y estimulado la 
participaci6n de sus niflos(as) en las, encuestas. Sin embargo, si Ud. no quiere que su. 
nfiio(a) participe, por favor t6mese un momento para ilenar el formulario que sigue, y 
devud1valo a la escuela. de su. nifio(a). 

Este estudio es especialmente importante, porque ci plan actual es volver a 
entrevistar, en el futuro, a los estudiantes de NELS:88. Por eso, para poder localizar 
f~cilmente a nuestros participantes en cl futuro, necesitamos saber si Ud. permitirl que 
su. mno(a) participe en nuestro estudio. Por favor, t6mese un momenta Rara ilenar ci 
formulario gue sigue. v devu61vaselo a su. representante de NORC en el sobre incluido 
can frangueo Ragado. 

Si usted tiene cual~quier pregunta sobre la Primera Contimuacifn del Estudio, 
NELS:88, o sobre la participacifn de su hijo(a) en la encuesta, por favor ilame a Chris 
Rogers, por cobrar/"collect", al (312) 702-7609, entre las 9 de la maiiana y las 5 de la 
tarde, hora de Chicago (Central Standard 71me), de lunes a viernes. 

Le agradecemos par anticipado su cooperaci6n en este importante estudia. 

NO QUIERO que. mi hijo(a), que se llama 

participe en la Primera Continuacifn del Estudio NEL.S:88. 

FIRMA DEL PADRE 0 GUARDIAN 

NUMERO DE TELEFONO (INCLUYENDO 
"AREA CODE") 

FECHA DE LA FIRMA 

***SI USTED NO PERMITE QUE SU HUJO(A) PARTICIPE EN LA PRIMERA 
CONTINUACION DEL ESTUDIO NELS:88, POR FAVOR DEVUELVANOS ESTE 
FORMULARIO. 



________ 

(alternative final section for explicit Saihlnug osn omSpanish-languageconsent form) 

Si usted tiene cualquier pregunta sobre la Primera Continuaci6n del Estudio 
NELS:-88, o sobre la participacifn de sn nifio(a) en la encuesta, por favor ilame a Chris 
Rogers, por cobrar/"collect', al (312) 70-7609, entre las 9a~m. y las 5p~m. hora de 
Chicago (Central Standard Thme),, de Iunes a viernes. 

Le agradecemos por anticipado, su cooperaci6n en este importante estudio. 

LiAUTORIZO que mi hijo(a),
participe en la primera continuaci6n. del Estucdio, 
NELS: 88. 

I I NO AUTORIZO a que mi hijo(a),________ 
participe en la pr='era continuaci6n. del Estudio, 
NELS:88 

FHRMA DEL PADRE 0 GUARDIAN 

NUM~ERO DE TELEFONO (INCLUYENDO 
"AREA CODE") 

FECHA DE LA FIRMA 

poR FAvojR, RESPONDANOS LO ANTES POSIBLE. 

(Lmp.bs) 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

This chapter documents the procedures used and results of the address update of the third follow-
up sophomore cohort of High School and Beyond. The chapter begins with a brief overview of the 
place of HS&B in a series of longitudinal studies sponsoredby the National Center for Education 
Statistics, briefly describing the third follow-up address update and survey. It then documents the 
address update conducted in 1989, three years after the third follow-up survey and three years prior to 
the planned fourth follow-up survey. Only addresses for the HS&B sophomore cohort were updated. 
The address update was conducted under contracts from NCES for the National Education 
Longitudinal Study of 1988, base year and first follow-up. 

1.1 NCES's National Education:Longitudinal Studies Program 

Consistent with a mandate and from the U.S. Department of Education and in response to the need 
for policy-relevant, time-series data on nationally representative samples of elementary and secondary 
students, the National Center for Education Statistics instituted the National Education Longitudinal 
Studies (NELS) program, a continuing long-term project. The general aim of the NELS program is 
to study the educational, vocational, and personal development of students at various grade levels, and 
the personal, familial, social, institutional, and cultural factors that may affect that development. 

The NELS program currently consists of three major studies: The National Longitudinal Study of 
the High School Class of 1972 (NLS-72); High School and Beyond (HS&B); and the National 
Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NIELS:88). Taken together, these studies represent the 
educational experience of youth from three decades--the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. Figure 1-1 
illustrates the increasing number of issues that have become part of NCES's National Longitudinal
Studies research agenda. 

1.2 The National Longitudinal Study of the 1970s: NLS-72 

Tfhe first of the NELS projects, the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 
(NLS-72), began in the spring of 1972 with a survey of a national,probability sample of 19,001 
seniors from 1,061 public, private, and church-affiliated high schools. The sample was. designed to, 
be representative of the approximately three million high school seniors in more than 17,000 schools 
in the spring of 1972. Each sample member was asked to complete a student questionnaire and a 69-
minute test battery. School administrators were also asked to supply survey data on each student, as 
well as information about the schools' programs, resources, and grading systems. Five follow-ups, 
conducted in 1973, 1974, 1976, and 1986, have been completed. 

1 
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Figure 1-1: Development of key research issues for the NCES National Education 
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1.3 High School and Beyond of the 1980s: HS&B 

The next major longitudinal study sponsoredby NCES was High School and Beyond (HS&B). 
HS&B was initiated in order to capture changes that had occurred in education-related and more 
general social conditions, in federal and state programs, and in the needs and characteristics of 
students since the time of the earlier survey. Such changes have been particularly prominent over the 
last decade and are clearly continuing. Thus, HS&B was designed to maintain the flow of education 
data to policymnakers at all levels who need to base their decisions on information that is reliable, 
relevant, and current. 

Base year data collection was conducted by NORC in the spring of 1980. Students were selected 
using a two-stage probability sample with schools as the first-stage units and students within schools 
as the second-stage units. There were 1,015 public, private, and church-affiliated secondary schools 
in the sample and a total of 58,270 participating students. Unlike NLS-72, HS&B included cohorts of 
both tenth graders and twelfth graders. Since the base year data collection in 1980, three follow-ups 
of the HS&B cohorts have been completed, one in the spring of 1982, one in the spring of 1984, and 
the last in the spring of 1986. The sophomore cohort of HS&B is next scheduled to be survey in a 
fourth follow-up in 1992. 

1.4 The National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 

The base year (spring 1988) of the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) 
represents the first stage of a major longitudinal effort designed to provide trend data about critical 
transitions experienced by students as they leave elementary school and progress through high school 
and into college or their careers. The 1988 eighth grade cohort is being followed at two-year 
intervals as this group passes through high school and into postsecondary education. The first follow-
up (spring 1990) of this group was recently completed and this cohort will be resurveyed in the spring 
of 1992. 

The National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) is also designed to fit into this 
larger analytical scheme. By beginning with a cross-section of 1988 eighth graders, following a 
substantial subsample of these students in 1990 and thereafter, and by freshening the 1990 and 1992 
samples, NELS:88 will provide a point of comparison with the high school classes of 1980 and 1982, 
and the high school class of 1972 (NLS-72). To facilitate cross-cohort comparisons, many of the 
content areas contained in the HS&B base year survey will be repeated in the first and second follow-
ups of NELS:88. 

The four NELS survey cohorts (NLS-72 seniors, the HS&B seniors and sophomores, and 
NELS:88 eighth graders) are displayed in Figure 1-2 according to their initial and subsequent survey 
years and their modal age at the time of each survey. As illustrated, NLS-72 seniors were first 
surveyed in 1972 at age eighteen and have been resurveyed five times since, with the last survey
occurring in 1986 when these young adults were about thirty two years of age. The HS&B cohorts 
have been surveyed at points in time that would permit as much comparison as possible with the time 
points selected for NLS-72. 
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2. HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND THIRD FOLLOW-UP ADDRESS UPDATE AND SURVEY 

The most recent survey, or third follow-up, of the sophomore cohort of HS&B was conducted in 
1986. Locating activities began in October 1985 when NORC mailed a locating packet to sophomore 
and senior members of the sample, excluding the deceased, the: mentally incapacitated, and 
participants who had refused participation or could not be located during the second follow-up survey. 
The packet included a report about previous surveys, a letter of introduction, and an address, form 
with space to update address information. NORC received a total of 10,346 (40 percent) responses to 
the mailing, with 6,593 updated addresses and 3,753 address verifications. These were used to make 

corectonson the name and address file. 

Locating packets that were returned as undeliverable were routed to an in-house telephone locating 
shop. Of 1,925 undeliverables, telephone interviewers were able to find addresses for 1,454, or 70 
percent. The remainder were eventually sent to the field staff for more intensive locating. 

Cases that had been declared unlocatable (1,017) during the second follow-up were sent directly to 
the field staff for locating. Of the 1,488 cases assigned to the field staff (these 1,017 plus the 471 for 
whom addresses could not be obtained by telephone), updated addresses were obtained for 418 (28 
percent) respondents. These addresses, as well as forwarding addresses from the post office, were 
also entered on the name and address file. In 1984, a year before the update of the main cohort, the 
addresses of the field test cohort were also updated. 

Data collection for the main cohort began in late February 1986 and continued until mid-
September. After twenty-sevenweeks, data. collection ended with a final completionrate for the 
sophomores of 90.6 percent. Of 14,825 initial selections, a total of 13,425 sophomore cohort 
members completed questionnaires. The sample of 14,825 was the core sample that was updated in 
1989 (see section 3.4 for further details). 

3. ADDRESS UPDATE BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH FOLLOW-UPS 

In July 1988 it was determined by NCES that the next address update for the sophomore cohort 
would be conducted in spring of 1989. There would be one update, combiningNELS:88 base year 
and first follow-up funds. The preliminary activities (writing the newsletter, editing and keypunching 
the HS&B third follow-up locator pages) could begin during the summer of 1988. 

Because the fourth follow-up is not scheduled to take place until 1992 and six years would elapse 
between the third (1986) and fourth follow-ups, it was important to update addresses in between the 
two follow-ups. At this point in time the respondents were about twenty-five years old. Most had 
finished their post-secondary schooling and are settling into jobs and beginning families. The years 
between 1986 and 1992, therefore, are certain to be times of great mobility for many respondents. 

This update began in July 1988 and was completed by September 1989. It involved several 
activities: locator page editing and coding; data entry of the addresses; data cleaning; writing of a 
report to respondents; printing and mnailout of respondent materials; receipt control; and telephone 
locating shop. These are described in more detail below. Due to a larger than expected scope of 
work for the telephone shop, a decision was made by NCES to continue the telephone effort until the 
target completion rate was reached, but not to do the editing and data entry of the address updates at 
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this time. As agreed upon by both NCES and NORC, the editing and data entry will be done under 
the contract for the fourth follow-up. 

At the end of the address update, 40 percent of the main cohort members' addresses had been 
updated or verified. For the field test group, 29.9 percent of the addresses had been updated or 
verified. 

3.1 Editing. of Locator Pages 

The first stage of the address update involved setting up an editing operation. The pages from the 
third follow-up questionnairecontaining locating information, called Information for Future Follow-
up, had been separated from the questionnaires and stored without being data entered after the last 
survey. A staff of five editor/coders and a shop supervisor was secured. The editing shop was in 
operation from August 1 through September 30, 1988 with the actual editing taking six weeks. 

The locator pages contain the informationthat needed to be data entered so that we could create 
mailing labels for the mailing of address update materials in the spring, well before we would need to 
survey this cohort again in the fourth follow-up. The job of editing and coding was primarily to go 
over the locator pages to prepare them for data entry. Editor-coders checked to see whether the 
information contained on each locator page was consistent, accurate, legible and as complete as 
possible. 

A set of editing and coding specifications was designed, modelled on the specifications used in 
previous HS&B address updates. The editor-coders were trained for half a day before beginning real 
cases. The supervisor of the shop did a 100 percent quality control review of completed cases. In 
addition, the manager of the address update was consulted for all problem cases needing supervisor 
review. 

The editing specifications were designed to correct a number of problems in the way respondents 
filled out the form. Addresses that were not easily readable were rewritten clearly. Addresses 
missing zip codes or area codes were completed, where possible. Information that was in, the wrong 
field, on the wrong line, or had too many characters (given the space allocated for each deck and 
column in the record layout), was moved to a new field or line on the locator page. Respondent ]ID 
numbers were checked in all cases against a master list. The only coding that was done was the 
coding of the relationship of the two persons listed who were not parents to indicate whether they 
were relatives, friends, employers, or others. Information that was missing from the locator page was 
updae from other sources (for example, attached records of calls and handwritten notes on 
facesheets) if it could be ascertained that this information was new or the information logically 
completed what was already there. The resources that staff used in this task included zip code and 
area code directories and the materials attached to the case, generally records of calls, facesheets, and 
address update forms from previous rounds of the survey. 

it was especially important to try to complete the parent address and those of the two 
relative/friends because these addresses were to be handled as blocks by data processing. (This is 'in 
contrast to the respondent address, which handled as five separate address fields: name, spouse, 
maiden name, address, and telephone information.) Anything in the parent or friend/relative address 
blocks, when data entered, replaced or blanked out the old information. The reason for this is that 
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we needed to be sure that no old information about one person became attached to a new record that 
might be for a new person. 

Among the regular locator page updates, there were, certain categories of cases, particularly
military APO/FPO addresses and foreign addresses that required special attention due to the fact that 
editing and data entry requirements differed somewhat. In addition to the regular (Information for 
Future Follow-up) locator pages, there were also other kinds of address forms to be edited and later 
data entered. These were address updates from P.O. 'corrections or letters received; Non-Interview 
Report forms containing new address information; and forms used to update addresses of HS&B 
respondents who had participated in the Blane study since the last follow-up. (This was a study of a 
sample of the sophomore males who indicated on the third follow-up questionnaire frequent use of 
alcohol.) The Field Test group was, not edited or data entered. 

At the end of the six weeks of work, editing staff had spent 680 hours, editing 14,803 cases. The 
cumulative average time for editing a case was 2.78 minutes. The weekly production is portrayed in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Weekly Production in Editing Shop 

Week Cases/week Hours/week Minutes/case 

8-12-88 1706 105.00 3.69 
8-19-88 3262 160.00 2.94 
8-26-88 3264 147.00 2.70 
9-2-88 3608 140.00 2.33 
9-9-88 2480 104.25 2.52 
9-16-88 483 23.75 2.95 

TOTAL 14803 680.00 2.78 cum. ave. 

After editing, cases were batched according to type (locator page, foreign/military, address update,
and Blane as. much in ID order as possible and sent to data entry. No cases, except the above 
mentioned special cases, were edited and sent to data entry without a third follow-up locator page. 

3.2 Data Entry and Data Cleaning 

In October 1988 a total of 13,622 (by hand count) cases were sent to data entry. This number 
differs from the number edited (see above) because some cases counted in the editing, but with 
insufficient information on the locator page to constitute an update and also duplicate cases, were not 
sent through data entry. In addition, cases in which the respondent was deceased or had given a 
hostile refusal were separately listed so that they could be given final dispositions. In the editing 
process,. 12 deceased and I11 final refusals were identified and given final dispositions. In addition, 
the field test address updates were not data entered. 
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The cases were data entered by NORC's CCIS (Center for Computing and Information Systems) 
and also by a subcontractor, BSI, that also had done data entry for an earlier round of IIS&B. 
NQRC data entered about 1,259 cases, including all the more complicated special cases (parent
deceased, almost blank locator pages, military and foreign updates, NIRs [non-interviewed respondent 
cases], post office address corrections, and Blane), while ESI did the remainder, the regular 
Informationfor Future Follow-up pages. 

There was 100 percent verification of the data entry by supervisors. As indicated above, the 
respondent address was treated as five separate fields, while the addresses of the parent and the two 
other relatives or friends were treated as single blocks. The old name and address information was 
moved to an old name and address field and replaced with the newest name and address information. 
If a section of the Information for Future Follow-up page was blank, the old address information 
remained on the fie. The data entry specifications for the foreign and military cases were a little 
different. Also, special data entry programs needed to be written for cases lacking an Information for 
Future Follow-up page in which only one address, the respondent's address, was updated, including 
the NIR (respondent not interviewed), Blane, and post office updates. 

Cases were entered in batches, according to a prearranged order by batch type. The batch type 
was also entered. The order was importantbecause the Blane updates (a total of 392) were more 
recent than the third follow-up locator pages for the same respondents in this subset of HS&B. 
Therefore, the Blane updates were done after the regular locator page updates. 

Later, CCIS performed file reconciliation. They added the third follow-up disposition from the 
Survey Management System (SMS) file. They also reconciled old and new names, birth dates, and 
sex. These checks help to identify which locator page sheets have the wrong ID number on them. 
They also checked for duplicate JI)s within each group of updates. In addition, they flagged certain 
respondents if the address was not mailable and if the respondent was deceased or incapacitated. 

The data cleaning took place from November 1988 to January 1989, with only one or two staff 
members working on the task. Because there was 100 percent quality control by supervisors during 
the editing and 100 percent verification of the data entry, the data cleaning operation was quite small. 
There were three passes, with under 400 out of the over 14,000 cases needing some kind of 
reconciliation or cleaning. Of the first pass, 83 cases were IDs, that needed to be corrected, 30 were 
duplicates that needed to be reconciled, and the remaining 175 were either unmailable as is or had 
problems like state-zip code mismatches, inappropriate cities or states, or names or addresses that 
were too short. These were corrected, where possible, through examination of respondent name and 
ED lists, case records, and zip code directories. Then there were two more passes to try to reconcile 
remaining problems and any new problems created through the cleaning. Only 24 cases had 
addresses with problems that could not be resolved. 

3.3 Writing and Production of Respondent Materials 

While the data entry and data cleaning were taking place, staff from. the editorial department was 
also working on writing a summary report for the third follow-up sophomore cohort. As in the past, 
the plan was to send a report on the findings from the last survey as part of the packet requesting an 
address update. In October 1988 a revised outline was submitted to NCES. The first draft of the 
report was submitted to NCES in late October and the final draft, was submitted in March 1989. 
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The materials developed for the address update mailing were designed to look like a uniform 
packet and included the report to respondents, a cover letter, an address update form, a pre-paid
business return envelope, and the mailing envelope. The letter thanked cohort members for their past 
participationand requested them to provideus with updated address information. The address update 
form was designed so that three address labels (one for the respondent, one for the parent, and one 
for a friend or relative) generated from the locator file could be affixed. Next to each label was space 
for respondents to write in corrected or new address information, before mailing the form back to 
NORC. If all three addresses were good and there were no changes, the respondent was asked to 
check a box and return the form to NORC. A postcard was also developed for a later mailing 
intended to serve as a thank you to those respondents who had already returned address updates and 
as a prompt for those who had not yet returned any. 

The report to respondents was modelled on past reports that NORC has designed and drew 
primarily on the informationcontained in the HS&B third follow-up Descriptive Summary. Produced 
in two colors and containing. several easily interpretable graphics, the report thanked the respondents, 
reminded them of the provisions that NORC maintains to safeguard confidentiality, and explained the 
relationship between NCES and NORC. The text of the report began with an overview of HS&B and 
a snapshot of the class of 1982 in February of 1986. The rest of the report briefly described some of 
the central findings of the last follow-up 'in the areas of education (including both high school 
graduation and post-secondary schooling), employment, marriage and parenting, and political 
participation. 

These materials were produced using desk top publishing (Ventura) and given to the printers in 
camera ready copy form. The materials were printed in April 1989. In addition, materials that 
would be necessary for the phone shop and receipt control system (such as training materials, forms, 
SMS specifications, cost and production and other reports) were, developed between mid-April and 
mid-May 1989. 

3.4 Maiout of Address Update Materials 

The mailout of materials was accomplished by a local firm that specializes in computerized 
mailouts. NORC provided them with a tape of the locator information and the bulk materials for the 
mailout. They generated mailing labels and the labels for the address update form. The mailing took 
place April 27 to May 1. An NORC representative visited the site to conduct quality control checks 
on the label generation and envelope stuffing stages of the mailout. 

The tape given to the computer mailout organization contained a total of 14,878 respondents. We 
began with a locator file of 14,963 cases, including the regular cohort of 14,825 and 138 twins of 
cohort members. (The follow-up sample is considered to be the 14,825.) Before the tape was given 
to the computer mailout firm, however, 56 deceased, 11 permanently incapacitated and 18 hostile 
refusals (for a total of 85 cases) were removed. The tape included some difficult cases from the third 
follow-up.~For example, it included 295 mild refusal or breakoff cases, 581 unlocatables, 75 
unavailables, and 364 other NIRs or out of scope respondents. It became apparent prior to. the 
mailout that 81 cases would need to be eliminated from the mailing because there was no information 
beyond a name. Therefore, the actual number of respondents who were mailed. materials was 14,797 
and it is this number of cases that was later put into the SMS receipt control system. The twins were 
removed to be tracked separately; therefore, the number of core sample members was 14,660. The 
field test group was not mailed materials until later. 
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3.5 MAil and Remail Shop 

The mail shop was combined with the receipt control shop. Address updates and verifications (or 
cases with no change in address) were recorded on batch transmittal forms by ED number as they 
came in. These forms were then taken to the'SMS, and the case IDs were updated in the receipt 
control system. In addition, undeliverable cases returning in the mail were recorded and then entered 
into the SMS. As will be seen, mail receipt tallies differ from the SMS counts. The main reason for 
this is that materials were remailed and in numerous cases were received twice, for example as an 
undeliverable and later, after work in the phone shop, as an update. 

There were two categories of remails. The first were post office address corrections. When the 
packets were mailed to all respondents, the words "Address correction requested" were stamped on 
the envelope. The use of this stamp proved to be extremely valuable. A total of 969 post office 
address corrected undeliverables were sent back to NORC. These were not entered into the SMS as 
undeliverables at this time. Rather they were immediately remailed to the new address obtained from 
the post office. The new mailing address was also recorded on a temporary address form and stapled 
to the old or initial mailing envelope. The case was entered into the SMS as an update or 
undeliverable when it next came back to NORC. 

The other kind of remail was for cases that originally were undeliverables but had addresses 
updated in the phone shop. For all of these cases, staff mailed at least some of the materials to the 
respondent. If the phone locator had been able to update all three addresses on the phone while 
speaking with the respondent, he or she just mailed a complimentary copy of the respondent report. 
If only the respondent information had been gathered directly from the respondent, or if the staff 
member had obtained the respondent's address from someone other than the respondent, the full 
packet of materials was mailed out again. In. addition, for cases in which the new respondent
information was obtained from someone other than the respondent and we were unable to verify the 
address with the respondent, the new address was recorded on a temporary form, in the manner of the 
post office corrections. These cases were different, however, insofar as they were givenupdate 
dispositions in the SMS. (When the address turned out not to be good and materials were returned 
undeliverable, the dispositionwas changed, accounting for some degree of fluidity in the completion 
totals of the different kinds of cases in reports.) 

Two months after the initial mailing, the thank you/prompt postcard was mailed. After it was 
mailed, there was a significant surge in updates coming in over the next few weeks. Also, the 
postcard listed the name of Chris Rogers (a fictitious name) and a phone number to be called if the 
respondent had questions about the address update, had misplaced materials or never received the 
initial mailing. The postcard mailing resulted in a large number of Chris Rogers calls, mostly asking 
for remails. Many respondents gave address updates on the phone at this time. There were 
altogether over 200 Chris Rogers calls. 

The largest amount of mail arrived immediately, within two weeks of the mailout. With the 
mailout taking place by May 1, by May 12 a total of 5,026 cases had arrived in the NORC office. 
This included the bulk of undeliverables and post office corrections, as well as large numbers of 
address updates and verifications. The following table illustrates the bi-weekly receipt of mail, 
excluding field test members and including cohort twins. 
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Table 2. Bi-weekly Mai Receipt 

Week Undeliv. P-0 Correct. Updte erif Blank Total 

5/12 2701 876 980 466 3 5026 
5/26 412 41 470 195 8 11126 
6/9 37 13 210 41. 1 302 
6/24 59 33 320 46 0 458 
7/7 44 6 80 30 0 160 
7/21 28 0 247 118 0 393 
8/4 5 0 226 29 0 260 
8/17 22 0 181 13 0 216 
9/1 2 0 82 13 0 96 
9/15 37 0 57 6 0 100 

TOTAL 3346 969 2853 957 12 8137 

3.6 Receipt Control System 

The receipt control system was housed in a Survey Management System.designed for the address 
update. The system was in operation from May 8 through September 16. One staff member acted as 
both receipt control and remail clerk. The SMS contained 14,797 records initially, including the 
follow-up sample and 138 twins. The twins were later flagged so that they would not appear in the 
regular SMS reports, reserving the main SAS reports for the 14,660 follow-up sample members. 

The SMS had a case update screen that could be called up through the input of the ID number. 
Tfhe only informationthat was updated was the case disposition. The dispositioncould be changed. 
The SMS had the capacity to generate lists of cases with names and ID numbers. This kind of list, 
by date and with dispositions, was generated weekly in order that the shop supervisor could check the 
accuracy and completeness of the updates that had been put into the system against the update forms 
from which the updates were entered. In addition, the SMS could generate two kinds of SAS reports, 
an address update progress report that covered both completed and not completed cases and a report 
on the method of case completion (for example, by phone or mail, update or verification). 

The dispositions assigned to cases divided them into non-returns (or cases mailed to with no 
return), undeliverables, address update received in the mail, address verification received in the mail, 
update on the phone, final refusals, final unlocatables, deceased, and other NIR (including 
permanently mentally incapacitated and language barrier). Some of these categories were collapsed 
for the sake of simplicity in the SAS reports. Dispositions for cases sent to the field and for update in 
the field were also devised, but these were not used because cases were not sent to the field. At the 
end of the address update, CCIS changed all the remaining temporary dispositions into final 
dispositions. For example, all the undeliverables that had been worked unsuccessfully by the phone 
shop were changed to final unlocatables. 
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The update procedure was as follows. When the mail arrived, the clerk sorted it into different 
case types - updates, verifications, undeliverables, and post office address corrections. Each type of 
case was put in I) order and recorded on a form that is then brought to the SMS and used in the 
updating. As noted, after the updating listers of updated cases were checked by the clerk's supervisor 
as part of the quality control. 

The receipt control clerk was alerted to certain case peculiarities through a system of Xs in 
different colors on the returned mailing or business return envelopes. These Xs indicated that the 
respondent had been mailed to more than once, that the case has already been treated by a telephone 
interviewer (who obtained the address update from someone other than the respondent), or that the 
address informationhad come from a credit bureau check. The Xs helped the receipt control clerk to 
keep track of changes in case status and adjust the case dispositionwhere necessary. 

For the sample of 14,660 cases, a completionrate of 40.29 was achieved. Of the total cases, 52 
percent (7,647 cases) were final non-returns, 7 percent (1084 cases) were final unlocatables that had 
earlier been undeliverables, and 40 percent (5,901 cases) were completed updates and verifications. 
There were only 14 final refusals and 14 final NuIs., 12 of whom were deceased and 2 mentally 
incapacitated. 

Among complete cases, 42 percent (2,502 cases) were updates received in the mail, 16 percent 
(946 cases) were address verifications received in the mail, and 42 percent (2453 cases) were updated 
on the phone. In addition, of 138 twins there were 23 address updates and 7 verifications (totalling 
30 complete cases) through the mail, with no phone follow-up. 

A total of 3,346 undeliverables were received in the mail. This number is much higher than the 
figure in the receipt control progress report because many cases were undeliverable more than one 
time, having been mailed to post office corrected addresses that were not current. The number and 
percent of undeliverables in the progress report dropped as phone updates were made. The 3,346 
undeliverables is 22.6 percent of the total mailed (14,797). If this number (3,346) is taken as the 
total number of undeliverables, phone updates were obtained for 73 percent of the cases. 

Tables 3 and 4 present the details of progress and mode of case completion. The results of the 
address update for the field test group are presented separately in section 3.8 on the Field Test. 
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Table 3. Address Update Bi-weekly Progress Report 

Compi. 
Week No Return Undeliverables Completed Rate 

N _ N N _ 

5/31 10825 73 2439 16 1533 10 10.36 
6/29 8988 61 2254 15 3553 24 24.01 
7/15 8617 58 1985 13 4193 28 28.34 
7129 8317 57 1557 11 4785 32.64 
8/12 8147 56 1334 9 5178 35. 35.32 
8/26 7898 54 1237 8 5524 38 37.68 
9/09 7704 53 1153 8 5802 40 39.57 

9/16 7647 52 1084 7 5901 40 40.29 
FINAL 7408 1104 6120 

There was no report on 6/15 due to a system malfunction. Not included in the above statistics, but 
making no difference in the percentages are 14 final refusals and 14 final NIMs or out of scope 
respondents. The remaining undeliverables for which addresses could not be updated in the phone 
shop became final unlocatables at the end of the project. 

Table 4. Mode of Case Completion, Bi-weekly Report 

Week Mail update Mail verif. IPhone update Completed 
N _ N N _ N _ 

5/31 962 63 554 36 17 1 1533 100 
6/29 2047 58 827 23 679 19 3553 100 
7/15 2186 52 848 20 1159 28 4193 100 
7/29 2297 48 890 19 1598 33 4785 100 
8/12 2398 46 915 18 1865 36 5178 100 
8/26 45 883 16 2153 39 5524 100 
9/09 2495 43 940 16 2367 41 5802 100 

9/16 2502 42 946 16 2453 42 5901 100 
FINAL 2697 960 2463 6120 

There was no report on 6/15. The dip 'in the number of mail verifications in the week of 8/26 was 
due to a miscount that was subsequently corrected. 
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3.7 Telephone Locating Shop 

The telephone locating shop was set up to follow up on and try to update addresses for 
undeliverable cases. The staff of six interviewers and one supervisor were trained in mid-May, began 
work by the beginning of June and worked until mid-September. Staff were on the phone for 14 
weeks, working late afternoon and evening hours, as well as Saturday days. 

The phone shop staff were assigned groups of respondents who had attended the same base year 
HS&B high school, but only those whose materials were undeliverable. Each case had a folder 
prepared that contained a new respondent facesheet, a record of calls form, and the returned 
undeliverable envelope. When a case had been logged into the SMS as an undeliverable, a record of 
calls form was automatically generated. This was the signal that the case was ready to be worked in 
the phone shop. Facesheets for all of the follow-up sample had been produced by the mainframe 
computer prior to the phone shop work. These facesheets contained the most recent address 
information (that which was edited and data entered the previous fall) and other information that could 
be useful for locating. In addition to the respondent address, the parent address, and the addresses of 
two friends or relatives, the facesheet also contained information on the respondent's race, sex, and 
birthdate, the name and address of the base year high school, the name and address of the college 
attended (if any), social security number, and (where available) the driver's license number. Also, 
there was a participation history for each respondent. 

The phone interviewer started with the respondent phone number, in the event that it was still 
good even though the address had changed. In virtually every case, this number was not good. The 
next step was to call directory assistance to see if they had a better number. If a number could be 
obtained from directory assistance, the respondent was called again. If not, the interviewer moved on 
to the parents. Interviewers found the parents to be the ones who most often knew where the 
respondent could be located. When they were reached, grandparents were also very helpful, while 
other friends and relatives often did not know where the respondent had gone. It should be recalled 
that the parent and the two friend or relative addresses had been provided by the respondent at the 
time of the last follow-up and listed as people who would know where to located him or her in the 
future. If the parents' phone number was not good, directory assistance was called. If no good 
number could be found for the parents, or if the parents were reached but did not know where the 
respondent was, the interviewer moved on to the two friends or relatives, again calling directory 
assistance when necessary. 

Initially it had been thought that the high schools or colleges attended might serve as good locating 
tools. Many high schools and colleges have alumni associations or directories. However, the 
experience of the staff was generally that the high schools and colleges either would not release the 
address information without a written request or would not release it at all, for reasons of 
confidentiality. 

In addition to the facesheet information, interviewers had a few other resources with which to 
work. They had area code maps and lists, as well as a zip code directory. They also had access to a 
file of the old locator pages, with attached records of calls and facesheets, from the third follow-up in 
1986. These records, although old, could be especially useful in resolving problems due to such 
things as incorrect editing or mistakes that could have occurred during the data entry, where the 
address was good but contained mistakes. 
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Toward the end of the phone shop, a decision was made to pursue the post office corrected cases. 
Altogether 969 cases had been returned with post office corrections. All of these cases were remailed 
immediately and the corrected address was recorded on a temporary update form. Over three 
hundred cases either became updates or undeliverables through the remail. The approximately 600 
cases that remained (not updated and not undeliverable) had essentially~become non-return cases. 
Although staff did not pursue regular non-return cases on the phone, they did follow-up on the newer 
addresses that we had received from the post office. A large number of these addresses proved to be 
good and we received updates. There were also some undeliverables. In the end after all the 
remaining post office corrected cases had been worked, approximately 170 cases remained 
unresolved, withjust the post office correction. These addresses, like those staff were able to verify, 
should be data entered later, as they are more recent than the addresses we started out with. 

The 138 twins of cohort members, having been included in the mailout, were retained in the SMS 
but were separately flagged. They do not appear in the final figures for the receipt control SAS 
reports. Because facesheets were unavailable for them, there was no phone follow up, and any 
updates received were looked on as bonuses, as this group was, not part of the regular. follow-up 
sample. A total of 30 updates were received in the mail for the 138 twins (or,21.7 percent). It was 
discovered that two twins had the same identification number, reducing the number of twins to 137. 

After an address was obtained for the respondent, update materials were mailed to the new 
address, in hope that the respondent would also provide updated addresses for parents and friends or 
relatives. Late in the phone shop, however, interviewers attempted to obtain all of this information 
on the phone. After the phone update, they mailed only a complimentary copy of the respondent 
report. Interviewers kept track of case progress by keeping a detailed record of all calls on their 
record of calls form. When new address or phone information was obtained through a phone contact 
with the respondent, it was recorded in a space provided on the facesheet. If the new address or 
phone information was obtained from a person other than the respondent, it was recorded on a 
temporary address form until it could be verified. As soon as a case was updated, the case folder was 
given to the receipt control clerk who changed the case dispositionon the SMS to indicate the 
completion of a phone update. 

The scope of work for this shop was much larger than anticipated. It was expected that about 13 
percent of cases would be returned as undeliverable. However, approximately 22 percent were 
undeliverable. In addition, budget estimates had forecast that the average minutes per case (or the 
time it took to get an address update on the phone) would be 30 minutes. In fact, the cumulative 
average minutes per case was double that estimate, at 60 minutes. 

The reasons for the larger number of undeliverables and longer time required to resolve a case 
appear to be related to the fact that three, rather than two years, had gone by since the last address 
update and, in their mid-twenties, this cohort is very mobile. Because the trail was colder, it took 
more time to successfully update each address. 

Because of the larger scope of work and its attendant costs, budget constraints ruled against the 
sending of cases to the field for further locating work. Although the field effort was not part of the 
original contract, it was an option that NORC had considered as a way to boost completionrates, 
should resources be available. In addition, the traditional locating strategies used by NORC 
interviewers, such as motor vehicle bureaus, credit bureaus, and local institutions such as libraries 
and voter registration offices, were not used due to the budget constraints. It should be noted, 
however, that about 150 cases of difficult unlocatable cases that the phone shop had not been able to 
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resolve were tried, as a test run, through a credit bureau, CS1. This resulted in very few new 
addresses and most of these proved to be out of date. Therefore, no further cases were tried. 

Also, it had been proposed earlier by NCES that NORC subsample the non-return cases, or those 
that did not mail in updates but whose materials were not returned undeliverable. These cases then 
would have been followed up in the phone shop in order to determine whether people had in fact 
received the materials and verify that their addresses had not changed since the last update. When the 
scope of work expanded, it became clear that this optional task would not be feasible. 

NQRC consulted NCES as to the best way to proceed and a decision was made to keep the staff 
on the phones a little longer in order to achieve the target update completion rate of 40 percent, but 
not to do the editing and data entry of the addresses under this contract. Rather the editing and data 
entry would be the first activities to occur under the contract for the fourth follow-up. 

Despite the fact that there were more cases to follow up on than anticipated and the fact that cases 
took twice as long to resolve successfully, the phone shop staff was successful in achieving the target 
40 percent update completion rate, the same rate that was obtained in the last address update prior to 
the third follow-up. The weekly phone shop production in terms of cases, hours and minutes per case 
is presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Phone Shop Weekly Production 

Completed Casesweek Hours Minutes/Case
Wekly Cumn. Weekl~y Cum. Weekly Cum. 

6102 66 66 106.50 106.50 96.81 96.81 
6/09 79 145 116.75 223.25 88.67 92.37 
6/16 188 333 163.50 386.75 52.18 69.68 
6/24 2114 547 184.50 571.25 51.72 62.65 
7/01 249 796 177.00 7.48.25 42.65 56.40 
7/08 170 966 136.00 884.25 48.00 54.92 
7/15 176 1142 142.00 1032.50 50.79: 54.24 
7/22 207 1349 146.50 1216.25 42.46 54.09 
8/05 132 1667 146.50 1533.75 66.59 55.20 
8/12 143 1810 165.00 1698.75 69.23 56.31 
8/19 138 1948 153.25 1852.00 66.63 57.04 
8/26 136 2084 156.75 2008.75 69.15 57.83 
9/09 103 2311 174.00 2338.75 101.35 60.72 
9/16 75 2386 75.00 2413.75 60.00 60.70 

FINAL 2386 2413.75 60.70 

As cani be seen from this table, a total of 2386 cases were completed in 2413.75 hours, at 60.70 
minutes per case. At the end of the address update productionlevels declined because all the cases 
had been worked and the remaining unresolved cases were very difficult. As noted earlier, the 
number of completed cases reported in this table does not agree with the number reported in the 
receipt control SAS report. The reason for this is that case dispositions changed over time, with 
some updates received on the phone turning out to be undeliverable. Cases updated on the phone for 
which a mail update arrived later remained phone updates in the SMS. 

3.8 Field Test Address Update 

The Field Test cohort was updated separately from the main cohort and on a later schedule. The 
first step in this process was to obtain mailing labels from CCIS and mail out the materials to 
respondents. Materials were mailed on June 6 to the 205 respondents in the sample. Facesheets 
contained address informationonly for respondents. The reason for this is that in the last address 
update only respondent locating information (not parent or friend/relative information) was updated in 
the locator file. 
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Because there was not as much information available for locating, these cases proved to be much 
more difficult than the regular cases. Another reason why these. cases may have been more difficult 
is that an additional year (four rather than three) had passed since the last address update. A third 
reason has to do with the fact that at the time that these respondents were being called, a phone strike 
had an adverse affect on the quality of service received from the directory service upon which the 
staff were so heavily reliant for all cases, but especially in the absence of other information for these 
cases. However, because these cases were worked late in the phone shop period, it is expected that 
some updates will still come in the mail. 

As in the case of the main cohort, the bulk of mail for the Field Test arrived at NORC during the 
first two weeks after the mailing. A separate minutes per case figure is not available, but it is likely 
that it is higher than the 60 minutes per case for the main cohort. The percent of completed cases 
was 29.90 percent at the end of the address update. Of the updated cases, 77 percent came in the 
mail. Tables 6 shows address update progress for both completed and not completed cases and Table 
7 presents modes of case completion. 
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Table 6. Field Test Address Update Progress Report 

Compi.
Week No Return Undeiv. ?complete kmt 

NL- N 5 IL- 1_~ 

8/19 102 50 59 29 44 21 21.46 
8/26 99 48 56 27 50 24 24.39 
9/09 97 47 49 24 59 29 28.78; 

9/16 96 47 47 .23 61 30 29.90 
FINAL 0 0 63 

'There was also one NIR, a deceased respondent, who.is not included here but 
does not affect the percentages. 

Table 7. Field Test Mode of Case Completion, Weekly Report 

Week Mail update, Mail verif. Phone updat Cop. Rat 
N _ L _ N N _ 

8/19 
8/26 
9/09 

43 
42 
44 

98 
84 
75 

0 
3 
3 

0 
6 
5 

1 
5 
12 

2 
10 
20 

44 
50 
59 

100 
100 
100 

9/16 
FINAL 

44 
46 

72 3~ 
0 

5 14 
0 

23 61 
63 

100 
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3.9 Archiving and Storage of Materials 

After the phone shop completed its work, cases were carefully boxed and labelled for storage and 
future use. The files of undeliverable case folders (including both updated and not updated cases) 
were boxed in a series according to ID number. The actual address update and verification forms 
received in the mail, as well as the facesheets and temporary address forms used to update cases in 
the mail and phone shop were. boxed together so that only these boxes would need to be opened at the 
time of the editing and data entry. The Field Test cohort materials are contained in one separate box. 
In addition, binders of facesheets for the entire cohort were put in boxes, as were extra copies of the 
reports to respondents. 

In addition to the materials that were directly part of the address update, the locator pages and 
attached materials (records of calls, facesheets from'1986 and earlier) were boxed in a separate series. 
Prior to boxing, these cases were put in ID order to facilitate their usefulness as a resource in the 
future. 

Each box is carefully labelled and identified by an inventory number on a bar-code sticker, 
allowing for computerized tracking of materials. NORC has a list of the box numbers with their 
corresponding inventory numbers and descriptions of contents. All of the address update materials 
and the materials from the third follow-up were sent to storage in a secure off-site site. 
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1989 Report to the. 1980 High School and Beyond 

qzz: h Sophomore Cohort 

To the Class of 1982, With Thanks 

Nine years ago, you and 30,000 
other high school sophomores filled 
out questionnairesfor High School 
and Beyond. Since then, you and your 
fellow survey respondents have conan-
ued to provide a wealth of data on the 
American educational system-data 
that are used by social scientists, by 
Congress, and by agencies responsible 
for determining education policy in 
the last quarter of the twentieth 
century. 

This brief report is intended to 
acquaint you with some of what we 
have learned from you and others in 
the 1980 high school sophomore class 
over the years. It is, of course~Just 
part of the story, but it does present 
some highlights of the High School 
and Beyond data set. For instance. 
by the time of the last follorw-up: 

*Ninety-two percent of your 
class had graduatedfrom 
high school. (Eighty-three 
percent had graduated by 
1982.) 

* Seventy-three percent were 
working, in work/training 
programs, or in the armed 
forces; 10 percent were keep-
ing house. 

* Two-thirds of those who grad-
uatedfrom high school in 
1982 had enrolled in some 
type ofpostsecondary educa-
tion. 

* Twenty-two percent were 
married, and another 5 
percent had been married 
previously. 

We most recently interviewed 
you in 1986 for the HS&B Third 
Follow-Up survey. We plan to field 
the HS&B Fourth Follow-Up in 1992. 
At that tirme we will contact you again 
and ask you to participate. The 
Fourth Follow-Up will focus on work, 
marriage andfamilyforma~ti on. and 
enrollment in graduate school. 

Since more than twelve years 
will have elapsed since the first HS&B 
survey, you could think of the Fourth 
Follow-Up as a high school reunion of 
sorts. Un~fortunately we can't promise 
you a gala social event, but we can 
promise you social impact when 
policy makers get the survey findings. 

We thank you againfor your 
continued participation in this impor-
tant project. Back in 1979 when we 
first d~rew the HS&B base year sam-
ple, you were among those scientifi-
cally selected to be in it. Because of 
the way the sample was selected, you 
were not easily replaceable to begin 
with; the data you have provided over 
the years have made your participa-
tion even more important. Your contri-
bution to this survey is truly unique, 
and we appreciate it very much. 
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High School and Beyond: The Big Picture 

Hligh Schooland Beyond is a 
pant of the Longitudinal Studies Pro-
gram of the Nanional Center for Educa-
tion Statistics. The Program isin-
tended to establisha research base for 
making imnprovementsto the nation's 
schools. This is done by charting and 
studying the educational,vocational, 
and personaldevelopmeent of young 
people, startingwith their elementary 
or high school years. 

The Program includes continu-
ing surveys of different.age groups, or 
"Cohorts," ofindividuals. The oldest 
cohortbeing studied is the high school 
graduatingclass of 1972, and the youn-
gest cohort consists ofpeople who 
were in eighth grade in 1988. The two 
cohorts ofHS&B are in the middle: 
the elder cohort were seniors in 1980, 
while the younger one-yourcohort-
were sophomoresin that Year. in some 
of thearticles thatfollow we willbe 
makingcomparisons between your co-
hort and the clase of 1980 and 1972. 

Because they trace the develop-
ment of sample member over time, 
the surveys in the Longitudinal Studies 
Programare particularly useful forex-
amining the long-term consequence 
of educational experiencesand 
choices. Your cohortofHigh School 
andBeyond has had special impor-
tance because of the data you were 
able to provide on the many critical ed-
ucational and vocationalchoices peo-
ple make between their sophomorne 
and senioryears in high school. 

Longitudinal surveys like H1igh 
School and Beyond conductrepeated 
interviewsover a period oftime with 
the same group of people-in the case, 
of HS&B,a group thatrepresets 
thosepeople who were high school 
sophomoresand seniorsin 1980. You 
were all scientifically selected to repre-
sent a large numberofothers in the 
populationwho have the samecharac-
teristics-forexample, mecial/ethnic 
group,income level, residence in a par-

ficuLar area of the country. HS&B is 
designed so that you represent hun-
dreds ofother young adults. Residents 
ofall fifty staresare representedin the 
sample. 

Data are collected using auni-
form questionnaire, so that everyoneis 
asked the some thing. Thisprovides 
"comparable data," which is essential 
for the kind ofstatisticalanalysison 
which surveys lik HS&B are based. 

When it has been completed, the 
questionnaireis immediatelystripped 
of names and all other identifying in-
formation. This anonymousbody of 
data is then processed into a form suit-
able for analysis by social scientists. 
In many cases, data from surveys 
fielded decades ago are still drawn on 
in ordertoshedlightonproblemsex-
isting in contemporarysociety. 
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The Class of '82 in February of '86 
High School and Beyond is de-

signed to provide researcherswith a 
vast data set on policy-relevantissues 
ineducation,butitcanalsobe usedto 
providea quick look at its respon-
dents' lives. For examnple, when we 

!inSchool 

Working 

i raining Program 

iOn Layoff or 
ILooking for Work 

Keeping House 

In Armed Forces 

last. surveyed your cohort, we found 
you occupied in a variety ofactivities 
that are detailedin the table below. As 
the table indicates the mnajcuity of the 
group said they were working, while 
about a tenth were on layoff or look. 

ing for work, and a tenth were keeping 
house. About a third were in school. 
Relatively few were in appredeeship 
taraning Programs. 

Status of 1980 Sophomores During the First Week of February 1986 

Male 
11-

FemaleVW~~~~~~~~~~IMEN1 

Tota1*' White Black Hlqpaaic Asian White Black Hlffank Asian 

32 35 21 18 59 34 26 19 56 

67 70 70 77 65 67 56 65 59 

2 2 2 I I I 1 I I 

11 10 14 12 S 9 19 ~ 11 17 

10 I 2 1 48 16 22 20 12 

4 7 10 6 5 I I 2 1 

S 7 5 S 6 9 9 8 a 

*Source: HS&B Third Follow-Up survey (1986). Respondents ware asked to check all categories ihat applied, so the column 
percentages may sumt to mome than 1009ac. 

"I1ncludes eadve Americans. Figures in table are percentages. 
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Education: High School and Beyond 

IHigh School and Beyond pro-
vides a wealth of data on patterns of 
participationin education-beginning 
at the high school level and continuing 
fthoughposisecondary schooling. 
Some of the more suriking patternstha 
appeared in the data for your cohort 
are discussed below. 

HS&B dama show that 83 percent 
of the Class of 1982 graduated from 
high schoolon schedule. Furthermore, 
nearly halfof those who had dropped 
out of high school had gotten their di-
plomas or GEDs by 1986. And when 
we last asked your group about their 
plansin February 1986-67 percentof 
those still lacking high school diplo-
mans said they would pursue further edl-
ucation in the future. 

"Eighty-three percent of 
the Class of 1982 
graduatedfrom high 
school on schedule." 

You and the 1980 high school 
graduateswere more likely to enroll in 
some type of posisecondary education 
within four years of high school 
graduation than were the 1972 high 
schoolgraduates thatwe surveyed. 
Sixty-six percent of your class, com-
paredto 68 percentof the clas of '80 
and only 60percentof the class of '72, 

didthis. Womeninyourelasswere 
more likely than men to enroll. wthin 
this time limnit-68 percent compared to 
63 percent formen (Ten years earlier, 
only 58 percent of the, women and 61 
percent of the men had enrolledwithin 
faur years of graduating from high 
school.) 

"Women were more likely 
than men to enroll in 
some kind of educational 
institution within four 
years after high school."1 

Half ofyour high school graduat-
ing clas entered postsecondaryeduca-
tion immediately after highschool 
(by October 1982). Fifty-thre per-
cent of the 1980 graduates and47 per-
cent ofthe 1972 graduates had also en-
tered immediately. Of those personsin 
each of these three high schoolclasse 
who entered posisecondary education 
immediately after high school, about 
90 percent stayed enrolledfor at least 
one year. However, only 52 percent of 
your clas continuedto be enrolled 
through a second year (compared to 66 
percent of the clas of 1980 and 71 per-
cent of the class of 1972), and 26 per-
cent (compared to 29 percentof the 
class of 1980 and 47 percentof the 
clas of 1972) were enrlled continu-
ously for four years. 

Asians were the most likely to 
enroll in posmscoiidaryeducation: 88 
percent of them did so, followed by 68 
percent of whites, 58 percentof blacks. 
57 percentof Hispanics, and 51 per-
cent of Native Americans. 

Regardless of sex or ethnic 
group, people from families with 
higherincomes were more likely to at-
tend postsecondary school. Amountof 
family income is one of the major fac-
tors social scientists use to compute a 
person's socioeconomic status (SES)--
and the data show that.the higherthe 
socioeconomicstatus, the higherthe 
rae of participationin postsecondary 
education. For example,by 1986,889 
percentofhigh school graduatesinthe 
highestSES group had enrolled in 
school, compared to 73 percent of the 
medium-highgroup, 57 percent ofthe 
medium-low group, and 42 percent of 
those frmi the lowest SES group. 

One of the purposes of High 
School and Beyond is to pointout ine-
qualities like these so thatthe federal 
governmentcan direct its resources to-
ward creating equal educationaloppor-
tunity for all persons. Data from 
HS&B respondents who graduated 
from high school in 1980 and 1982. 
anddatafrom theclassof 1972, have 
been analyzed to determine how these 
people financed their poUstacodary 
education. The data showed that 
blacks, Hispanics, and students from 
low-income families are heavily depe-



dent on Federal sources of aid (Nill 
Grants and National Direct Student 
Loan). Studentsfrom higher-income 
families and white students use 
sources that include the federal govern-
ment but go beyond it school aid, aid 
from private organizations,and Guar-
anteed Student Loans (GSLs). On the 
basis of these findings, proponents of 
federal aid programis have argued that 
such programs help reduce financial 
burdens for the disadvantaged, and 
that it will expose lower-incomestu-
dents to financial hardship if these aid 
programsare ever cut. 

How Long Does It Take 
To Finish School? 

One of the most striking patterns 
we observed in the findings from these 
studies is that mostpeople take longer 
than four years to finish their 
postsecondary education. When we 
conducted the lastHS &B interview 
with your group in February 1986, we 
found that a relatively small propor-
tion--22 percent-ofthose with some 
postsecondaryeducation had attended 

full-time forthe entirefour years afte 
graduatingfrom high school. 

"t Most people take longer 
than four years to finish 
their postsecondary 
education. 

The data also show that over 
one-fourthof the 1982 high school 
graduates delayed their entry into 
postsecondaryeducation, usually for 
one academic year. Of those who did 
go straight on to posrtsecondaryschool 
in 1982,48 percent left schoolduring 
the next three years--andthe vast ma-
jority of those had not reenrolled when 
they were surveyed in February 1986. 
Among those who left schoolbefore 
graduating were significant percent-
ages of the peoplewho had high test 
scores (34 percent), mostly Agrades 
in high school (35 percent), plans in 
1982 to pursueadvanced degrees (33 
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percent), andfamilies with high socio-
economic; stius (37 percent.). 

In general,however, your cohort 
appearsto place Wma valueon educa-
tion, and many respondents have plans 
to continue their studies in the future. 
In 1986, nearly thre-quartersof the 
1982 high school graduates expected 
to continue their education. 

Business Degrees: 
A New Trend? 

The 1986 HS&B surveymarked 
the first time that respondents were 
asked whether they were considering 
getting graduate business degrees
While only two percent ofrespon-
dents had. actually applied to business 
programs in 1986. 15 percent ex-
pectedtoapplyinthefutureand 19 
percet Said they were "somewhat 
likely" to apply. This, is a very sub-
stanitial percentage ofthe group, and it 
will be interesting to see, in 1992, 
howmany have in fact obtained busi-
nessdegrees and put these to use-. 

Postsecondary Enrollment Patterns Four Years Out of High School'0 

26% Delayedentry past Fall '82 

40'T Enrolled in Fall '82 and left before February '86 

8% Enrolled in Fall '82, leftand re-enrlledby February '86 
4% Enrolled in Fall '82 andattended continuously for fouryears, sometwimes caolbngpart-time 

22% Enrolledin Fall '82 and attendedcorninously, full-time, for four years 

IFor people who comipleted high school by July 1982 and who had ewolled Ln anypostsecondary education by Febriwy 1986 



The Class of '82 in the Workplace 

HS&B damn show tha in the four 
year following high school most re-
spondentswere in and out of the work 
force agreat deal. Respondents who 
worked full-time after high school 
held an average of three jobs overthe 
period from 1982 to 1986 andspentan 
average of eighteen months on ajob. 

Many respondentswere unmei-
ployed and looking for workduring 
some significant part of the four-year 
period. The damn confirm that unern-
ployment among young blacks has 
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been a problem in the United Stales. 
For example, unemployment among 
black members of the HS&B sopho-
more cohort stood at more tha 20 per-
cent in 1982. although by 1984 this fig-
ure had dropped to around 10 percent, 
where it remained through the next 
two years. In contrast, less than 8per-
centof whitesand Asians were unemn-
ployedatanypointbetween 1982 and 
1986. and by 1986 the avenage unem-
ploymentrate for these groups was 
around 5percentL 

Men who worked full-time had 
higher hourly wages than women who 
worked fulfl-time. With one important 
exception, there were no significant 
differences in wages by race or ethnic 
group among respondents with similar 
employmenthistories. The exception 
is that whites who were continuously 
employed full-time earned mmr tha 
blacks who were continuously em-
ployed full-time--an average wage of 
$5.34 compared to $-4.63. 

Percentage of 1980 Sophomores Employed Between Spring of '82 and Winter of '86 by Race/Ethnicity 
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Mflarriage and Parenting 

Marrialge 

When we surveyed yawr cohr 
in 1986, we found that27 percentof 
you had been married. Women were 
nearly twice as likely as men to have 
rmarried--35 percent of women and 
only 1 8 percentof men had been mar-
ried. Though less than 5 percent of 
women have been separated, divorced, 
or Widwd they were twice as likely 
as men to have had these experiences. 

While the difference between 
men and women has changed little 
since 1972 as far as likelihood of mar-
riage, significantly fewer members of 

yourclass had mamriedby the time 
they were four years out of high,school 
than was thecaweforthe classof '72. 
Among the class of 1972. 53 percent 
of women and 36 percent of men had 
been married sometime within the four-
year period after high school. 

Parenting 

By 1986, almost as many mem-
bers of yawr class had children as had 
been married. In all, 15 percentof 
your cohort had one child and 8per-
cent had two or more. Both blacksand 
Hispanics were mome likely to have 
children than whites. Nineteen percent 

of whites, 38 percent ofblacks, and 29 
percentof Hispanics in the cohort had 
children in 1986. As the chartbelow 
shows, in general, those who contin-
ued their education beyondhigh 
school were less likelyto have chil-
drem 

By comparison, 17 percent of 
the classof '80and23 prt of the 
class of '72 had children within four 
years after high school. As with the 
younger (1980 sophomnore) cohort, 
these elder groups' likelihood of hav-
ing children was directly related to the 
level of education attained. 

Number of Children in 1986 for 1980 High School Sophomores, by Level of Education 

100% 

AU 1980 No High School High School Education Beyond 
Sophomores Diploma Diploma or GED High School 

NO CHILDREN ONE CHILD .... TWO OR MORE C IDREN 
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Extracurricular Activities and Political Participation 

The 1986 survey included ase-
ries of questions on political participa-
tion-questions like, "Did you ever do 
anywork tohelpacandidateinhisor 
her campaign?' Your responses to 
these questions,when comparedwith 
yourparticipation in extracurricularac-
tivities in high school, showed that 
people who had been leaders of vari-
ouskinds of groups in high school 
were morm likely to be politically ac-
tive as adults. This was especially true 
for those who had been leaders in thre 

or more groups, and foranyone who 
had been aleader in debating or 
drama. For example, 19 percentof 
thosewho hadbeen leaders in three or 
more groups in high school, compared 
to I 1 percent of the total group, had 
worked in a political campaign. And 
47percentofthedebateordramnalead-
cms compared to only 24 percent of the 
wholegroup, had talked to people to 
get them to vowe for or against a 
candidate. 

The data show that those who 
were never active in extracurricularac-
tivities in high school,as leaders oras 
members, were the least likely to be 
politicallyactive adults. Only 6 per-
cent of those with no high school ac-
tivity had ever worked in a political 
campaign, and only 12 percent had 
ever talked to people to try to get them 
to vote for or against acandidate. 



AClosing Note on aCritical Topic: Confidentiality 

Every item of iformation you 
give usT is held in the strictest confi-
dence. This confietiality provision 
applies equally to the data you have 
given us over she past nine yew', to 
the address update that we are asking 
for in the letter accompanying this 
report, and to anything you tell us in 
future waves of High School and 
Beyond. 
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The data ba~se we are amassing 
for HS&B is structured in such a way 
that your name will never be revealed 
to anyone. The findingsfrom the sur-
vey will only be reported in statistical 
summaries. as in "Seventy-five per-
cern of the 1980 sophomore cohort re-
ported that..." 

This assuranceis essential to 
our agreement with you, and it has im-
portan consequences for the study as 
well asfor our respondents. You can 
feel free to give thefillest. most accu-
rate responses to this survey-which 
will produce the best, most useful 
data-knowing that your privacy will 
be protected. 

NCES and NORC 

HS&B is a projectof the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Apart of the U.S. Departmentof Education. NCES has been 
charged by Congress with the responsibility for gathering and publishing full and complete statistics on education in the United States and in 
other countres. The General Education Provisions Act further directs NCES to analyze the meaning and significanceof these statistics and to 
report its findings to the public. 

HS&B is conducted for NCES by NORC. a social science research center afffliated with the University of Chicago. Founded in 1941. NORC 
is the oldest not-for-profiu survey research center in the United States. The collection, analysis. and dissemination of data on such central sub-
jects as education, the labor force, the family, health, and society are the meants by which NORC accomplishesits mission. 
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High School and Beyond Study
Sponsored by the National Center for Education Statistics 
U.S. Department of Education 

May 1989 

Dear High School and Beyond Participant: 

I would like to take this opportunityto thank you for yourcontinued and gr acious participationin our 
High School and Beyond studies' As amemberof the sophomore class of 1980 selected into the HS&B 
sample, you have provided avaluable resource for educators and policy makers. The informationyou 
have given concerning your employment, education, and life experiences has helped the U.S. Department 
of Education gain abetter understanding of the interaction betweenhigh school educationand future ac-
complishments. 

An attached brief report highlights some ofthe activities of your high school class, and compares your 
class with earlierones. It includes a summaryof the information you last provided to us in 1986, with a 
particularfocus on employment,education, and family formation. 

A fourth follow-up is being planned for 1992. In order to prepare for that survey, we are currently 
updating our name and address files. Please take amomentto verify or correct the informationon the en-
closed form and return it to us in the enclosed postage-paid envelope. As in the past, your response will be 
strictly confidential.No name or address is ever associated with the survey data collected. 

We look forward to your continued cooperation and participation, and thank you for your interest. 
Please return the enclosed address update formn at your earliest convenience. If you would like more 
informationabout the High School and Beyond surveys, please call us collect at 312-702-1500, and ask 
for Chris Rogers. 

Yours truly, 

gPh.D. 
Project Director 

Conducted by NORC * A Social Science Research Center 
University of Chicago . 1155 E. 60th street # Chicago, EL 60637 * 3121702.1500 
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A. This is what we have listed as your current address. If ii is not correct, please make corrections in the space to the righL 

N a m e : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Address:- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

City, State, Zip: ~ 
Home phone: 

Social Security Number: 

B. Tbis is what we have listed as your parents' address. If it is not correct, please make corrections in the space to the right. 

Name: -_ 

Address: 

City. State. Zip: 

Home phone: C~ 

(DIK 01 9-491) 

(DIK 029-43f) 

(44 -781) 

(DK 03 943/) 

(44-11/, 72-73/. 74-78/) 

(DK 04 9-181) 

(19-27i) 

(28-65/) 

(OK 05 9-43/) 

(44.781) 

(DK 06 9-36/. 37-38/. 39-431) 

(44.53/) 

C. This is the address we have on file for someone other than a parent who will always be able to locate you, but does not live with you. If this is not correct, please make 
corrections in the space to the right. 

Name: -_ 

Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Home phone: C_ 

(OK 07l9-461) 

(DK 08 9.43/) 

(44-781) 

(DK 09 9-36/. 37-38/. 39-431) 

(44-53/) 

Li Please check here if all of the information we provided above is correct. 
Please return this form in the postage-paid envelope provided. 
Thank you for your continuing cooperation and participation. This information is strictly confidential. It will not be released to mailing lists nor divulged to anyone 
except as required by law. 

4492-1025 
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HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND ADDRESS UPDATE 

June 1989 
Dear HS&B Respondent: 

A few weeks ago we mailed you a packet of materials that Included a High
School and Beyond Address Update Form. We enclosed a self-addressed envelope
and asked that you return the completed form to us. If you have already returned the 
form, we thank you very much. 

Perhaps you have not yet had time to complete the form. If so, could we urge
you to do It TODAY as It Is highly important to our next phase of the study that we 
have this crucial information AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. If you have not received the
form, if you have received it but misplaced It, or if you have any questions, please
call Chris Rogers (collect) at (312) 702-8998, weekdays from 9 AM to 5 PM Central 
Standard Time. 

Every time that you participate In our study, the value of your contribution 
Increases. We therefore look forward to receiving your form and to contacting you
again In 1992. 

NORC 
HS&B "92-1025 
University of Chicago
1155 East 60th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60637 
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NELS:88 First Followf=-Up. Elig~ibilfty Criteria for the Base 
Year Ineligibies Study 

The following instructions for the; interpretation of eligibility were given to data collectors for the 
followback study of excluded 1988 eighth graders: 

ELIGIEBILITY CRITERIA: 

It is the intention of NELS:88 to include all sample members who are capable of meaningful 
participation in the regular survey under normal survey conditions. Therefore, UNLESS there are severe 
mental or physicalhandicaps or language barriers and the sample members are not capable of completing 
the survey instruments under normal circumstances of survey administration, the student should be 
considered ELIGIBLE for NELS:88; in cases where there is doubt of eligibility status, the sample 
member should be considered eligible. 

It, is extremely, important that an individual assessment be made of each prospective sample 
member's. ability to participate. Sample members are NOT to be considered ineligible categorically (for 
example, by virtue of being a special education student, or LEP student), since some special education 
students and many limited English-proficient students will be capable of completing the NELS:88 
questionnaire or questionnaireand tests. In fact, as long as the sample member is capable of completing 
the NELS:88 Questionnaire, even if s/he is incapableof completing the NELS :88 CognitiveTestBatey 
the sample member should be considered eligible for NELS:88. 

Eligibility status will be determined by the school that the sample member attended during the 
19 89-90 school year (or last attended, in the case of dropouts). A knowledgeable official from this school 
must determine if a sample member is capable of participating in the regular NELS :88 survey (i.e., a 
bilingual education/ESLilanguage arts teacher for students with a language barrier, or member of an 
Individualized Education Plan team for physically or mentally handicapped students, or, exceptionally, 
other knowledgeable school staff who are personally familiar with the sample member's performance).
In order to assist schools in making eligibility determinations, we urge that the following guidelines be 
followed: 

1. Limited English Proficiency (LE) and No English Proficiency (NEP) students. 

A non-native speaker of English who has been in an English-language course of study less than 
two years may be considered ineligible if the school determines that the sample member would not be 
capable of completing a NELS:88 questionnaire; this study assumes that, normally, sample members who 
have been enrolled in an English-language course of study for at least two years should be considered 
eligible for NELS:88. 

However, a sample member who is a native speaker of Spanish who is literate in Spanish should 
be included, even if that student is an NEP. Any native speaker of Spanish should be considered eligible 
for NELS:88 if s/he is capable of completing either the English language OR the Spanish-languae 
version of the NELS:88 Questionnaire. 

1 
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2. Special Education students. 

To be considered a Special Education student, the student should normallyhave an Individualized 
Education Plan (1EP). A student with an TEP (or dropout with an IEP before dropping out)-who is not 
mainstreamed in English/language arts; AND who is judged by the school to NOT be capable of 
completing the NELS:88 Questionnaire should be considered inefigible for NELS. 

To guide schools in making this determination, we recommend that a sample member be judged 
incapable of completing the NELS:88 Questionnaire if that sample member READ AT A GRADE 
LEVEL FOUR OR MORE LEVELS BELOW THE TENTH GRADE NORM during the 1989-90 school 
year in English (or Spanish). This may be determined by looking at school records such as standardized 
test scores, or, particularly when these are not available, by the judgment of the language arts teacher, 
IEP team members, or other school staff familiar with the sample member's performance. 

3. Students with behavioral disorders or severe physical impairments. 

Asample member who is not normally subject to testing or surveying by the school. owing to 
behavior disorders. severe cognitive deficits. or severe physical impairments which do not permit the 
testing/surveying of the sample member under any but extraordinary conditions, should be considered 
ineligible for NELS:88. 

"Extraordinary conditions" should be defined in relation to departure from normal testing and survey 
protocols. That is, if the sample member would require oral rather than self-administration of the survey 
instruments, large print or braille versions of the survey forms, translations other than in Spanish, or 
other extraordinary special assistance or aids,. that sample member should be deemed ineligible for 
participation in NELS:88. 

2 
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OBRI NELS:88 Analysis Reports, Tabulations and Statistical Briefs: 
Listing and Content Abstract 

LISTING OF PUBLICATIONS 

1. Hafher, A., Ingels, S.J., Schneider, B., and Stevenson, D.L. A Profile of the American Eighth 
Grader, 1990; NOES 90-458. 

2. Rasinski, K.A., and West, I. NELS:88: Eighth Graders' Repotis of Courses Taken During the 
1988 Academic Year by Selected Student Characteristics, 1990; NOES 90-459. 

3. Hoachlander, E. G. A Profile of Schools Attended by Eighth Graders in 1988, 199 1; NCES 91-129. 

4. Rock, D.A., Pollack, J.M., and Hafner, A. 7The Tested Achievement of the National Education 
Longiudinal Study of 1988 Eighth-Grade Class, 1991; NOES 91-460. 

5. Kaufmian,' P., and Rasinski, K.A. Quality ofResponses ofEighth-Grade Students to the NELS:-88 
Base Year Questionnaire, 1991; NCES 91-487. 

6. McMillen, M. Eighth to Tenth Grade Dropouts, 1992; Statistics in Brief series, NOES 92-006. 

7. Owings, J.A., and Peng, S. Transitions Experienced by 1988 Eighth Graders, 1992. NOES 92-023. 

8. Kaufmnan, P., and Bradby, D. CharacteristicsofAt-Risk Students in NELS: 88, 1992; NOES 92-042. 

9. Bradby, D. Language Characteristics and Academic Achievement: A Look atAsian and Hispanic 
Eighth Graders in NELS:88, 1992; NOES 92-479. 

10. Horn, L., and Hafner, A. A Profile of American Eighth-Grade Mathematics and Science 
Instruction, 1992; NOES 92-486. 

11. Horn, L., and West, J. A Profile of Parents of Eighth Graders, 1992; NOES 92-488. 

12. Green, P.J. High School Seniors Look to the Future, 1972 and 1992, 1993; Statistics in Brief 
series, NOES 93-473. 

13. McMillen, M., Hausken, E., Kaufmnan, P., Ingels, S., Dowd, K., Frankel, M. and Qian, J. 
Dropping Out of School: 1982 and 1992, Issue Brief series, 1993; NOES 93-901. 

14. Rasinski, K.A., Ingels, S.J., Rock, D.A., and Pollack, J. America's High School Sophomores: 
A Ten Year Comparison, 1980 - 1990, 1993; NOES 93-087. 

15. Rock, D.A., Owings, J.A., and Lee, R. Changes in Math Proficiency Between Eighth and Tenth 
Grades. Statistics in Brief series, 1994, NOES 93-455. 

16. Finn, J.D. School Engagement and Students At Risk. 1993; NOES 93-470. 
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17. Rasinski, K. A. Thse Effect ofHigh School Vocational Education on Academic Achievement, Gain 
and High School Persistence: Evidence from NELS.88, 1994; Report to the Office of Research, 
U.S. Department of Education. 

18. Ingels, S.J., Plank, S.B., Schneider, B., and Scott, L.A. A Profile of the American High School 
Sophomore in 1990, NCES, 1994; NCES 94-086. 

19. Myers, D., and Heiser, N. Students' School Transition Patterns between Eighth and Tenth 
Grades Based on NELS:-88, forthcoming 1994; NCES 94-137. 

20. Green, P.1., Dugoni, B.L., Ingels, S.J., and Camburn, E. A Profile of the American High School 
Senior in 1992, NCES, forthcoming, 1994; NCES 94-384. 

21. Scott, L.A., Rock, D.A., Pollack, J.M., and Ingels, S.I. Two Years Later: Cognitive Gains and 
School Transitions of NELS:88 Eighth Graders, 1994, NCES 94-436. 
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ABSTRACTS1 

1. Hafuer, A., Ingels, S.J., Schneider, B., and Stevenson, D.L. A Profile of the American Eighth 
Grader, 1990; NCES 90-458. 

Descriptive statistics and associated analysis on American eighth graders are presented based on 
data from the 1988 National Education Longitudinal Study. The study will be repeated with the 
same cohort at 2-year intervals. Study variables cover attitudes, school performance, and 
activities of the eighth-grade students. In addition to direct student data, the study design
incorporates data from students' school principals, parents, and teachers to identify additional 
factors that affect student achievement. In addition to a general statistical profile of the target 
population, statistics and accompanying analyses cover mathematics and reading performance, 
at-risk issues, school safety and climate, and high school and college plans. Focus is on 
circumstances under which children flourish and succeed. The study included a clustered, 
stratifiednational probabilitysample of about 800 public and 200 private schools. Almost 25,000 
students participated in the base-year study. The sample represents the nation's eighth-grade 
population, totalling about 3 million eighth-graders in over 38,000 school in the spring of 1988. 
Results reveal that the American eighth-grade population is very diverse. One out of every five 
students is unable to perform basic arithmetic tasks, and 14% of the students are unable to 
perform basic reading comprehension tasks. Pertinent methodological discussions and associated 
data are appended. (Fifteen graphs and 69 data tables are included; 6 6p.) 

2. Rasinski, K.A., and West, J. NELS:88: Eighth Graders' Reponts of Courses Taken During the 
1988 Academic Year by Selected Student Characteristics, 1990; NCES 90-459. 

This set of tables examines self-reports of courseworktaken by a national probability sample of 
eighth graders in public and private schools in the United States. Statistics were obtained from 
the base-year student survey of the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). 
Estimates in the tables are based on a, sample of 24,599 students in 1,052 schools across the 
nation. Technical notes follow 45 pages of tables. Three basic sets of tables on self-reported
course-taking are provided in the areas of: (1) mathematics, science, and computer education 
(Tables 1.1 to 1.5); (2) English, foreign language, history, social studies, and religion (Tables 
2.1 to 2.5); and (3) arts, vocational education, and personal development (Tables 3.1 to 3.5). 
Within each set oftables, the first table shows course-takdng across all schools. Subsequent tables 
show course-taking for public, Catholic, independent private, and other private schools. In 
addition to information about the sample, the technical notes contain information about survey 
design, response rates, variables used in the tables, and methods for estimating standard errors. 
An appendix contains standard errors of estimates and unweighted sample sizes for levels of 
classification variables. (68 p.) 

Abstracts are taken from ERIC when available, otherwise from the the NBLS:88 bibliography 
maintained by NORC under the NELS: 88 third follow-up contract. 
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3. Hoachlander, E.G. A Proffle of Schools Attended by Eighth Graders in 1988, 199 1; NCES 91-129. 

As part of the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), this study examined 
the schools attended by eighth-graders in 1988, the year during which the more than 25,000 
e~ighth-graders of the cohort were first studied. NELS:88 provides information on 802 public 
schools, 105 Catholic schools, 68 other religious schools, and 60 private, non-religious schools. 
Throughout the report, the unit of analysis is the school rather than students or teachers. Most 
of the school data were provided by school administrators. The data are used to develop a profile 
of the schools attended by eighth- graders, with informationaboutvarious aspects of the learning 
environment, school policies and programs, and administrators' assessments of school:climate. 
In 1988, 87.9% of eighth-graders attended public schools, 7.6% attendedCatholic schools, 2.9 % 
attended other religious schools, and 1.5% attended private non-religious schools. The study
shows that eighth-graders learned under a wide range of different conditions in both public and 
private schools. Fifty-six data tables and five graphs are included. Appendices contain technical 
notes, information about the accuracy of estimates and procedures, standard errors and 
unweighted "N"s, and 56 additional tables. (119 p.) 

4. Rock, D.A., Pollack, J.M., and Hafner, A. The Tested Achievement of the National Education 
Longitudinal Study of 1988 Eighth-Grade Class, 1991; NCES 91-460. 

Sixty tables are presented, which examine the test achievement of a national probability sample 
of eighth graders in public and private schools. Statistics were obtained from the base-year
student survey of the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). Its purpose is 
to provide policy-relevant data concerning the effectiveness of schools, cuffriculum. paths, special 
programs, variations in curriculumcontent, and/or mode ofdelivery inbringing about educational 
growth. The NELS:88 test battery includes four tests: (1) reading comprehension; (2)
mathematics; (3) science; and (4) history/citizenship/government. This report is a tabular 

smary ofachievement test scores for approximately 24,000 eighth graders from 1,052 schools. 
Results are grouped into: student background variables; parental involvement variables; and 
school characteristics and school climate. Reading and mathematics tables contain, in addition 
to mean scores, the percentage of each group scoring at each proficiency level and the standard 
error of the percentage estimate. Effect sizes are included to compare group differences. 
Technical notes on survey design, response rates, variables in the tables, significance testing, and 
methods for estimating standard errors and effect sizes follow the tables. (122 p.). 

5. Kaufman, P., and Rasinski, K.A. Quality of Responses of Eighth-Grade Students to the NELS.88 
Base Year Questionnaire, 1991; NCES 91-487. 

This reportpresents results of an examination of the quality of responses of eighth-grade students 
to a subset of variables available in the NELS:88 database. The quality of the data was assessed 
several ways. The correspondencebetween parent and student responses to simlritems on the 

simlarites o th suveyinstruments was examined. When data were available, the study 
examined consistency among responses to related items. Finally, the reliabilityof several scales 
created from NELS:88 data was assessed. The indicators of dAta quality suggest that NELS:88 
data display a high degree of accuracy and consistency, comparing favorably with responses from 
the prior NCES longitudinal study, High School and Beyond Study (HS&B). The quality of 
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student responses to items common to both studies was somewhat less for NELS:88 
eighth-graders than for HSB high school sophomores and seniors, with quality increasing with 
age, and, as expected from prior research, with reading ability and socioeconomic status. There 
are 39 tables of NELS: 88 data and 2 illustrativebar graphs. (1 19 p.) 

6. McMillen, M. Eighth to Tenth Grade Dropouts, 1992; Statistics in Brief series, NCBS 92-006. 

This reportpresents data from the 1988 National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS:88), which 
started with an eighth-grade cohort and aimed to provide data on dropout experiences as students 
made the transition into high school and to examine the contextual school and family factors 
associated with dropping out. The report explains the parameters of the study, the survey 
methodology, and the data reliability. The data are presented in the followingbar graphs: (1) 8th 
to 10th grade cohort dropout rates by race/ethinicity and sex; (2) 8th to 10th grade cohort dropout 
rates by region and metropolitan status; and (3) 8th to 10th grade cohort dropoutrates by eighth-
grade school (public, Catholic, religious private, and non-religious private). (7 p.). 

7. Owings, I.A., and Peng, S. Transitions Experienced by 1988 Eighth Graders, 1992. NCES 92-023. 

Thbis brief report presents findings regarding two types of transitions experienced by students as 
they move between the eighth and 10th grades: continuing or dropping out of school and 
transferring between sectors. While 98% of public school students remained in public schools, 
over one-third of Catholic school eighth graders and over 25% of National Association of 
Independent Schools students transferred to public or other private schools. About 6% of all 
eighth graders were classifiedas dropouts by spring of their scheduled 10th-grade year. For most 
students, the move between eighth and 10th grades involves a change of schools and exposure 
to new educational settings. These transitions may have an impact on student learning and 
personal development. Consequently, differences in transition patterns and possible outcomes 
are of major interest. Data were obtained from the base year and first follow-up surveys of the 
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), which began in 1988 with a sample 
of 1,052 schools and 24,599 eighth graders. In the spring of 1990, 17,424 students were studied 
in the first follow-up to determine their education status and progress, and school, community, 
and work experiences. Four tables present study data, and five graphs illustratetrends from 1988 
to 1990. (13 p.). 

8. Kaufman, P., and Bradby, D. Characteristics ofAt-Risk Students in NEES.:88, 1992; NCES 92-042. 

The study described in this reportexamined the characteristics ofeighth-grade students who were 
at risk of school failure. The study used data from the National Education Longitudinal Study of 
1988, which is a large-scale, national longitudinal study begunin the spring of 1988 when 25,000 
eighth graders attending public and private schools across the nation were surveyed along with 
.the students' parents, teachers, and school principals. The students were re-surveyed in 1990, and 
the base, year and follow-up data of NELS:88 taken together provide a wealth of information 
about eighth graders' as they move in and out of the U.S. school system and into the varied 
activities of early adolescence. This study, focused on at-risk students within the eighth-grade 
cohort, examined the following sets of variables: (1) basic demographic characteristics; (2) 
family and personal background characteristics; (3) the amount of parental involvement in the 
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student's education; (4) the students' academic history; (5) student behavioral factors; (6) 
teacher perceptions of the students; and (7) characteristics of the students' schools. Black, 
Hispanic American, and Native American students and students from low-socioeconomic 
backgrounds were more likely to be at-risk. Male eighth graders were more likely to have low 
basic skills, but were no more likely to drop out. After controlling for sex and socioeconomic 
status, Black and Hispanic American dropout rates were found to be the same as that for Whites. 
However, even when controlling for sex and economic status, Black and Hispanic American 
students were more likely than White students to perform below basic proficiency levels. 
(included are 15 tables in the text and 31 tables 'in 2 appendixes; 107 p.). 

9. Bradby, D. Language Characteristics and Academic Achievement. A Look at Asian and Hispanic 
Eighth Graders in NELS. 88, 1992; NCES 92-479. 

This report examines the demographic and language characteristics and educational aspirations 
of Asian American and Hispanic American eighth graders and relates that information to their 
mathematical ability and reading comprehension as measured by an achievement test. Special 
attention is paid to students who come from homes in which a non-English language is spoken. 
Of the 1,505 Asian American students evaluated, 73 percent were reported as language 
minorities (LMs), while 77 percent of the 3,129 Hispanic American students evaluated were 
LMs. Of the LM students, 66 percent of the Asian Americans had high English proficiency as 
compared to 64 percent of the LM Hispanic Americans. Both Asian American and Hispanic 
American groups had 4 percent of LM students showing low English proficiency. Overall, the 
study found many similarities between the two groups. However, differences are apparent when 
data are divided along language proficiency, mathematics achievement, aspiration, and other 
measures. Statistical data are provided in 33 tables and 44 graphs. Appendices present selected 
survey questions, technical notes and methodology, and 109 standard error tables. (197 p.). 

10. Horn, L., and Hafner, A. A Proffle of American Eighth-Grade Mathematics and Science 
Instruction, 1992; NCES 92-486. 

This report profiles the mathematics and science instruction received by eighth graders (1 1,414 
eighth graders had teacher reports in mathematics and 10,686 in science) in public and private
schools in 1988. A preface lists highlighted findings, tables, and figures included in the 
document. The body ofthe reportconsists of five chapters. Chapter I discusses the purpose and 
format of the report and limitations of the study. Chapters III and Ill examine the relationship of 
various aspects of mathematics and science instruction to students' socioeconomic status and 
race-ethnicity and type of school attended. Among the aspects examined were the major topics
taught, average class size, hours per week attended, allocationof class time, assigned homework, 
availability of instructional materials, student attitudes toward mathematics and science, and 
teacher characteristics and qualifications. Chapter IV examines mathematics and science 
achievement test scores m relation to the various components of instruction measured in the 
study. Chapter V provides a descriptive profile of the mathematics curriculum, the science 
curriculum, teacher characteristics and qualifications, classroom characteristics, school type
differences, and students' opportunity to learn based on the findings. Appendices that describe 
the methodology employed and standard errors of estimates reported in tables and figures in the 
text are provided. (121 p.). 
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11. Horn, L., and West, J. A Profile of Parents of Eighth Graders, 1992; NCES 92-488. 

This report profiles the family characteristics and the level of involvementreported by the parents 
of 1988 eighth graders, using the base year survey and dropout data from the first follow-up.
About 93 percent ofthe parents of the first year sample were interviewed to provide information 
about home life and family experiences. This study examined child-directed involvement, 
including activities such as parent-child discussions and school-directed involvement such as 
parent-teacher association membership and volunteeringin the school. There was some indication 
that parent involvement was related to whether or not students scored below the basic level in 
reading or mathematics proficiency, but there was a strong relationship between parent
involvementand whether or not a studentdropped out of school between the 8th and 10th grades. 
There are 26 tables and 18 figures presenting study findings. (121 p.). 

12. Green, P.J. High School Seniors Look to the Future, 1972 and 1992, 1993; Statistics in Brief 
series, NCES 93-473. 

In light of the many changes of the past 20 years, it may be expected that plans of high school 
seniors for further education may have also changed, along with the kinds of jobs they expect to 
have and the things they regard as important. These questions are examined through data from 
the National Longitudinal Study of 1972 (NLS-72) and the National EducationLongitudinal Study 
in 1988 (NELS:88), the 1992 Second Follow-Up. The proportion of seniors in academic or 
college preparatory programs was approximately the same in both years, although enrollment in 
the general track increased and enrollment in vocational education decreased. In 1992, there was 
little difference between the sexes in high school program placement. In 1992, only 5.3 of 
students reported that they would not attend some kind of school after high school, but in 1972, 
18.9% had reported that they would not continue. Eighty-four percent in 1992 planned to go to 
college, compared with the 63% who planned to attend in 1972. Differences for females were 
dramatic, with female seniors in 1992 four times more likely to plan on graduate or professional 
school as in 1972. Nearly 60% in 1992 planned a professional career, compared with 
approximately 45% in 1972. Changes in values were most marked among women, who in 1992 
espoused values closer to those traditionallyheld by men. One figure and three tablespresent data 
about the two populations. (6 p.) 

13. McMillen, M., Hausken, E., Kaufman, P., Ingels, S., Dowd, K., Frankel, M. and Qian, J. 
Dropping Out of School: 1982 and 1992, Issue Brief series, 1993; NCES 93-901. 

In recent years, concern over students dropping out of school has increased. A primary focus is 
the size of the dropout population, a question that has been addressed in two National Center for 
Education Statistics (NCES) longitudinalstudies. Both studies providethe data needed to consider 
the dropout experiences between the sophomore and senior years of two groups of students a 
decade apart in time. Over the 10 years between the 1980-82 High School and Beyond survey
(HS&B) and the 1990-92 data from the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 
(NELS :88) (follow-ups), there was a 43 percent reduction in the percent of sophomores who 
dropped out of school. The NELS:88 rate for the sophomore cohort of 1990 is 6.2 percent. 
Relative rankings for racial and ethnic groups did not change over the decade, and in both cohorts 
the dropout rates for Hispanics were higher than those for Whites and Asians. Rates for Blacks 
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were between those of Hispanic Americans and Whites. In both periods, failure in school and 
dislike for school were major factors leading students to drop out of school. Pregnancy and 
marriage were important factors influencing females' decisions to leave school early. Three 
figures illustrate the discussion. (3 p.) 

14. Rasinski, K.A., Ingels, S.J., Rock, D.A., and Pollack, J. America's High~School Sophomores: 
A Ten Year Comparison, 1980 - 1990, 1993; NCES 93-087. 

This study of high school sophomores in 1980 and 1990 compares the experiences of students in 
the two cohorts, identifying changes in in-school and out-of-school activities, academic 
achievement, self-concept, values, plans, and aspirations. Similarities and differences betweenthe 
two groups are documented using data from the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 
(NELS:88) and High School and Beyond (llS&B, 1980). HS&B and NELS:88 sophomores are 
marked by basic demographic differences, including the smaller size of the NELS:88 1990 
cohort, reflecting the baby bust of the 1970s, and a higher proportion of racial minority and 
poverty status sophomores in 1990. NELS:88 sophomores also reflect the influence of various 
waves of school reform since the late 1970s and early 11980s. Overall, the comparison paints a 
pictures that is in most respects encouraging in its portrayal of the high school academic 
orientation and postsecondary expectations of the 1990 sophomore class. Positive changes,
however, are typically small or moderate in magnitude. Among the findings are: (1) general and 
college preparatory program placement has increased, at the expense of vocational program 
placement; (2) patterns of extracurricular participation changed especially in musical activities 
(31% in 1980 to 22 % in 1990) and in hobby clubs (21 % in 1980 to 7 % in 1990); (3) changes 
in sophomores giving high importance to particular life values (e.g., marriage and family 83 % 
rating this as very important in 1980, 72% in 1990); (4) small but statistically significant increase 
in the number of females aspiring to traditionally male-dominated non-professional occupations 
(15.6% in 1980 versus 18. % in 1990). Sixteen tables and 13 figures present data from the 2 
studies. Three appendixes contain information about the survey sample sizes, standarderrors, and 
other methodological and technical information. Appendix Acontains an additional 20 data tables. 
(Contains 46 references; xiv, 98 p.) 

15. Rock, D.A., Owings, J.A., and Lee, R. Changes in Math Proficiency Between Eighth and Tenth 
Grades. Statistics in Brief series, 1994, NCES 93-455. 

This publication illustrates use of the NELS:88 dichotomous proficiency scores for conducting 
achievement gain analysis (see Scott, Rock, Pollack and Ingels [entry 21j for an illustration of 
an alternative gain analysis strategy, the use ofcontinuous probabilityof mathematics proficiency 
scores). The findings presented 'in this report suggest that course-taking patterns in mathematics 
between eighth grade and the sophomore year of high school represent an important factor in 
explaining growth in math proficiency. For example, even after controlling for eighth-grade 
math proficiency, higher math gains were associated with course-taking patterns that reflected 
advanced level math courses. The report also suggests that eighth-grade students who have 
higher aspirationsfor postsecondary education are also more likely to show positive math gains. 
(20 p.) 
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16. Finn, J.D. School Engagement and Students At Risk. 1993; NCES 93-470. 

To examine the proposition that students who do not remain active participants in class or school 
may be at risk for school failure, regardless of status characteristics such as ethnicity or family 
income, two studies of engagement and achievement were conducted. The studies used a 
nationwide sample of eighth-grade students from the U.S. Department of Education's National 
Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) survey. The first study examined the 
association of participation in school and classroom activities with academic achievement in 
15,737 eighth-graders attending public schools. The study found that participation and academic 
achievement were positively related, even after controlling for gender, ethnicity, and 
socioeconomic status. The second study examined behaviors that distinguish students who are at 
risk, but who are successful in school subjects, from their less successful peers. A sample of 
5,945 eighth-graders identified as at risk by virtue of race, home language or socioeconomic 
status were classified as unsuccessful, passing, or successful, based on reading and mathematics 
achievement tests. It was found that achievement groups were distinct in terms of variety of 
classroom participationbehaviors, out-of-class participation, and interactions with their parents 
regarding school. Three major conclusions were drawn from the investigation: (1) behavioral risk 
factors are indeed related to significant outcomes of schooling; (2) risk behaviors have their roots 
in the early school years or before; and (3) more attention should be given by educators and 
researchers to encouraging the potential of "marginal" students. Further research is needed to 
identify manipulable aspects of classroom and school processes that encourage student 
engagement. Appendices provide details of the measures used in the studies and the standard 
deviations and correlations of the measures. Contains 91 references. (I117p.). 

17. Rasinski, K.A. The Effect ofHigh School Vocational Education on Academic Achievement Gain 
and High School Persistence: Evidence from NELS: 88, 1994; Report to the Office ofResearch, 
OERI, U.S. Department of Education. 

This analysis of the effects of vocational education on academic achievement and high school 
persistence was prepared for the National Assessment of Vocational Education. Data from the 
NELS:88 high school transcript study were analyzed to assess the influence of vocational 
programs and vocational courses on gains in tested achievement in mathematics, science and 
reading. The analysis also addresses the issue of whether, regardless of their effect on 
achievement gain, vocational programs serve to keep students from dropping out ofhigh school. 

18. Ingels, S.J., Plank, S.B., Schneider, B., and Scott, L.A. A Profile of the American High School 
Sophomore in 1990, 1994; NCES 94-086. 

This cross-sectional report supplies descriptive analyses of the educational situation of a 
representative sample of the nation's 1990 sophomores (comprising 1988 eighth-grade cohort 
members who were in tenth grade in the spring term of 1990 and "freshened" sophomores, 
students new to the sample who were not in the base year sampling frame, either because they 
were not 1987-88 eighth graders or not in the United States). Chapter I provides an in-depth 
view of tenth-grade learning and achievement in mathematics. Chapter 2 supplies a summary of 
tenth-grade course-taking patterns and instructionalpractices in science, reading, social studies, 
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and foreign language. Chapter 3 explores the tenth grader's life outside of school, including the 
process of educational decision making. Chapter 4 reports on sophomores' plans for the future, 
including their educational expectations and aspirations. Taken together, these four chapters
provide a statisticalprofileof the American high school sophomorein 1990, which is summarized 
in Chapter 5. Appendices A and B provide technical note's and tables of standard errors of 
measurement and sample sizes for all reported population estimates. Appendix C contains further 
information about NELS:88 in general and the first follow-up in particular. Appendix D 
presents additional tabulations on reading and social studies achievement. 

19. Myers, D., and Heiser, N. Students' School Transition Patterns between Eighth and Tenth 
Grades Based on NELS:-88, forthcoming 1994; NCES 94-137. 

Analysis of NELS:88 data makes it possible to explore the relationships between student and 
family characteristics and the likelihood of shifting among public and private schools as students 
progress from eighth to tenth grade. This study examines the characteristics of students who 
switchbetween sectors (public to private, or private to public) as they move from eighth to tenth 
grade. Five sets ofvariables were examined to estimate the association between variations in the 
students" transition patterns and student and family characteristics: (1) basic student and family 
backgroundcharacteristics; (2) the amount of parental involvement in the student'9s education; (3) 
the student's academic achievement and educational expectations; (4) the characteristics of the 
student's school; and (5) parental satisfaction with the student's school. Examination of these 
characteristics permits four research questions to be addressed: (1) How many students shift 
between the public and private school sectors? How many students shift from one private school 
to another?; (2) Who shifts between sectors? Are family background factors, parental 
involvement, or students' academic achievement or educational expectations associated with 
variations in transition patterns?; (3) Are school characteristics associated with students' 
propensity to move between school sectors?; (4) Do parents who are dissatisfied with their 
children's school shift their children to another type of school? 

20. Green, P.J., Dugoni, B.'L., Ingels, S.J., and Camburn, E. A Proffle of the American High School 
Senior in 1992, NCES, forthcoming, 1994; NCES 94-3 84. 

This report examines the background of 1992 high school seniors, the school environmentwhich 
shaped their senior year experiences, the curriculumin which they were enrolled, their academic 
achievement, their plans and expectations for the future, and their non-academic experiences 
during this important period of development. Chapter 1 provides a demographic profile of high 
school seniors. Chapter 2 depicts their school and peer environment by recording seniors' 
perceptions of school, of the safety of their school, and of the values of their peers. Chapter 3 
describes their course and program enrollments. Chapter 4 examines the tested achievement of 
1992 seniors. Chapter 5 describes their short-termplans--their postsecondary plans, steps they 
have taken to gain entrance to college, and factors they considered in choosing a postsecondary 
institution. Chapter 6 reports on seniors' plans and expectationsfor the future. Finally, chapter
7 describes the senior cohort's experiences outside of school--use of illicit drugs and alcohol, 
television viewing, jobs, participation in school government, and community volunteer work. 
Taken together, these seven chapters provide a statistical profile of the American high school 
senior in 1992. Appendices provide unweighted (sample) Ns and standard errors. 
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21. Scott, L.A., Rock, D.A., Pollack, J.M., and Ingels, S.1. Two Years Later:- Cognitive Gains and 
School Transitions of AWLS.:88 Eighth Graders, 1994, NOES 94-436. 

This report describes the growth in cognitive skills and achievement, and the continuities and 
discontinuitiesexperienced in school and at home by the NELS:88 eighth grade-cohort during the 
two years between the study's base year (1988) and firstfollow-up (1990) surveys. Four distinct 
topics are addressed, involving both school dropouts and persisters. (1) By 1990, some 1988 
eighth graders were dropouts; this report describes their characteristics and the reasons they gave 
for dropping out of school. (2) This report presents findings on patterns of school transition-
changing from a public eighth-grade school to a private high school or vice versa--and the 
changes in perception of safety and overall learning environment cohort members experienced 
after moving from a typically more homogeneous middle school environment to a more 
heterogeneous high school environment. (3) Additionally, this report summarizes major changes 
in home life and family, such as the divorce or remarriage of a parent, that also occurred during 
cohort members' transition to and/or early years of high school. (4) Finally, this report 
examines the 1988-90 achievement gain of the eighth-grade cohort, thus addressing several basic 
questions: How much did students gain in achievement in the two years following eighth grade?;
Who gained, in what subjects, and (for mathematics) where or in what way (that is, at what skill 
or proficiency level)? The qualitative analysis of growth in mathematics achievement illustrates 
use of the NELS:88 continuous measure of probability of proficiency (see Rock, Owings and 
Lee [1994, entry 15] for an illustration of gain score analysis using NELS:88 dichotomous 
mathematics proficiency scores). 
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APPENDIX I: NCES NELS:88 Publications and Reports 

ANALYSIS REPORTS. 

Hafner, A., Ingels, S.J., Schneider, B., and Stevenson, D.L. A Proffle ofthe American Eighth Grader, 
June 1990; NCES 90-458. 

Hoachlander, E.G. A Profile of Schools Attended by Eighth Graders in 1988, September 1991; NCES 
91-129. 

Bradby, D. Language Characteristics and Academic Achievement: A Look at Asian and Hispanic
Eighth Graders in NELS:-88, February 1992; NCES 92-479. 

Horn, L., and Hafner, A. A Profile of American Eighth-Grade Mathematics and Science Instruction, 
June 1992; NCES 92-486. 

Horn, L., and West, J. A Profile of Parents of Eighth Graders, July 1992; NCES 92-488. 

Kaufman, P., and Bradby, D. Characteristics of At-Risk Students in NELS: 88, August 1992; NCES 
92-042. 

Rasinski, K.A., Ingels, S.J., Rock, D.A., Pollack, J. America's High School Sophomores: A Ten Year 
Comparison, 1980 - 1990, 1993, NCES 93-087. 

Ingels, S.J., Plank, S.B., Schneider, B., and Scott, L.A. A Proffle of the American High School 
Sophomore in 1990, 1994, NCES 94-086. 

Scott, L.A., Rock, D.A., Pollack, J.M., and Ingels, S.J. Two Years Later: Cognitive Gains and School 
Transitions of NELS:88 Eighth Graders, 1994, NCES 94-436. 

Rock, D.A., Owings, J.A., and Lee, R. Changes in Math Proficiency Between 8th and 10th Grades. 
1994, NCES 93-455. 

RELEASED E.D. TABULATIONS. 

Rasinski, K.A., and West, J. NELS:-88:- Eighth Graders' Reports of Courses Taken During the 1988 
Academic Year by Selected Student Characteristics, July 1990; NCES 90-459. 

Rock, D.A., Pollack, J.M., and Hafner, A. The Tested Achievement of the National Education 
Longitudinal Study of 1988 Eighth Grade Class, April 1991; NCES 91-460. 
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RELEASED USER'S MANUALS/TECHNqICAL REPORTS. 

Ingels, S.1., Abraham, S., Rasinski, K.A., Karr, R., Spencer, B.D., and Frankel, M.R. NELS:88 Base 
Year Data File User's Manuals: 

STUDENT COMPONENT: March 1990; NCES 90-464 
PARENT COMPONENT: March 1990; NCES 90-466 
SCHOOL COMPONENT: March 1990; NCES 90-482 
TEACHER COMPONENT: March 1990; NCES 90-484 

Spencer, B.D., Frankel, M.R., Ingels, S.J., Rasinski, K.A., and Tourangeau, R. NELS:88 Base Year 
Sample Design Report, August 1990; NCES 90-463. 

Rock, D.A., and Pollack, J.M. Psychometric Report for the NELS:-88 Base Year Test Battery, April 
1991; NCES 91-468. 

Ingels, S.J., Rasinsid, K.A., Frankel, M.R., Spencer, B.D., and Buckley, P. NELS: 88 Base Year Final 
Technical Report, 1990; Chicago: NORC. 

Kaufman, P., Rasinski, K.A., Lee, R., and West, J. Quality of Responses of Eighth-Grade Students 
to the NELS:88 Base Year Questionnaire, September 1991; NCES 91-487. 

Ingels, S.J., Scott, L.A., Lindmark, J.T., Frankel, M.R., and Myers, S.L. NELS: 88 First Follow-Up 
Data File User's Manuals: 

STUDENT COMPONENT: YApRi 1992; NCES 92-030 
SCHOOL COMPONENT: May 1992; NCES 92-084 
DROPOUT COMPONENT: November 1992; NCES 92-083 
TEACHER COMPONENT: November 1992; NCES 92-085 

Pieper, D., and Scott, L.A. User's Guide to the NVELS:88 Base Year/First Follow-Up Electronic 
Codebook, March 1993; Chicago: NORC. 

F'ORTHRCOMING USER'S MANUALSIREPORTS/TECHNICAL REPORTS. 

Ingels, S.J., Dowd, K.L., Baldridge, J.D., Stipe, J11., Bartot, V.H., Frankel, M.R. NELS:88 Second 
Follow- Up:- Student Component Data Fl~e User's Manual, 1994; NCES 93-374. 

Ingels, S.J., Dowd, K.L., Stipe, J.L., Baldridge, J.D., Bartot, V.H., Frankel, M.R. NELS:88 Second 
Follow- Up: Dropout Component Data File User's Manual, 1994; NCES 93-375. 

Ingels, 5.1., Thaiji, L., Pulliam, P., Bartot, V.H., Frankel, M.R. NELS:-8& Second Follow-Up: 
Parent Component Data File User's Manual, 1994; NCES 94-378. 

Ingels, S.J., ThaIji, L., Pulliam, P., Bartot, V.H., Frankel, M.R. NELS:88 Second Follow-Up: 
Teacher Component Data File User's Manual, 1994; NCES 94-379. 
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Ingels, S.J., Thaiji, L., Pulliam, P., Bartot, V.H., Frankel, M.R. NELS:88 Second Follow-Up:-
School Component Data File User's Manual, 1994; NCES 94-376. 

Ingels, S.J., Dowd, K.L., Taylor, J.R., Bartot, V.H., Frankel, M.R. NELS:-88 Second Follow-Up: 
Transcript Component Data File User's Manual, 1994; NCES 94-377. 

NELS:88 Second Follow-Up Psychometric Report 

NELS:88 Second Follow-Up Methodology Report 

NELS:88 Second Follow-Up Sample Design Report 

A Profile of the American High School Senior in 1992 

America'Is High School Seniors: A Twenty Year Comparison, 1972-1992 
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Corrections to First Follow-Up Student, Dropout and 
School Data File User's Manuals and Trend Report 

Since publication of First Follow-Up DataFile User's Manuals--Student, Dropout and School--
some printing and typographical errors have been discovered which we would like to bring to user's 
attention and correct through this errata sheet. 

Student Component Data File User's Manual 

Page 47; Table 3.5-1. Number of cases for FlQWT should be 19,264, not 19,624. 

Page 76; Table 3.7-2. The item nonresponse rate of 3.4 percent listed in Table 3.7-2 for the 
topic "Language Use" is incorrect. The correct rate of item nonresponse for this topic area is 34.2 
percent. 

Page 81; Table 4.4-1. The sample realization figures for public and Catholic schools appearing 
under the column heading "Cooperating Original Selections" are incorrect. The correct number of 
originally. selected public schools that cooperated in the base year is 522 and the correct number of 
originally selected Catholic schools that cooperated is 70. 

Page 123; Figure 7-1. The example illustrating the linkage between first follow-up students and 
first follow-up teachers, is incorrect. In the "Teacher 1" box under F~irst Follow-Up Data Files, the 
STU_-ID-TCH_-ID link should read 12345015678901E with the first five-digits representing the student's 
unique identification code and the second eight-digit number representing the first follow-up unique 
teacher identification code. In the "Teacher 2" box, the STUID-TCHID link should read 
12345015678901M with the first five-digits representingthe student's unique identificationcode and the 
following eight-digit number representing the unique teacher identification code. 

Appendix K-Base Year Codebook. Owing to a collation error at the printer, the Base Year 
Eighth Grade Codebook and the First Follow-Up Student Codebook appear together in Appendix L rather 
than separately as Appendices K and L, respectively. In Appendix L, the Base Year Eighth Grade 
Codebook stops on page 66 and the First Follow-Up Student Codebook begins with page 1 on the 
following page. 

Page 11 of the First Follow-Up Student Codebook; Question 18A. The codebookvalue labels 
for student questionnaire item F1S18A are printed in reverse. The correct value labels (with their 
corresponding values) are as follows: 

Very Sure I'll Graduate (= 1)
I'll Probably Graduate (=2) 
I Probably Won't Graduate (=3) 
Very Sure I Won't Graduate (=4) 

This reversal affects only the value labels as printed in the First Follow-Up Student Co~debook. 
SPSS and SAS student cards contain the correct value labels and values. 
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Merging Student Datawith Teacher Data through the School ID) Variable. TIhe variable name 
for the school identification variable in the student datafile is not the same as the name given to this 
variable in the teacher datafile. As such, if users intend to merge student and teacher data through the 
school identification variable, the variable name needs to be modified in the student datafile SAS and 
SPSSX cards. Currently, in the student datafile, the variable name is FI1SCHLID (position 862-866)
while in the teacher datafile the variable name is F1SCHI ID. 

Before mergingthese two datasets throughthe school identificationvariable, users need to rename 
the student datafile variable F71SCHLID, position 862-866, to FISCH-ID. For SAS cards, the name 
should be changed in the Input, Length, Label and Format statements. For SPSSX cards, the name 
should be changed in the Data List, Variable Labels, Value Labels, and Missing Value statements. Users 
can use a global change to rename this variable. 

This student datafile variable also needs to be renamed in the accompanying student SAS system 
file. In the student component SAS system file, we suggest using the following statement to rename 
FI1SCHLID to FlSCHID: 

DATA XXX (RENAME=(FlSCHLlD=FlSCHID)); 
SET INFI.FTEACHR; 

Users may also merge student and teacher data through the student identification variable which 
is variable STU-ID, position1-7 in the student datafile and position 1-7 in the teacher datafile. The name 
for this variable is the same in both datafiles. 

Dropout Component Data File User's Manual 

Page 98; Section titled "Weights". In the last sentence in the second paragraph of this section, 
reference is made to the "special dropout questionnaire flag F1DQFLGL" The flag name F1DQFLG is 
incorrect; the actual name of this flag, as it appears above and on the dropout datafile, is FlDMJFLG. 
F1DAIFLG is the special dropout questionnaire flag users should employ to determine which form of the 
dropout questionnaire was completed. 

School Component Data File User's Manual 

A number of first follow-up school variables were recoded. Unlike our presentation of recodes 
in the Student Component Data File User's Manual, wherein recodes, are reflected in both the codebook 
frequencies and the reprinted questionnaire, school questionnairerecodes are reflected only in the school 
questionnaire codebook. 

For example, in the school questionnaire codebook, the values for item FlCL4 read 1=YES and 
2=NO, while in Appendix D, First Follow-Up School Administrator Questionnaire, values for item 
FlCl4 (questionl14) read NO=1land YES =2. Correct values and value labels are displayedin-th 
School Codebook. 
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Page 50; Figure 6-1. The example illustrating the linkage between first follow-up students and 
first follow-up teachers, is incorrect. In the "Teacher 1" box under First Follow-Up Data Files, the 
STUID-TCH ID link should read 12345015678901E with the first five-digits representing the student's 
unique identification code and the second eight-digit number representing the first follow-up unique 
teacher identification code. In the "Teacher 2" box, the, STUID-TCH ID link should read 
12345015678901M with the first five-digits representing the student's unique identification code and the 
following eight-digit number representing the unique teacher identification code. 

In additionto the above errors in the user's manuals, there was a transcription error when t-values 
were being removed from the final review text of the sophomore trend report and some estimates were 
mistakenly deleted instead. Tables 2.2 and 2.4 contain these incorrect values. Corrections for these 
tables, and appendix table A.5. 1, appear below. 

America's Hfigh School Sophomores: A Ten Year Comparison (NCES 93-087). The 
following errata should be noted. For Table 2.2, the 9.4 for percentage of 1990 sophomores in the 
lowest test quartile who stated they were in a vocational program should be 19.4. 

For Table 2.4, the percentage for 1990 highest test quartile should be 3.8, not 4.4 Percentage 
of lowest test quartile should be 13.6, not 5.8 percent. The 1990 percentage for females should be 7.3 
percent, not 5.9 percent. 

For Table AS. 1, standard errors for the self-esteem and locus of control items for both 1980 and 
1990 are off by one row. Self-esteem standard errors are 0.44 and 0.70, 0.38 and 0.70, 0.33 and 0.60, 
0.20 and 0.27, and 0.14 and 0.20. Locus of control standard errors are 0.34 and 0.45, 0.42 and 0.62, 
0.38 and 0.53, and 0.31 and 0.49. 
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NORC - 4492~IAC4I^#qe:1 National OMB No. 1850-0593 
App. Exp.: 1/91.I? NELS I~ Education 

-1 88 0 Longitudinal Preparado para ol Centra Naciornal de Estadisticas de la Educaci6n 
lkxtckIoo'-~ Study of 1988 del Departamento de Educaci6n de Jos EE.UU. 

First Follow-up Par: NORC, un Centro do lnvestigaci6n de Cienclas Sociales 
afiliado a la Universidad de Chicago 

ESTUDIO LONGITUDINAL DE LA 
EDUCACION NACIONAL, 1988 

PRIMER ESTUDIO-
COMPLEMENTAR1O 

CUESTIONARIO ESTUDIANTIL 

UTILIZACION DE LOS DATOS 

Los datos obtenidos; modlante esta encuesta serin utflizados por educadores y planificadores a 
nivel federal y estatal enl el ancifisis de ciertas cuestiones importantes quo interesan a las escuelas 
naclonales, tales como las norrnas educativas, los procedimientos do seguimionta do los cursos; do 
ostudias, el abandono do los estudios, la educaci6n do grupos marginados, las necesidades do las 
estudiantes pertonecientes agrupos; ling~fsticos minoritarios, las, incentivas destinados adespertar
Iinter~s en el estudio do la cioncia y las maternfticas y los rasgos; quo caractorizan a aquellas es-
cuelas que so destacan par su eficacia. 

CONE112ENCIALUDAD 

La poiftica del Centro Nacianal de Estad(sticas do la Educacl6n es protegor la confidenclalidad do 
la lnfarmacl6n proporcianada par las personas quo participan voluntariamonte on nuestros es-
tudios. Oueremas; que sepas quo: 

1 . La Secci6n 406 do la Ley sobre Disposiciones Educacionales Generales 
(20-USC 1221 e-1) y la Ley Pt~blica 100O-297 nos autarizan ahacerte las preguntas 
quo figuran on oste cuestionario. 

2. El prop6sito do ostas preguntas es obtonor informaci6n sabre las experiencias quo
viven los ostudiantes. durante of curso do sus estudlos secundarios y mientras deciden 
aquit activdades dosean dedicarso una voz quo las; terminon. 

3. Puedes omitir cualquier pregunta quo prefieras no contestar; sin embargo, esperamos 
quo contestes tantas proguntas coma sea posiblo. 

4. Tus respuestas serfin combinadas can las do los otros estudiantes, ynunca serin 
Idontificadas coma tuyas. 



El tiempo que ileva participar en la presente recolecci6n de datos ha sido 
estimado en un promedio de tres horas (180 minutos), incluyendo una hora para 
contestar el cuestionario, hora y media para el Test Cognitivo Y un mdximo~de 
media hora para la distribucifn de materiales y el suministro de instrucciones. 
Por favor, dirige tus comentarios relacionados con esta recolecci6n de datos, o 
con cualquiera de sus aspectos, a: U.S. Department of Education, Information 
Management and Compliance Division, Washington, D.C. 20202-4651 y a Office of 
Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project, Washington, D.C. 20503. 

El Cuestionario Autodescriptivo es una publicacift protegida por derechos de 
autor de la Psychological Corporation, con cuyo permiso se utiliza. La 
reproduccifn del Cuestionario Autodescriptivo sin la autorizacidn previa de su 
editor estiA prohibida. 

I I 
I El propdsito de este estudio-es obtener informaci6n para 

I mejorar la comprensift por parte de los profesores y de 
los educadores sobre las diversas experiencias que atraviesan I 
los estudiantes de escuela secundaria. 

I Este cuestionario no es una prueba. El Centro necesita tus 
I respuestas, y por eso confia en que contestarAs cada pregunta 

honestamente. Puedes dejar sin responder cualquier pregunta
I que prefieras no contestar.I 
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INSTRUCCIONES GENERALES 

LEE CADA PREGUNTA CUIDADOSAMENTE 

Es importante que signs Las instrucciones suministradas pare conitestar cmda tipo de pregunta. Las instrucCiones son Las 
siquientes: 

A. (MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) A. ,Cohmes duices? 

IDe que color tienes Los ojos? .KRCA UNA 
RESPUESTA) 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Pardos/Caff6. 1.... No ......... 2 Procedea C -------- I-- . 
Azutes ........ 2 Si tiones Los ojos verdes, 

, Itena et tercer 6volo, 
Verdes ......... ) cowe se indlica. I I 
Otro color...... 4 

1' 
B. (MAR CA TCOAS LAS RESPUESTAS CDRRECTAS) S. LTe cepillas Los dientes despu6s que comes dutces? 

I 
ZParticipaste en aLgunam de Las siguientes actividades la (MARCA UNA 
senmana pasada? RESPUES7A) 

(HARCA TWAS LAS RESPUESTAS Si .......... I
CDRRECTAS) No......... 2 

Vi una representac!6n 
teatraL.........I Si fuiste at cine y 

asististe a un evento 
deportivo la somnaa 

Fui at cine.. [1/.. pasada, Ilene Los dos I 
~.J 6vaLos correspondieines,

Asistf a un comoe se indica. 
evento deportivo ..... 

C. (MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) C ILParticipaste en a~guam de Las siguientes actividades La 
samana posada?

LPiensas participar en atgwu de Las siguientes actividades 
La seauna pr6xima? CMARCA TCDAS: 

LAS RESPUESTAS
(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA CORRECTAS)
LINEA) 

Vi una representaci6n 
teatrat .1...... 

No esto 
Sij se-guro No Fui at cirme......¶ 

a. Visitor a ui Si no piensas Asistf a uan
pariente. 1...... 2... 9e 

3 visitar a un evento deportivo . 1..k pariente, ni
b. Visitor un estis seguro de 

museo ...... . 2) 3 qseirWsa 
visitar usn 

C. Estudiar en aneo0 peor
casa do un pienses;
amigo...... 10j. 2... 3 estudiar en 

casa de un 
amigo, ILena uni 
6vaLo en coda 

Lifnee, caw se 
indica. 

(PREGUNTA CON INSTRUCCION DE PROCEDER A OTRA) 
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_ _ _ 

PARTE I - - TU DIRECCION 

I. Escribe tu ncwmbre, direcci~n y ntznero de teL~fono en 
tetra de im~prenta. 

NOMBRE: 

Apeltido Nombre 

DIRECCION:_______________________ 
hNariero Cat Le 

DIRECCION (CONT.)_______ _________ 

No. de apartamento 

Ciudad Estad0 C6digo postaL 

TELEFDNO: C tengo tet6fano.... I_____No 

C6digo NtImiero 
del Area di Tel6fono 

SIEMPRE QUE EL CUESTIONARIO SE REFIERA A TUS PADRES, A 
TLU MADRE 0 A YU PADRE, CONTESTA LA PREGUNTA MN& 
RESPECTO AL PADRE, MADRE, TUTOR 0 TUTORA, PADRASTRO 0 
NADRASTRA CON WIMEN VIVES. 

2A. LTienes La misma direccidn y et mismo ra~mro de 
teL~fono qui tu mradre? 

(NARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

No.1........ I-PASA ALA PREGUNTA 2B 

No, mi nmdre 
faL Leci6 ....... 2 A LA PREGUNTA 3A-~PASA 

St ......... 3 -PASA ALA PPEGUNTA 3A 

2B. Escribe eL nambre y La direcci~n de tu madre en Los 
espacios que aparecen a continuacirin. Si ademis de tu 
mradri, tienes una tutora, escribe el narbri de La 
persona con quiien vives La mayor parte detL tienpo. 

NWMRE: 

ApeLtido Nombre 

DIRE CCION: 
Nranero CaLle 

DIRECCION (CONT.) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

No. de apartamento 

Ciudad Estado C6digo postal 

TELEFONO: C tiene titifono.... I_____No 

C6di go NWrero 
del Area di Tei~fwoo 

3A I.Tienes La misma diricei~n y e1 mismo rulnero di 
tetdfono que tu padre? 

(KARCA LUNA RESPLIESTA) 

No.1......... -- PASA ALA PREGUNTA 3B 

No, mni padre 
fatlecli6......2 - PASA A LA PREGUNTA 4A 

Si..........3 -PASAALA PREGUNTA4A 
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318. Escribe eL roombre y la direcci6n de tu padre en Jos 
espciios que aparecen a conltirmiaci6n. Si. adeffds de 
tu padre, tienes un tutor, escribe eL namrbe de la 
persona can quien vives La mayor parts deL tiempo. 

M14BRE: 

ApeLlido Noabr e 

DIRECCIGI: __________________ ____ 

NtCbmero Catle 
DIRECCION (CONT.)_______ __________ 

No. de apartamento 

Ciudad Estado C6di go postaL 

TELEFONO: ( )_____ No tuene teLhfono.... 1 
Cidigo Nuimro 

dei Area de Teikfono 

MA. Escribe ei noabre, Le direeclin y et ranewro de 
tel6fono de Lin pariente a de unr amigo, intimo que no 
viva contigo. 

NOMBE: 

Apeltido, Nombre 

DIRECCION: 
W~wro Cat Le 

DIRECCION (CIDNT.) ________ 

No. de apartamento 

Ciudad Estado Cidigo postal 

TELEFONO: (_) ______No tiene tet6fono.... 1 
C6digo Ntamiro 

diL Area de TeL6fono 

48. jICuLt es tu parentesco con esta persona? 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Amigo intirmo....... 

Pariente........C) 

5. 4En cpa6 grado estis? 
(HARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

.C........... 

0....... ).... 

II*.......... 

6M. LEn qu6 escueLa cursards ei 12, grado? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA)
En La misaw en que
estoy actuanmente..C) 

En otra escueta..... 

68. En caso de tratarsi de otra escueLa, escribe su 
nambre: 

Womrbre _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Ciudad, Estado _______ 



........

........

........

PARTE 11 - TUJS EXPERIENCIAS Y ACTIVIDADES ESCOLARES 

7. L~as~ta quit ptnto esths do acuerdo, con cada una do las 
afirmaciones quo aprercen a cant inuaci6n reLacionadas 
con tu escueta y con tus profeosres actuates? 

(MACA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LIDEA) 

Estoy Estoy
absoluta- absolute-
mente Estoy Estoy mente 

en des- en des- do do 
acuordo, acuerdo acuerda acuerdo 

a. Los estudiantes se 
Itevan bien con 
Los profesores......I.....2.....3... 

b. Existe un vordadero 
espfritu escotar.....I.....2.....3..... 

c. Las regias de canducta 
son estrictas..... 1..I....2.....3..... 

d. La discipline es justa.. 1.....2.....3..... 

e. Los estudiantes entablan 
uimistad con estudiantes 
pertenecientes a atras 
grupos racialos y
dtnicos........¶..I....2.....3..... 

f. Los atros estudiantes 
interrunpen tas closes 
con frecuencia.... 1...I... 

g. La ensefloanzaeos buena...1.... 

h. Las profesares so interesan 
on Las estudiantes.... I.... 

i. Cuando mo esmeor on mi 
trabajo mis profesores
ataban mis esfuerzos.... I .... 

j. Nis profesares 
frecuentemente me hacen 
sentirme hunitlado 
detente do La cLase....1.... 

k. Las dends estudiantes 
frecuontemonte me hacen 
sentirme humilado.... I.... 

L. La mayoria de mis 
profesares reeaImente 
escuchant to quo yo
Les digo......... 1.... 

m. No me sienta seguro on 
esta escueia ..... ... I... 

n. Las interrupciones
acasionadas par Los demids 
estudiantes me inpiden 

2.....3... 

2.....3..... 

2.....3... 

2.....3..... 

2.....3..... 

2.....3 .... 

2.... 3.... 

2.....3...... 

aprender..... .. 1.....2.... 3......4 

a. La mat& conducta do 
algunas estudi entes 
f recuentomente pose
desaeprcibida...... 1.....2.... 3........ 

I.. 

4 

4 

4 

4 

I... 

4 

I... 

4 

4 

4 

I.. 

S. Las esfuerzos do atgtmnos estudientes son Premiados por
La escueLa y par La comunidad. Durante La primera mi tad 
del eito escotar, Lganaste atgu~o, de Las premias.
mencianadas a contiriuaci6n a fuiste abjeot de atgunia
distinci6n par tus esfuerzos a par tu participeci6n en 
ciertas actividades? 

(KARCA TODAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) 

a. NunIca he ganeda premias ni he sido abjeto do 
ninguna distinci6n.................. 1 

b. Fui elegida ofieiet do una clases........... 

c. Gand un premio escoLar.1............ 

d. Particip6 on unae feria ciontiffica a do mateffiticas.. 1 

e. Recibf una distincidn especiaL par mi buena 
asistercia a closes................. 1 

f. Recibi unat distincidn especiaL par mis buenas 
notas o par figurar en to Lists do honor.......1 

g. Recibf Lina distincidn especiaL par escribir 
un ensayo a uni poema.1............... 

h. Hie nadoraran et mejor jugador do un equipo
departiva ....................... 

i. Recibf tan premio par servicios prestados 
a la camnuidad .. 1................. 

j. Particip6 en un concurso vacacianat a do 
conocimientos t6cnicos................ 1 

9. Durante La primera mitad deL aho escoLar actual, 
,Lcuantas veces to he ocurrido on to escuela a~gno, de 
Las sucesos enmmerados a cant inmcidn? 

(HARCA UNlA RESPU.ESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

1-2 Nisde2 
Nunca Veces veces 

a. He robaron 
alga on la 
escueLa ........ 0.......1 2 

b. Alguien on La escueta 
me propuso venderme 
drogas.........0 ....... 1 2 

c. Alguien en La escuete 
me unenaz6 con 
hacerme dafto...... 0....... I 2 

d. Participd en uate 
poese carporat on La 
escueta ........ 0....... 
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10. Durante la primiera mftad del asio escolar actual, 
4cuintas veces te ocurrieron atgurlas de Las situaciones 
enwmeradas a contirnuaci6n? 

12. jCon cp6 frecuencia te parece bien... 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 
Nurica 

Raras 
veces 

Algunaas 
veces 

A 
menujdo 

Nunca 
1-2 

veces; 
' 3-6 
veces 

7-9 
veces 

Nis de 10 
veces a. L~egar tarde a La 

escueLa ........ 0...I...1 . 2..... 3 
a. L~egu6 tarde a La 

escueLa...... 0.....I...2 ... 3..... 4 b. cartar un par de 
c~as?......... ... 0.. 1..I....2.....3 

b. Cort6 a satt6 
clases.......0 . 1....2....3..... 4 c. faltar a La escuela 

tadoaun dia?...... 0. I....2 ..... 3 
c. 

d. 

Tuye dificuttades 
por no haber 
observado Los 
reglamientos de La 
escueLa...... 0.. I...... 2....3..... 

Me inpusieron 
una suspension 
interna......0... 1....2 . 3..... 

4 

4 

d. copiar de orta 
persona en unt examewn?.. C. 

e. copiar Las tareas 
de otra persona?.... 0. 

f. participer en peteas
corporates?....... 0. 

1....2 ..... 

I....2 ..... 

1...... 2..... 

3 

3 

3 

e. Me suspendieron 
de La escuela a 
mie irtx~sierofl 
un' perfodo 
probatorio.....0... 1....2....3..... 4 

g. formeur perte de 
pandiLtasogangas? ... 0... 

h. hacer cattentarios 
racistas?........ 0.. 

I....2 ..... 

1..I....2 ..... 

3 

3 

f. Me transfirieron 
a otra escuela 
por motivos 
discipLinarios....0.. ¶...... 

g. Me arrestaron .... 0... 1. 

2....3..... 

2....3..... 

4 

4 

i. hacer calientarios 
sexistas?....... ...0 

j. robar artfcutos 
pertenecientes a La 
escuela, a otro 
estudiante a a unI 
profesor?....... 0. 

1....2 ..... 

.... 2 ..... 

3 

3 

11. ITe parece bien... 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA 

No 

EN CADA 

SI 

LINEA) 

k. destruir a dafiar 
La prapiedad escoLar?. 0. 

L. fumnar en La 
escueLa?........ 0. 

.... 

.... 

2..... 

2..... 

3 

3 

a. esforzarte por obtener 
buenas notas?...........1..I....2 

b. hacer pregun~tas interesantes? ..... 

c. resolver problemas medlante La 
apticaci6n de ideas innovadoras y 
originates?............1..I....2 

d. ayudar a otros; estudiantes can 
sus tareas escotares?.......I.. 

1.....2 

.... 2 

m. 

n. 

a. 

p. 

consumi r bebidas 
aLcoh6ticas durante 
Las horas de cLase? ...D.1 

usar drogas R egal.s
durante Las hoars 
de cLose?....... 0 

traer armas a la 
escueLa?........ 0 

causar deados 
ffisios a Las 
profesores?...... 0. 

.... 

1 .... 

1 .... 

.... 

2..... 

2 ..... 

2..... 

2..... 

3 

3 

3 

3 

q. responder
insaLentemnte a Los 
profesores?...... 0. .... 2..... 3 

r. dusobedecer Los 
regtanmntas de La 
escueta?........ 0. .... 2..... 3 
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13. Durante La primers mitad deL aPoo escoatr actual, 
Laproximadamlente cuintos dias faLtaste a La escueLa par 
cuatquzier imtivo? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Ningu~o .......... 00 (PASA A LA PREGUNTA 17) 

1 62 dfas........ 01 

3 6 4dfas........ 02 

5 a 10 dfas........03 

11 a 15 dfas....... 04 

16 a 20 dfas....... 05 

21 omis dfas.......06 

14. 1CuSL fue ei mnotivo principal de tu Otftimu ausencia de 
La escueLa? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

a. Tuvo qLo cuidar a un 
famil iar a a un amigo
fntimo.1........... 

b. Estaba enferm ......... 1 

c. Hi famiLia estaba do 
vacaciones .1......... 

d. Na me sentla con deseos de 
it a La escueLa.1....... 

e. Tenifa quo me sucediera aLga 
en et trayecto de La escueLa 
o en La escuela .. 1...... 

f. Twoe quo ponermo a trabsara 
Pare ayuiar a mi 4amlitia.. 1. 

g. Tuvo dificuLtades con un 
profesar a con otto adultt 
en La escueta.......... 

h. Tuwo dificuLtades con otto 
estu~diante a con aun grupo 
do estudiantes......... 1 

i. Querfa estar con smigos quo 
no estfin en La escueLa..... 1 

I.No mfe habia preporado cara 
uni oxwen a no habi a v~epatedo
Luna tatea.1.......... 

k. Ho habfa attasado en mi 
trabajo oscoLar.. 1...... 

L. He sentf(a rechazedo pat 
La escueLa.. 1........ 

m. No recuerdo........... 

15. L0u6 sucedi6 La Ottima vez que faltaste a La escueLa? 

(MARCA UNlA RESIPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

No St No s6 

a. Las autoridades escoalaes 
no tomron ninguila medida....I....1 . 2..... 3 

b. Alguien do La escueLa 
tluam6 lcase.......1..I.....2......3 

c. Aiguien de La escueLa 
fue amicasa.......... I.....2..... 3 

d. La escuela erwi6 urn carts 
a xi casa..........1.......2......3 

e. En La escuela me hicieran vet 
a un cameeo.........1.......2 ...... 3 

16. LOA sucedi6 cuando regresaste a La escuela despuis do 
tu Ciltims ausmncia? 

(NARCA TWAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) 

a. Nis profesores me ayudaron 
a hacer et trabajo quo tenfa 
attasado,.1............... 

b. Otros estudiantes me 
ayujdaron a hacer et trabajo 
quo tenia atrasado............ 

c. Otra persona me ayud6.......... 1 

d. No tuwo quo hacer ning~n
trabajo atrasado.. 1.......... 

e. Ciando togresi a La escuoLa 
uno do mis prof esates estaba 
enfadd canigo a me huwiiL6 
ante La claes....¶.......... 

f. Un profesor, uni consejero u 
otro adutto en la escueta me 
pregunt6 dtnde hiabi a estado ...... I 

S. He attas6.. 1............. 

17. Despubs quo termine este efio, Lcuintos alos mis cie 
quo to tomarh gtadkuarte do La escueLa secundatia? 

(MARCA UNlA RESPUESTA) 

aho............... 01 

2 oas............... 0 

3ais............... 03 

4 afts...............04 

Nis de 4 nos........... 05 

No86...............06 
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¶8. LCuin seguro estfis de gr&Adurte do La escuela 
secundar ia? 

(NARCA MNA RESPLIESTA) 

Muy seguro de que nio me graduardl. 1 

Probabiemente no me graduard ... 2 

Probablemente me graduard ..... 3 

NWy seguro de quo me graduar6 .... 4 

188. LCufin seguro estfis do proseguir estudics mis avanzados 
despues do graduarte do la escueia securndaria? 

(NARCA UNlA RESPUESTA) 

Nuy seguro do quo no la harn... I 

Probablemente no to har ...... 2 

Probabiemeonte to hark....... 3 

Nuy segur deque to hard .... 4 

19. Duranto cada Lmo de Los trimestres quo estuviste 
inscrito en La escueLa, 

(NARCA -Si" 0 UpNCYI EN CADA TRINESTRE) 

Otofio de Primavera Otohoc do 
1988 do 1989 1989 

Sf No Sf No Sf No 

a. jasististe a clase 
Las dos primeras
seimnas? 1 2 1 2 1 2 

b. Zte inscribiste 
on un programs
especiaL (preven-
cidn do abandonoa 
de Los estudios,
estudic y trabajo,
ayuda en Los estu-
dias por uin cofrpa-
fieroca), etc.)? 12 12 12 

c. 4pasaste at 
pr6ximo trimestre/
perfodo/grado? 12 12 12 

20. Lcu6t do LOS siguientos; tftutos doscribo mrejor tu 
programia actuaL do estudios? 

(NARCA UMA RESPUESTA) 

Programs generaL do escueLa 
secundaria..................01 

Progrnam preuniversitario, 
programa acaddmico, a programsa
scad~mico especiatizado
(por ejamplo, Cioencias, Nateniticas).....02 

Program. vocacionaL, tdcnico a 
comerciailprofesionat 

Artes industriaLes/edicac!6n
tecnaoLftica................03 

Oficios agrfcatas............. 

Pnepaeacidn commrciat a de 
aficin .................. 05 

'!Iarketing"/Nereadea a distribuci6n 
de productos............... 06 

Programas retacianados can 
La satud................. 07 

Programas reLacianados con 
ecanonfa domistica;............08 
Educaci6n pare et consumidor y 
eL am do carsa..............09 

WOfiOS t~cnicos............. 10 

Of icias comnrciates o ind~istriates;....11 

Otros programas especiaL izados de 
escueLa sect ~ria Coj., Bettas, Artes).. 12 

Otros programs ................ 13 

No s6.....................14 
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....
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...
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21. Z.Cui es ei. nativo principal par ei que estAs tmando~ 
Las asignaturas siguientes? 

(MARCA EL P4OTIVO PRINCIPAL PARA CADA ASIGNATURA) 

metemiticas Ciencias Inglds Historia 

a. No (a eStoy 
tamendo este 
trimestre..... 

b. Es requisita.... 

C. Quise tanarta... 

d. His padres me ta 
pidieiron,...... 

e. His porfesores me 
la recomerniaroni... 

f. His amigos me la 
sugirieron..... 

1.......2.....3.....4 

1.......2.....3.... 

1.......2.....3.....4 

4 

1.......2.....3..... 4 

i.......2.....3.... 4 

1.......2.....3.....4 

g. La escueta me ia 
asign6..... I........ 2.....3.....4 

22. Desde et. comienzo del novena grado hasta ei fin del afto 
escotar actual, Icuifltos cursos de cede una de Las 
siguientes esignaturas habrds tomnado? Cuenta s6ta 
aqueL Los. cursos quie se rednen par (a mnenos tres vices 
(tres periodos) par semnan par un tiemipo minima de 
media ahoa. Inctuye tadli~n Los cursos de verana que 
tomaste en 1988 a 1989 y par Los cuates recibiste 
credito par media afto a mis. 

(MARCA LIMA RESPLIESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

1/2 1 1 1/2 2 
Wing"n afio ella alis alia 

generates......0 1 

b. Algebra pretimsinar.. C. 

c. Algebra I...... 0 1 

d. Gecmetrfaa...... 0 1 

*. Algebra 11...... 0 1 

1. Triganometri .... 0 1 

S. Cdtcuto preLiminar.. 0. 

h. Cileuo........ 

i. Netemdticas para 
et consumidar/el
canarci,....... 

j. Otros cursas de 
matemhticas.... 

0 . 

0. 

0.1.a 

F 

I 

6I 

6 

6 

23. Desde et comienzo det novena grado hasta et fin del 
ahoa escotar actual, Zcubntos cursos de cade una de Las 
siguientes asignaturas habris temado? Cuenta s6Lo 
equ~eiLos cursos que se reu~en par to menos tres veces 
(tres perfodos) par samana, par un tiewpo minino de 
media aFho. IncLuye tambidn (as cursas de verano quae 
tomaste en 1988 a 1989 y par Los cuales recibiste 
cr~dito par media also a mis. 

(MARCA UNMA RESPLIESTA EN CADA LINEA) 
1/2 1 11/2 2 

Ningunao ano afllarmO alias 
a. Ciencias 

generates ... . 1. 2 .... 3.. 

b. Ciencias fisicas 
2.... 3..generates ... ... 

c. Bitolga.. 0. 1 2.... 3.. 

d. Ciencias 
2....3terrestres...0.1. .... 

e. aulmica...... 0 . .... 2. 3 

f. Principios de 
teenologfa.... 0 . ...... 2... 3 

g. Fisica......0 . ...... 2... 3 

h. otros cursos de 
ciencias... .. 0. 2 .... 3.. 

24. Desde e1 ccmienzo del novena grado haste el fin del 
la& escaLar actual, Icu~itos cursas de cada una de Las 

siguientes asignatures habriks tcmnado? Cuenta s6to 
equeL Las cursos que se res~fen par La ffenos tres veces 
(tres perfodos) par semana par un tiemipo mfnimo de 
media allo. IncLuye tambidn (as cursos, de verana que
turiaste en 1988 a 1989 y par Los cuetes recibiste 
cridito par media alao a mis. 

(MARCA LIlA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

Ningii 
IngLis Cinctuyendoa. .2.
literature, composici6n 
y artes deL tenguaie). 0....2. 

b. Historia universal .....2. 

Historia de Las EE.W.c. .2.

d. .2.Gag"raffa....... 

e. .2.Cobiermo 0 civica 

0... 

0... 

... 

f. Econanfa.2. ....... 0 

.2. ...0g. idioms extranjeras 

h. Arts ......... 0 

.2. ........ 0i. Pjics . 

J. Arts drminitico.....0 
.2. 

k. Edueacidn re~lgioss...0 

L. Edacai in ffsfca 
Cgl.nasia).......0 

a. Estuids sabre La 
vida famitiar 
Ceducaciirl sexual).... 0 

n. PsicoiogfalsocioLogfa. 0 

a. tnformitica......0 

0... 

0... 

..... 

..... 

..... 

..... 

..... 

. 

1/2 1 1 1/2 2 
slao ela OMas alaos 

1 2. 

1.2. 

1.2.3 

I.2. 

¶.2.3 

I.2.3 

I.2. 

I.2.3 

I.2.3 

¶.2.3 

I.2. 

.... 

.... 

.... 

.... 

.ˇ.. 

.... 

4 

4 

4 

4 

I. 

I .. .. 2 . 3 .... 4 

1..I....2 

I1....2 

I .... 2 

.... 4 



25. Des&c et comienzo del rnoveno grado hasta et fin del ario 27. En cada unio de Los cursos que estis tanando 
actuatmernte, scan. qu6 frecuencia haces, eL mayorescoLar actual, Zm~hftos cursos de cada un~a de Las 
esfuerzo posible?siguientes esignaturas habrhs. toanda? Cuenta s6ko 

aque~los, cursos q.ue se re~inen por Lo menos, tres vices 
(NARCA UNlA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA)(tres periodos) par semrena par unr tiampo mfnimio de 

medio aha. Incluye tambiirn Los cursos de verano que 
Aproxi -tamaste en 1988 o 1989 y par Las cuates recibiste 

cr~dito par media asho o ems. No estoy Menos, sudunete Varias 
tomendo de una urm vez vices Casi 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) este vez par por par todos 
curio unwca semena Seauna sauna Las dWas 

1/2 I 1 1/2 2 
Ningurno also MO arias afibs a. Hatwhticas.. 01 ... 02....03. 04 .... 06... 06 

b. Int6s .... 01 .... 02....03. 04 .... 05 ... 06a. Informhitica/ 
Caaputacidn.....0 . I .... 2 ... 3.... . 

c. Historia...01 ... 02. 03. 04....05 ... 06, 
b. Educaci6n deL 

consuimidar..... 0... 1 .... 2 ... 3.... . d. Ciienias....01 ... 02 -... 03....04 .....05 ... 06 

c. Ecanaufa dam6stica. 0... I....2 ... 3.... . 

d. Tatter (Artes 28. En cade urio de Los curios; qua estis tauando 
industria as, actutmmernt, tcan qu6 frecuencia te sientus reatmente 

estinuLado a hacer use de tus facuLtades mentalis?mecinica de 
auton~vite ..... 0. 1 ... 2. 3.. 

(HARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LIKE) 
e. mecanagraffa/ 

Aproxi-Proeso de 
.3....4.No estoy Nenoz medanient Var laspatabras ...... 0.. 1..I....2 tanande de una Una vez veces Casi 

este vez par por por ttods;f. AgricuLtura..... 0 ... 1....2 ..... 3 .... 4 
curio Nunca suniaa Seaun i Los dias, 

g. Expieraci6n de 
Mataniticas.. 01 ... 02....03 ... 0'.... 05 ... 06carreras ...... 0... I .... 2 . 3 .... . a. 

h. Nacianes; de b. IngL~s..... 01...02..03. 0I....05... 06 
informit ica/
caerputeci6n..... 0. 1 .... 2 . 3 .... 4 c. Historim....01 ... 02. 03 .....04 .... 65 ... 06 

d. Ciencias....01 ... 02....03. O06 .... 05 ... 06 

26. En coda uno de Las curses que esths tmanrdo 
actuatmente, 4con quai frecuencia tienes, qua demastrar 
qua reamelnnte comprendes ii materiaL dei curso, in 
Lugar de s6o contistar pregsuntas? 

CKAPCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

Aproxi-
No estoy Nines madamente Varias 
tomando deiuna Una viz veces Casi 
este vez par par per todos 
curso Nunmca seauna semana semtana Los d~as 

a. Hatemrdticas. 01 ... 02 ... 03... 0 .... 05....06 

b. Ingt6s.... O1 ...02 ... 03... 0D4....05....06 

c. Historia....01 ...02 ...03....04....05...0D6 

d. Ciencias....01 ...02 ...03....041.. S..... 06 

.9.. 
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29. En tu g~s reciente o en tu actual curso de. CIENCIAS, (MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 
Lcon qu6 frecuencia tenfas o tienes que... 

Mw Una Una vez Casi 
(SI NUNC-A HAS TOMADO UN CURSO DE CIENCIAS, OSCURECE EL raras vez por. todos Todos 
OVALO Y PASA A LA PREGUNTA 31) veces par Los Wies Los dies 

semana 
Nunca he tomnado un~curso de ciencias.... I PASA A LA 

PREGUNTA 31. h. utiLizer 
cauputedorms

(MACA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) prem describir 
experim~entos a 

Nuy Una Una vez Casi escribir 
reras vez par todos Todas informes?.....1. 2.....3.2 
veces par MeN Los dies Los dies 

semune i. ut-Ilizar 
coputadores 

a. repsesr et par. abtenr 
trabajo deL y/o anuLizar 
die anterior?... I .... 2.... 3.... .4 ..... dtats?.... 1.2.I. ....2 3 .. 

b. escoger tu j. utilizer 
propic teaa c~amtodoars 
ci entff1 co prar hecer 
a problems c&lcuLos?... 1...I...2.... 3.....45 
pare estudier?.. I. 2.. 3 . 45 

k. utilizer 
c. copier Las computedoras 

notas que prar disefstr 
et profesor modeLos y 
escribe en simuLacros?....I....2....3.... .5. 
et pizarr6n?.... 1.... 2.... 3.....4 . 5 

L. escuchar 
di. escribir informes conferencias 

sobre trabejos dictadas par 
pricticos y de. e1 profesor?....I....2.... 3.....4 . 
Laboratorio?.... 1.... 2.... 3.....4..... 5 

m. discutir Las 
e. user un Libro oportuanidades 

u otras profesionates 
instrucciones que existen en 
escritas que Los Cumpis
indican c6nv cientfficas y
real izar un tecno6gicos?... I.... 2.... 3..... 4.....5 
experimiento'. ¶..I....2.... 3..... 4..... 5 

n. observer at 
f. eLaborar tus profesor mientras 

propios problema denumestra un 
y tus propios exiperiment ao u 
iD~todos pare la enilisis sistwrritica 
investigeci6n de. ante La cLase c 
Los probtemaes?.. 11....2.... 3..... 4..... 5 mientras te guis 

en la reatizacidn 
g. eLaborar y de Los mismos?.. 1.... 2.... 3.....4.....5 

realizar 
experimrentos o 
proyectos par 
tu cuenta?. 11....2.... 3..... 4.....5 
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30. En tu ads reciente o en tu actuaL curso de CIENCIAS, 
Zcudnto 6nfasis pone/puso el profesor en Los siguientes
objetivos? 

(NARCA UNA RESPUIESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

Hinrgun Poco Moderado Mucho 

a. EstimniLar tu 
inter6s en La 
ciencia.......0 . 12 . 

b. El aprendizaje y 
La manorizaci6n, 
de Los datos, de 
Las reglas y de 
Los procedirmentos 
cientfficos... C...... I.....2 . 3 

c. Tu preparacidn 
para la continuacidn 
de Los estudiOs 
cientfficos.... .C. ... I....2..... 3 

d. La ref lexiiln sobre, 
el significado de 
Los probLeiis y 
Las formas de 
resoiverLos... C...... 1.....2 ..... 3 

e. La dwmotracl6n 
a Los estudimntes 
de La importancia 
de La ciencia en 
la vida cotidiana.. 0...O...... 2 ..... 3 

31. En tu nits reciente o en tu actual curso de NATEMATICAS, 
Lcuhinto 6nfasis pone/puso tu profesor en cada uno de 
Los siguientes objetivos? (SI NO HAS TOMADO UN CURSO 

CE MATEMATICAS, OSCURECE EL OVALO Y PASA A LA PREGLUTA 
33.) 
Todavl a no he tomacdo un curse di matemuticas. .... 1 
PASA. A LA PREGUJNTA 33. 

(MARCA UNlA RESPLESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

Ningun~o Poce Moderado IMucho 

a. Estimular tu 
inter6s en Las 
imtendticas... C... .... ........ 2 3 

b. El aprendizaje y La 
iremrizacidn de datos, 
regLas y 
procedimijentos...1..... ..... 2 ..... 3 

c. Tu preparacidn para,
La contiruiaci6n del 
estudio de Las 
ifuteff~intcas..... O ... 1.....2.....3 

d. La ref lexidn sobre 
el significado de 
Los probleoms y Las 
formas de 
reso ver Los..... O ... I.....2 ..... 3 

e. La deostraci6n a 
Los estudiantes de 
La Wiportancia de 
(as matematicas en 
La vida cotidiana.. o . ¶... .... 2..... 3 

32. En tu mhs reciente o en tu actual curso de 
MATEMATICAS, 4.con que frecuencia... 

(MARCA UNA RESPLUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

Nunca A veces A merudo 

a. repasas eL trabajo del 
dfa anterior'?.......0 ..... 1 ...... 2 

b. usas Libres qua no sean 
Libros de texto?...... C ..... 1...... 2 

c. copias Les notas quaet. 
profesor escribe en eL 
pizarr6n?.........0 2 

d. resuelves problemas 
expresados en prose o 
participes en actividaides 
reLacionsdas con la 
soLuci6n de problemas? ... C I...... 2 

e. utilizas computadoras?. .. 0 I...... 2 

f. utiLizes materiales 
de prictica omodeLos?.... C ......... 1 ...... 2 

g. utilizas catcuLadoras?.... 0 I......... 1...... 2 

h. participes en discusiones 
dirigidas por Los 
estudiantes? ..... .... C I.. 1...I......2 

i. expLicas tu trabalo 
a La cLase oraLmente?..... 0 1.....I......2 

33a. En tu w~s recimnte a en tu actual curso VOCACICKAL, 
4cu~into dnfasis pusoipone tu prefeser en Las 
siguimntes objetivas? 

No he toiado un curse vocacionat........... 

(MARCA UNlA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

NIngri Pace Moderado Micho 
a. Ensefiarte 

conacimientos 
que Puedas op1ear 
ininediatamiente....1.2.3. 

b. Enstfierte dates,
reglas y
Pteceimientes . 0.....2 . 3 

C. Ayudarte a conprender
Los modos de apLicacidn
de las ideas cientificas 
y de Las matemiticas 
en ettrabejoa.... .1.2.3 

d. Reftexionar sobre e1 
significado de un 
problema y sobre Las 
diversas. forums de 
resoLverto....... 0 . 12 . 3 

e. AYudarte a cooprender
Lea principics 
intunticos y cientiffices 
mediante et usa de 
ebjetos Mficas 
Cherramiientas, wiquinas,
instrumentos de 
Laboratoric) ...... 0.... I.....2 ..... 3 
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34. L~as estado inscrito en atguno de Los siguientes tipos 36. (Cant.) CADA SEHANA, Icuinto flempo le dedicas dontro 
y fuora do La escueLea8 las tareas quse so to asignando cursos o programas de escuela secuzndaria? pare hacer en La casa, pare cada una de Las Siguientes 

(NARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) c Lases? I 

r 

-

r 

11 

i 

No Sf b. Tieqrp dedicado a [as tareas de matemdticas 
a. Cursos do ingtis destinados 
a remeodiar deficiencies en No estoy cursando 

sauteufiticas....... 00............ 00el aprendizaje del idioaa 
Wade do tiempo.......01 ............ 01(a veces; ILamrudos cursos 

de inglis bdsico o esencial) ........ 1.... 2 1 hore o menos.......02............ 02 
2 a 3 hrars........ 03............ 03 
4 a 6haras.........04............ 04b. Cursos do mtetmrticas destinados 
7 a 9 horas........ 05............. 0 
10 a 12 hoaes....... 06............ 06

a remiediar deficiencies en 
et aprendizeje do esa materia 

13 a 15 haes....... 07............ 07(a veces LI emudos cursos 1

do metemiticas bfisicas a His do 15 hoars...... 08............ 08 
esenciales)................. I.....2 

c. Tiempo dadicado 8 Las tareas de ciencias_ 
c. Progran. biLingue a bicultural ....... .I....2 

No estoy cursando 
ciencias.........00............ 00 

idiomr CES)................. I Nada do ..... ............ 01 2 tiempo.......01 
Ihornac mens....... 02 ............ 02 

e. Programne cursos 2 ..... 03 .03..........do avanzados.1....... 2 a 3 horas........ 
4 a6 horas.........04............ 04 

f. Program especial pare tos estu~diantes 7 a 9 horas........ 05............ 05 
que tienen dificulttdes do aprendizeje... .I....2 10 a 12 hares....... 06............ 06 

13 a 15 horas....... 07............ 07 
g. Program especial para Las estu~diantes HMs do 15 hoars...... 08............ 08 

quie tienen imrpedimentos fisicos........1.....2 
d. Tiemipo dedicedo a Las tareas do !Nalfs 

h. Programs pare La prevenci6n del abandono 
do Los estu~dios................1.....2 No estay curserdo 

ingLds......... 00o............00 
Made do timpo.......01 ........ .... 01 
Ihornuammnos.......02............02 

35. En to escueia donde estudias actuaLmente, 4.has recibido, 2 a3 hars........ 03 ............ 03 
informaci6n sabre Los temas siguientes? 4a6 horas........ 04 ............ 04 

7 a9horas........ 05............ 05 
(MARCA UNlA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 10 a 12 hors....... 06............ 06 

13 a 15 hores.......07............ 07 
No SI His de 15 hars...... 08............ 08 

a. Cleses sobre reLaciones, femiliares 
o sexuales..................1 .... 2 ei. Tiempo dedicado a Las tareas do historia 

b. Cleses sobre el SIDA/"1AIDS" .......... I.... 2 No estoy cursando 
histora.........00 .00.......... 

c. CVases sabre et abuso del alcohol Nada do tiempo.......01............ 01 a 

Ibhorna wanos.......02............ 02 
ado Las drogas............... I .... 2 2 a3 horas........03............ 03 

4 a 6horas........04............ 04 
7 a 9 hoars........ 05 ........ .... 05 

36. CADA SEJ4ANA, Icuinta tiempa le dodicas dentra y fuera 10 a 12 boaes....... 06.06. 
de La escueta a Las tereas quo se to asignen para, hacer 13 a 15 horas.07......07 
en La case, tanto en totaL coma, para coda una de Las Nis do 15 horas...... 08.08..........Q 
siguientes cLases? 

f. Tiemrpo dedicedo a Las tareas do Ias clases restmntes 
(HARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA COLUIMNA) 

No estoy curserdo 
a. Tiempo dedicedo a Las tareas en -toltal otres ctases ...... 00............ 00 

Wads do tiamp ....... 01 ............ 01 
En la Fuere do La Ilhora omeno ....... 02............ 02 
escueLa escueLa 2 a 3 horas........ 03...... ... 03 

4 a6horas........ 04 .... 0.4::::... 
Mada do tiempo.......00............ 00 7 a 9 hoars........ 05 ............ 05 
1 hare amenos.......01............ 01 10 a 12 hores.......06............ 06 
2 a 3 hoars........ 02 ............ 02 13 a 15 horas.......07............ 07 
4 a 6 hoaes....... 603............ 03 His do 15 horas...... 08............ 08 
7 a 9 haras....... i4 ............ 04 
10 a 12 hoars....... 05 ............ 05 
13 a 15 hoars.......0D6............06 
His de 15 horas......07............ 07 
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37. Durante et transcurso di un diea tipica, lcuintas 
periodos de ciase pasas en un saL6n de estudio? 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Ningijo....... 0 

Uno .1...... 

Dos........ 2 

Tres....... 3 

Cuatro...... 4 

Mhs de cuatro.... 5 

38. LO imrportancia Li otorgas a Las buenas notes? 

(M4ARCA UNlA RESPUESTA) 

Ninguna impoartancia...I 

Aiguna iffportancia....2 

Son jimportantes....3 

Son muy inportantes ... 4 

39. con respecto a coad una de Las asignaturaS emmearadas a 
continuaci6n, mrarca La cotumwia que mejor describe (as 
notas que has obtinido en eLla desde que canmenzaste eL 
noveno grado hasta Li fecha. 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA POa CADA UNA DE 
LAS ASIGNATUPAS DUE FIGURAN A CONTINUACION) 

Nateardtica IngL~s Histaria Ciencias 

a. La pregunta no 
corresporde a mi 
caso -- todavia 
no he tonrudo 
ningurna ctase 
en esta 
asignatura.....01 . Di..... 01 ...... 01 

b. PrincipaLmente A. 02. 02..... 02...... 02 

c. Mitad A y mitad 9, 
aproxirmTdam~ente.. 03. 03..... 03 ...... 03 

d. Principaimente S. 04. 04..... 04 ...... 04 

e. Nitad B y mitad C, 
aproxiffadaffen'te.. 05. 05..... 05 ...... 05 

f. Principatmente C. 06. 06..... 06 ...... 06 

g. Mitad C y mitad D, 
aprox imadament e.. 07. 07..... 07...... 07 

h. Principatmente D. 08. 08..... 08.0.....C 

i. Principalmente 
inferiares a D... 09. 09.....09...... 09 

j.La pregunta no 
tiene apLicaci6n 
en ail caso -- no 
den notas en mis 
class....... 10..... 10.....10 ...... 10 

(ASEGURATE DE HABER MARCADID UNA RESPUESTA POR CADA UNA DE 
LAS ASIGNATURAS MENCIONADAS ARRIBA) 

40. lCon qu6 frecuencia vienes a ctase SIN Los articutos 
menciamidos a cantinuaci6n? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

Can Con 
Nunca rareza frecuencia Generatmente 

a. PapeL yILdiz....0. 1...I....2..... 3 

b. Libros....... 0.....I....2.....3 

c. Tareas teruminadas. 0 ...1 .... 2..... 3 

41A. Marca todas Las respuestas correctas con respecto a 
CADA UNA de Las actividades interescolares y/o
intrumuras en que has perticipado durante et 
trunscurso del. ARO ESCOLAR ACTUAL. 

'InterescoLarl se usa cuando tu escueLa compite con 
equipos de otras escueLas. 'lntraiuaros' quziere decir 
que Los equipas que canpiten pertenecen a tu misaim 
escueLa. 

E01] Hi escueta no tiene 

rOZI No particip6 

C03] Particip6 en deportes intraluros 

1043 Particip6 en un equipa "junlior varsity" a de 
estudiantis de primfer afio 

1053 Particip6 en unm eclpipo uvarsityll 

M106 Participd camo capitin a co-capitin 

a. B6isboL/s6ftbot...... 2 ... 3 ... 4 

b. Batoncesto/Basketball I . 2 ... 3 ... 4 

c. Ft~tboL norteamericano 1I. 2 ... 3 ... 4 

d. FC~tboL (soccer) .... I ... 2 ... 3 ... 4 

e. Equipo de nataci6n... I ... 2 

f. Otros deportes de 
equipos (hockey, 
v6Leibot, etc.).... ¶ ... 2 

g. Otras deportes 
individuates (carrera 
a campo traviesa, 
ginfasia, gotf, tenis, 
carreras atifticas, 
tucha).........1... 2 

h. UCheerteading"..... ¶ ... 2 

team" .1....... ... 2 
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41B. Marco una respuesta por cada actividad en quie hayas 43. LCuinto tiefipo adiciona I dedicas por semana, fuera de 
participado dirante et Ala ESCOLAR ACTUAL. Ia escueLa, a Leer materietes no relacionados can tu 

trabajo escoLar? CNo incLuyas Las Lectures que se te 
CLUSES 0 GRUPOS ESCOLARES esigtan en La escueLa.) 

(MARCA UNIA RESPUESTA) 
(MARCA UNIA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) winguno.............. 01 

(1] No existe en esta escueia. Una hora a menos por swam .... 02 

12] No porticip6 Dos hores............. 03 

131 Particip6 Tres horas............ 04 

[4] Particip6 caimo oficimi De 4a 5horas.......... 05 

a. Banda, orquesta, De6 a 7horas .......... 06 
coro L otro grupo 
musical............ I..2...3..4 De 8a 9 hras .......... 07 

b. Representaci~n Diaz horas om~s por senae....08 
teatral a musical.. 1........ 2 .... 3 .... 4 

44 Con qu6 frecuencia dedicas tiempo, fuera de La 
C. Gobierno estudiantiL......1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 escueta, a Las siguientes actividades? 

d. NHS, otra sociedad (MARCA ULIMA RESPLIESTA EN CADA LINEA) 
113 Raras veces; a runCahono;rifica esctar....... 1 .... 2 ... 3 .... 4 

e. Anuario, peri6dico (23 Menos de una vez par semiana 
a revista titeraria escolar.. 1 .... 2 3 ... 4 133 Una a dos veces par semina 

f. Ctubes de servicio 
(AFS, Key club) ........ 1 .... 2.... 3.... 4 t4] Todos Los dlas a casi todos Las dfas 

g. Ctubes escoLares (CLub de a. Pasando et rato can amigos 
arte, coqxutaci6n, ingenierla, en atg~ punto de La LocaLidad... I .. 2 .... i 3 ... 4 
debate/oratoria, idiomas 
extranjeros, cierncias, b. Ut fIfizand~o conputadoras 
matemnaticas, psicoiogia, personates ............. I.. .. .. 
fitosoffa, etc.)1 ......... 2 

c. Trabajaanda en pasatiempos 
h. Clubes de aficionados Predi Lectos ("hobbies") en pro-

(fotograffa, ajedrez, yectos artisticos o manujaLes. 1...... 2 .... 3 .... 4 
"1frisbee", etc.) . ......... 2 3 .... 4 

d. Leyendopor pLacer.........I .... 2.... 3.... 4 
i. FTA, FHA, FFA u otros 

ctubes vocacionates a e. Yendo at parque, at gilmasio,
profesionates .. 1...... 2 I.. .... 2.... 3.... ..... ataptaya oa La piscina... 

f. Jugando a La peLota a a otros 
deportes can amigos.1...... .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 

42. Durante el transcurso do una semana tfpica, 1cuanto 
tiempa poses, en totaL, en todas Las actividades. g. Asistiendo a reuniones; de 
extracurricuLares AUJSPICIADAS POR LA ESCUELA? agrupacilanes juveni Les a de 

programas do recreoe.1...... .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 
(MARCA USIA RESPUESTA) 

h. Trabajando de voLuntario a 
Ninguno..............01 en servicios comunitarios..... I .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 

Menos de una hora par semana....02 i. Conduciendo a paseando en 
autom6vit (soLo ocan amigoes) ... ¶ .... 2.... 3.... 4 

De I a 4 hoars par semana.....03 
j. Hablando can amigos par teLffnom. I .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 

De 5a9 horas por semana ...... 04 
k. Conversando a participendo en 

De10 a19 horas porsemnan ..... 05 algu. actividad con tus padres.. 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 

Veinte a mis hores par semena...06 L. Conversando a participando en 
aiguna actividad con otros 
aduttos.............. I..2..3..4 

m. Tomando closes: masica, 
arte, idiames, beite.1...... .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 

n. Tanando tecciones de deportes:
karate, tenis, etc.1....... .... 2 .... 3 .... 6 

a. Asistiendo a actividades 
retigiosas............ ... 2..3.. 
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4~5. Durante el agio escotar, zcLhntas horas par dfa dedicas 
gmneraLmente a mirar programas de teLevisidn a videos? 
RESPONDE A LAS PARTES "AN Y 11" 

(MARCA INIA (MARCA UNIA 
RESPLIESTA) RESPUESTA) 

Durante ta En el fin 
senana de semnun 

No mirr tetevisi6n........... . 00........ 00 

Menas de una hora por dfa........ . 01 .0.......D 

Entre 1 y 2 horas............ . 02........ 02 

Entre 2 y 3 hars.............. 03........ 03 

Entre3 y 4hras............. 04........ 04 

Entre 4 y 5 horas............ . 05........ 05 

M~s de 5 horas par dfa.......... . 06........ 06 
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PARTE III -- TUS PLANES PARA EL FUTURO 

46. 4au6 inportancia Le das a cada uno do Los siguil entes; 
objetivos en La vida' 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADJ1A LINEA) 

47. L,0u consideran Las siguientes personas que es to Mhs 
inportante que debes hacer at termiinar tus estudios 
secun~daricOs? 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

LI] No tiene aplicaci6n en mi caso 

E21 Kr a La un~iversidad 

(33 Conseguir un~empteo a tiempo compteto 
.3 

[43 Ingresar en unlS escueta do artes; y of icios o en un 
programs de aprerndizaee 

.... (53 Ingresar en Las fuerzas anrudas 

.... [63 Casarme 

....[73 Considoran quo debo hacer Lo quo yo quiera 

.....[a] No Les importta 

(3Nos66 
.... .3 

a. Tu padre... 01...02-.03...04...05-.06-.07...08-.09 

b. Tu madre....01...02...03...04...05...06-.07...08...09 
..... .3 

c. [us afnigos.01-.02-.03...04...05-.06...07...08...09 

d. ....Un pariente .3 
cercano...01..02....03....04..0.. .506.- 07-0.B... 09 

.... .3 
o. Tu consejero, 

en ta 
escuet ....01...02-.03...04...05...06-.07...08-.09 

..... .3 
f. Tu profesor 

favorito,....01.3...02...03-.04...05...06-.07-08...09.....
g. Tu entrenador 

deportivo.. 01.0.0...03 ... 04...05-.06-.07...08...09 
.... .3 

.... .3 

[11 Ningunla importancia 

[23 ALguns inportancia 

(33 Nucha importancia 

a. Tener 6xito en tu tfnea doe trabajo.. 

b. Encontrar a La persona can quien 
deseas casarte y ser feliz con tu 
familia .. 

c. Tenor nxuho dinero ......... 

d. Tenet buenos amigos......... 

e. Conseguir una trabajo estabLe..... 1 2 3 

f. Ayudar a otros, miembaros do tu 
comunidad .. 1.............2 

g. Poder ofrecerLe a tus hijos 
mejores oportunidades quo Las quo
twj has tonido.1........... 2 

h. Vivir cerca do tus padres y 
demihs famnilares........... 1 . 2 

i. Alejartt do osta regi6n deL pals....1 . 2 

j. Contribuir a corregir Las 
desiguaLdades econ6micas y 
sociates............... 1 2 

ki. Toner hijos............. 1 2 
L. Toner tierpo Libre suficiento pare 

disfrutar do Las cosas quo to 
interesan.............. 1 . 2 

m. Atojarte do tus padres.1...... . 2 

1.....2 

1.............. 2 3 

I .2 3 

1 .2 3 
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48. 4yasta qu6 grade crees que tu padre y tu madre desean 
quo prosigas tus estudios? (CONTESTA LAS COLLINNAS A 
Y 9 CUE APARECER A CONTINUACION CON RESPECTO A LAS 
PERSONAS CON QUIRNES VIVES 0 CON QJIENES ESTAS EN 
CONTACTO REGULAR.) 

(NARCA UNA (MARCA UNA 
RESPUESTA) RESPUESTA) 

A. B. 
Padre Padre 

a. No tiene apLicaci~n 
en mi caso......... 01..........01 

b. Quiere que me graduje
do La escueLa secuirdaria.. 02..........02 

c. Quiere que me gradi~e
do La escueLa secundaria, 
pero que no prosiga 
otros estudios....... 03..........03 

d. Quiers que asista a una 
escueLa vocacional, a unia 
escuela de artes y of icios 
o a una escueta comerciaL 
despuds que me grad~e de 
La escueta secundaria... 04..........04 

e. Quiere que tune 
un curso universitario 
de dos alos........ 05..........05 

f. Quiere que tane 
un curso universitario 
de cuatro aMos....... 06..........06 

g. Quiere que me graddae 
de La universidad..... 07..........07 

h. Quiers que prosiga 
estud, as postgraduados 
despues que me grackie 
do La universidad..... 08.08........a 

i. No si........... 09..........09 

j. No te importa....... 10..........10 

49. Actuaimente, jicuintos armos de estudios crees quae 
cursaris? 

C1MARCA LIMA RESPUESTA) 

Creo qua no me graduar6 
do Is escuela secundaria ......... 01 

Creo que s6to me graduard de ta 
escueia secunrdaria ............ 02 

Cme quie asistird a unma escueta 
vocacionhL, a iun escueta de 
artes. y of icios o a una escueLa 
camerciaL despuis do gradsuarme doe 
La escueta secundaria: 

Memos de dlos mahos.... ...... 03 

Dos Mos o mfs............ 0f 

Creo que prosegulii6 un programs
de estudias universitarics: 

Menos de dos aws........... 05 

Dos aMos o mis (incLuvendo 
un grade de dos afmo).........06 

Terminar6 Los estudios 
universitarios (un programa de 
cuatro o cinco alias)......... 07 

Miestria u otro grade equivhlente... 08 

Doctorado em fitosoffa o em 
medicina u otro grado profesionuL
avenzado............... 09 

50. Para e1 transcurso de Los dos pr6ximos arms Lhas. 
tomado o ostis considerando tma~r aLguno de Los 

ssrmesmncionados a continu~aciin? 

(MARCA TWDAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) 

El] No he pensado em etLl 

[23 No, no pienso tomorto 

E33 SI. este afio 

142 Sf, el aao pr6xiuD 

E51 Sf, an el l2vo. grado 

a. Examen "Pre-SAT ......... I..2..3.4... 

b. Cottege Board 
SchoLastic Aptitude Test 
CSAT) .............. I..2..3..... 

c. American College Testing test 
(ACT) 

d. Advanced Placement Test (AP)...I....2....3....4....5 

e. Armed Services Vocational 
Aptitude Battery CASVAB) .... .. 2..3..4.. 

f. Preliminary American College
Testing Test (PACT) ....... .. 2..3. .. 
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51. iTienes la intencidn de cursar estu~dios universitmrios 
despu6s de graduarte de la escueia secunidaria? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

No, no pienso ir a to un~iversidad..... 1PASA A LA 
PREGUNITA 53 

Si, inmediatwnente despu6s de 
terminar Los estudios secundariosi...6.2 

Si, despu6s do pasar Lin area sin 
asistir a la escueta........... 3 

No s .................. 4 

52. joud importancia tiene cada unmo do Los siguientes 
factores en el proceso do setocci6n do is un~iversided a 
qpie asistir~s? 

(TRAZA UNd CIRCULO ALREDEDOR DE UNA 
RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

I1] Ninguna ifiportancia 

(2J AtLquna jimportancia 

[31 Mucha importancia 

a. Gastos universitarios (matrfcuta, 
Libros, atojamiento, comida).... ..... 2.....3 

b. Disponibitidad do ayuda
econcwmica, taL. camo un pr6stamo
estudiantit, una beca o uzna 
donaci6n.............1.....2.....3 

c. Disponibiliclad do un curso, 
de estudios o do cursos 
especificos..........1..I....2.....3 

d. La reputaci6re de la uneiversidad 
respecto a su~s programas
Att~ticos...........1..I....2.....3 

e. La vida sociaL en la 
uneiversidad............I.....2.....3 

f. La posibilidad de vivir en casa 
y asistir a La universidad.. 1..I....2.....3 

g. La posibilidad de vivir Lejos 
de casa... ........ 1.. .... 2.....3 

h. Un amb~iente reLigioso.......1.....2.....3 

i. Un amrbiente do poca 
crinminatidad...........1.....2.....3 

j. EL historiat do cotocacidn de 
aepteo y de trabajo do Los 
graduados do La uzniversidad.. 1..I....2.....3 

k. La reputaci6n do La universidad 
en cuanto a sus programas do 
estudios...........1..I....2.....3 

L. La Laxitud do Las normnas/Los 
standards do achisi6n.1.....I.... 2.....3 

53. Entre Las categorias meencionadas a continuaci6n, LcufiL 
describe con mayor exactitud eL trabojo o La acupacidn 
queo esperas a que to propones desemrpefiar inmeediatamente 
despues do terminar Los estudios secunzdarios, asf como 
a Los 30 ahaos do edad7 Awe si no estis seguro, traza 
un circuto atrededor del trabajo o La oceupaci6n que te 
parezca nds probabLe. 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA COLUMMA) 

Eli Despu6s do terminar Los estudios secundarios 

C22 A La edad do 30 ahos 

.OFICIWISTA, tat coma cajero(s) de banco, 
tenedor~a) do Libros, cartero~a), 
taquiiL Iero(a)..............01.......01 

ARTESANO(A), tat camo panadero(a).
mecinico(a) do autom~vi Los, 
maquinista, pintor~a), ptomeroca),
instatador~a) de telionos, 
carpintero~a)..............02...... 0o2 

AGRIOJITORCA) 0 ADMINISTRADORCA AGRICOLA.03 ...... 03 

AAMAODE CASA ............... 04.......04 

OBRERO(A), tat cama obrero~a) do 
conhtrucci6n, lavador(a) do 
autom6viles, obrero(a) 
sanitario(a), obrero(a) agrfcola.....05.......05 

GERENTE, ADMINISTRADORCA), tat coaw 
gorente do ventas, gerente doe 
oficina, administrador~a) do 
escuetas, comprador~a), gerente
de restaurante, fwecionarioCa) p~btico.06 ....... 06 

MILITAR, taL cama oficiat do carrera a 
su~ba~ttono en Las fuerzas armadas ... 07 ...... 07 

OPERADDR(A), tat cmoa carnicero~a), 
ensaofbtador(a), operador~a) do 
w~qusinas, soLdador(a), chofer do 
taxis, do autobuses; a do camiones.... 08 ....... as 

PROFESIONAL, tat como contador, 
artista, enfermeroae) graduado(a),
ingeniera~a), bibtiotecario~a),
escritorla), asistente social, actor, 
actriz, atteta, potftico&a), pero sin 
inctuir umestro~a) do escuetas..... 09 ...... 09 

PROFESIONAL, tat caoa ct~rigo(a)/(sacerdote), 
dentists, m6dico(a), abogado~a),
cientffico~a), profesor~a),
universitario~a)............10 ....... 10 

PROPIETARIO 0 DUERO, tat camo duefio(a) do 
un negocio pequefio, contratista, 
duefio(a) do restaurant ......... 11 ....... 11 

SERVICIOS DE PROTECCION, tat cowa 
detective, agente do palicfa,
guardia, atguacit, bombero~a)......12 ...... 12 

VENTAS, tat coma vendedor~a), agente
publicitario o do seguros, 
corredor~a) do bienes rafces...... 13 ...... 13 

PROFESOR DE ESCUELAS, tat coma maestro(a)
do escueta primaria a secunedaria.... 14 ...... 14 

SERVICIOS, tat cowo barbero(a), 
cosmeot6togo~a), enfermero~a) 
prictico~a), cepteado~a) 
dom6stico~a3, conserje, cuamrero(a)...15 ...... 15 

TECHICO,' taL cowo dibuajanto, tienico~a)
dentaL a m6dico, programnodor~a) de 
computadores .............. 16 ...... 16 

NO HE PROPONGO TRABAJAR .......... 17 ...... 17 
OTRO....................18 ...... 18 
No SE...................19 ...... 19 
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PARTE IV -- USO DEL IDIOMA 

5' jSe habla en tu cass aig~in otro idiom~, aparte del 
ingL6s? 

No ........... (PASA A LA PREGUNJTA 62) 

t.......... 2 

55. ZWQ6 otro idiom. se habLa en tu casa? 

CI'ARCA LIMA RESPL.ESTA) 

Espefiol .............. 0 

Chino............... 3 

Japon6s .............. 4 

Coreano ............. . 05 

Lin idialm fiLipino... ...... 06 

Itatiano............. . 07 

Franc6s ............. . 08 

ALeun ....... ......... 09 

Griego ............. . ¶10 

PoLaco.............. . 11 

Portugus ..... ......... 12 

vietnamnita ..... ........ 13 

Camboyano..... ......... 14 

Otro............... . 15 

55A. LEs 6ste tu idiom. materno (el primer idiom. que 
aprendiste a habLar cuando eras niflo)? 

No ............ (PASA A LA PREGUNTA 56) 

Sf............2 (PASA A LA PREGUJNTA 55b) 

55B. 4.0u grado de faci~idod tienes pare... 

(MARCA UNlA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

113 Wingurna 

212 No nuch& 

131 Bastante 

EQ] Mucha 

a. comprender tu idiom. materno?.. 1. 2. 3. 4 

b. heblar tu idioms miaterno?.... 1 ... 2 ... 3...4 

c. Leer tu idiomamaterno?..... 1....2....3... 4 

d. escribir tu idiom. meterno? .... I....2... 3... 4 

56. LCon qu6 frecuencia Le habLas a tus padres en ingLis
sabre tus tireas escoalaes u otro trebajo de la 

es .7s 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

No se optics en mi caso, 
no habLamos sobre mis tareas....... I 

Nuncs hablamoos en ingLis..........2 

A veces habLamos en ingl~s.........3 

Aproxinodunente La mitad de (as 
voces habLamo en ingL6s......... 4 

Slempre, a la mayor part. del 
tiemo, habtamos en inglf......... 5 

57. LQud grado de faciLidad tienes pars.... 

(TRAZA UN CIRCULO ALREDEDOR DE UNlA 
RESPtIESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

(13 Ninguna 

(2] No macha 

t33 Bastante 

14] Muche 

a. camprender e1 irnl~s hablado?.. I ... 2 ... 3 ... /. 

b. habLar ingLis?.1......... ... 2 ... 3 ... I. 

c. Leer ingtis?............ I..2. . 

d. escribir ingtds?..........1 ... 2 ... 3 ... /. 

58. Desde que comenzaste el novena grado, 1hms recibido 
alguna ayd especial para aprender a Leer, escribir a 
habLar ingt6s? 

(MARCA LONA RESPUIESTA) 

No............ (PASA A LA PREGLINTA 62) 

S ............ 2 

59. Est& ayu~da especial, Lfue en La forum de ... 

(NARCA TWAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) 

a. tuteLa individuaal?............. 

b. un grupo pequaero? ............ 2 

c. un grup~o .~s rmneroso que
tu close regular? ............ 3 

d. ingl6s caone segundo idiana (ESL)?..... 4 

e. instruccidn bitingUe?........... 5 
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60. Ico qu& frecuencia participaste en [as siguientes 
ciases o actividades? 

(mARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

El] Nunesa 

[2] Can rareza 

(3] Atgunas veces 

141 Can frecuencim 

a. Escuchar grabaciones 
(cintas) en ingL6s.....0.. 1...I...2....3 

b. Nejorar eL ingL~s habLado. 0... I... 2....3 

c. Leer ingits........ . 0 . 1....2...3 

d. Escribir ingL~s......0... 1....2....3 

e. Otras actividades......0 . 1....2....3 

61. LConsideras que tus cornocimientos de Los siguientes 
aspectos deL ingL~s han mejorado como resuitado de tu 
participaci6n en estas ctases a actividades especiates? 

(KMACA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

El] No 

(2] Un poco 

[3] Mucho 

a. Coirrensidn deL, ingtis 
habLado..........0.. 1...I...2....3 

b. Habtar ingL~s....... . .0... 2....3 

c. Leer ingL6s........ . .0... 2....3 

d. Escribir ingit....... 0.. 1...I...2 .... 3 
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PARTE V -- TUS OPINIONES SOBRE TI MISMO Y SOBRE TLUS ACTITLDES 

62. Indica si estiks do scuerdo a en desacuerdo con Las 313 Phs bien no quesf 
fftncianes que aparecen a continuaci6n. 

11.1 Nis bien sf que no 
(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

[53 Sf 
E13 Estoy mbsoLutwflente en desacuerdo a. Mis padres me tratan 
[23 Estoy en desacuerdo on forum usta..... .. I .. 3.. .. 

133 Estoy do acuerdo b. Aprendo ripidamiente en 
mis ctases de intids... 0 ... ¶ .2 ... 3 ... 4...5 

141 EstoY absotutamnente do ecuerdo 
c. Tengo buenos umigos de 

a. Me siento bien en mi propio sexo......01..02.03..04..05.06 
cuantoami persona.... 0..I...2..3 4 d. MetmAnticas es rwa de 

b. No tengo suficiente Las asignaturas en que 
control sobre La mejor me va....... 01.02..03..04.05.06 
orienteci6n que mi 
vida esthadquairiendo.... 0 .... 1 .... 2 ....3 .... 4 e. JngL~s es ina do ias 

asignaturas en quo 
c. En mi vida, dotener mejorwe va....... 01.02..03..04.05.06 

6xito depende
ffds del ezar y do La f. no we gustan mxcho 
buena suerte quo deL mis padres....... 0¶.02.03..04..05.06 
trabajoarduo.0... .... .... 3 ....4¶ 2I....2 

g. Tergo buenes notas 
d. me cansidero unma persona en ingis........ 01..02.03..04..05.06 

quo vole e igual a todo 
eLnundo.......... 0.. ... 2 3..4 h. Las personas dot sexo 

opiesto me prestan 
e. Se hacer Las coass tan umaha atenci6n..... 01..MZ03..04..05.06 

bien c=n La mayorfa do 
Ea gente......... ... I..2...3.. i. Me Itevo bien can 

mis padres ....... 01.02..03..04..05.06 
1. Cada vez quo trato do 

Lograr atgikn progreso, jg. Sfenpre he sido bueno 
algo a atguien me to en matemiticas ..... 01..MZ 03..04..05.06 
impide .......... 0.... I.... 2.... 3... 

k. Rego amistad con Las 
.05g. Mis proyectos casi oxhachas fhcitmente.. 01 .. 02 .03 .. 04 .. 06 

njuea so togran; par eso 
me motesta ptanearlos,.... 0 .... I .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 E. Rego amiistad con Los 

michachos ficitmente.. 01 .. 02 .. 04 .. 06.03 .05 

h. En tfrminos generates, 
estoy satisfecho m. Mis padres generat(mente estin 
corvi go mismo....... .. I.. .. 3.. descontentos o dositusianados 

con toqueyo hago.... 01..02.03..04..05.06 
i. A veces me siento 

inttiL........... I.. .. 3.. n. Soy may mato~a) en 
Las ctases de inglds.. 01 .. 02 .03. 04 .05 .. 06 

3. A veces siento quo 
no sirvo parsenada.... ... I..2...3..4 a. No we Ltevo muy bien 

con Las mchachas....01..02.03..04..05.06 
k. Cuando hago in, proyecto 

me siento casi seguro do p. No me tievo may bien 
tograrmis objetivos...0....1 .... 2 ....3 .... 4 con Los muchachos....01 .02..03. 04 .05..06 

L. Considero quo no tengo q. Saco buenes notas en 
niuchos mativos pare mtwAntics ....... 01..02.03..04..05.06 
enorgutLecerme...... ... I..2...3..4 

r. Tengo dificuttad en 
M. EL azar y ta suerte son entablar inmisted con 

factores may timportantes Los miembros do mi 
en to que me sucede en propio sexo.......01..02.03 04 .05..06 
La vida.......... .. 1.. .. 3.. 

s. Saco =Laes notas en 
n. Casi siefipre me siento Los exanenes do 

vacfo enaionalmente... ... I..2...3..4 aeutAnticas.......01..02..0 04..05.06 

63. Escoge la respuesta quo mejor so apt ice a tu caso. t. No soy may popular 
entre los mienbros del 

(MARECA UNlA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) sexo opuesto......0¶.02..03..04..05.06 
C13 No 

u. Mis padres me 
mayormente no cosprend........0¶.02.03..04..05.06 
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64.. Pensando en et futuro, jqud probabiLidades hay de 65. A L carar tu primer a~o de escueia secundaria can eL 
que ... aft anterior, Lestis de acuerdo a en desacuirdo can 

(P4ARCA UNlA RESPLIESTA EN CADA LINEA) Las afirmmciones que aparecen a contirnuaci6n? 

(MARCA LINA RESPUESYA EN CADA LINEA)E13 Huy poces 

E2] Pocas (1] Estoy absoLutamente en desacuirdo 

(3] Cincuenta par ciento [23 Estoy en desacuirdo 

V4] Muchas (33 Estoy de acuerdo 

[5] IMuchisiffes (43 Estoy absolutamente de acuerdo 

a. te gradaes de La escueLa a. Los cursos de ta iscue1a 
. ......... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .. 5 ~~secundaria han sidosecundaria? mis diffciies...... I...1 . 2.... 3.... 4 

b. vayas a La uinivirsidad?. 1 ... 2 
b. Los profesores de La 

C. cbtengas un~empteo con escueta secundaria han 
un buen suetdo?...... I .... 2 5 sido wiis estrictos....I..... 2.... 3 .... 

d. Ltegues a ser dujefio de c. Los regiuow tos escotares. 
tu propia case?.1.... I.... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 5 ~~han side apticados ens 

estrietamente en La escueLa 
e. obtengas un eirpLeo qua secundaria........I..... 2 .... 3.. 1... 

te gustei......... I.... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 
d. Ha sido mis diffcit 

f. tu vida familiar sea entabLar umistades,.. 1..I....2....3.... 4 
feLiz?.......... 1.... 2 5-

e. Me he sentido mis soLo 
g. continuaes gozando de en La escueta secundaria.1....2....3.... 

buena satud La mayor 
parte del tiempo?.. I.... .... 3 .... 4 .... 51.. 2 

66. 14Estis de acuerdo cmn Las afirmaciones que aparecen a 
h. puedas vivir en La continuaciin en cuanto a tus motivos poea asistir a La 

rigion dei pafs quje tu escui La? 
prefieras?.1...... I.... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 (HARCA UNA RESPLIESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

A. seas un mi ambro respetado (¶1 Estoy absotutamente en desacuerdo 
de toacomunidad?. 1.... 2 3 4 5I.... .... .... .... 

(23 Estoy en desacuerdo 
j.tengas buenos amigos cmn 

quienes puedas cmntar?....1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 (33 Estoy de acuerdo 

kc. tu vida sea mujor quae La [41 Estoy obsotutaminte de acuerdo 
de tuspadres?.1.... I.... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 

a. La& asignaturas que
L. La vida de tus hijos sea estoy tomando son 

major que La 1.. 2 interesantes ytuya?. I.... 
estimutontes ....... I..... 2 .... 3.... 4 

b. Me produce satisfaccidn 
hacer eL trabajo quo debo 
hacer en ctase...... I....2 .... 3.... 4 

c. No tingo nada mejor 
quihacer.......1..I....2 .... 3.... 4 

d. La educaci6rn is un factor 
jimportante en La obtenci6n 
de un empleo mistarde... 1.... 2 3.. 4. 3. 

e. La escueia is un Lugar
dondIP puedo hacer 
amistades......... 1....2 .... 2.... 4 

f. Soy miembro di un 
equipo deportivo o di 
un cLub..........1..... 2 .... 3.... 4 

g. His profesores se 
preocupan por mf y 
desean qu~e yo tenge
6xito en mis estudios .... ¶.... 2 .... 3.... 4 
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.... 

.... 

.....

... 

67. La mayoria de [as persoma piensan en ta inagen que 
proyectan ante tos dards. j~u imagen crees to2 que 
proyectas? 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 
(13 No 

E23 Un poco 

E33 mucho 

a. Popjtiar.......... 0.....I.....1 . 2 

b. Atleta..........0........I.....3 

C. Sociable.........0.... 1...I.....3 

d. Buen estudiante......0.... ... I.....3 

e. lImportante........ 0..... 1..... 3 

f. Agitador(a)........ 0.....i.....1 . 3 

g. Lfder .......... ...... 1..... 3 

h. Antisocia ........ 0..... 1......3 

TUS RESPUESTAS A LAS SIGUIENTES PREGUNTAS SON IMPORTANTES 
PARA AYUDARNOS A COMPRENDER LA FORKA EN QUE TUS AM4ISTADES 
INFLUYEN EN TU VIDA. 

68. 4Tienes amnigos fntimos con quienes has tenido amjistad 
desde que estabas en octavo grado? 

(I4ARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

No .1.......... 

St............2 

69. En totaL, jLcuhntos amigos tuyos han abandornado tos 
estudios antes de graduarse? 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Ningun,......... I 

Atgunlos......... 2 

La nayor&a........3 

Todos .......... 

710. Entre ei grupo de amigos que frecuentas, Lqu 
importancim tiene ... 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

El] No tieme ninguna iffportancia 

C2] Time sigma inportancia 

C3] Time mucha inportancia 

a. asistir a eLaze 
I.... 2 .3regutarmnte?......... 

b. estudiar?........... 1....2 .3 

c. participar en Los deportes?... 1.... 2 3 

d. tmacar buenas notas?...... 1.....2 . .3 

e. ser poputar/apreciado por
tars estudiamtes?........ I . 2 . 3 

C. terminar Los. estudios 
secundarios?.......... 1 . 2 . 3 

g. tener novio/novia? ..... ... I....2.....3 

h. estar dispuesto a fiestar y 
a canducirse 
descabetteamwente?..... 1...I....2.....3 

i. contiruaar Las estudios 
desp-4s de graduarse de 
escueta secundaria ...... I.....2.....3 

j.participer en actividades 
religiosas?.........1...I....2.....3 

k. prestar servicios 
comunitarios a votuntarios?... ..... 2.....3 

L. tmner un epteoestabie?... 1 .... 2....3 

71. Entre todas Las personas j6venes y aduttas que conoces 
personatmente, piensa en ta que mis admiras. j~m ta 
describiri as? 

(KARCA TODAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORECTAS) 

Esa persona: 

a. Es poputar .. 1....... 

b. Es honrada .......... ¶ 

c. Viste bien.......... I 

d. Es intetigente.1...... 

e. He comprarde......... I 

f. 7iene un automMvL bonito... I 

g. Tiene un mpLeo inportante.. 1 

h. Gana macho direro......I 

L. Es buen daportista.1.... 

j. Camparte mis opinionas
sabre (as cosas imrportantes. 1 

No admiro anadie .......... 1 PASA ALA 
PREGUNTA 73) 
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712. L0U6 parentesco tienes con ess persona y qu6 edad 
tiene eLta? 

(I4ARCA UNA RESPUJESTA) 

tl] 15 afios o memos 

(21 entre 16 y 19 sAos 

(31 entre 20 y 25 afos 

C41 26 Aioso mis 

Es unamigo......... 1...... 2 .... 3... 4 

Es mipadre/mi madre.... 1 ... . 2 .... 3... 4 

Es unpariente ........ 1....2 .... 3....4 

Es mi esposooa/mi novio(a)I1... 2....3....4 

Es otra persona.......I...1 . 2 .... 3... 4 

73. Piensa en Las personas con quienes pasas la mayor 
parte det tiempo. 40u4 edad tienen? 

(NARCA TWDAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) 

a. 13 afos o menos .1.......... 

b. do 14 a 15 afios.1.......... 

c. de16 a17 afios .1.......... 

d. deISa 19 afios.1.......... 

e. de 20 a21 afos .1.......... 

f. entre 22 y25 s~os.......... 1 

g. 26amosomis.1........... 

LA CONTESTACION A LAS PREGUNTAS 74 A 76, COW4 LA DE TMOAS 
LAS PREGUNTAS DUE FIGURAN EN ESTE CUESTIONARIO, ES 
VOLUNTARIA. ESPERAMOS DUE LAS CONTESTES TODAS, PERO PUEDES 
OMITIR CUALOUZERA DE ELLAS DUE PREFIEPAS NO CONJTESTAR. LAS 
PREGUNTAS SIGUIENTES SON IMPORTANTES PARA AYUDARNOS A 
COMPRENDER LA FORMA EN DUE TUS EXPERIENCIAS DENTRO Y FUERA 
DE LA ESCUELA INFLUYEN EN TUS RELACIONES. 

74. 4Consideras importante estar casado antes de tenor 
reiaciones sexuates? 

(MARCA UNA RESPIJESTA) 

No............ 1 

Hasta clerto punto.... 2 

Huy jimportante ..... 3 

75. 4Considerarfas. La posibilidad do tener un hijo sin 
estar casado~a)? 

(MARCA UNA RESPLUESTA) 

No .. 1......... 

Posiblemente ....... 2 

St............ 3 

No s6.......... 4 

76. 6Tienes hijos? 

(14ARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

no, no tango.1..... 

No, Parao estoy 
esperando uno....... 2 

Sf. tengo........ 3 

LA CONTESTACION DE LAS PREGUJNTAS 77 A 80, INCLUSMv, ES 
VOLUNTARIA. ESPERAMOS GUE LAS CONTESTES TWDAS, PERO PUBDES 
CHITIR CIALOUJERA DE ELLAS MU PREFIERAS NO CONTESTAR. 

77. Generatmente, 4cuhntos cigarritios fu~mas at dfa? 

(NARCA UNA RESPUJESTA) 

no fum .......... 01 

fenos deIat dfa.....02 

Entro I y 5 at dfa .... 03 

Cores do 1/2 cajetitLa 
at dfa.......... 04 

Nis do 1/2 cajetiLta 
paro aoos de 2 at da.. 05 

Dos o mis eajetiLLas 
al dfa.......... 06 

A CONTINLMCION TE RACEMOS ALGUKAS PREGUNTAS SOBRE EL 
CONSUNO DE SESIDAS ALCOIHOLICAS, INCLUYENDO LA CERVEZA, EL 
VINO, LOS REFRESCOS DE VINO Y LOS LICORES. 

78. lCuintas veces (si atguna) has consumido bebidas 
atchdticas? 

(MARCA UNEA RESPUJESTA EN CADA LINEA) 
0 1.2 3-19 20' 

a. Durante toda tu vida.. 1..I....2.....3....4 

b. Durante Los (51timos;
12 meses........1..I....2.....3....4 

c. Durante Los Coltimnos 
3 dfas .......... 1....2.....3....4 

79. Durante et trernscurso do Las. ULTIMAS DOS SEMANAS, 
4cuintas veces has consunido cino o usm bebidas 
atcoh6Licas soguidas? (Una babida alcoh6tica es Lma 
copa do vino, uina botetta de cerveza, un, trago de 
Licor o Lin c6ctet.) 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Ninguria vez......1..... 

Uravez............ . 1 

Dos veces;....... 1..... 

Entre 3 y 5 veces........ 1 

Entro 6 y 9 vecos.1...... 

Diez a mis veces........ 1 
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So. .Cuitels5 veces (si aiguna) has fu~mdo mnrihuawa 
cyerba, yesca) 0 hachfs? 

(MARCA UNlA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

a 1-2 3-19 204 

a. Durante toda tu vida.... I ... 2.....3.... 4 

b. Durante Los CiLtimos 
12 meses ........ I... 2..... 3.... 4 

c. Durante Los wQLtimos 
30Odfas.........1...I...2.....3....4 

80A. lCuhntas veces (si aLgur~a) has consumido cocafna en 
cuatquiier forum (incLuyendo eL crack)? 

(MARCA WIA RESPUESTA ENl CADA LINEA) 

0 1-2 3-19 20., 

a. Durante toda tu vida.... 1 . 2.....3.... 4 

b. Durante Los ltLtimos 
12 meses........1...I...2.....3.... 4 

c. Durante Los ditimos 
30dfas..........I...1. 2.....3.... 4 



PARTE VI -- INFORMACION SDBRE TUS ANTECEDENTES 

NOTA: Las tres pregutzets que figuran a continuaci~n se 
refieren a libertades fundamentates de expresi6n.
Tus respuestas proporcianarfin irifornmcidn (Iti para 
interpretaci6n de Los resuLtados del estudio. Si 
tienes alguna reserva on Cuanto a conitestartas, no 
olvides que puedes amitirLas. 

ta 

82. Durante e1 transcurso de los ifltimos 12 mises, icon 
qu6 frecuencia has asistido a Servirios; retigiosos? 

(NARCA UNlA RESPUIESTA) 

Pis de una vez por semlana.....01 

81. LCufL es tu reLigidn? Cirma de una vez por semana....02 

(MARCA UNA RESPUJESTA) DOm o tres veces at mis......03 

Bautista..... ......... 01 Cercs de una vez at ms...... 04 

Metodista ..... ........ 02 Varies vices; at afno, a menos.. 05 

Luterana ..... ......... 03 Nums ............... 06 

Presbiteriana .... ....... 04 

Episcopal ..... ........ 05 83. STe consideras uana persona retigiosa? 

Pentecostal..... ........ 06 (MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Otra denomninacidn protestante.. 07 No, an to ffds mfnimo .1...... 

Cat6tica romanna.......... 08 Sf, hasts cierto punto.......2 

Ortodoxa oriental..........09 St, nuy religiosa......... 3 

Mormona............. . 10 

Otra retigi6n cristiana ....... 1 

Judfa.............. . ¶12 

Musunmona............ . ¶13 

Retigi6n oriental (budista, 
hinil, taofsta).........14 

Otra religi6n........... 15 

Ninguna..............16 
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PARTE VII -- EL DINERO Y EL ThABAJO 

84. LEstis empleada actuatmente a has estado etrpleado 
&Lguma vez? 

(MARCA LIA RESPUESTA) 

a. unrca he estado empLeado ...... (PASA A LA 
PREOUN7A 89) 

b. No estoy arpleado, pera 
estuve empleado durante 
este anao escotar......... 2 

c. Na he estado mipteado 
este dio, pero estuve 
efipteado el. verano pasada ..... 3 

d. Estu~ve mnpleado antes 
del verano posado ........ 4 

87. Z0u6 tipa de trabalo ruem'merado haces/hiciste en tu 
aupkeo actuaL/mis reciente? (No inciuyms el trabaja 
quon hoces en ta casa. Si haces a has hecho ris de un 
tipo de trabojo, escoge el que w~s te pagaba par 
hoar.) 

(N4ARCA UNA RESPU.ESTA) 

Jordinerfa a tareas diversas......01 

Trabolo en restaurantes de 
mervicio rpido............ 02 

Camrer oacmamrera .......... 03 

Entrega de peri6dicos; a domicitio .... 04 

Cuidado debebds ade nihos,.......0 

e. Estoy enpieado actualnente.... 5 Cansejero~m) de cxnpvmnto juvenit 
o malvavidas...............6 

85. LCufintas horas par smansa trabajas/trabajmbas 
generatmente en tu uempteo actuai/mis reciente? 

(KARCA WNA RESPUESTA) 

Cbrero(a) agricola...........07 

Obreroga) de fibrica..0........C 

Bracero/trabajador awxL ....... 09 

OmaliOharatpor seana..... 

1 a 20 horas por semaa.....2 

21 a 30 hoars par semana.....3 

31 a 40 hoars par sumana .. I... 

Dependiente(a3, vendedor~a) de 
tiend ................. 

Limpieza doitiesa............ 

Trabajo de ccnstruci6n........ 

Oficinist ............... 

10 

¶12 

13 
Mis de 40 taras par seman ... 5 

Yrobojo de hospital a de t sasud.... 14 

86. 14Cubintas de esas hoars trabajas/trabajabas durmnte 
fin de semana (sibada a domingo)? 

et 
Otro..................15 

0 a 5 haras dwurate e1 
fin de siemna ......... 

6 a 10 taras, durante el 
fin de siemna .......... 

CMARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

1 

2 

88. LCuinta gana/gviabas por hrar en tu mipLeo cumLtwmis 
reciente? 

(NARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Hec de 12.50 par hoar.........01 

52.50 a53.34..............02 

11 a 1S harms; durante el 
fin de sermnna..........3 

16 a 20 harms durante el 
fin de semonm ......... 4 

53.35 a 53.99..............03 

54.00 a 54.99..............04 

15.00 a 55.99..............05 

His de 20 
finde. s 

hoars durante et 
ne........... 5 

56.00 a 6.99............. . 

57.00 a 57.99..............07 

06 

58.00 a 19.99..............08' 

SIO o ms por hares.......... . 09 
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PARTE VIII -- TU FAJ4ILIA 

89. L.Tienes Un hermnano gaemeo a una hermana gemeLa? 

No........... I 

.t...........2 

91.. ZCuintos de tus hermanos y hermanas (inctuyendo Jos 
adoptivos, hermanastros o medios hermanos) 
abandonaron Los estuxdios securdarios antes de 
gradu~arse? 

(IARCA LUNA RESPUESTA) 

No terngo hermanaos ni hernunas.. 1.. 

90. 4Cudntos hermanos y hermanas mnayores tienes (incluyendo
Los adopt ivos, Los hermanastros y Los medio-hermanos)? 

CESCRIBE EL NUMERO) 

___hermano(s) 

Ningunlo de mis hermenans o 
hervanas estfin en La 
escueta secun~daria todavi a......2 

Ninguno ha abandonado Los 
estudios ............... 3 

___hermana(s) Un~o mbandon6 Los estudios....... 

91. LCuhntos herinanos y hermnanas mfenores tienes (Inc Luyendo 
Los adoptivos, Los hermianastros, y Los miedio-hermenos)? 

Dos 
Lo& 

o ffis han abandonado 
estudias............. 5 

(ESCRIBE EL NUNERO) 

___hermano(s) 

___hermana(s) 

95. jAcostumbiras a cuidar beb6s u ocuparte de tu propio
hi jo(a), de tus hermnanos a hermmnas menores, o'de otros 
fauiliares? 

(I4ACA UNA RESPUESTA) 

No se aptica a mu caso... 1 (PASA A LA PREMWJTA 98) 

92. jCualles de Las siguientes personlas viven contigo bajo 
eL mismo techo? 

No.............2 

S ............ 

(PASA A LA PREWJNWTA 98) 

3 

a. 

b. 

c. 

(MARCA TODAS LAS RESPLUESTAS 

Padre................~...I 

Padrastro................ 

Otro var6n adulto (padre de 
crianza, tutor, otro).1......... 

CORRECTAS) 

1 

96. 1LCuintas horas por difa dedicas, en promedio, a cuidar 
a Las personas mencionadas an la pregunita anterior? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Nmaosde Ihorna........... I 

d. Madre................... Mir.de Iperomenos de 3horas.....2 

a. M~adrastra.1............... Nis de 3pero Minos.de 5horas.....3 

f. Otra ffujer adulta (nudre de 
crianza, tutora, otra).1........ 

g. Esposo/esposa.............. 

h. Novio/novia.1.............. 

1 

Nhs de 5pero menos de 7horns.... A 

NHs de 7perc menos de10 horas.... 5 

Mis de 10 horas aL Wd.........6 

i. Mi hijo a hijos,.1............ 

93. ICuintas de Las siguientes personas viven contigo bajo
eL mismo techo? 

(ESCRIBE EL NUMERO; ESCRIBE "100"1 
SI NO VIVE NINGUNO.) 

a. Hermaeno(s) (incLuyendo Los adoptivos, 
Los hermenastros a Los nedio-hermnanos)..... 

b. Hernuna(s) (inciuyendo Las adoptivas, 
Las hermanastras a Las media-hermanas)..... 

c. Abuelo~a)(s).................. 

d. Otro(s) periente(s) (minor de 18 antos)..-.. 

a. Otro(s) pariente(s) (18 alias a mis)...... 

f. Personas no enparentadas (menores. de 18 afios). 

g. Personas no enparerntadas (18 anios a mis).. -. 
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97. Duraflte et transcurso de unI mis tipico, zcubntos dfas 
faLtas a La escueta porque tienes quse cuidar a tu 
hijo(a) o a tus hermanos y herffanas? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

No se apLica a ml cas ........ 0 

Ninguno.1.............. 

I o2 dfas...............2 

3 a 6dfas...............3 

7 a 9dfas............... 

10 anits dss ............ 5 

98. &H~ay atguien en tu familia can quien no te itevas bien? 

(NARCA TCOAS LAS RESPLESTAS CORRECTAS) 

a. He tLevo bien con todos 
mis funiliares............. I 

b. Mi padre................ I 

c. Otro tutor (padrastro 
o padre de crienza)...........1 

d. Mi madre.1............... 

e. Otra tutors (madrastra 
o madre de crianza).1......... 

f. Hetmano(s) (inctuyendo hermanastros 
o medio-hermanos)............ 1 

g. Hertnan(s) (inctuYendo hermanastres 
o media-hermarnas)............ I 

h. Abuelo(a)(s) .1............. 

i. Otro(s) pariente(s) (nifios o aduttos).. I 

99 n Las fami tieas suelten ocurrir m.1chos sucescs qte
infLuyen en to vida de Los j6vemns. Durante .1 
trenscurso de Los Ottimos dos a~ios, 4,ha ocurrido 
en tu famit is atgunwo de Los sucesos, mencianados a 
cant iruawidn? 

(pARCA TMAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) 

a. Ni familia se mud6 a una nujeva case ....... I 

b. Uno de mis padres se cas6....... . .1..... 

c. Nis padres se divorciaron o se seperaron..... I 

d. Ni wadre qued,6 cesantelperdi6 et trabajo..... I 

e. Pi padre qied6 cesante/perdi6 et trabalo..... I 

f. Ni madre comenz6 a trabajar.............1 

g. Ni padre camem6 a trabalar.......1..... 

h. Estuve enfermo de gravedad a qued6
incepacitado(a) .................. 1 

i. Faltici6 a! padre ....... ........... 1 

j. Fatteci6 mi madre ....... ........... ¶ 

k. Fatteci6 un pariente cercano............ 

L. Una de mis hermanas sotteras qued6 emaerazads .... 1 

m. uno de mis herwmao a herumnas abandon6 
Los estudios;.1.................. 

n. Ni famil.ia commnz6 a recibir asistencia plitica.. 1 

a. Hi familia ces6 de recibir asistencia pibtLca .... 1 

p. Hi famit~ia ha estado recibiendD asistencim 
p~blica durante Las fittimos dos &Fios....... I 

q. uno de Pis famniiares se enfenih de gravedad 
a qued6 incapacitado............... I 

r. Por un tiempo, mu famiLia no tenfa rndoid vivir 
(estuvo sin ticholsin casa) ............ ¶ 

s. Ningmuno de estos hechos. se optics a mi ceso.. 1. 
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l00. icon qu6 frecuencia suelmn tus padres hacer Lo 
siguiente? 

(HARCA UJNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

0.....1I....2... 3 

El] Nurnca 

r2] Con rareza 

L33 Aigunas VaetS 

EQ2 Con frecuencia 

a. Asegurarse de qua has 
hecho turn tareas escolares.... 0 . 1 2 . 

b. Ayudarte a hacer turn 
tareas............. 0. 1...I...2....3 

C. Otorgarte privilegies 
especiates camo recompensa 
por tus buenas notes ...... 

d. Limiitarte tusn privilegioS 
porque has sacada matas notas. 0.. ... I...2 . 3 

e. Requerir que hagas trabajos 
o tareas caseras........ 0. 1..aI...2... 3 

f. Limiter et tlemipo que Pjedes 
dedicar a mnirar televisi&n a 
a jugar juegosdevideo.....0.....I...2... 3 

g. Limiiter eL tiemipo que puiedes; 
dedicar a salir con turn amigos 
en noches de seman .. 4 ...0 . I....2 . 3 

101. Durante et transcurso de una smauna tipica; jhasta qu6
.hora te esti permitido astir durante Las noches qua
preceden a Los DIAS DE CLASE Cdomingo a jueves)? 

CRARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

No noe esti perinitido satir....... 01 

Hasta Las 8:00, a mis tardar...... 02 

Haste Las 9:00, a mis tardar..... 03 

Haste Las 10:00, a Ws tardar..... 01 

Hasts Las 11:00, a mis tardar......05 

Masta Las 12:00, a mis tardar......06 

Tan tarde camo yo quiera........ 07 

102. lCuinto tratwn de averiguar turn padres on cuanto a.. 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

V] No si 
M2 Made 

(33 Mwj poco 

[41 tkn paoo 

[51 Sgjcha 

b. M 4d vas por la noch eI..1..2.... 3...... 4 .... 5 

cj to forum on que gastas
direro?.1........ 

tu 
.... 2 .... 3 .... /. .... 5 

d. Las actividades a quo deicas 
unhornsLlbres?1....... I..2.... 3.... 4.... 5 

a. db i estis to auyorf a de 
Las tirdes despuis quo sales 
de to escuela? .1..... .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 

103. 4.Conoacn turn padres a Los padres de turn mejores 
amigos de La escuuta? 

(MARCA UNA RESJPUESTA) 

No............... 

St, a icedeaLgrmas ..... 2 

St, a oxhosdeetas.....3 

Nosi ... ........ 4 
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104 Lui6n en tu famitia to=s La mayorfa de Las 
,siguiemnts decisiones? 

(MARCA. UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

[13 His padres to deciden por su cuenta 

[2] Nis padres deciden despu6s de consuLtar corwnigo 

C33 Decidimos juantos despuds deiovre 

[14] Lo decido yo despu~s di conversar con mis padres 

£5] Lo decido yo pormi cuenta 

a. La hora a que debo 
regresar acasa por Lanache. I ... 2..3 ... 4... 5 

b. Los amigos con quienes 
p.Jedo saLir.1........ ... 2 ... 3 4.I*... 5 

c. Los cursos que debo toara 
en La escueLs......... . . . 

d. Si debo tener unempteo.... I.2 3 .. 5 

e. La edad en que puedo abendonar 
Los estudios ......... i..2 3.4.. 

f. La forum en q~ue gasto mi 
dinero ............ I..2..3.. .. 

S. si puedo saLir con personas
detlsexo opulesto........ I..2. . 

h. Si puedo satir. pera participar 
en atg~ndeporte escotar. 1..... 2 ...3... . ...5 

I. Si debo participar en atras 
Iactiyidades escatares..... 1 ... 2 ... 3 ... 4. .'. 5 

j. Si debo ir a La un~iversidad.. I ... 2 ... 3 ... 4. ... 5 

105. Durante la primers mitad deL aho escolar actual, L~con 
cqu6 frecuencia has discutido Las siguientes temas con 
Luno de tus padres a tutores, o con anbos? 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

El] Nunca 

£2J A veces 

C31 Con frecuencia 

a. La seLecci6n de cursos a 
prograums de estudioa..... C....... 1.....2 

b. Las actividades a 
acontecimientos q"i of recen 
inter6s especial para ti..... 0.....I.....2 

c. Las tinfes que has estudi ado 
en cLase............. 0.. 1..I....2 

d. Tus notas ............ 0. 1...I....2 

e. Tu trasLado a otra 
escueta ............. 0... .. I....2 

f. Planes y preparativas para 
Las ex&w"eACT oSAT...... 0. 1...I....2 

g. Ir a La universidad ....... 0. 1...I....2 

106. Durante La primfera mitad del aiao escoLar actual, 4co 
quiJ frecuencia particip6 uno de tus padres a tutores 
on stguna dieLas actividades ermswradas a 
cont inuJci 6n? 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

El] Nwca 

C2M LUn a dos veces 

13] Nis dedos veces 

(41. No s6 

a. Asistir a uns reumnion 
en La escueLa ....... 0... 1..... 2.... 3 

b. HabLar por teLdfomo o 
en persona con tu profesor 
a c nse er ........ 0 .. I.. .... 2.... 3 

a. Asistir a une actividad 
escolar en to quam tu 
participaste........O....I.. . .... 2....3 

d. Servir de votunutario en 
tu escuea...... 0.0. ¶..I....2 .... 3 

107. Durante La primers mitad deL aiio escotar actual, icon 
qu6 frecuencia te sucedi6 La siguiente? 

(NRAUNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

El] Nwrca 

(2] Una o dos vices 

C3] His de do veces; 

a. Nis padres recibieron 
urn advertencia relacionada 
con mi asistencia a cLases..... 0.... I....2 

b. His padres recibieron 
une advertencia reLacionada 
con mis natas............ 0....I..... 2 

c. Nis padres recibieron 
unis advertencia reLacianada 
con mi conducnta..........0.... I....2 
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108. lCuin ciertas son Las siguientes afirmaciones can 
respecto a tf y a tus padres? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

El] Fatsa 

[23 GeneraLmente false 

t33 mhs bien faLsa quo. ciertae 

14d mis bion cierta quo false 

E53 Generatmente cierta 

163 Cierta 

a. Mis padres conf fan en 
quo yo haga Lo quo 
eLI~os esperan do mf 
sin tenor que 
vi gi Lame......01 ... 02 03 ... 04 ... 05 ... 06 

b. A monudo no s6 POR 
DUE debo hacer Lo 
que mis padres me 

03 ... 04 ... 05 ... 06dicen quo haga.... 01 ... 02 

c. A memudo dependo 
de mis padres para 
quo resuelvan mis 

03 ... ...probleas...... 01 ... 02 04 05 ... 06 

d. He parece quo mis 
padres tendr~n 
motivo para
enorguLtecerse do 
mf en e futuro... 01 ... 02.. 03 ... 04 ... 05 ... 06 

e. Mis padres so 
tLevan bien.....01 ... 02 03 ... 04 ... 05 ... 06 

f. Cuando yo crezca y 
tenga mi propia
familia soni una 
familia semejante 
a la do mis 
padres....... 01 ... 02 03.. 04 ... 05 ... 06 

109. Durante el transcurso do Los aOLtimos dos aiios, Lhas 
huf do de tu casa par espacie do Lm~seoana, a por M~s 
tiarpo? 

No.......... 

St ......... 2 

110. Par favor, Liens La fecha de hay: 

MES DIA ARa 

Febrero 
Marzo 
Abri I 

Julio 
Agosto
Septimbre 
Octubre 
Novieabre 
Dicaisefbre 
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PREGUJNTAS ADICIONALES SOMRE EL CONSUJMO DE SUSTANCIAS DE DISTRIBUCION CONTROLADA 

Al igual que todas las dem~s preguntas de este cuestionario, las Siguientes son 
voluntarias. Tus respuestas a todas las preguntas, inclusive a dstas, serdn 
tratadas de manera confidencial. Tus respuestas nunca aparecerdn junto con tu 
nombre. Nos gustaria que respondas a todas las preguntas, pero puedes pasar por 
alto cualquiera de ellas que no quieras contestar. 

1. 4En cuintas ocasiones has utilizado Acido lisdrgico (LSD), si. es que a~guna 
vez lo hiciste? 

(MEARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

Ninguna Del1a 2 De 3al19 20o mis 
Ocasi6n. Ocasiones Ocasiones Ocasiones 

a. En toda tu. vida.........1.......2.......3.......4 

b. En los iiltimos 12 mesas... 1..I......2.......3.......4 
c. En los filtimos 30 dias.....1.......2.......3.......4 

2. A veces los midicos recetan anfetaminas para ayuda a la gent. a baJar de 
peso o, para. darle mis energias. A las anfetaminas se las conoce tambi6n 
como "uppers", "ups", "speed", "bennies", "dexies", "pep pills", y pildoras 
para la dieta. Las farmacias s6lo tienen permiso para venderlas si uno 
presenta uma receta de um mddico. NO son anfetaminas los medicamentos que 
se venden. sin receta, como, aigunas pildoras para la dieta (por ejemplo, 
Dexatrim ) o pildoras para mantenerse despierto (como No-Doz ), o cualquier 
droga que se puede comprar por correo. 

4En cuintas ocasiones has tornado, anfetaminas por tu cuenta -- es decir, sin 
indicaci6n. m6dica - - si es que alguna vez lo hiciste? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

Ninguna Del1a2 De 3a 19 2Oo mis 
Ocasi6n Ocasiones Ocasiones Ocasiones 

a. En toda tu vida.........1.......2.......3.......4 

b. En los filtimos 12 meses .... 1.......2.......3.......4 
c. En los diltimos 30 dias.....1.......2.......3.......4 

3. A la gente Joven le suceden muchas cosas qua pueden afectarlos e impedir que 
se concentrin en las tareas escolares. En los Altimos dos aflos, Zte sucedi6 
alguna de las siguientes cosas? 

(HARCA TODAS LA.S RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) 

a. Al~guien que conozco empez6 a usar drogas (ilegales).........1 
b. Alguien me ofreci6 venderme drogas Cilegales)............ 1 
c. Un miembro de mii familia us6 drogas (ilegales)...........1 
d. tin miembro de mi faniilia particip6 en un programa 

para rehabilitacidn de drogadictos o alcohdlicos.. 1........ 
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kA 88At ogiuia Prepardo para el Contro Nacloar!a de Estadisticas do la Educacl6n 19 
-rfoo' Study of 1988 del Departamento do Educaci6n de los EE.UU. 

Por~NORCI un Contra de lnvestlgacl6n de Cioncias Soclales First Follow-Up affilado ala Universidad do Chicago 

EDUCACION NACIONAL, 1988 
PRIMER ESTUDIO PARA 
ESTUDIANTES NUEVOS 

CUESTIONARIO ESTUDIANTIL 

UTIlUZAClON DE LOS DATM 

Los datos obtenidos mediante este estudio serhn utilizados por educadores y planificadores a 
nivol fedoral y ostatal on el anfilsisl de ciortas cuostionos importantos quo Interesan a las es-
cuelas naclonales, tales como las normas educativas, los procedimlentos de seguimiento do los 
cursos do estudios, e1 abandono do los ostudlos, la educaci6n do grupos marginados, las 
necesidades do ciertos estudlantes pertenoclerntes agrupos ling~lsticos minoritarios, los Incen-
tivos dostinados adespertar intor6s en el estudio do las cienclas y[as matern~ticas ylJos rasgos 
que caracterizan aaquellas oscuelas quo se destacan par su oficacla. 

La poiffica del Contro Nacional do Estadisticas de la Educacl6n os proteger la confidencialidlad 
do la Informaci6n proporcionada par las personas quo participan voluntariamonte on nuostros 
estudios. Queremos que sepas que: 

1. La Secci6n 406 do la Ley sabre Disposiclones Educativas Gonerales (20-USC 1221 e-1) 
y la Ley Pi~blica 100-297 nos autorizan a hacorte las preguntas quo figuran on este 
cuestionario. 

2. El prop6sfta de estas preguntas es obtener lnformaci6n sobre las experienclas que
vlvon los ostudiantes durante sus estudlos secundarios ymiontras dociden aquit
actividades desean dodicarse una vez quo los terrninen. 

3. Puodes omitir cualquier pregunta quo prefieras no contostar; sin embargo, esperamos 
quo contestes tantas preguntas coma sea posiblo. 

4. Tus respuestas serfin combinadas can [as deoatras estudiantos, ynunca ser~n 
Identificadas coma tuyas. 



I El prop6sito de este estudio es obtener informacidn para
I mejorar la comprensi6n por parte de los profesores y de los 
I educadores sobre las diversas experiencias que atraviesan 
I los estudiantes de escuela secundaria. 

I Este cuestionario no es una prueba. El Centro necesita tus
I respuestas, y por eso confia en que contestards cada pregunta 

honestanmente. Puedes dejar sin responder cualquier pregunta 
que prefieras no contestar. 
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INSTRUMCONES GENERALES 

LEE CADA PREGUNTA CUJDADOSANENTE 

Es imp~ortante que sigas Las instru.cciales suninistradas par-a comtestar cadae tipo de pregwwta. Las instrucciores son las 
siguientes: 

A. (MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) A. LCnmes dulces? 

jDe qu6 coLor tienes Los ojos? (MACA UNA 
RESPUESTA)

(MARCA UNlA RESPUJESTA) 
51.......... . I--'t'Pas aa0...........I ------

Par-dos/Cafd ...... No.......... 2 -- ,Procede aC---------- ----F 
AzuLes........ 2 Si tienes ojos vew-des, I I-traza un efreuLo 

aLrededordet 3r COWa Se 
ndica. 

Otro color.... I..4 
I I 

1
S. (MARCA TODAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) B. jTe cepiLLas Las dientes despu~s quo comes d.atces? 

sPar-ticipaste en algun de las siguientes actividadeS la (MARCA UNA 4ı-j 1 

samana pasada? RESPUESTA) 

(MARCA TODAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) SI .. 1... 
No...... 2 

Vi una w-epresentaci6n 
teatrat......... Si fuiste al cine y 

asististe a iun evento 
depow-tivo La semana 

Fui al cine....... pasada, traza uni ciw-cuic 
atreddor de dos 

Asistf a un contestaciones, coma so 
evernto deportiv... indica. 

C. (MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) C. j.Par-ticipaste on algwi de Las miguientes. actividadas la 
suwman pasada? 

4Piensas participar en algun do Las siguientes, aetividades 
Ia semarna pr-6ximra? (PARCA TWDAS LAS 1RESPUESTAS 

(NARCA UNlA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) CORRECTAS) 

No estoy Vi una repw-esentaci6n 
Si seguro No teatrat .1...... 

a. Visitar a Si no piensas visitao- Fui alcine...... I 
un pariente....I... 2... 3a un pariente, ni 

estis seguro de quo Asistf a un 
b. Visitor un .iris a visitawr un owento depow-tivo .... 

3 useo pero piensas
estudiar en casa de 

C. Estudiar- en un amigo, traza un 
casa de un ciwrcuLo airededor- do 
amiigo.L~.2. 3 uns respuesta en cada 
Linea, c~no se ';iA. 

D. (PREGLJNTA CDN INSTRUCCION DE PROCEDER A OTRA) 
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PARTE 

A contirs.aci6n soLicitams atguznos datos generates: 

1. Escribe tu naibre en tetra de inqrenta. 

OMIRE: 

Apettido Nmubre 

2. Sexo 
(MRCA UNIA RESPUESTA) 

Masculino.. 1... 

'Femlelilo...... 2 

3. jD6nde naciste? 

1__9 
Mes Dia Aflo 

SIEMPRE dUE EL CUESTIOIIAR[O SE REFIERA A TUS PADRES, A 
TU MADRE C A TU PADRE, CONTESTA LA PRECUNTA CON 
RESPECTO AL PADRE, LA MADRE, EL TUTOR 0 LA TUTORA, EL 
PADRASTRO 0 LA MADkASTRA CON QUIEN VIVES. 

4.. j.Est6 viva tu tmdre? 

(MARCA USIA RESPUESTA) 

No.......... I(PROCEDE A LA PREOUNTA 6) 

S .......... 2 (PASA A LA PREGUNTA 5) 

5. Describe eL trabajo actual a mis reciente de tu maedre, 
iredrastra o tutor.. 

5A. ZEsth actualmente trabalando, desefspieada, ju~bitada o 
incapaci tada? 

(MARCA USIA RESPUJESTA) 

Trabajando............... I 

Desempleada ............... 2 

JubiLada................ 3 

Incapacitadia.............. 4 

CONTESTA AHORA LAS PREGUNITAS B, C, D y E. 

- Si tu madre estd desemrleada, kubitade a 
incapacitsda, contest. Las siguientes preguntas 
con respecto a su emrpteo mis reciente. 

- Ademis, si tu madre tiene mis de un eimteo, 
contest. a (as preguntas con respecto at empteo 
que consideras su principaL actividad. 

5B. L0U6 tipo de trabajo deseffpefla normalmente? Es decir, 
Zc~w se ttama su efpteo? 

OCUPACIONI: 

5C. j0ud hace exactasmente en ese cirpteo? ZCudies son 
atgunos de sus deberes principates? 

.3-

50. Describe eL tugar donde trabaja (par eju'ptc, une 
fibrica, Lin~restaurante): 

5E. &Oud praducto fabrica a a qu6 actividad se dedica La 
axpresa on que trabaia? 

6. LEstA viva tu padre? 

(MARCA UNIA RESPUESTA) 

No.1........ (PROCEDE A LA PREGUNTA 8) 

S .......... 2 (PASA A LA PREGUNITA 7') 

7'. Describe el empleo actual a mAs reciente de tu padre,
padrastra a tutor. 

7A. LEstd actuatmente trabajando, desaipleado, jubitado a 
incepecitado? 

CMAACA USIA RESPUESTA) 

Trabajanda ................ 

Oeseapteado............... 2 

Jubi Lado................ 3 

incapacitada.............. 4 

CONTESTA AHORA LAS PREGUNTAS 85 C, D y E. 

- Si tu padre esti desenyleado. JubiLedo 
incapecitedo, contesta a Las siguientes preguntas 
con respecto a su anplec, mis reciente. 

- Adasis, s1 tu padre tiene ffds de uni emwtea, 
contesta a Las preguntas. con respecto al epteo quie
consideras su principal actividad. 

7B. jOu6 tipa de trabajo desepefia normatmeante? Es decir, 
Icamo se Llama. su esipLeo? 

OCUPACION: 

7C. 4.Out hace exactamente en ese empieo? ICLites son 
aLgunos de sus deberes principales? 

7D. Describe eL Lugar doid trabeja (par ejasplo,, una 
ffibrica, un restaurant.): 

7'E. IOLA6 producto fabrica a a qui actividad se Oedica Lu 
enpresa en que trabaja? 



8. A continuaci6n SoLiCitanOs slgun~a informacidn de 
caricter generaL. 

SA. ICiLL de Las siguientes deacriPeiOmsa so aPlica a tf 
con mfis exactitud? 

(MARCA UNA RESPUJESTA) 
Asidtico a aut6ctona de Las 
isias del Pacifico............ I (PASA A LA 

PREGUNTA W) 

Ilispsno de cusmLquier raza........2 (PASA A LA 
PREGJNTA SBO 

Negro, pero no do origen hispmno.....3 (PROCEDE A LA 
PREGUNTA 10) 

Bianlco, pero no de origen hispano.... 4 (PROCEDE A LA 
PREGUN1A 10) 

Indio snericano a nativo de Alaska....5 (PROCEDE A LA 
PREGUNTA 10) 

88. j.CufiL do Los siguientes, adjetivos describe major tus 
origenes? 

ASIATICO 0 AUTOCTONO DE LAS ISLAS DEL PACIFICO 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Chino ................. 01 

Filipino................02 

Japonis................ 03 

Coreano................ 04 

Del sudeste do Asia (vietnamita, 
taosiano, cumioyano/de Kwimarhea, 
tailandis, etc.)............05 

Do Las islas del Pacfif co (samio, 
de Guam, etc.).............06 

Del sur do Asia Clndio asifitico, 
paquistani, de Bangladesh, de 
Sri Lanka, etc.)........ ... 07 

Do Asia Occidental (iranf, afgani, 
turco, etc.).08........... 

Do otras regiones; do Asia....... 09 

PROCEDE AMORA A LA PREGUNTA 10 

SC. 4CuLA de Los siguientes adjetivos describe major tus 
or igenes? 

HISPANO 
(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Nexicaria, mexicmno-mericano, 
chicano.1............. 

C~bano............I.....2 

Puertorriqueft............. 3 

Do otro origen hispano........ 4 

9. LCt6I as tu raza? 
(MARCA LIMA RESPUESTA) 

Hiapano negro.1........... 

Hipanwo blanco.............2 

Otra raza hispanas...........3 

10. &CuLA do Las siguimntes dowainaciones se apLica major 
a ta escuela en que cursaste e1 octavo grado? 

CHARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Piblica .1.............. 

Privada, reLigiosa...........2 

Privada, no reLigiosa ......... 3 

No ad................. 4 

II. Antes do ir a La escueLa, lhabLabas otro idioam que et 
hnuis? 

CMARCA UNIA RESPUESTA) 

No.1................. (PASA A LA 
PREGUNTA 
20) 

SI...................2 

12. ICuAL fue et primer idioim que sprendiste a hablar en 
tuniiz? 

(PARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Ingtds .01..............D 
Espuwiol.02.............. 
Chino................. 

C 
03 

Japons................. 04 
Coreano................. s 
Un~ Idioma filipino........... 
Itatiano................ 

06 
07 

Francs................. 08 
ALsmnhi.................09 
Griego.. 
PoLaco............... 

I1............. 
11 

Portt.gu6s........ 
Vietnemita......... 

... 12 
13 

Cambovano...... 14 
Otro (Spunta auIaaj)1 

13. L~u6 OYTRO idiana conmenzaste a hablar antes do ir a ia 
escue La? 

CKARCA UNA RESPUESTA)
Tuatbidn hablaba: 
Ingds ................. 01 
EspurioL ................ 02 
Chino................. 03 
Japonds................ 04 
Coreanoi................ as 
Lin~idioms fiLipino........... 06 
ItaLiano................ 07 
Francds................ 08 
Alamin ................ 09 

10 
PoLaco................. 11 
Pertugus ................ 12 
Vietnamita............... 13 

14 
Oktro (ap ts~rtcudi abajo)........ 15 



14. Lou6 idiamia ACOSTUMBRAS KABLAR en La actuatidad? 

(NARCA UNA RESPUESTA) 

Ingids................. 01 
EspafioL................. 
Chino,........ ......... 03 
Japones................04
Coreano ............. ::... 
Un idio~m fitipino........ :.. 6 
Itatinano................07 
Franc6s.................08 
Ateiin................. 09 
Griego.................¶10
Polaco ................. 11 
Portugu~s...............¶12 
Vietnamita............... 13 
Camboyano................14 
Otro Capunta aUdi abajo)........ 15 

15. LOWd idiom,~aparte del espafiot, usas ffis 
frecuentewete en La actuaIidad? 

(NARCA WNA RESPUESTA) 

Ingis.................. i 
EspafaoL.................02
Chino..................0 
Japons................. 04 
Coreaio................. 05 
Un idioma fiLipino ........... 06 
Itatiano................ 07 
Frands................. 08 
Alemdn ................. 09 
Griego ................. 10 
POiaco................. 11 
Portugu6s................12
Vietnanita ............... 13 
Camboyano................14
Otro Capu~nta audi abajo).. ...... 15 

LA PREGURTA 16 SE REFIERE AL IDlOMA OUE IDENTIFICASTE EN LA 
PREGUNTA 15. 

16. Con respecto a ESE IDICKA, Zhasta qu6 punto... 

(MARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

No No muybien Bien NWybWon 

a. .. .Lo conpredess 
cuando la gente 
La habia?..... ¶..... 2......3......4 

b. ...to hablas?....I.....2......3......4 

a. ...Lo Lees? .... 1.....2......3......4 

d. ...to escribes?.... 1.....2......3......4 

17. LHasta qu6 punto... 

(NARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

No No nuy bien Bien Nu bien 

a. .. .cwnpendes et 
ingids habtada?.... 1.....2......3......4 

b. ...habLas inglfs?.. 1.....2......3......4 

C. ... Lees inglds?.... I.....2......3......4 

d. ...escribes ingfti? I.....2......3......4 

18. J.Nas recibido aigurna vez ayudIa especial durunte Las 
hores de clase par& aprender a Leer, escribir a hablar 
ingl6s? 

(NARCA LUlA RESPUESTA) 

No .............. I (PROCEDE A LA 
PREGLUNTA 20) 

Sf.............. 2 

19. 4En qu6 grado(s) estuviste inscrito en age tipo de 
progruna? 

CHARCA TODAS LAS RESPUESTAS CORRECTAS) 

a. Primer grado........ 1 
b. Segundo grado ........ 
a. Tercer grado.. 1..... 
d. Cuarto grado .1...... 
e. Buinto grado .1...... 
f. Sexto grado.1....... 
g. s6ptimxi grado.1...... 
ht. Octavo grado........ 1 
i. Novena grado ........ ¶
j. D6cimo grado........ ¶ 

20. 4Hasta qu6 grado cursaron estudios tus padres? 

ESCDGE UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA UNA DE LAS COLUIINAS A Y 3 OM 
APARECEN A CONTINUACION 

(PARCA UNlA (KARCA UILA 
RESPUESTA) RESPUESTA) 

A. S. 
Padre Madre 

Co tutor) (a tutora) 
a. No teruiin6 too 

estudlios sectundarios ..... 01..........01 

b. Se gradu6 de la 
escuuLa seaizndaria 
u obtuvo u.n certificado 
de equivaLencai COED).....02..........02 

C. Luego de graduarse de La es-
cuesa secuandaria, msisti6 a 
une escueia vorecionaL,
H"junjor coliegeN. wconm~rity
college" u otra institucidn 
universitaria de dos arso... 03..........03 

d. Asistl6 a la untiversidad 
despus~s de graduarse de Ia 
escuela secundaria, pero 
no acoWlet6 Los cuatro 
afios de estu~dios....... 04..........04 

a. Se gradu6 de La universidad. 05..........05 

f. Obtuvo La maestria a 
uan grado equivalentes.....06 .......... 

g. Obtuv'o uan doctorado en 
filosoffa (Ph.D.), en 
medicina (M1.D.) u 
otro grado profesionaL
equivatente..........07..........07 

h. No d.............08..........08 

06 

https://d.............08
https://equivatente..........07
https://COED).....02


21IcLALes de Los siguientes. articutos a conindidsdes hay 
en tu hager? 

(KARCA UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA) 

No tiene Tiene 
a. Un Lugar especifico pare

estudiar............1.......2 

b. Un diarna a peri6dico ... 1...I......2 

c. Un. revista que so recibe 
regutarmente.........I........ 2 

d. Unis enciclopecdia.......1...I......2 

e. Un atLas geogrifico..... 1...I......2 

f. Un diccianari ....... 1...I......2 

g. Urs Mhquinu de escribir.... 1...I......2 

h. Unas coiputedora....... ¶......... 2 

i. Uris tavadora de piatas 
el6ctrica........... I.......2 

.Uris secadora do rape..... 1...I......2 

k. Uris Lavadora do ropea.... ¶......... 2 

L. Un horno do microondas......1.......2 

m. Mds do 50 Librs.......1...I......2 
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